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Preface

When Neil Anderson and Dennis Hedke approached the Survey and the Society for support of a Geophysical Atlas of Selected Oil and Gas Fields in Kansas, we were unsure as to the breadth and “depth” of the venture, but knew that the project would be in capable hands. The results of the four years of work to develop this volume are a comprehensive look at the potential for geophysical methods to influence exploration and development of petroleum plays in Kansas. Neil and Dennis have compiled background information and general geological settings, technology of geophysical methods, and applications of geophysical methods, mainly seismic, to the exploration and development of Kansas oil fields and stratigraphy. One of the unique aspects of this volume is the inclusion of case studies of potential fields for exploration and discussions of how geophysics “works.”

Modern seismology has many uses beyond simple exploration and development of petroleum resources. Papers demonstrating use of reflec-

tion seismology to diagnose environmental impacts of both development and natural processes have been included in this book and should be useful to a large audience. These papers demonstrate both site-specific techniques and the use of shallow-reflection seismology to address environmental issues.

Cooperative ventures such as this are possible only by the commitment of individuals and organizations toward providing the tools, technology, and information necessary for the Kansas industry to better explore for and produce Kansas natural resources. It is noteworthy that of the 27 papers in this book, 12 are written by Survey authors, 10 by Society authors, and five are joint ventures. Compilation and editing of the papers and the final printing of this volume was under the direction of Rex Buchanan, Assistant Director for Publications and Public Affairs; Marla Adkins-Helgeson, Editor; and Jennifer Sims, Graphic Designer, at the Kansas Geological Survey. Past-Presidents of the Kansas Geological Society who have contributed to the project are Bill Shepherd, Jerry Langrehr, Alan DeGood, Brad Rine, and Paul Gunzelman.

The Kansas Geological Survey and the Kansas Geological Society are proud to present these results of our extensive joint venture to publish an assessment of the use of geophysics for Kansas petroleum exploration and development. We hope that operators and scientists alike will better understand how to increase efficiency and cost-benefits of use of geophysics in cratonic settings in a mature petroleum-producing region. As our industry moves further into 3D seismic and other advanced techniques, this volume should serve as a base from which to adapt more advanced geophysical methods to Kansas geology.

Lee C. Gerhard, State Geologist and Director, Kansas Geological Survey
Robert O’Dell, President, Kansas Geological Society
Introduction and Overview of the Atlas Papers

The efficacy of geophysical methods in the search for petroleum in the midcontinent was summarized in two previous dedicated volumes published by the Kansas Geological Survey (Hamblin, 1959; Steeple, 1989). Hamblin (1959) presented several early case studies that utilized the reflection seismic method for petroleum exploration, in addition to presenting local and regional studies using electrical resistivity, magnetics, and gravimetry. Steeple (1989), in an update volume, summarized more recent advances in reflection seismology and data-processing techniques. The recent advances included the use of higher-frequency sources for shallow-depth seismic investigations, and the increase of computer enhancement for aeromagnetic and gravity studies of the entire state.

The present atlas, a cooperative project by the Kansas Geological Survey and the Kansas Geological Society, emphasizes case studies in the application of reflection seismology in Kansas. Most of these studies relate to petroleum exploration, but also included are papers illustrating the wider use of reflection seismology in understanding salt dissolution (cf., two papers by Anderson et al.), hydrogeologic problems (Kesswetter et al.), and geomorphologic phenomena (Miller et al.). The application of high-resolution reflection-seismic profiles to stratigraphic investigations also is discussed in the context of recognition of depositional systems (Franseen et al., Knapp and Anderson, Knapp et al.) and detection of shallow fluvial-deluvial channel (“squeezed”) sandstones (Miller and Weis). Stratigraphic investigations such as these are a component of this volume because the broader use of geophysical methods in areas other than the search for petroleum should be recognized.

The Geophysical Atlas of Selected Oil and Gas Fields in Kansas is composed of 28 papers. Notwithstanding this introduction, included are 10 exploration case histories, 10 test-site seismic studies, two potential-field case studies, two methodology papers, and three overview papers. These studies also encompass a broad range of geologic features that can be observed by reflection seismology, including sand bars, beaches, channel sandstones, deltas, carbonate banks, karst, faults, folds, and salt-dissolution features. The papers are arranged so that the earlier articles set the stage for the later case studies. Articles 2 through 6 establish the Precambrian geologic framework for Kansas and illustrate that much hydrocarbon production can be more closely correlated to structural and topographic relief on the Precambrian basement. These papers also illustrate that Precambrian tectonic zones may be extremely long-lived and that these zones influence many subsequent geologic events. The seventh and eighth papers are methodology-oriented and provide the reader with an appreciation of how seismic data tie to subsurface geology. Articles 9 through 14 are test-site seismic studies that illustrate the utility of the seismic technique, particularly recent development and application of high-resolution methods in various localities in Kansas (fig. 1). Papers 18 through 28 complete the atlas. These articles are case studies utilizing reflection-seismic lines over petroleum fields in Kansas, with each paper containing a geophysical overview and at least one interpreted template seismic profile (fig. 1).

By documenting a selected group of petroleum fields and geologic features that are discernible by reflection seismology, this atlas aims to circulate knowledge of this geophysical tool to the energy industry, academia, and to other potential users of the seismic method. With continually improving technology, geoscientists need to access the accumulated technical experiences of their predecessors. A presentation of this knowledge will fulfill some of this need and stimulate new ideas on how reflection seismology may be used. The benefits of "scientific cross-pollination" can therefore be enjoyed by all.

In addition to disseminating information about geophysical methods to a wider audience, this atlas also serves as a "still photographic," as it were, to document how geophysics is presently being used in the midcontinent. Hopefully, others will reap the benefits of this knowledge and apply its methods and results toward their own resources. In this way, the past and present state of the science of geophysics will partly influence its future.

Since the 1940's, petroleum-exploration activities have become increasingly dependent on the capabilities of the geophysical interpreter. Although interpretation of well data, guided by experience and creative geologic insight, is still the principal method for finding oil in Kansas, geophysical data are also incorporated in these studies. Correlation-point seismic data were the norm in the 1950's, but multi-fold reflection-seismic profiling, first with analog and then digitally processed data, became more common in the 1960's. Reflection seismology is probably now the most commonly used method to supplement subsurface geologic mapping, but in some plays it has been the principal impetus behind exploration efforts. For example, the drilling of the Tescaco #1 Poirier well in Washington County, Kansas, in 1984—the first major petroleum-exploration test of the midcontinent rift (see Berendt et al., 1988; Woelk and Hinze, this volume)—was primarily based on data obtained from reflection-seismic lines. Furthermore, this exploration effort was originally prompted by geologic structures seen on a COCORP reflection-seismic line shot between 1979 and 1981 (Steeple, 1989). Seismic-reflection lines also are critical for defining depositional environments for developmental drilling in channel sandstones in the Morrow Formation of southwestern Kansas and southeastern Colorado (see Rummerfield and Rummerfield, 1989; Richardson and Hedke, this volume; Miller et al., this volume).

Although geological methods will remain important both in finding new oil and efficiently recovering "old" oil in existing fields, an ever-increasing reliance on geophysics in energy exploration will probably occur. Similarly, a wider application of geophysics in hydrogeologic surveys and environmental remediation projects will be necessary. In the future, 3D seismic-data surveys may become more important for both the exploration and production of petroleum in Kansas (see Rutter, 1993). The economic cost of such complex surveys is still marginal; however, advances in computational and seismic hardware, together with progress in processing techniques, continually improve the feasibility of such enterprises so that even small petroleum plays and the small producers that chase them may eventually benefit from such advanced technology.

Knowing exactly where the future will send us is difficult, and even if we could know, the timetable of when we get there is mostly unclear. If achieving a perfect perspective on things to come were simple, and if precognition were common, years ago we would have easily foreseen that companies once making cash registers and adding machines would grow to be computer giants, and that obscure blue-print companies would rise to worldwide stature by producing photocopies. Similarly, what type of geophysics will we be doing a generation from now in the midcontinent? Who will be doing it? What will we be finding? The organizers of this volume therefore make a plea to future geophysical researchers to document and save some of their more novel and interesting work in the "mambo" projects. Such studies may perhaps be published in a successor volume one day, which will serve as yet another building block for our future.
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Overview of Petroleum Production and Geology in Kansas

by K. David Newell
Kansas Geological Survey, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66047

Importance of Petroleum Production in Kansas

Booms and busts in the petroleum industry have occurred in Kansas since oil was first produced near Paola in the 1870’s. Oil and gas prices are currently low, and as a result, the energy industry in Kansas is depressed, particularly compared to the boom times of the late 1970’s. Although petroleum resources are slowly dwindling, approximately 8,500 jobs statewide are still directly involved with its extraction and conveyance (Gerhard, 1992). The Kansas Geological Survey assists industry with annual cash receipts from Kansas oil and gas production equal to that of the annual total statewide crop production (Carr, 1994). The energy industry therefore remains an impressive component of the economy of the state, and it will probably continue to be important well into the next century. Just how big the industry will be difficult to predict because its prosperity largely hinges on mercurial world energy prices and politics. In any event, the future of the industry in Kansas will probably be dominated by small companies, at least with respect to the production of oil. Major companies and large independents still are involved with gas production in the state by virtue of extensive acreage holdings in southwestern Kansas.

The history of petroleum production in Kansas through this century has paralleled the evolution of the theory of petroleum geology. At the turn of this century, finding energy resources was primarily a process of geoswass, “witching,” the knack of drilling wells near seeps, fast-talking promotion, and just plain luck. Although serendipity will always be a part of the process, energy exploration and development are now more systematic and less desultory, involving aspects of structural geology, stratigraphy, well-log interpretation, petrophysical analysis, geophysics, and petroleum engineering.

Various geologic methods have enjoyed their heyday. Structural mapping based on surface geology and topography was important around World War I, when El Dorado, the largest oil field in Kansas, was found along the Nemaha uplift in Butler County. In the following decades, as the more obvious surface structures were explored, subsurface mapping became increasingly important and led to the discovery of many major fields in Kansas. Some of these subsurface data were obtained by drilling grids of shallow core holes, but most data now are based on deeper exploratory well control.

Almost 6 billion barrels of oil have been produced in Kansas (Carr, 1994; fig. 1). Approximately 35% of this oil was from Pennsylvanian rock. Cambrian-Ordovician Arbuckle production, mostly from the Central Kansas uplift, accounts for another 32% of the total production of the state. Mississippian fields, primarily carbonates in the Hugoton and Sedgwick basins, also have contributed to Kansas production (Carr, 1994). Cumulative gas production is 29.5 TCF, with the overwhelming percentage (86%) coming from Permian strata (fig. 1). Kansas currently ranks eighth among states in terms of the amount of oil produced annually, and sixth among the states that produce gas (World Oil, 1994). Oil production peaked in 1956 at 124 million bbl/y. Gas production peaked in 1970 at 920 BCF per year (Oros, 1979). Current oil production is approximately 50 million bbl/cr while gas production is approximately 650 BCF (Carr, 1994). As of 1990, estimated proved reserves for Kansas were 321 million BO and 9,614 BCFG (Gerhard, 1992). Potential future discoveries, however, may prove up to an additional 2.2 billion barrels of recoverable reserves (Gerhard et al., 1994).

General Petroleum Geology

Only a cursory outline of the geologic history of Kansas as it relates to petroleum production is provided in this article. More extensive and elaborate summaries are found in Jewett (1954), Merriam (1963), Zeller (1968), Adler et al. (1971), and Newell, Waney, Cheng, and Brownrigg (1987). Capulated summaries in previous volumes on geophysics in Kansas (Jewett and Merriam, 1959; Newell et al., 1989) also are useful.

Nowhere in Kansas is the sedimentary cover more than about 9,500 ft (2,850 m) thick. Due to numerous unconformities, this veneer of sedimentary strata in Kansas cumulatively represents perhaps only 15–50% of post-Precambrian time (Merriam, 1963). Unconsolidated Quaternary sediments are confined mostly to present drainage systems and are relatively thin. Pleistocene glacial deposits cover much of northeastern Kansas but much of this unconsolidated strata has been lost to erosion. Nonmarine fluvial rocks, the Ogallala Formation, blanket the western third of Kansas, effectively masking the underlying stratigraphy and structure.

A thick section of Mississippian rock, composed predominantly of marine shales, limestones, cherts, and nonmarine deposits of sandstone and shale, covers the western half of Kansas (fig. 2). Most of these strata were deposited in a broad Corduroy Seaway that bisected North America. The eastern shores of this seaway were probably situated in eastern Kansas or western Missouri, but subsequent erosion has removed the Mississippian strata from these areas.

The Pennsylvanian and Permian systems (fig. 2) are the thickest sequences of rock in the state, and they document in their stratigraphic record dozens of cyclothemic inundations of the sea. Thin but laterally persistent units can be traced over large areas of the midcontinent, but significant lateral facies changes can occur as the environmental conditions change from shallow shelf to deeper basin. Bedded rock salts occur at several levels in the Permian System (Anderson et al., this volume, p. 57).

Rocks representing all pre-Pennsylvanian systems are present in Kansas. These consist mainly of marine limestones and dolomites, alternating with shales and sandstones (fig. 2). The thickest sections of pre-Pennsylvanian rock are found near the centers of the broad intracratonic basins where they have been protected from extensive erosion.

The Precambrian basement in the state consists mainly of granite, quartzite, and schist. Aeromagnetic and gravity studies, combined with drill data and radiometric dating help define Precambrian tectonic blocks, which have produced 19% of the oil (Carr, 1994). Cumulative gas production is 29.5 TCF, with the overwhelming percentage (86%) coming from Permian strata (fig. 1). Kansas currently ranks eighth among states in terms of the amount of oil produced annually, and sixth among the states that produce gas (World Oil, 1994). Oil production peaked in 1956 at 124 million bbl/y. Gas production peaked in 1970 at 920 BCF per year (Oros, 1979). Current oil production is approximately 50 million bbl/cr while gas production is approximately 650 BCF (Carr, 1994). As of 1990, estimated proved reserves for Kansas were 321 million BO and 9,614 BCFG (Gerhard, 1992). Potential future discoveries, however, may prove up to an additional 2.2 billion barrels of recoverable reserves (Gerhard et al., 1994).

FIGURE 1—Cumulative oil and gas production (by interval) compared to annual oil and gas production (from Carr, 1994). Size of circle is proportional to volume of production.
m) of the surface near the Nebraska border but plunges to about 4,000 ft (1,200 m) at the Oklahoma border. Several structural culminations lie along its crest and one of these is the locus of the El Dorado field, the most prolific oil field in Kansas. Lower Paleozoic strata have been upturned and truncated by Pennsylvanian strata at several places on the crest of the Nemaha uplift. Faulting is particularly prevalent in the northeastern part of the state where the top of the Precambrian has approximately 2,000 ft (600 m) of vertical offset. In southern Kansas, structural relief is more subdued and in many places Paleozoic beds are folded over the crest. Small-magnitude earthquakes indicate that minor tectonic movement is continuing. The Nemaha uplift extends southwestward into Oklahoma and provides an element of structural closure for many petroleum fields in that state.

The southern half of the Salina basin underlies much of north-central Kansas. The northern half underlies south-central Nebraska, where it is referred to as the Central Nebraska basin. The Salina basin is asymmetric like the Forest City basin, having a broad eastern flank and relatively steep western flank, but faulting is not evident along the western flank of the Salina basin. Although the axis of this basin is buried to a depth comparable to that in the Forest City basin, no oil production has been found to date along the axis of the Salina basin.

The Sedgwick basin, a shelflike extension of the Anadarko basin of Oklahoma, is roughly symmetrical and plunges southwestward. It extends across much of south-central Kansas and is separated from the Salina basin to the north by a low, unnamed east-west-trending arch. Oil production in the Sedgwick basin is from several stratigraphic horizons, but Mississippian pay zones dominate. The Pratt antline, a southward-plunging nose off the Central Kansas uplift, defines the western flank of the Sedgwick basin.

The Central Kansas uplift is referred to as the structural backbone of Kansas. Along its crest, Precambrian rocks are overlain by rocks as young as Pennsylvanian; along its flanks, pre-Pennsylvanian units are upturned, truncated, and overstepped by younger Pennsylvanian strata. The Central Kansas uplift, the Cambridge arch to the northwest, and its northern extension in Nebraska, the Chadron arch, form an arcuate chain of uplifts that are convex to the southwest. The Central Kansas uplift is the most prolific oil province in Kansas, with principal pay zones being the Cambrian-Ordovician Arbuckle Group and the several stacked pays in the cyclothemic carbonates of the Pennsylvanian Lansing–Kansas City Group. This uplift is one of the most densely drilled petroleum provinces in the United States, and seven of the 10 largest fields in Kansas are located on it (Newell, Watney, Cheng, and Browning, 1987). Outpost drilling has extended production of fields on the uplift where many of them have virtually merged. Although field boundaries are still maintained for accounting purposes, if these fields were considered as one entity, a large field having produced approximately a billion barrels of oil could be envisioned—a true giant on par with those in Texas and Oklahoma.

The Hugoton embayment, an extension of the Anadarko basin of Oklahoma, underlies the western third of Kansas. The axis of the embayment plunges generally southeastward, and strata within it thin out down-axis into the Anadarko basin. The greatest thickness of Phanerozoic strata in Kansas occurs in this basin where approximately 9,500 ft (2,850 m) of strata are preserved at the Oklahoma border. Permian strata in this basin account for the majority of gas production in the state, with most coming from carbonate reservoirs of the Chase Group in the giant Hugoton–Panhandle field and nearby smaller gas fields (Adler et al., 1971). Carbonate reservoirs of the Permian Council Grove Group in the Panoma gas field that underlies part of the Hugoton–Panhandle field are also important (Parham, 1993).

In the future, deeper targets in the Hugoton embayment may take the spotlight as the most important oil exploration area of the state, but the location of producing areas on the Central Kansas uplift also will remain important sources of production. Mississippian strata that now accounts for 43% of the production in the state (Carr, 1994) also will be an exploration target. Most of the larger Mississippian fields in the state are in the Sedgwick basin, but since the 1970s most big Mississippian discoveries have been in the Hugoton embayment. Pennsylvanian strata, principally the Morrow Formation, also hold promise for significant stratigraphic traps in the Hugoton embayment.

Distribution of Petroleum Production

Patterns of deformation in Kansas have changed throughout geologic time (fig. 3). Structurally positive areas can become downdropped areas, and vice versa. For example, the Nemaha uplift was once the location of the axis of the North Kansas basin. Earlier, the axis of the North Kansas basin was the locus of a broad uplift called the Southeast Nebraska arch. The Cherokee basin in southeastern Kansas overlies part of the earlier Chautauqua arch. The erosion associated with these uplifts has produced a complex pattern of stratigraphic units that can be expressed by paleogeologic maps, also known as subcrop maps. Petroleum is often associated with traps and porosity developed along unconformities (see Schlee, 1984). For example, porosity can develop by weathering and karstification of rocks beneath unconformities. Porous sandstones can be deposited

FIGURE 2—GENERALIZED PLEISTOCENE STRATIGRAPHY OF KANSAS SHOWING APPROPRIATE THICKNESS OF MAJOR STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS (FROM JENKEN ET AL., 1988). CENOZOIC BEDS ARE NOT SHOWN IN THIS DIAGRAM.

FIGURE 3—LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURAL FEATURES IN KANSAS (FROM MERRIAM, 1963; BICKFORD ET AL., 1981; YAGER, 1983). A—PRE-DESMONDIZATION-MISSISSIPPIAN FEATURES; B—PRE-MISSISSIPPIAN-ORDOVICIAN; C—POST-CAMBRIAN-PRE-MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN; D—PRECAMBRIAN.
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FIGURE 4—Distribution of petroleum production along the basal Pennsylvanian angular unconformity in Kansas (compiled from data in Newell, Wainey, Cheng, and Brownrigg, 1987).

FIGURE 5—Paleogeologic map of units subcropping below the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity in Kansas (taken from Merriam, 1963; Newell, 1987a; Lambert, 1988).

FIGURE 6—Subsea depth of basal Pennsylvanian unconformity in Kansas (from maps in Merriam, 1963).

FIGURE 7—Paleogeologic map of units subcropping below the Chattanooga Shale in Kansas (taken from Merriam, 1963; Newell, 1987b).
upon an unconformity by a subsequent transgression of the sea. Unconformities can also act as regional “carrier beds” for petroleum.

Inasmuch as unconformities may influence both the migration and trapping of petroleum, it is perhaps informative to look at the distribution of petroleum along an unconformity, rather than conventionally noting the stratigraphic unit producing the petroleum (cf., Newell, Watney, Cheng, and Brownrigg, 1987; Carr et al., 1993). In this sense, the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity in Kansas has an enormous amount of petroleum distributed along it. The Cambrian-Ordovician Arbuckle Formation produces oil just below this unconformity at the crest of the prolific Central Kansas upfift, as do several lower Paleozoic formations on the flanks of the upfift (fig. 4). Mississippian “chat,” together with “basal Pennsylvanian conglomerate,” are also major pay zones along this unconformity, and both of these zones are components of many large stratigraphic traps in the Sedgwick basin and Hugoton embayment. Porosity associated with the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity may have functioned as a carrier bed for petroleum expelled from the deeper part of the Anadarko basin. Many of the traps down dip closer to the Anadarko basin produce gas (fig. 4), whereas updip traps produce oil—a pattern predicted by Gussow (1954) in his principle of differential petroleum migration. Curiously, the Central Kansas upfift appears quite imposing on a subcrop map (fig. 5), but a structure map of the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity (fig. 6) expresses it as only a subdued structural closure in the center of a broad structural low underlying much of the state.

Other major unconformities may also influence the migration and trapping of petroleum. The angular unconformity at the base of the Devonian-Mississippian Chattanooga Shale has much production associated with it, including several stratigraphic traps in central Kansas where the Silurian-Devonian “Hunton” carbonates pinch out beneath it (figs. 7 and 8). Misener sandstone, the erratically distributed transgressive sandstone present immediately above this unconformity, produces from several fields in Kansas and Oklahoma. In addition, the Chattanooga Shale is a major source rock in Oklahoma (Lambert, 1992), and hydrocarbons expelled from it could migrate very efficiently into porous zones present along the unconformity at its base.

Although categorizing oil and gas by unconformity rather than by producing formation reduces the number of major producing horizons in the state, there is much production that is not associated with major unconformities. For example, Middle and Upper Ordovician oil (fig. 9), principally from Simpson Sandstone and Viola Lime- stone, is not associated with any major angular unconformity. The northeast-southwest production trend in these Ordovician units parallels the Transcontinental arch, and its oil has a distinctive geochemical signature (Martin et al., 1963; Hatch et al., 1987). On the eastern flank of the Forest City basin, some of this oil has migrated vertically into Pennsylvanian reservoirs, and into Devonian “Hunton” carbonates along its axis (Newell, Watney, Stephens, and Hatch, 1987). Pennsylvanian production (fig. 10) and Permian production also are not consistently associated with any one major unconformity, although similarity in the spatial distribution of oil and gas production with that of the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity (fig. 4) indicates some of this production also may have leaked upwards through faults and stratigraphic connections.

If hydrocarbon production is considered by its distribution along unconformities, we then approach its occurrence as a “petroleum system.” As defined by Magoon (1991), the “petroleum system” considers the relationships of all necessary conditions for the creation of a petroleum field, including source rock, overburden, reservoir, seal, and trap. Of course, only the locations of known traps are recorded by production maps; nevertheless, better inferences can be made as to migration and potential source beds of the petroleum. It is therefore proposed that most of the oil along the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity will be geochemically identical, regardless of whether it is found in Mississippian “chat” in the Sedgwick basin, or in Arbuckle carbonates on the crest of the Central Kansas upfift. Similarly, oil found at the base of the Chattanooga Shale may also be geochemically distinct regardless of whether the pay zone is in the Silurian–Devonian “Hunton Group” or the Middle Ordovician Viola Formation, just so long as these units are in the similar geologic position of being truncated by the unconformity at the base of the Chattanooga Shale. Although analyses (Hatch et al., 1987; Newell, Watney, Stephens, and Hatch, 1987) indicate that oil in Middle and Upper Ordovician strata (e.g., Simpson Group, Viola Formation, and Maquoketa Formation) is geochemically unique, this distinctive oil may be mixed with other oils where these units are truncated by major unconformities. A geochemical study of oil and gas along the major unconformities in Kansas could elucidate how the production migrated and accumulated, and the maps presented here may afford a more logical approach to such a study.
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FIGURE 10—Distribution of petroleum production from Pennsylvanian rocks in Kansas (compiled from data in Newell, Watney, Cheng, and Brownrigg, 1987).
Basement Tectonic Configuration in Kansas

D. L. Baars
Kansas Geological Survey, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66047

Abstract

The structure of the Precambrian basement of Kansas, midcontinent USA, is dominated by conjugate north-northeast- and northwest-trending wrench fault zones. North-northeast-trending faults of the Midcontinent Rift System (MRS) extend from Lake Superior across Kansas and into north-central Oklahoma. The fault zone widens from about 100 km (60 mi) in northeastern Kansas to more than 160 km (96 mi) in south-central Kansas in a series of horst-splay splays. North-northeast-trending structures of the MRS are displaced by about 80 km (48 mi) of dextral offset by the northwest-trending strike-slip fault zone. Apparently penecontemporaneous northwest-trending wrench faults of the Bourbon Arch-Central Kansas uplift cross the state from southeast to northwest, offsetting MRS structures. The two conjugate wrench fault zones are complexly interrelated in central Kansas, where internal synclinal thrusts separate axial horsts and grabens of the MRS. The Bourbon Arch is offset approximately 100 km (60 mi) by sinistrally slip from the Central Kansas uplift along the MRS. The Humboldt fault zone at the eastern margin of the MRS was not offset significantly by northwest-trending faults, suggesting that the present-day expression of the southward-weakening fault zone was created during Pennsylvanian (Upper Carboniferous) rejuvenation of the basement fabric. Stratigraphic relationships record a history of repeated reactivation in Paleozoic time that strongly affected petroleum entrainment, with an especially strong pulse of uplift during Pennsylvanian time.

These rift zones are segments of continental-scale basement lineaments that are fundamental to the structural fabric of the North American basement. The Bourbon Arch-Central Kansas structural lineament lies sub-parallel to the Yocene-Wichita line that extends from southern Oklahoma to the northwest through the Paradox basin of eastern Utah, and the MRS lies sub-parallel to the Colorado Lineament which extends from the Grand Canyon in Arizona to the Lake Superior region. Thus, the basement of the western midcontinent and southern Rocky Mountains consists of large-scale fault zones that delineate subterrestrial basement blocks.

Introduction

The midcontinent and the state of Kansas, in particular, are generally believed to be geologically structureless like the scenery. Yet upon close examination of geophysical and subsurface data, the basement is found to be complexly faulted. In spite of earlier interpretations to the contrary, the basement of Kansas is here interpreted to be broken by wrench fault zones of regional proportions. These fault zones readily fit in a continental-scale structural fabric, which will be seen to delineate regional crustal blocks that together form the North American craton.

Basement Structure of Kansas

The Midcontinent Rift System (MRS) (sometimes referred to as the Central North American Rift System or Midcontinent Gravity High) has long been recognized from geophysical mapping to trend south-southwestward from Lake Superior into central Kansas in a snake-like curving pattern. Faults of this zone trend north-northeast-south-southwest across east-central Kansas, splaying outward toward the south (fig. 1). Lying parallel to the MRS immediately to the east is a complexly faulted positive feature known as the Nemaha uplift, bounded on the east by the Humboldt fault zone (Berendse and Blair, 1986). In spite of its proximity and parallel trend, the Nemaha fault zone has generally been considered as a separate structure from the MRS, extending from southeastern Nebraska across eastern Kansas into north-central Oklahoma (Dolton and Finn, 1989).

Another prominent trend of basement faults crosses the MRS-Nemaha fault zone at near right angles. Numerous northwest-southwest-oriented faults extend from central Missouri into east-central Kansas, comprising what is often referred to as the Bourbon Arch complex (fig. 1). The Bourbon arch that affected lower to middle Paleozoic depositional patterns includes, and is bounded by, this zone of faults. The Bourbon arch complex appears to abut the Nemaha uplift. Another swarm fault zone trend south-southwest faults in west-central Kansas marks a structurally high platform known as the Central Kansas uplift (CKU) (fig. 1). This faulted block appears to abut fault extensions of the MRS in central Kansas.

Subsurface mapping of lower Paleozoic rocks and the upper Precambrian surface reveals that the northwest-trending Bourbon arch fault zone complexly offsets faults of the Nemaha-MRS fault zone in east-central Kansas, breaking the basement into a series of subterrestrial fault blocks (fig. 1; Berendse and Blair, 1986). Similarly, the southeast extension of the Central Kansas uplift is complexly offset by faults that appear to be southerly extensions of the MRS (fig. 1). Geophysical maps, especially the second vertical derivative of gravity map (fig. 2), confirm these strongly interacting relationships. Berendse and Blair (1986) interpreted the Nemaha-MRS fault system to exhibit sinistral strike-slip displacement along a regional wrench-fault zone, and this study confirms that interpretation. Many local offsetting relationships found on the Central Kansas uplift strongly suggest that sinistral strike-slip movement has occurred along the north-west-trending fault zone as well.

In an effort to make order out of this chaos, the author has produced an interpretive sketch map (fig. 3) which demonstrates the present interpretation that the two fault trends intersect in central Kansas, each set displacing the other in their respective senses. The northwest-oriented Bourbon Arch-Central Kansas trend is offset sinistrally by Nemaha-MRS faults, and the Nemaha-MRS fault zone is offset in a dextral sense by the Bourbon Arch-Central Kansas faults. These zones of intersecting faults are further complicated by synthetic shears along the Nemaha uplift. That these faults displace one another suggests that movement of both sets was essentially penecontemporaneous. Thus, the intersection of the two major fault zones is interpreted as forming a conjugate set in central Kansas.

FIGURE 1—MAP OF THE STATE OF KANSAS SHOWING GENERALIZED FAULT PATTERNS IN THE PRECAMBRIAN BASALT AS DERIVED FROM SURFACE STUDIES. North-northeast-south-southwest faults are believed to be sinistral strike-slip faults and northwest-southeast structures are interpreted to be dextral strike-slip faults.

FIGURE 2—SECOND VERTICAL DERIVATIVE MAGNETIC MAP OF KANSAS (RELIED TO THE POLE) COMPILED BY THE KANSAS GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. The MRS is strongly apparent in the north-central part of the state, but other basement structures with north-northeast and northwest orientations are apparent. Compare with the basement structure map of fig. 1.
Regional Comparison

A similar intersection of northwest-southwest and northeast-southwest wrench fault zones was documented as occurring in the Paradox evaporite basin of southeastern Utah by Baars (1966) and Warner (1978). Warner cited evidence that the northeast-trending Colorado Lineament displays sinistral strike-slip offset, originating at about 1.7 Ga (middle Precambrian time). Baars and Ellingsworth (1984) further documented evidence that the northwest-trending Olympic–Wichita Lineament is a dextral wrench-fault zone of 1.6 to 1.7 Ga origin. As in Kansas, the intersecting wrench-fault zones appear to displace each other, forming a conjugate set. Stevenson and Baars (1986) interpreted the fault-bounded Paradox basin to be a large pull-apart basin of Pennsylvanian age, formed by reactivation along the northeasterly Olympic–Wichita Lineament, with extension facilitated by the northeasterly Colorado Lineament (fig. 4). The fault-bounded Uncompahgre uplift to the northeast supplied vast quantities of clastic sediments to the adjoining basin.

Although movement originated in middle Precambrian time, Baars (1966) documented strong evidence that movement along the Olympic–Wichita Lineament was rejuvenated in Late Cambrian, Late Devonian, Early Mississippian, and Middle Pennsylvanian reactivation. Reactivation in Late Devonian time created shallow marine fault blocks upon which offshore sand bars formed and became petroleum reservoirs. Mississippian reactivation formed structurally controlled shingled conditions that fostered development of Wausoutian banks, which upon dolomitization became excellent petroleum reservoirs (Baars, 1966). Further reactivation in Middle Pennsylvanian time again caused subtle shingled basins along the southern shelf of the Paradox basin that localized the development of algal biostromes that have produced prolific amounts of petroleum (Baars and Stevenson, 1982).

Regional Setting

The Olympic–Wichita Lineament, the key element in the origin of the Paradox basin, extends to the northwest at least across Utah, and has been interpreted (Baars 1976) to be an extension of the Olympic–Wallowa Lineament of Washington (1963). It can be traced to the southeast into the fault complex of the southern Oklahoma Ouachita and beyond (Baars, 1976). The composite magnetic anomaly map of the United States (U.S. Geological Survey, 1982, from Hinze and Braile, 1988, plate 1B) clearly confirms these relationships. Thus, the Olympic–Wichita Lineament is a continental-scale structural feature interpreted to play a major role in the basin architecture of the North American craton (figs. 5 and 6).

The Pennsylvanian Paradox pull-apart basin lies along the Olympic–Wichita Lineament and is complimentary to a major fault-bounded uplift. In like fashion, the Pennsylvanian Anadarko and Arkoma basins of Oklahoma are intimately related to the same structural lineament, but lie in mirror image to the Paradox basin. The uplifted sources of voluminous clastic sediments in southern Oklahoma occur to the south, and the deep structural basins are to the north of the fault zone (fig. 6). The deep basins in central Oklahoma are bounded generally to the north by a structurally controlled shallow shelf that lies along the Maverick Arch–Central Kansas fault complex that in Kansas lies sub-parallel to the Olympic–Wichita Lineament (fig. 6). It is easy to interpret a close relationship between these Oklahoma basins and adjacent basement structures. (Perhaps these are also pull-apart basins?) As in the Paradox basin, Paleozoic rocks of the Kansas shelf of the Oklahoma basins show a long history of Paleozoic tectonic reactivations. Additionally, petroleum production from these strata is prolific.

Northern Midcontinent Basement Structure

Precambrian basement structures of the northern midcontinent are shown on fig. 5. To the north and east of Kansas, the structure has been generalized from Sims (1990). As previously discussed, the Midcontinent Rift System and the Central Plains Orogen are the principal structural features linking Kansas to the craton. It is noteworthy that the structural fabric of the northern midcontinent is dominated by the margins of the craton to the south and west, a network of northwest-southeast and northeast-southwest fault zones, many of which have been interpreted to be strike-slip faults (Sims, 1990). Thus, it appears that the basement structural fabric of the North American craton comprises several suborthogonal, fault-bounded blocks.

Figure 6 is a highly generalized map showing the relationships of Kansas basement structures to the midcontinent. Late Paleozoic fault-related basins are superimposed on the map to indicate their probable associations with basement structure. The interpretation shown on fig. 6 presents the MRS as a series of left-stepping en echelon fault zones as they appear to have occurred prior to extensional rifting. If this interpretation is correct, the MRS may consist of three originally distinct compressional structures, later apparently joined by clockwise rotation of their associated clastic blocks, followed by late Precambrian relaxation of stress now exemplified by extension along the rift zones.

Such an interpretation of the MRS would explain the apparent age and structural discrepancies along the rift. Sims (1990, p. 5) depicts the northern rift as "... a medial horst of basalt-ryholite flows and local overlying sedimentary basins that is flanked by red beds, which compose clastic wedges along the margins of the rift." He (Sims, 1990) assigned an age of 1,000–1,200 Ma for basaltic within the rift, or "about 1.10 Ma." In contrast, the MRS may consist of a series of numerous fault blocks (figs. 1 and 2), some of which contain predominantly basaltic and other arkose red beds; still others contain composite lithologies. Texaco recently drilled the Pearsall #1 well within the MRS in southeastern Washington County, Kansas (SW SW sec. 31, T. 5 S., R. 5 E., SE 1/4). Four horizons were logged and coring 4,545 ft (1,375 m) of Precambrian rocks. The upper 4,583 ft (1,375 m) Precambrian rock consisted of predominantly basalt and gabbros, with a few thin beds of arkose. The lower 3,871 ft (1,161 m) was predominantly arkose with minor amounts of basalt and gabbro; the well bottomed in arkose (Berendsen et al., 1988). K-Ar dates by different laboratories ranged from 887 to 800 Ma for a gabbro near the top of the Precambrian to 837–1,021 Ma for the deepest basalt encountered (Berendsen et al., 1988). Thus, rocks drilled in the test were considerably younger than the 1,100 Ma date for the northern MRS. Concern within the Kansas Geological Survey regarding the viability of these dates stems more from the younger age of the rocks in Kansas than of the quality of the dating process.

Discussion

A possible interpretation of the sequence of tectonic events that molded the basement of the midcontinent U.S.A. may be summarized as follows:

1. The crystalline basement was fractured to form orthogonal crustal blocks by northeast- and northwest-oriented faults in latest Archean or
Early Proterozoic time (Sims, 1990) by north-south compressional strain. 2) Northeasterly strike-slip faults developed with sinistral sense of displacement; northeasterly faults were dextral. Master fault zones included the northeast-trending Colorado–Great Lakes tectonic zone, the Sierra Grande–Los Animas–Penokan trend, and the three left-stepping en echelon segments of the present-day MRS. Northeasterly master faults are the Texas–Walker Lane, the Olympic–Paradox–Wichita Lineament, and the Chadron–Cambridge–Bourbon arch trends.

3) Continued compression, or transpression, in the time frame 1,700–1,600 Ma started strike-slip dextral movement on the Olympic–Paradox–Wichita fault zone and consequent rotation of the large crustal blocks of the midcontinent. Thus, the apparent sinistral movement of faults that now offset the MRS in southern Minnesota and southeastern Nebraska respectively resulted from dextral rotation of crustal blocks.

4) By about 1,300 Ma, most of the transpressional stress was being released along the Texas Lineament–Walker Lane tectonic zone.

5) The compressional stress field began to relax by 1,100 Ma, and extension and volcanic activity along the MRS slowly worked southward from the Canadian Shield, ending in Kansas in latest Proterozoic time.

6) By Cambrian time, faults of the MRS apparently were locked and healed, perhaps because of the binding effects of basic igneous flows and intrusions. There is no evidence in Kansas to indicate that there was post-Proterozoic activity along the MRS except where faulting was not associated with late igneous activity, such as the Nemaha uplift–Humboldt fault zone and the southeastern Central Kansas uplift.

7) Minor extensional activity along master faults continued throughout the lower Paleozoic, as indicated by subtle facies relationships in the sedimentary sequence.

8) By the beginning of Middle Pennsylvanian time, however, renewed intense tectonic activity, especially along the Olympic–Paradox–Wichita fault zone, created the major uplifts of the Ancient Rocky Mountains and the complimentary deep Arkoma, Anadarko, Paradox, and Ouirrh basins. Faults of the Central Kansas–Bourbon Arch and Nemaha uplifts were reactivated, forming the northern shelves of the Oklahoma basins. Kluth and Coney (1981) blamed this tectonic convolution on the collision of the South American–African plate with North America. However, it must be emphasized that this late Paleozoic event only reactivated existing basement structures.

Conclusions

The highly complex fault patterns of Kansas fit well with the continental-scale tectonic pattern of the North American craton. When viewed at a continental scale, fault trends in Kansas are seen as segments of large-scale structural lines that comprise the regional basement fabric. Although these structures originated in late Precambrian time, they were reactivated repeatedly throughout the Phanerzoic, affecting depositional and erosional patterns that localized petroleum reservoirs. Fault-controlled basement uplifts in Kansas comprise the complex northern shelves of the Oklahoma Pennsylvanian-age basins and are thus instrumental in controlling petroleum emplacement.
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Basement Control of Selected Oil and Gas Fields in Kansas as Determined by Detailed Residual Aeromagnetic Data
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Abstract

Basement control of Kansas oil and gas fields is shown to be very real and probably quite common. However, it is not possible to prove basement control with subsurface mapping, as few wells penetrate basement, nor with seismic, as the basement reflector is not always mappable. Residual aeromagnetics is the principal technique used in mapping basement, and it generally is employed only to outline the “basement fault block patterns,” that is, the boundaries of the basement fault blocks. Trapping and reservoir-forming mechanisms, such as the presence or absence of basement hills and the amount and direction of throw on basement faults, must be determined independently from subsurface mapping or seismic studies. Nevertheless, magnetic basement mapping is a valuable exploration tool because it provides continuous large block coverage at low cost over both producing and nonproducing areas and furnishes many valuable exploration leads. These can be augmented with seismic or subsurface techniques for heating wells.

Introduction

This contribution is not intended to illustrate the geophysical parameters of a single Kansas oil or gas pool; rather, it is a discussion of a different approach to geologic and geophysical thinking—basement control. Basement control can explain the presence of numerous oil and gas pools in Kansas, which, in turn, should prompt the discovery of additional pools using basement concepts. The understanding of basement control of structure in the sedimentary section has a long and seminal history in Kansas. Nevertheless, this history has been largely forgotten and the early concepts have been so effectively superseded by strain theory that basement control concepts are not widely used. I will here discuss briefly some of the early history. Taylor (1917), writing of oil-field structures along the Nemaha Ridge in eastern Kansas, noted that “... the granite so far encountered has been found invariably under surface folds.” His observations were noted by Moore (1920), state geologist of Kansas, 1916-1954, who proposed, that the structure of the sedimentary rocks, then, appears to be controlled almost wholly by the nature of the hard granite which underlies the surface, and instead of folding by lateral pressure, it appears that the structures are the result of vertical settling or consolidation of the sediments from compression by weight of overlying rocks.

Moore deserves credit, along with Mehl and Blackwelder, all in 1920, for the nearly simultaneous recognition of compaction over basement topography as a cause of structure in the overlying sedimentary section. Acceptance of compaction theory was mixed in the decades of the 1920’s, 30’s, and 40’s, but in 1949, the textbook, Principles of Petroleum Geology, by Professor Cecil G. Lalleker of the University of Kansas, was published with a full 20 pages devoted to the compaction phenomenon as a cause of structure and its value for petroleum exploration. This remained the most authoritative and extensive discussion of compaction for 40 years until the paper in the AAPG Bulletin in 1989 documented 30 basement hill cross sections from well data and demonstrated that all 30 basement hills resulted in compaction structures (“graviclines”) in the overlying sedimentary section (Guy, 1989). Nine of these hills are located in Kansas and had been documented earlier by Walters (1946, 1953).

In spite of the rather auspicious Kansas-related beginnings of compaction theory and its later verification and thorough documentation, many present-day Kansas explorationists do not use the concept effectively, undoubtedly for the same reason stated by Blackwelder over 70 years ago. Structures are explained by “lateral compresion,” i.e., strain theory, because “... it is a predisposition inherited from our college courses” (Blackwelder, 1920).

If we do wish to use basement concepts, where do we go for advice? The above references, especially Lalleker, will suffice for a start, and I will here attempt to outline in a brief form the principal concepts.

Concepts of Basement Control

The 100% correlation of 30 basement hills with overlying compaction structures in the midcontinent (Guy, 1989) verified the concepts of the noted geologists of the 1920’s, i.e., that compaction of the relatively soft sedimentary section over an irregular topography caused on the surface of the uncompacted crystalline basement results in a mimicking of the basement surface by the overlying sedimentary rocks. Structural highs appear over basement highs and structural lows over basement lows, although the amount of closure is much diminished, and structural development may cease at a prominent unconformity surface such as that developed at the top of the Mississippian section. Thus, it is not just isolated basement hills, or monadnocks, that affect the structure of the sedimentary section, it is the entire paleotopography of the basement.

Figure 1 is a map of structural high and low axes taken from a subsurface map with good well control in Pratt and Barber counties, Kansas (Williams, 1968). Figure 2 shows the axes of residual aeromagnetic highs and lows of the same area. These magnetic highs and lows reflect the lithology of the basement rocks because of differences in the magnetite content of the igneous and metamorphic rocks comprising the basement. These rock type changes and the generally sheared house geologic conditions between them control the basement topography. Note the great similarity of the patterns in the two figures. Quantitative analysis resulted in a 74% correlation factor between the structural and basement alignments on the two maps. This demonstrates the pervasive basement control of the structural axes, both highs and lows, in the lower parts of the sedimentary section in Kansas (and certainly elsewhere, as well).

The above concept opens up the exploration possibilities considerably. Now we must not only think of structural closure appearing over basement highs, we must also consider the possibility of fluvial deposits (Morrow channels, for example) occurring in structural-topographically lows on top of the Mississippian unconformity, or other unconformity surfaces in Kansas.

The second type of basement control, in addition to basement topographic control, is structural control, that is, faulting in the sedimentary section following old, reactivated basement faults. This is an old concept and adheres to the adage that “once a fault, always a fault.” However, faults in the basement are not the type of sharp breaks we see in the sedimentary section. They are generally broad shear zones having widths of a half mile to a rule of more. These are the block boundaries of the “basement fault block pattern.” Distances between basement shear zones vary considerably but are generally bracketed in the 2–5 mi (3–8 km) range. They occur in sets of parallel to sub-parallel fractures having different strike directions. They are of distinct ages and hence there are frequent terminations and truncations, and they are mappable with detailed residual aeromagnetics because of the rock type changes and magnetic susceptibility changes across them. These shear zones also generally erode low because they are intensely fractured, and this causes them to be visible on Landsat images of exposed basement, such as the Canadian Shield or other shield areas of the world. For emphasis, I summarize the above concept in table 1.

Accepting these concepts of basement control, we can now proceed to the next step—the actual use of the concepts in exploration for oil and gas. First of all, in what ways does basement control affect hydrocarbon trapping and reservoir development?

FIGURE 1—AXES OF SIMPSON STRUCTURAL HIGHS AND LOWS, TAKEN FROM WILLIAMS (1968).
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An initial attempt at tabulating some of the ways this can occur is given in tables 2 and 3. Nineteen different geological mechanisms are shown. However, this must be considered an abbreviated list. Familiarity with hundreds, or thousands, of oil fields would be necessary for constructing a complete list, if such is possible. For example, in preparation for this paper a new type of reservoir not previously considered was found: oil in the form of a water-saturated reservoir over a reactivated basement fault (Collier Flats field, Comanche County, as described by Slama, 1985; see fig. 13).

TABLE 1—Two Basic Types of Basement Control on the Overlying Sedimentary Section

1. Basement Topographic Control. Structure is created in the overlying sedimentary section because of gravitational compaction of the sediments over the irregular basement topography. This results in many stratigraphic phenomena as well. (See, for example, Gay, 1989.)

2. Reactivated Basement Faults or Shear Zones. Regional stresses reactivate some of the basement weakness zones, thus localizing structure, as well as causing stratigraphic effects in the overlying sedimentary section.

Concepts of Basement Geology

In order to utilize the above-described concepts of basement control on the structure and stratigraphy of the sedimentary section, it is helpful to understand a certain amount of basement, or Precambrian, geology. As a start, one could examine Landsat or SLAR images of outcropping basement areas worldwide ("shields") to get a feel for what the basement shear zones might look like underneath Kansas. However, it is not necessary to understand the details of Precambrian metamorphic and igneous petrology to grasp and apply basement concepts to exploration. Table 4 is a summary of sufficient information on basement geology to guide an exploration program.

The great complexity of basement structure results from active tectonics over the very long time span of the Precambrian Era, 4 billion years. This is approximately seven times longer than the time from the beginning of the Cambrian to the present. Not only this, but tectonics is apparently slowing down, in spite of the fact that we are aware by the assemblage and breakup of Gondwana and Laurentia in the last 500 million years. A preliminary analysis of magnetic basement mapping in north-central Oklahoma—south-central Kansas revealed approximately eight major tectonic events that affected the Precambrian crust of the region (Gay, 1986). The great majority of these events, six and perhaps more, took place prior to 1.4 billion years ago. An emerging concept among students of Precambrian geology is that all the continents contain pieces of all the other continents due to the hectic pace of plate tectonics in the early stages of earth’s history.

Some probable early Precambrian plate boundaries are visible in the residual magnetic data of the midcontinent region. Figure 3A is a banded contour version of

TABLE 2—Types of Traps and Reservoirs Resulting from Basement Topographic Control

Direct
1. Positive structural closure over basement highs
2. Fluvial systems in low topography over basement lows
3. "Reverse dip" due to basement lows
4. Fracturing on flanks of basement highs
5. Pinchouts on flanks of basement highs

Indirect
6. Reefs and algal mounds on crests of graviclines
7. Clean sands, outcrops, and carbonate grainstones on crests of graviclines
8. Pinchouts on flanks of graviclines

TABLE 3—Types of Traps and Reservoirs Resulting from Basement Fault Control

Direct
1. Fault traps
2. Fractured reservoirs
3. Fractured and dolomitized limestones

Indirect
4. Folds over basement faults
5. Reefs and algal mounds along basement faults
6. Sand bars, outcise shoals, and carbonate grainstone development along basement faults
7. Fluvial systems located over basement faults
8. Fluvial systems following fault scarps
9. Fluvial systems over down-dropped basement faults
10. Pinchouts over raised basement blocks
11. Reverse dip over basement faults

is the regional map of the same magnetic data that are shown in the individual oil-field examples, figs. 4 through 13. It is made up of alternating bands of black, gray, and white between magnetic contour lines, rather than using the contour lines themselves. This type of presentation could also be called "variable density magnetics" and is extremely useful for seeing regional trends, or "sutures," in magnetic data.

Tectonic boundary A-A' in fig. 3a, herein named the Argonia Suture, separates all northeast-trending basement blocks on the east from all north-trending basement blocks on the west. The area of northeast-trending blocks has previously been named the Sumner Terrane and the area of north-trending blocks the Sedgwick Terrane (fig. 3b) for the counties that fall within them (Gay, 1986b). Sixty miles (100 km) to the west lies tectonic boundary B-B', the Pratt Suture, which separates all northeast-trending

is residual magnetic data in south-central Kansas, covering approximately 3° of longitude and 1° of latitude. This figure is a regional map of the same magnetic data that are shown in the individual oil-field examples, figs. 4 through 13. It is made up of alternating bands of black, gray, and white between magnetic contour lines, rather than using the contour lines themselves. This type of presentation could also be called "variable density magnetics" and is extremely useful for seeing regional trends, or "sutures," in magnetic data.

Tectonic boundary A-A' in fig. 3a, herein named the Argonia Suture, separates all northeast-trending basement blocks on the east from all north-trending basement blocks on the west. The area of northeast-trending blocks has previously been named the Sumner Terrane and the area of north-trending blocks the Sedgwick Terrane (fig. 3b) for the counties that fall within them (Gay, 1986b). Sixy miles (100 km) to the west lies tectonic boundary B-B', the Pratt Suture, which separates all northeast-trending

FIGURE 2—Axes of Residual Magnetic Highs and Lows of Area of Fig. 1, taken from proprietary aeromagnetic basement mapping by Applied Geophysics, Inc., 1982-83.

FIGURE 3A (top)—Banded Contours of Residual Magnetic Map of Part of South-Central Kansas. Note the four obvious basement sutures (tectonic boundaries), as indicated by the arrows. 3B (bottom)—Names are given for the various Precambrian terranes that are SEPARATED BY THE INDICATED SUTUREs (from Gay, 1986, reproduced by permission of the Basement Tectonics Association). In the present paper, the sutures themselves are given names—A-A', Argonia Suture; B-B', Pratt Suture; C-C', Cretaceous Prairie Suture; and D-D', Joy Suture. Note the close correlation of the "Yellowstone-Plains Creek Tectonic Zone" (YPTTZ) with the Pratt Suture. It would be surprising if the Argonia Suture has not been similarly reactivated.
TABLE 4—BASEMENT FAULT BLOCK PATTERN—BASE CONCEPTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.</th>
<th>Blocks of complexity faulted and folded metamorphic and igneous rocks are bounded by wide linear shear zones of crushed and broken mylonitized rock.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Individual blocks are composed of different rock types, or rocks of different metamorphic grade, and hence of different magnetic susceptibility. This makes it possible to map the block boundaries with residual high-resolution aeromagnetics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Block boundaries are commonly curved and the juxtaposition of parallel overlapping sets may exist in an area, resulting in a polygonal pattern for the individual blocks (H. Cloos, 1948).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Distances between parallel block boundaries generally vary between 3 and 8 km (2-5 mi) in all areas studied to date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Later tectonic events reactivate the various fracture sets preferentially, according to their strike directions. These most suited to relieve the imposed stress are the ones reactivated (&quot;The New Basement Tectonics&quot;)—1972.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Erosion of the Precambrian surface generally results in topographic highs within the blocks and topographic lows following the block boundaries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

basement blocks of the Pratt Terrace on the west from the northeast, northwest, and north-south trends of the Barber Terrace on the east. The parallelism of A–A' and B–B' suggest a related pattern of jumbled terranes still active in the west coast of North America from California through Alaska. The ages of the Precambrian tectonic boundaries in fig. 3 must be considerably in excess of an age date of 1,380 Ma obtained within the Wichita intrusive complex shown on the east side of fig. 3, as the intrusive complex seems to be younger than A–A'. Even older are tectonic boundaries, C–C' (Pretty Prairie Suture) and D–D' (Joy Suture) which are truncated by A–A' and B–B' respectively. Certainly all the basement terranes, tectonic boundaries, and individual block boundaries were in place by Cambrian time and would have appeared much as they appear today in fig. 3. The long strike length and great amount of inferred displacement of the tectonic boundaries in fig. 3 indicates that they are zones of greater than average weakness and as such, should be easily reactivated by later stress systems. This appears to be the case for the Pratt Suture, which is almost exactly coincident with the Pratt anticline or "Yellowstone–Peace Creek Tectonic Zone" (Berendson and Blair, 1986; Slamal, personal communication, 1992). This is one of many zones in Kans that are parallel to the Nemaha Ridge and are of latest Mississippian–early Pennsylvanian age. Perhaps such Mississippian–Pennsylvanian disruption also exists along the Argonia Suture (A–A'), but we have not examined subsurface data to investigate that possibility.

Mapping Basement Geology with Aeromagnetics

As outlined in table 4, basement tectonism juxtaposed rocks of differing magnetic susceptibilities across shear zones long before Cambrian time. It is this fact which allows us to map the shear zones with residual aeromagnetics. The shear zones thus fall on the magnetic gradients between the residual magnetic highs and lows. They are the principal zones of weakness in the basement that were reactivated by later (Paleozoic) tectonic events. Extensive comparison of reliable subsurface and magnetic maps over large areas of the midcontinent and the Rocky Mountains at Applied Geophysics, Inc., have shown that fully 65–75% of the faults cutting the sedimentary section in these areas lie on magnetically mapped basement shear zones. Possibility the percentage of correlation would be higher if the mapped fault traces were more exact, but there are also cases where reliably defined faults cut through the interiors of basement blocks rather than following block boundaries. There are few absolutes in geology, but certainly a map of the basement fault block pattern is a good starting point for understanding the structure of an area.

Likewise, a map of the basement fault block pattern is an aid in locating basement topographic features. Basement shear zones (i.e., the edges of basement blocks) generally erode topographically low. That is why they are so evident on Landsat images of outcropping basement. This means that basement topographic highs generally fall within the block interior but whereas the whole basement block a topographic high, is one edge higher, or are there several topographic highs within a single block? It is generally not possible to answer these questions with magnetics. In fact, some basement hills correspond to magnetic lows (see fig. 5). This would be the case where a basement hill is carved on a block that is less magnetic than surrounding blocks. Quartzite is one rock type that falls in the weakly magnetic category, and basement hills of quartzite are not uncommon in Kansas (Walters, 1953; J. Brewer, personal communication, 1983).

This brings up the problem of the ambiguity of magnetic data for mapping the vertical dimension; for example, attempting to determine whether a basement block is high or low or has a hill on it, or which side of a basement fault is up or down. Since the magnetic pattern is caused by the lithology of the basement rocks, neither of these problems is generally solvable with magnetics, especially in areas of low basement relief and limited fault throw, as in Kansas. In the highly regarded GSA Memoir 47, the first book ever written on aeromagnetic interpretation, it is stated: "Most magnetic anomalies arise from the lithology and not from the topography of the basement rock" (Vaccarello et al., 1951, p. 8). In the third edition of Introduction to Geophysical Prospecting, a similar statement is made: "The magnetic relief observed over sedimentary basin areas is almost always controlled by the lithology of the basement rather than by its topography." (Dobrin, 1976, p. 534). On the other hand, the determination of the edges of magnetic anomalies (i.e., the boundaries of the basement blocks) or the horizontal dimensions, x and y, is not ambiguous. It is recommended that the vertical dimension (z) be determined from subsurface or seismic data, which is precisely what these techniques measure. Thus, to obtain the best geologic picture of an area in all three dimensions (x, y, and z), one should integrate magnetic basement mapping with seismic and subsurface data. In reality, magnetics, like subsurface studies, must come before seismic, in order to determine the location of the most economic acquisition of seismic data as well as the necessary amount of data to obtain. How does gravity surveying fit into this picture and when should it be employed? The author feels that in most cases gravity should be used like seismic as a follow-up tool run at a tight station spacing of 200-500 ft (60-150 m) along specific profile lines, each a few miles long. In many cases, this could indicate whether a basement hill is present or which side of a fault is up. However, gravity is almost never used in this fashion. It is generally run on grids of 1 mi (1.6 km) spacing (sometimes with tighter spacing along roads) to give a regional picture. Here, it competes with aeromagnetics, which does a better and more detailed job of mapping the basement fault pattern. Aeromagnetic readings are spaced from tens of feet apart up to a maximum of 200 ft (60 m) along line, and this high density of data essentially defines the magnetic profile completely. The profile lines can be flown at any line spacing desired but are generally flown at a separation equal to one third to one half the depth to basement. Finally, or most, basement block boundaries are extremely tenuous as there is little contrast in the densities of the juxtaposed blocks. Overall, densities of basement rocks vary from about only 2.5 g/m3 to a high of 3.2 g/cm3 in rare calcite—a 28% change. However, magnetic susceptibilities of basement rocks routinely vary from 50 microgems to about 5,000 microgems. This is a 100 times change or 10,000%.
Alameda Field, Kingman County, fig. 6

This is an interesting structure and could have been included with those in the first example (fig. 4) because it falls on a localized magnetic high. However, it is possible to interpret more of the basement geology here since the field falls precisely within a circular area of lower magnetic susceptibility than the area surrounding it. This is especially evident on the 3D stereo pair of the magnetic map. It is thus proposed that the area is underlain by a Precambrian igneous intrusion [4.5 mi (6.4-8 mi) in diameter] onto which a basement hill was eroded. A down-to-the-northwest fault cuts all formations older than Pennsylvanian and coincides precisely with a 3- to 5-gamma residual magnetic gradient. This is typical of the fault correlations obtained with basement mapping where reliable geological data exists.

Coats Field, Pratt County, fig. 7

This example is included to illustrate a remarkable fault correlation, but there is reason to suspect that Coats field is a compaction structure over a basement hill. What else would cause a structure in south-central Kansas less than 1 mi (1.6 km) wide to have over 450 ft (135 m) of total vertical displacement on the Arbuckle? (Localised basement “uplift,” piston fashion, is not a viable tectonic mechanism.) Realizing that such a basement topographic high probably does exist on the edge of a 3 x 3 mi (4.8 x 4.8 km) wide basement block as mapped by the magnetic high (fig. 7), one might speculate that there is a basement rock type here which erodes to a “knobby” terrain (granite, perhaps?). The four “corners” of this block—NW, NE, SE, and SW—corresponding to the magnetic high thus become interesting places to use subsurface or seismic data to look for other structural highs. What is remarkable in fig. 7 is that the short NNE-trending faults within Coats field and the long, nearly parallel fault underlying the Pratt anticline correlate precisely with residual magnetic gradients (i.e., the locations where one draws basement shear zones).

Stateline Trend, Wallace and Goochey Counties, Kansas, and Cheyenne and Kiowa Counties, Colorado, fig. 8

If high basement topography causes structural highs in the overlying sediments, then low basement topography must result in overlying structural lows. It is
possible then, through the process of erosion, that Mississippian structural lows in western Kansas–eastern Colorado became Pennsylvanian topographic lows. They would thus be favorable sites for the deposition of Morrow channel sands.

In 1985, one user of residual aeromagnetic data in southeast Colorado found an 85% correlation of Morrow channels with residual aeromagnetic lows. This suggests that there is a rock type in the basement of southeast Colorado that is magnetically weak and erodes topographically low. The Morrow channels there seem to follow magnetic lows and avoid magnetic highs. The subsequently discovered additions of Mt. Pearl and Siama fields to the Sorrento Trend in Colorado, and the later discovery of the Stateline Trend along the Kansas–Colorado line, substantiated this observation. In fig. 8, the Stateline Trend is seen to bend sharply around a strong northeast-striking residual magnetic high and generally follows the magnetic gradients (i.e., the shear zones, which we expect to erode low) or the magnetic lows themselves. Thus, residual magnetics may be of some value in the search for new channels in the Morrow play, but again, only if integrated or followed up with other geological and geophysical information.

**Gillian and O.S.A. Fields, Sedgwick County, fig. 9**

Gillian field has been described as a fault trap on a structurally high horst block (Shawver, 1965a). O.S.A. field is an updip pinchout of the uppermost Simpson sandstone on the same block (Shawver, 1965b). A 1983 interpretation of a residual aeromagnetic survey covering this area precisely defined the west-bounding fault. A series of similar parallel faults, two of which are shown in fig. 9, have been equally well defined by the aeromagnetic data and present additional exploration opportunities. The logical follow-up would be detailed subsurface studies followed by seismic profiling over selected "look-alikes."

**Ponca City Field, Kay County, Oklahoma, fig. 10**

Many truly prolific oil fields have been found along the Nemaha structural system in eastern Kansas and north-central Oklahoma. The Ponca City field in Oklahoma [only 20 mi (32 km) south of the Kansas line] is included in this paper as a remarkable example of such a field. Figure 10 shows the location of the field relative to a strong residual magnetic gradient corresponding to a basement shear zone. Eastward-directed reverse fault movement of the shear zone (as shown in the sketch at the bottom) would explain the asymmetry of the fold. Such fields are common along the Nemaha Ridge, the Beaumont anticline, and other parallel trends in both Kansas and Oklahoma.

![Figure 9: Gillian and O.S.A. Fields, Sedgwick County](image9)

**FIGURE 9—GILLIAN AND O.S.A. FIELDS, SEDGWICK COUNTY.** The west fault of Gillian field, which forms the trap, was exactly defined by a 1983 interpretation of the residual aeromagnetic map (gray contours). Structure contours (black) are on top of the Simpson Group, the producing horizon, and are from Shawver (1965a, b).

![Figure 10: Ponca City Field, Kay County, Oklahoma](image10)

**FIGURE 10—PONCA CITY FIELD, KAY COUNTY, OKLAHOMA.** Classic example of an asymmetric field (black contours) over a basement shear zone defined by the steep gradient in the residual magnetic contours (gray). Reactivation of the shear zone by west-dipping reverse fault movement as in the sketch, is the probable cause of this structure. Mississippi lime structure contours are from Clark and Daniels (1929).
Davis Ranch Field, Wabaunsee County, fig. 11

This field [160 mi (260 km) northeast of the Ponca City, Oklahoma, field] is located on the "Alma Trend," which lies 10 mi (16 km) east of, and parallel to, the Nemaha Ridge. Davis Ranch field is a structural look-alike to the Ponca City field and is likewise a large producer falling along a magnetically mapped basement shear zone, although not precisely on it to the south. Auburn and John Creek to the south and Mill Creek to the north are similar fields located over basement faults.

FIGURE 11—DAVIS RANCH FIELD, WABAUNSEE COUNTY. A Kansas analog to Ponca City field (fig. 10), 160 mi (260 km) north of Ponca City in the Alma Trend along the same Nemaha-related fault system. Black contours are top of Viola formation; gray contours are residual magnetics. Structure is from Kansas Oil and Gas Fields, vol. 3, 1960, p. 53.

Cunningham Field, Pratt and Kingman Counties, fig. 12

This structural field is similar to the Ponca City field and those of the Alma Trend just mentioned; however, it lies some 75 mi (120 km) west of the Nemaha Ridge along an apparent splay of the Yellowstone–Pease Creek Tectonic Zone. This zone is parallel to the Nemaha Ridge and apparently resulted from the same late-Mississippian compression as the Ponca City and Alma Trend fields. Note the excellent correlation of Cunningham field with the underlying magnetically mapped basement shear zone. Other Kansas fields that seem to fall in the same category are Weathered in Cowley County, North Yellowstone in Comanche County, and Bartholomew in Sedgwick County.

FIGURE 12—CUNNINGHAM FIELD, PRATT AND KINGMAN COUNTIES. Close correlation of the underlying basement shear zone with the asymmetric anticline indicates a probable reverse fault here, as in other similar fields in Kansas and Oklahoma. Black contours are top of the Lansing formation; gray contours are residual magnetics. Structure is from Skelly Oil Company Geology Department, 1956.

Collier Flats Field, Comanche County, fig. 13

It is fitting to end this suite of field correlations with a stratigraphic example because many times it is stated that structure mapping of the basement is not relevant to certain exploration plays as they are "purely stratigraphic." Some examples of such stratigraphic plays lying along basement faults are the Shannon–Sessee–Ferguson offshore sandbars in the Powder River basin in Wyoming, the Muddy fluvial system of the Powder River basin, and the Desert Creek algal mounds of the Paradox basin in Colorado. Slamal (1985) described the Collier Flats field in Comanche County, Kansas, as an oolite shoal that developed on a "structurally high element." The field coincides almost precisely with a magnetically mapped basement shear zone, and Slamal states that this could have been vertically reactivitated to produce a sea-floor high that localized the oolite development of Mississippian age in the Swope Limestone of the Kansas City Group (Slamal, personal communication, 1992).

FIGURE 13—COLLIER FLATS FIELD, COMANCHE COUNTY. Production in this field is from an oolite shoal that evidently developed on a fault scarp over an underlying basement fault defined by the gradient in the residual magnetic contours (gray). Structure contours (black) are on top of Pennsylvanian Swope limestone. Structure and wells are from Slamal (1985).
Conclusions

This paper demonstrates two main points:

1) Basement control of oil and gas field traps and structures is highly prevalent, if not pervasive, in Kansas, and
2) Residual magnetic maps provide leads for exploration for these basement-controlled traps and structures.

The first point, that basement control exists, is academic if we cannot map the basement in order to take advantage of basement control. This factor illustrates why point number two is important. There is a means of mapping the basement to some degree, even if that means, residual aeromagnetics, is imperfect. Magnetics cannot locate basement hills with certainty, nor can it be determined which basement shear zones mapped have been offset by faulting and in what direction. Nevertheless, residual aeromagnetics can be used as a starting point, followed in favorable areas with other exploration tools.

In the writer’s opinion, the quickest and surest way to use the concept of basement control as an exploration technique is to search for nearby analogs (“look-alikes”) to known basement-controlled fields. If Collier Flats field, for example, resulted from Pennsylvanian oolite deposition on a fault scarp over a basement fault, is it possible that similar features exist either along strike or on adjacent basement faults? Basement tectonic concepts indicate probable parallel faults two or three miles away on either side, and within this short distance the sedimentary processes may not have changed significantly. If Willowdale field is a gravcline over a basement hill carved in a quartzite block characterized by a residual magnetic low, are there other similar magnetic lows nearby? If Davis Ranch field is an asymmetrical fold over a reverse fault in the basement, surely the stresses caused other such structures along strike (or possibly parallel to it a few miles away).

When Applied Geophysics, Inc., first came to Wichita a decade ago to promote basement mapping with aeromagnetics, several prominent geologists told us: “We’re beyond that stage in Kansas.” Actually, the reverse appears to be true. Many geologists in Kansas and in other parts of the United States have not yet reached “that stage.” that is, the stage of understanding that extensive basement control is present in the sedimentary section and that there are ways and means of taking advantage of it. Those geologists who do will certainly discover additional important oil and gas reserves.
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Geophysical Model from Potential-field Data in Montgomery County, Kansas
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Abstract
Potential-field data (gravity and aeromagnetic data with precision of 0.1 mGal and 3 nT, respectively) are inverted into density/magnetization distribution in the Precambrian basement of Montgomery County, Kansas, by a method of the iterative forward modeling of Xia and Sprowl (1992). The depth to the top of the Precambrian layer is determined by well data. The thickness of the layer is determined by trial-and-error such that the calculated density/magnetization models show reasonable correspondence with known geology. The inverted models agree with observed data to the root-mean-square error and the maximum deviation of 0.16 mGal and 1.4 mGal, respectively for gravity data, and of 5.3 nT and 18.8 nT, respectively, for magnetic data. The observed anomalies have been topographically corrected (for gravity data) and separated from the original anomaly (for gravity and magnetic data). The anomalies used for the inversion are obtained after subtracting the original anomaly's contribution by the subsurface terrain, which is modeled by well data. The inverted results show distribution of higher-than-average density/magnetization in the southwestern basement rock of the county, possibly due to an intrusion of granodiorite containing more than 3% of magnetite.

Introduction
Density and magnetization are physical properties that can change significantly from one rock type to another. Knowledge of the distribution of these properties within the ground can convey information about subsurface geology. Because each of these two properties is a source of potential-field anomalies, measuring potential fields at the surface makes it possible to infer the subsurface geology through an appropriate inversion process. The inversion of potential-field data does not have a unique solution because any observed potential-field data can be produced by an infinite number of possible sources (Dobrin and Savit, 1988). Therefore, the inversion consists essentially in finding a source in which certain parameter(s) may be adjusted to fit the observations. One technique for inversion of potential-field data is "inversion by iterative forward modeling." This technique repeats a sequence of direct calculation of the potential-field anomaly from a given model, comparison of the calculated and observed values, and modification of the model until a satisfactory agreement is reached between observed and calculated values (Dobrin and Savit, 1988). A number of methods have been developed for the forward calculation of potential fields from a model in two and three dimensions. Talwani et al. (1959) provides an efficient means of calculation for a two-dimensional model. Cady (1980) provides the modified Talwani method for so-called two-and-one-half-dimensional models, and Plouff (1979) described the method for three-dimensional models. Parker (1973) described a fast algorithm employing the Fourier transform technique which can handle laterally varying density/magnetization distribution in a fixed layer. Because of the fast speed of the algorithm, this method is efficient to invert large data sets. Furthermore, Xia and Sprowl (1992) presented an approach for the iterative inversion which converges fast and stably and produces reliable solutions in most cases. They used Parker's formula for calculation of modeled anomaly, and Bouguer-slab and two-dimensional vertical dike formulas for modification of gravity and magnetic models, respectively. This project uses their method to invert the gravity and aeromagnetic data in Montgomery County, Kansas, into density/magnetization distribution of the Precambrian basement rock whose top and bottom surfaces, respectively, are defined by well data and known geology.

Potential-field data should be properly processed before any quantitative interpretation is attempted. One of the purposes of processing is to remove from the data all of the extraneous disturbances irrelevant to geological interpretations; such disturbances are due to changes in both elevation and latitude of stations, to meter drift, and to various other causes. Another purpose of processing is to isolate the residual anomaly from the target source of primary importance. This process is called regional-residual separation.

The gravity data that have been corrected for the effects from changes in elevation and latitude are usually called the Bouguer anomaly and often are used for geologic interpretations. However, this anomaly still contains extraneous disturbances due to topographic relief at the surface of measurement. Correction for these extraneous disturbances involves a vertical continuation of the data onto a common horizontal plane and is called topographic correction (Xia and Sprowl, 1991). A number of methods have been developed by several authors. Dampney (1969) described how to derive from the Bouguer anomaly an equivalent source of point masses on a horizontal plane (one point mass beneath each surface station) to reduce the data to that plane. However, he found that the error involved in this method is a function of depth of the equivalent source. Recently, Xia and Sprowl (1991) pointed out that the optimum depth of the equivalent source is that which maximizes the smoothness of the calculated anomaly between the data points. In addition, Xia et al. (1991) presented a fast and accurate technique using the fast Fourier transform to determine the equivalent source for a large data set. The gravity data used for this project are topographically corrected using Xia et al.'s technique (1991). Extraction of the residual from the regional is done both with graphical and computational methods. The graphical method is based on the merit of allowing the interpreter to incorporate into the process his personal sense of "rightness" about the forms of the regional-residual anomalies (Dobrin and Savit, 1988). However, this method works well only under some limited situations and most of the processing work must be done manually. On the other hand, computational methods are fast and accurate without such a great reliance upon the exercise of judgment during the process. The most straightforward and commonly used approach is the polynomial-fitting method, the most flexible of the computational techniques. Here the observed data are fitted, usually by least squares, to the mathematically describable surface (regional surface) that most closely fits the data within a specified degree of detail. A method to determine, among various possible ones, the optimum order of polynomial to use was discussed by Abdellah et al. (1985). This project uses their method to separate the regional anomaly from the Bouguer anomaly and aeromagnetic data.

Data Processing
Gravity data were collected on the topographic surface with a spacing of 1.6 × 1.6 km (1 × 1 mi) in most of eastern Kansas and 1.6 × 3.2 km (1 × 2 mi) in western Kansas. The data are available in the data base at Kansas Geological Survey (Lam and Yarger, 1989). The precision of the data is about 0.1 mGal. Figure 1A shows the Bouguer gravity map in Montgomery County. The first correction to the data is topographic (Xia and Sprowl, 1991) in order to reduce the data onto a horizontal plane. Figure 1B is a topographically corrected Bouguer anomaly map using a method discussed by Xia et al. (1991).
Anomalies Due to the Basement Terrane

Based on the well data (fig. 7B), we calculated potential-field anomalies caused by the modified Precambrian subsurface terrace shown in fig. 7A. Assuming that the rocks of the Precambrian basement are mostly granitic, the average density of the basement was chosen as 2.70 g/cm³ (Garland, 1979). The rocks above the basement are shale, limestone, and sandstone, and the average density of these rocks is 2.43 g/cm³ (Garland, 1979) if the thickness of each is the same. Therefore, the density contrast of the interface would be 0.27 g/cm³ (≈ 2.70 - 2.43). We also assumed that the granitic rocks in the basement contained one percent of magnetite with the effective susceptibility $K = 0.031$ (SI units). Magnetization by the earth field of $H = 40$ A/m yields a magnetization of about 1.25 A/m (125 nT), which is an order-of-magnitude figure for polarization of
basement rocks commonly used in magnetic-model calculations (Nettleton, 1976). Because sedimentary rocks are usually nonmagnetic, we used 125 nT as the magnetization in modeling the magnetic interface.

Figure 8 is the modeled gravity anomaly based on the basement model (fig. 7) with the density contrast of 0.27g/cm³. Figure 9 is the modeled magnetic anomaly of the basement structure (fig. 7) with the magnetization of 125 nT. Parker's (1973) formula (Eq. 1) was used to calculate the anomalies. The inclination and declination of magnetization of the modeled magnetic anomaly are 65° and 7°, respectively, which are the direction of the normal earth field in Kansas. These modeled anomalies show that the main anomalies in the county are not caused by the Precambrian basement structure. The modeled anomalies (figs. 8 and 9) are subtracted from the residual gravity anomaly (fig. 3) and residual magnetic anomaly (fig. 6). Then we obtain remaining anomalies shown in figs. 10 and 11, respectively, which are assumed to have been caused by lithological changes in the basement. We try to invert the anomalies into density/magnetization distribution in the basement.

Inversion of Potential-field Data

Xia and Sprowl's (1992) approach used in this study to invert the potential-field data is density/magnetization distribution within a layer. The computer program is described by Xia (1991). Calculation of a gravity anomaly field due to a material layer using Parker's formula (Eq. 1) requires three known functions: 1) the depth to the top of
the layer (ZT = 1), 2) the depth to the bottom of the layer (ZB = 2), and 3) the density distribution m:

$$\int_{\chi} h(x, y) = 2 \pi G \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{n!} X^n \left( \left[ 1 - 2 \gamma \delta_1 m(x, y) - \delta_2 y \right] - e^{- \left( \delta_1 + \delta_2 y \right)} \right),$$

where $G$ is the gravitational constant; $\gamma$ is a wave number vector; $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ are the average value of $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$, respectively; and $F$ is the Fourier transformation. For calculating magnetic anomalies, the formula is little different from Eq. 1 and $m$ is magnetization distribution, the direction of which must be known. The forward series expansion of Parker's formula is uniformly convergent for any reasonable topographic relief functions. ZT and ZB (Parker, 1973).

Given ZT and ZB, the goal of inversion is to determine distribution function of density/magnetization $m$ in the layer defined by ZT and ZB. The formulas that are used to modify the model after each iteration are listed below.

Case 1. Modifying the distribution of density in the layer:

$$\Delta \rho \propto \rho \left[ h(x, y) - \rho_0 \right] / 2 \pi G (ZB - ZT),$$

where superscript $k$ stands for the $k$th iteration and subscript $i$ for the $i$th data point; $\rho_0$ and $\Delta \rho$ are the measured and calculated gravity anomalies, respectively; $G$ is the gravitational constant; and $\rho_0$ is the density contrast.

Case 2. Modifying the distribution of magnetization in the layer:

$$\Delta T = T_0 - h_i / 4 \pi \sin \left( T \Delta T \right),$$

where ZT, the depth of ZT below point $i$ at the $i$th iteration; $h_i$ and $T_i$ are the calculated and magnetization anomalies, respectively; $\Delta T$ is the average distance between data points, $\Delta T_i$ is the modification to $T_i$, the magnetization below point $i$ at the $i$th iteration. Formula (2) is based on the Bouguer-sub slab formula. The formula (3) is simplified from the 2D vertical dice (Telford et al., 1982, p.166).

Two errors used to trace the iterative procedure are a root-mean-square error:

$$RMS(k) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ f_i^4 - f_i^2 \right]}$$

and the maximum deviation $MAXD(k)$ at the $k$th iteration:

$$MAXD(k) = \max_{i=1}^{N} \left| f_i^4 - f_i^2 \right|$$

where $f_i$ is the measured anomaly at the $i$th point, and $N$ is the total number of data points. These two errors can tell the differences between a modeled anomaly and a real anomaly. At least, one of them should be reduced after each iteration in order to obtain stable convergence of the inverse procedure.

The inversion approach consists of three steps:

1) Determine an initial model: initialize the model $\rho$ (or $T$) to an average value and define ZT and ZB for the case 1 (or case 2), both of which are kept unchanged while solving for density (or magnetization) distribution;
2) Calculate the anomaly $h(x, y)$ by Parker's formula and estimate the RMS and MAXD by Eqs. 4 and 5; if neither of these errors is reduced or the RMS reaches the accuracy threshold, the iterative procedure will be terminated, otherwise;
3) Modify the model by either Eq. 2 or Eq. 3, according to the type of anomaly, and then go to step 2.

Density/Magnetization Distribution in the Basement

The uniqueness of the inverse model of density/magnetization distribution is restricted by the uncertainty in the functions ZT and ZB. Obviously, the thinner the layer is, the larger the value of density/magnetization. In our study, depth to the bottom of layer ZB in the inverse procedure is flexible. This uncertainty is reduced by known rock types on several well stations. The inverse models should be consistent with these well data. Actually, we choose several different depths for each anomaly to find an acceptable model in geology because the inverse model should honor the rock types shown by the well data. We found that 2,500 m (8,202 ft) below sea level for gravity inversion and 1,200 m (3,937 ft) below sea level for magnetic inversion are reasonable choices of ZB.

Density distribution. We invert fig. 10 (gravity anomaly caused by lithological change) into density distribution within the basement. The upper surface of the layer ZT is the basement and the bottom ZB surface is chosen as 2,500 m (8,202 ft) below sea level. The two surfaces are kept unchanged while solving for density distribution. We initialize the density 2.67 g/cm$^3$, which is the average density of the continental crust.

The initial RMS and MAXD errors are 11.4 mGsl and 28.5 mGsl, respectively. After 20 iterations, the errors RMS is reduced to 0.16 mGsl and MAXD is reduced to 1.4 mGsl. The final result, which represents the modified density distribution in the layer, is shown in fig. 12. The modeled gravity anomaly by lithological change is shown in fig. 13.

Magnetization distribution. We invert fig. 11 (magnetic anomaly caused by lithological change) into magnetization distribution. In this case, we define the upper surface of the layer ZT as the basement and the bottom ZB surface as 1,200 m (3,937 ft) below sea level. The two surfaces are kept unchanged while solving for magnetization distribution. The inclination and declination of the magnetization are 65° and 7°, respectively. We initialize magnetization 125 nT, which is the value of magnetization of the granitic rocks containing about 1% magnetite. RMS and MAXD of the initial model are 97.2 nT and 393.3 nT, respectively. After 33 iterations, RMS is reduced to 5.3 nT and MAXD is reduced to 18.8 nT. The final result, representing the modified magnetization distribution, is shown in fig. 14. The modeled magnetic anomaly by lithological change is shown in fig. 15.

Inverse procedure shows that two errors are reduced quickly and convergence of the iterations is stable. This shows that the formulas used to modify density/magnetization models work well.

Figures 12 and 14 show the inverse results. Density in most areas of fig. 12 is less than 2.80 g/cm$^3$, but in the southeastern part density is above 2.80 g/cm$^3$. According to Carmichael (1989, p. 163), densities greater than 2.80 g/cm$^3$ will separate basalt from granite. In the same area of fig. 14, the magnetization is above 400 nT, which is about three times the content of magnetite (3%) in the rocks in this area as in the normal granitic basement. According to Carmichael (1989) and Nettleton (1976), the fact of higher density and higher magnetization in the area could be caused by basaltic rocks. However, Steeple and Bickford (1981) pointed out that the Miami County core, which is granite, contains about 2% of magnetite by weight. The source rocks, therefore, that cause the potential-field anomaly in southwestern Montgomery County are probably an intrusion of granodiorite containing more than 3% of magnetite.
FIGURE 14—INVERSE MODEL FROM MAGNETIC ANOMALY (fig. 11); magnetization distribution in the basement rocks. Mapping interval is 100 nT.

FIGURE 15—MODELED MAGNETIC ANOMALY FROM THE INVERSE MODEL (fig. 14). Contour interval is 20 nT. The RMS and MAXD errors between figs. 11 and 14 are 5.3 nT and 18.8 nT, respectively.
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Introduction

One of the major tectonic features of North America is the 1,100-Ma Midcontinent Rift System (MCR). This paleo rift now lies largely buried under the thick Phanerozoic cover of the North American Craton; therefore, its trend, extent, and structural nature is detected only by geophysical means and the occasional deep drill hole. The rift was first reported in Kansas by Woolard (1943) as a result of his transectional gravity profile and was later to be known as the Midcontinent Gravity High. Subsequent aeromagnetic investigations showed a correlative magnetic anomaly and the feature was renamed the Midcontinent Geophysical Anomaly (MGA). The MGA is recognized as extending from Lake Superior to Kansas (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985) and southerly into Oklahoma (Yarger, 1981). It is delineated by a positive central high and flanking minima on both gravity and magnetic maps. The rocks associated with the MGA crop out only in the Lake Superior Basin and comprise the classical association of bimodal volcanic, plutonic, and clastic sedimentary units of the “Keweenawan” suite (Morey and Green, 1982; Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985). It is primarily this association of a large volume of mafic and clastic rocks occurring along a long segmental belt which transects the pre-existing geologic pattern over most of its length that leads to the intense deformation of the MGA and related segments as a rift (Hinze and Braile, 1988).

Growing interest in the Midcontinent Rift System over the past several years, fostered in part by the potential of this Keweenawan rift as a frontier hydrocarbon province, has led to an increased number of deeply penetrating seismic-reflection profiles across the structure. Two studies by the Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling (CORCOP) across the MCR in Kansas and Michigan (Brown et al., 1982; Brown et al., 1983; Serpa et al., 1984), and more recently, seismic lines acquired in Lake Superior as part of the Great Lakes International Multidisciplinary Program on Crustal Evolution (GLIMPCE) image a deep asymmetric central graben with prominent reflectors extending to depths of 30 km (18.6 mi) in places (Bhembre et al., 1988; Cannons et al., 1989). In addition, the seismic lines show that normal faulting played a prominent role in rift development before later compression changed them into high-angle reverse faults.

In 1984-85, Texaco, U.S.A. drilled a hole in northern Kansas (Berendzen et al., 1988) to test the petroleum potential of the clastic rock assemblage of the MCR. Texaco’s interest was spurred in part by the results of the seismic-reflection investigation of the MCR conducted in Michigan by CORCOP. These drill hole data have added valuable constraints to understanding the structural style and tectonic evolution of the MCR in northeastern Kansas.

Potential-field Analysis

Study of the MCR in Kansas by direct observation is limited to a few scattered deep drill holes. Deep drill-hole data are useful in mapping basement lithology, but because holes rarely penetrate more than a few meters of basement they provide little structural information. Further complicating the matter, lithologies can be difficult to interpret due to the intensity of chemical weathering of the first few meters of the subcropping basement rocks (Lidick and Hinze, 1988). To help overcome these difficulties, geophysical potential-field maps can be used to extrapolate basement lithology along gravity and magnetic trends from lithologies derived from basement holes. This information provides a useful regional context for localized investigations.

Gravity and magnetic studies played an important role in the early delineation of the MCR (Thiel, 1956; Lyons, 1959; Hinze, 1963; Hinze et al., 1973, 1982; King and Zietz, 1971; Oray et al., 1973) because these methods readily detect the large physical property contrasts associated with the Keweenawan rocks of the MCR (Klauser et al., 1979; Hinze et al., 1982; Hinze et al., 1985). Gravity and magnetic anomalies associated with the MCR are in general spatially correlative maxima and minima. Extrapolation of the Keweenawan rocks into the subsurface, in conjunction with seismic-reflection profiles, shows that the gravity and magnetic highs are derived from troughs filled with mafic volcanic and plutonic rocks as well as sedimentary rocks extending to depths greater than 15 km (9.3 mi) and up to 30 km (18.6 mi) in the Lake Superior basin (Hinze and Braile, 1988). The flanking minima are predominantly caused by clastic sedimentary rock basins. Recent investigations of the MCR have suggested that mafic intrusions permeating the crust below the rift contribute to the central maximum, and thickening of the crust contributes to the flanking minima.

The anomaly pattern of the MCR (fig. 1) is segmented, being disrupted at several locations. In southeastern Minnesota, the anomaly makes a sharp turn to the southeast extending to the Iowa border where it continues to the southwest. In southeastern Nebraska the anomaly shifts abruptly to the east by about 60 km (37.3 mi) and continues into central Kansas. This en echelon pattern is defined in part by northwest-trending structural zones such as the Belle Plaine and associated faults in southeastern Minnesota (Chandler et al., 1989). In some rift models these faults are depicted as transform faults or accommodation zones separating rift segments (King and Zietz, 1971; Chase and Gilmer, 1973). However, they may simply be caused by pre-existing crustal faults which have disrupted the rift development.

The anomaly pattern broadens within the Lake Superior basin and the regional trend changes from NE-SW to NE-SE as it continues into Michigan. The MCR in southeastern Michigan intersects the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone (GFTZ)—a zone which separates high-grade metamorphic rocks of the Grenville Province from older basement provinces to the west—a result of the continent-continent collision of the 1.3-1.0 Ga Grenville Orogeny (Moore, 1986). The coincident age of the MCR and GFTZ coupled with the late-stage reverse movement of MCR faults has led to speculation that the rift event terminated with the Grenville Orogeny.

The Bouguer gravity map of the northeastern Kansas area (fig. 2), the most notable feature is the anomaly caused by the MCR. The feature extends from the northeast corner of the map (central Iowa) into southeastern Nebraska, where it is offset by about 60 km (37.3 mi), and then continues into Kansas. The basin surface lithology in the area between the rift segments in Nebraska and Kansas is predominantly a plutonic terrane of pre-Keweenawan granite gneiss and schist. The prominence of cataclastic rocks in southeastern Nebraska has led to the speculation of a crustal break in this area (Muehlberger et al., 1967), but because of the uncertain trend in the cataclasis, its association with the offset in the anomaly is conjectural (Lidick, 1972).

The Iowa-Nebraska segment of the gravity anomaly is generally greater in magnitude and characterized by steeper gradients than those of the Kansas segment. In Kansas, the gravity gradient of the anomaly is steeper on the east side of the peak, and although its magnitude decreases to the southwest, the linear trend of the anomaly can be seen to extend into southern Kansas. In general, the gravity values to the east of the MCR in this area are lower than those to the west by about 10 mgal. This shift in the Bouguer gravity is observed as a broad positive gradient to the west in the high-cast (wavelengths greater than 8”) free-air gravity anomaly map of North America (von Frese et al., 1982) and other published anomaly maps (Simpson et al., 1986). Woelk (1989) accurately modeled this shift in gravity for the entire Kansas segment, and attributed it to the thickness of the upper crustal layer, whereas Lam (1986) indicates that the anomaly is related to crustal thickness variations and Simpson et al. (1986) suggest a possible correlation to a Precambrian suture along which the rift developed. However, mapping of the basement rocks by isotopic dating and lithology (Van Schmus et al., 1987) has failed to give evidence of a suture in the basement rocks predating the rifting event.

The magnetic anomaly map (fig. 3) is more complex than the gravity with many prominent anomalies. The MCR magnetic anomaly is not as smoothly varying as its gravity anomaly. In the Iowa-Nebraska segment, magnetic lows are present over the axis of the anomaly and the Kansas segment is of greater magnitude than that of the Iowa-Nebraska segment. The lows over the axial highs are probably caused by the...
remnants of the clastic-basin fill that originally blanketed the volcanic-filled troughs (King and Zietz, 1971).

The MCR magnetic anomaly terminates in central Kansas against a roughly linear trend of negative anomalies. The most prominent of these anomalies is the intense magnetic minimum in southern Kansas known as the Wichita Magnetic Low. Having no correlatable gravity anomaly, this magnetic anomaly has been interpreted to occur along a east-west-trending Proterozoic suture zone (Yarger, 1981) with the Wichita Magnetic Low being a result of the contrast between two crustal blocks and large granitic plutons (Meyer, 1987). The series of roughly circular anomalies extending from northeastern Kansas into east-central Kansas are considered to be granitic plutons, possibly intruded along a zone of weakness that later influenced formation of the Forest City basin (Yarger, 1985).

Figure 4 is a second vertical derivative magnetic map of Kansas (after Yarger, 1985). The magnetic quiet zone that surrounds the magnetic high of the MCR corresponds to the proposed limit of a basin filled with Keweenawan clastic rocks (Yarger, 1985). Yarger (1985) has interpreted the lineations extending southwest from the quiet zone to correspond to block faulting and possibly to mafic dike intrusions that occurred during rifting. These lineations occur over an area of about 100 km (62 mi) in width, implying an extensive area of sub-rift crustal disturbance. This map also provides strong evidence for the continuation of the MCR south to at least the Kansas-Oklahoma border.

**Geology**

**Keweenawan Stratigraphy**

The igneous and clastic rocks associated with the MCR are exposed in the Lake Superior region and comprise the Keweenawan Super group. The Keweenawan Supergroup can be divided into two major suites: an igneous-sedimentary unit that occurs as primary bas in fill, and a later sedimentary unit that occurs as late-stage fill of basins overlying the initial rock suite (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985). Figure 5 shows the stratigraphic terminology and the time relationships along the MCR from Lake Superior to Kansas.

The Keweenawan volcanic rocks are composed of abundant olivine tholeiite, transitional basalts, basaltic andesites, rhyolites, and a few andesites deposited into individual basins separated in space and perhaps time as the intensity and character of rifting fluctuated (Green, 1982). As a result of the time and space fluctuation of eruptions, individual flow units locally thin and thick (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985), but individual flow units have been traced over a distance of up to 90 km (56 mi) along strike. Thicknesses range from 1 m to 100 m (3.3 ft to 328 ft) with an average thickness of 10–30 m (33–98 ft) (Green, 1983).

The interflow sedimentary rocks make up approximately only 3% of the primary rift basin fill. They have been described as coarse, immature, polymictic, red-bed clastic rocks interbedded within the Keweenawan lava pile (Merk and Jirsa, 1982). The interflow rocks were derived from three sources: subjacent lava flows; distant, uplifted Keweenawan volcanic and intrusive rocks; and pre-Keweenawan rocks adjoining the rift. Deposition was by streams flowing over the surfaces of the volcanic flows during short periods of volcanic quiescence (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1983).

The intrusive Keweenawan rocks of this unit are composed of dike swarms, diabase sills, small plutons, large cumulate bodies, and alkaline complexes. While the relationship of the alkaline complexes to the rift is not clear, the large gabbroic bodies and

![FIGURE 4—SECOND VERTICAL DERIVATIVE OF REDUCED-TO-THE-POLE TOTAL INTENSITY MAGNETIC ANOMALY MAP OF KANSAS (after Yarger, 1985).](image)

![FIGURE 5—STRATIGRAPHIC TERMINOLOGY AND THE TIME RELATIONSHIPS ALONG MIDCONTINENT RIFT TREND (after Dickie, 1986).](image)
Seismic Line Analysis

Between 1979 and 1981, COCORP recorded 317 km (197 mi) of deep seismic reflection profiles in northern Kansas. The principal purpose of this survey was to investigate the Midcontinent rift. The details of this 15-sec-two-way travel time (TWT) reflection survey were provided by Brown et al. (1983) and Serpa et al. (1984).

Line 1 which images the MCR is shown in fig. 7. The upper 0.5 sec consist of relatively continuous and flat-lying reflectors that correspond to the Paleozoic section of the Forest City and Salina basins. These basins were part of the ancestral North Kansas basin and are now separated by the Nemaha Ridge (centered near vp 1000). The Nemaha Ridge is bounded to the east by the Humboldt fault zone (near vp 900). By far the most prominent feature on the seismic profile is the MCR. Situated between vps 1400 and 2100, the MCR is characterized by high-amplitude reflections extending to about 4 sec which represent the Keweenawan syenitic package. These reflections are believed to originate from seismic impedance contrasts between the volcanic and interflow sedimentary units or physical property contrasts within and between the volcanic flows. Above 5 sec relatively few reflections occur except for those from the MCR. This suggests that the upper crust in this area is primarily granitic terrane as supported by drill-hole data. Numerous strong, coherent reflections and diffractions occur below 5 sec. Brown et al. (1983) have suggested that these middle and lower crustal reflections are due to complex, three-dimensional fold and intrusion structures. These deep events are fewer in number and are less continuous than the main axial basin of the rift. The change in seismic character may be due to structural disturbance and igneous intrusion or it may be an artifact of reduced penetration through the axial basin. Moho reflections, expected at TWT of 11 to 13 sec are seemingly absent; however, the decrease in the number of reflections below 12 sec may represent a transition from crust to mantle. Although the Moho does not produce strong reflections, the reflections below 10 sec convey a sense of downwarp toward the center of the crust beneath the rift, suggesting thickening of the crust.

Interpretation of the upper rift structure was carried out using a reprocessed version of the upper 4 sec of line 1, used by Texaco, U.S.A. in their investigation of the rift (Beren et al., 1988; Woelk, 1988). In the reprocessed version, the reflectors from the axial basin are more coherent than in the original line, resulting in a more interpretable time section. Figure 8 shows the seismic interpretation superimposed on a line drawing of the reprocessed section; potential-field anomalies and lithologies from nearby basement drill holes are projected onto the section to provide additional control.

The western limit of the basin fault is interpreted to be a reverse fault. This suggests that the dipping reflector package beneath vp 2000 images a ramp zone above a reverse fault. This arrangement is strikingly similar to what has been interpreted for seismic profiles across the MCR in Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin (Chandler et al., 1989; Hinze et al., 1990). Thrusting of the basin to its indicated position below the Phanerozoic cover is implied by both magnetic high over vp 2000 and a correlatable anomaly in the Bouger gravity a short distance to the west. The offset between the gravity and magnetic highs may be attributed to the remnant magnetization of the basalt.

Of the four horizons that penetrated the basement along the trend of this ramp, three encountered mafic rocks while a fourth reported encountering granitic rock. The presence of granitic rock along this trend is problematic, but the predominance of mafic rocks along the trend, coupled with the potential-field anomalies, support the presented interpretation. The reflector west of this horizon is interpreted to be basalt. The depth extent of this unit is not clearly delineated; therefore, potential-field modeling was used to make this determination.

...
the center of the basin, indicating that the rift basin was subsiding as it was being filled with synrift deposits. The bottom of the basin is difficult to determine in the seismic line. Further complicating the matter is the possibility that there is a lower unit of relatively homogeneous, less-reflective Keweenaw basaltal, as observed elsewhere in the rift (Halls, 1978; Zhu and Brown, 1986; Chandle et al., 1989; Hinze et al., 1990).

One of the most interesting changes that is evident in the reprocessed line occurs east of vp 1650. The reflectors from the main basin are seen to be rising toward the structural high drilled by Texaco but are interrupted by a series of west-dipping reflectors at vp 1600. A change in the nature of the reflectors on either side of this west-dipping event also occurs; those to the east appear broken and disjointed in contrast to the continuity of the reflectors to the west. The series of west-dipping reflectors at vp 1600 are interpreted as a reverse fault. Projection of the Poelsch borehole along strike suggests that the hole drilled through a reverse fault, thus providing an explanation for the transposed order of the dominant rock types from that observed elsewhere in the rift. The fault was not recognized in the log prepared from the drill-hole rock cuttings or in the wireline logs (Berendsen et al., 1988), but its presence is supported by a small magnetic high between vps 1550 and 1600 that has continuity along the strike of the rift. The offset between the magnetic high and the fault is probably due to the remanent magnetization of the basalt, but may also be influenced by the extent of the gabbroic intrusive that was encountered in the Poelsch hole directly below the Phanerozoic rocks. This interpretation suggests that the curved reflections observed just below the fault plane are a result of impedance contrasts between the thin basalt flows and the large sedimentary packages encountered in the bottom half of the Poelsch borehole.

Structural interpretation east of vp 1600 is difficult due to the lack of coherent reflectors. With the interpretation of a reverse fault beneath vp 1600, it is assumed that Keweenaw basalt is present at depth, below the synrift sedimentary rocks. This is supported by the increasing amount of volcanic rock grains noted at the bottom of the Poelsch borehole. The magnitude and gradient of the gravity anomaly also suggest that high-density material is present below the bottom of the borehole and continuing east. Therefore, the top of a basalt body is interpreted to occur below the borehole and continuing east to the package of reflectors noted beneath vp 1500. The termination of the basalt body at this point is supported by the magnetic high between vps 1450 and 1500. Somanas and others (1989) proposed that this magnetic high was caused by an intrusive body apart from the rift rather than a thin edge. However, the corresponding gravity anomaly at this point reflects only a change in gradient rather than a high, suggesting that the basalt terminates at this point as previously modeled by Yarger (1980; in Hahn, 1980).

Profile Modeling

To further refine the interpretation initiated with the seismic-reflection profile, gravity and magnetic anomaly profiles were modeled along the COCORP line. It is possible to duplicate the observed gravity anomaly with bodies only in the upper 12 km of the crust using a geologic model similar to that shown in fig. 8. This model implies either that the outpouring of basalts occurred from a rather thin conduit leaving most of the crust undisturbed or that lower crustal intrusive bodies have negligible density contrast with the adjacent crust. However, a model incorporating the concept that the entire crust was disturbed by the rifting event also matches the observed anomaly as shown in fig. 9. Only the anomalous magnetic body at 6–7 sec was added to the gravity model to match the western margin of the magnetic profile. This model has the rift basin reaching a maximum depth of 9 km rather than 11.5 km where only the upper crust is involved. The throw on the reverse faults on either side of the rift basin is 3 km. The model shown in fig. 9 is the preferred interpretation because it incorporates not only the gravity and magnetic modeling, but also the results of the seismic-reflection profiling and rock types encountered in the Poelsch drill hole. Of special note is the regional thickening of the crust as suggested by the general downbending of the deep seismic reflections. This model incorporates the concept that the entire crust is disturbed and intruded by dike swarms and igneous plutons, and although the crust is initially thinned, the crust is ultimately thickened by isostatic sinking. The magnetic modeling does not contribute to the lower crustal interpretation because most of the modeled magnetic anomaly is caused by bodies located within the upper 10 km of the crust. The crustal structure of this model is strikingly similar to the models proposed for the northern segments of the rift (e.g., Cannon et al., 1989; Hinze et al., 1992), arguing that there is homogeneity in structural style along the length of the rift. This conclusion is compatible with the recent U-Pb dating of the gabbro of the Texaco Poelsch #1 hole (Van Schmus et al., 1990) that places the age of this intrusion (1,097.5 ± 3 Ma) in the middle of published U-Pb ages (1,086–1,108 Ma) for the Midcontinent rift igneous rocks in the Lake Superior region.

Summary

The recently published data from Texaco, U.S.A.'s investigation of the MCR in northeastern Kansas have provided valuable information on the structural nature of the rift. Lithologic logs from the Texaco Poelsch #1 borehole show that a transposed Keweenaw stratigraphy of gabbro and basalt overlying clastic rocks is present on the east side of the rift in Kansas in contrast to the rock sequence observed elsewhere in the MCR. This information, along with the density and velocity logs, provide constraints not available to previous interpretations of the seismic reflection and potential-field data. A reprocessed version of the upper 4 sec of COCORP seismic reflection Kansas Line 1 generated by Texaco, U.S.A. clearly images the axial trough of the MCR. This seismic line is interpreted to image the axial rift basin bounded by reverse faults. Projection of the Poelsch #1 borehole along strike shows that Texaco, U.S.A. drilled through the eastern-bounding reverse fault accounting for the transposed order of lithology encountered in the borehole. Potential-field modeling supports the seismic interpretation of the rift structure. The resulting model of an axial rift basin bound by reverse faults is strikingly similar to interpretations proposed for northern segments of the rift, arguing that there is consistency in the structural style and tectonic evolution along the length of the rift system.
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Abstract

Geological bodies such as reefs, horst blocks, channel sandstones, faults, salt diapirs, deltaic complexes, etc., typically generate recognizable seismic signatures (or distinguishing seismico-geological features). The seismic signature of a geological body (a reef, for example) is composed of any and all features on the seismic data that can be confidently attributed to the presence of the reef.

Seismic signatures have two basic components: time-structure variations and character variations. The time-structure variation component is created by structural relief in the subsurface and velocity-generated, time-structural relief (pull-upPush-down effects). The character variation component consists of lateral changes in the amplitude and/or phase of specific events and lateral variations in the seismic image of specified units (typically corresponding to stratigraphic groups). The seismic image of a specified layer is the pattern of the sequence of events from the top to the base of that layer, inclusive.

Forward seismic modeling is the process through which a geologic section (subsurface depth/density/acoustic-velocity model) is transformed into a synthetic seismogram, thereby enabling the relationships between the subsurface and the corresponding synthetic seismogram to be deduced. Such modeling can elucidate the potential utility of the seismic technique prior to the acquisition of field seismic data and facilitate the interpretation of acquired data. Seismic modeling is typically done both before and after the acquisition of seismic field data. It aids the planning of an acquisition program and it is essential in interpretation, making correlation of the observed reflections with geologic interfaces possible, and verifying the seismic responses of deduced anomalies.

Introduction

Forward seismic modeling is the process through which a geologic section (subsurface model of one, two, or three dimensions) is transformed into a synthetic seismogram (synthetic seismic record). Depth and acoustic impedance (product of velocity and density) variations within the geologic section are converted to transit time and reflection amplitude, respectively (fig. 1). The relationship between the geologic section and the corresponding synthetic seismogram can then be deduced. Such modeling can elucidate the potential utility of the seismic technique prior to the acquisition of field seismic data and facilitate the interpretation of acquired data. Seismic modeling is typically done both before and after the acquisition of seismic field data. It aids the planning of an acquisition program, and it is essential in interpretation, making correlation of the observed reflections and geologic interfaces possible, and verifying the seismic responses of deduced anomalies.

Modeling Prior to the Acquisition of Seismic Data

Seismic surveys are usually designed with one or more geologic objectives in mind. Modeling is typically done prior to the acquisition of seismic data to ensure that the geologic objectives are potentially seismically visible and to ensure that appropriate field acquisition parameters are used.

Modeling prior to acquisition gives a good indication whether we will be able to resolve the geologic objective, assuming we manage to obtain good-quality field data. It can verify or refute whether geologic objectives can be seen within the limits of the field techniques that will be used. We will probably be able to identify our geologic objective on real seismic data if its seismic image can be resolved on synthetic seismograms.

Modeling after the Acquisition of Seismic Data

The seismic interpreter conceptually transforms seismic sections into geological sections. Reefs, horst blocks, channel sandstones, faults, salt diapirs, deltaic complexes, etc., are typical geologic targets. The seismic image of which the experienced explorer intuitively inverts (transforms seismic time sections into depth sections). The interpreted seismic data must result in geologic sections that are consistent with well log data and/or other geologic control.

Typically, synthetic seismic data are generated for all or part of a subsurface geologic section (as initially envisioned). The synthetic seismogram is compared to the real seismic data. When significant discrepancies are observed, the geologic section is modified (within the constraints imposed by other independent control) and a new synthetic seismogram is generated. This process is iteratively repeated, until the interpreter is satisfied with the correlation between the synthetic seismogram and the real seismic data, and is confident of the final interpretation.

FIGURE 1—VELOCITY LOG, DENSITY LOG, ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE CURVE (PRODUCT OF SEISMIC VELOCITY AND DENSITY), REFLECTION COEFFICIENT CURVE (ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE CONTRAST) AND SUITE OF SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS FOR THE SEC. 2, T. 30 S., R. 24 W. WIL. Each synthetic seismogram is generated by convolving the reflection coefficient curve with different type of zero-phase wavelet (i.e. Ricker, Ornby, Klauer, Butterworth). Such one-dimensional synthetic seismograms are generally used to correlate field seismic data to the subsurface geology. Note that in all of the figures, positive acoustic impedance contrasts (higher values with increasing depth) generate peaks (deflections to the right), the “arrival time” of a zero-phase wavelet is measured at the apex of the respective trough or peak. Transit time is two-way travel time.
Seismic Signature

Geological bodies or exploration targets such as reefs, horst blocks, channel sandstones, faults, salt diapirs, deltaic complexes, etc., typically generate recognizable seismic signatures (or distinguishing seismic-geological features). The seismic signature of a geological body, a reef, for example, is composed of any and all features on the seismic data which can be confidently attributed to the presence of the reef.

Seismic signatures have two basic components: time-structure variations and character variations (fig. 2).

1. The time-structure component is created by structural relief in the subsurface and velocity-generated, time-structural relief (pull-up/push-down effects).
2. The character variations component consists of lateral changes in the amplitude and/or phase of specific events, and lateral variations in the seismic image of specified units (typically corresponding to stratigraphic groups). The seismic image of a specified layer is the pattern of the sequence of events from the top to the base of that layer, inclusive.

Time-structural Component

The time-structural component of the seismic signature of a geological feature is due both to subsurface relief (fig. 3) and to velocity-generated, time-structural relief (figs. 4 and 5).

Subsurface relief may be the result of such features as primary depositional patterns, post-depositional deformation (faulting, folding, uplift, diapirism), erosion, salt dissolution, differential compaction, etc.

Velocity-generated, time-structural relief is primarily due to lateral facies variations and lateral variation in the thickness of a sediment of relatively uniform velocity. For example, the thickness of a channel sandstone can vary from 0 m to 30 m (0 ft to 100 ft) over a distance of less than a few hundred meters. Depending upon the velocity contrast between the channel sandstone and the surrounding sediments, and associated structural relief, the pre-channel horizons may be “pulled-up” or “pushed down” by the channel facies.

When seismic modeling is done prior to data acquisition, the interpreter is attempting to determine whether the time-structural relief component of the seismic signature of the geological objective will be visible on field seismic data. When modeling is done after the acquisition of the data, the interpreter is trying to determine the nature of the geological feature that generated the observed pattern of time-structural relief.

A word of caution: a component of time-structural relief on field seismic data can result from inappropriate statics corrections, too little care in processing, or overzealous processing (figs. 6 and 7).

Character Variation Component

Character variations can be classified as lateral changes in amplitude and/or phase along a specific seismic event, or as lateral changes in the seismic image of a specified unit. Amplitude and/or phase variations typically occur as a result of constructive and destructive interference (figs. 8 and 9), lateral variation in acoustic impedance contrast (fig. 10), focusing and defocusing (fig. 11), diffractions (fig. 12) and differential attenuation. Lateral variations in the seismic image of a specified unit typically result from facies variation within that zone (e.g., reef to off-reef transition; fig. 12). Character variations that are independent of the body of interest are not considered to be components of the seismic signature of that body. These include interference from noise and some multiples (figs. 12 and 13).

When seismic modeling prior to data acquisition, the interpreter is attempting to determine whether the character variation component of the seismic signature of the geological objective will be seismically visible. When modeling after data acquisition, the interpreter is generally attempting to deduce the geological origin of an observed seismic anomaly.

Development of a Pre-acquisition Model

Seismic data are usually acquired to delineate a preconceived geological objective. Generally, the survey area has been selected on the basis of geological studies and is considered to be a favorable area with respect to the envisioned target. Pre-acquisition modeling consists of transforming the envisioned subsurface geologic section (subsurface model with units of depth, acoustic velocity, and density) into a synthetic seismic section (composed of space (0, 1, or 2 dimensions), time, and units of reflection amplitude). Typically, if the seismic signature of a geological target is not manifested on appropriately modeled synthetic seismograms, it will not be seen on field seismic data.

Whether modeled features are interpretable on resultant seismic data depends largely upon the accuracy of the geologic section and the quality of the real seismic data (function of noise, multiple interference, acquisition parameters, quality of processing, etc.).

There are two types of pre-acquisition geologic sections—stratigraphic and structural. Both are designed on the basis of well control in the immediate vicinity of the study area, regional trends, the morphology, and acoustic impedance characteristics of features similar to the envisioned target. The stratigraphic and structural sections generally differ with respect to detail and ultimate purpose. Stratigraphic sections are designed to provide information with respect to the character variation component of the seismic signature of the envisioned anomaly. In contrast, structural sections are designed to illustrate the time-structural relief component. Typically, the stratigraphic section is restricted to that portion of the subsurface in the immediate vicinity of the envisioned geologic anomaly, whereas the structural section usually extends from the surface to a depth below the features of interest.

Stratigraphic synthetic seismograms are generated in an effort to determine whether the character variation component of the seismic signature of the geological target will be seismically visible (fig. 12). In the case of the stratigraphic synthetic seismograms, modeled amplitude and phase variations along specific events and changes in the seismic image of layers are closely analyzed. In the case of the structural synthetic seismograms, the modeled seismic response to subsurface structure and velocity-generated time-structural relief are

![FIGURE 3.—STRUCTURAL RELIEF IN THE SUBSURFACE IS MANIFESTED AS TIME-STRUCTURAL RELIEF ON SEISMIC DATA. In the upper illustration (geologic section), horizon 2/1 is displayed on a depth section; in the lower diagram (synthetic seismogram), horizon 2/1 is displayed on the corresponding time-section. The apex of the zero-phase Ricker wavelet peaks represents the arrival time of the event on the synthetic seismogram. The amplitude and polarity of the reflection is a function of the acoustic impedance contrast (product of velocity and density) between layers 2 and 1. In the process of "inversion," subsurface velocity functions and reflection amplitudes are used to convert seismic data into depth sections.](image)

![FIGURE 4.—LATERAL VARIATIONS IN THE ACOUSTIC VELOCITY OF THE SUBSURFACE GENERATE TIME-STRUCTURAL RELIEF ON SEISMIC DATA. In the upper illustration (geologic section), horizons 2/1 and 3/2 are displayed on a depth section; in the lower diagram (synthetic seismogram), these horizons are displayed on the corresponding time-section. Note that the time-structural relief observed along the events (reflections) 3/2 and 2/1 are due to lateral velocity variations within layer 3.](image)
analyzed. Based on these analyses, the interpreter decides whether the seismic signatures of the geological objective should be visible, assuming appropriate field acquisition parameters are employed, sufficiently good quality field data is obtained, and the data are properly processed.

Whether seismic signatures can be distinguished on the field data is a function of both the quality of the field data and signal/noise ratio of seismic data. Subtle or weak anomalies might only be seen on the final processed section. However, likely key marker horizons are noted on the synthetic seismograms and examined on common shot records (field seismograms) as a check of data quality.

Pre-acquisition modeling can be thought of as a precautionary measure—the seismic interpreter is attempting to safeguard against acquiring data in search of a target that is not likely to be visible on real seismic data and against using inappropriate field acquisition parameters.

**Development of a Post-acquisition Model**

Seismic data are usually acquired to delineate a preconceived geological objective. Generally, geologic sections (subsurface models) of such envisioned targets have been generated prior to data acquisition in order to ensure (within reason) that the seismic signature of the target will be visible on reasonable quality seismic data and as an aid to the design of field-acquisition parameters.

During post-acquisition modeling, the seismic interpreter, intuitively or otherwise, inverts the interpreted seismic data and develops a geological section using all available data as constraints. Such data would include acoustic and density log data, drilling and lithology data, stacking velocities, and check shot velocities. Experience and intuition will assist in refining modeled geologic sections.

A synthetic seismogram is generated by the interpreter for all or part of the geologic section and compared to the processed seismic data. When discrepancies are observed, the geologic section is modified and a new synthetic seismogram is generated. This process is iteratively repeated, until the interpreter is satisfied with the correlation between the synthetic seismogram and the real seismic data. Care must be taken to ensure that the final output is consistent with known geological constraints.

There are two complementary types of post-acquisition models—stratigraphic and structural. Both are designed on the basis of the inverted seismic data (intuitive or otherwise) and are constrained by available knowledge, including well log control, check shot velocities, regional trends and morphology, and acoustic impedance characteristics of related geological features. Stratigraphic models are generated to clarify the geological origin of the character variation component of an observed seismic anomaly. Structural models are generated to determine the origin of the time-structural component of an observed anomaly.

The stratigraphic synthetic seismogram enables amplitude and phase variation along specific events and variations in the seismic images of specific layers to be closely analyzed. Accuracy can depend on knowledge of the wavelet of the seismic energy pulse, that is, the response to a hypothetical isolated reflector. Using the structural

---

**FIGURE 5**—**Time-structural relief along event 4/3 is due to structural relief.** Time-structural relief along event 2/1 is attributable to lateral variations in the thicknesses of the overlying layers.

**FIGURE 6**—**Apparent time-structural relief can be caused by the application of inaccurate elevation or weathering corrections.** Elevation corrections account for lateral changes in the surface elevation of shot and receiver locations; weathering corrections account for the lateral velocity variations which are characteristic of the shallow subsurface in many places.

**FIGURE 7**—**Apparent time-structural relief can be an artifact of processing.** In the middle diagram the geologic section has been properly transformed into a synthetic seismogram. The lower diagram is intended to illustrate the situation where a processor has used the high-amplitude reflection from the unconformable surface as a datum (20% noise has been superposed on the synthetic seismogram). As evidenced by the figures, such injudicious processing techniques can lead to erroneous interpretations.
Summary

Through forward seismic modeling, the interpreter can elucidate the potential utility of the seismic technique prior to the acquisition of field seismic data and thereafter facilitate the interpretation of acquired seismic data. Seismic modeling is typically done both before and after the acquisition of seismic field data. It aids the planning of an acquisition program, and it is essential in interpretation, making correlation of the observed reflections and geologic interfaces possible and verifying the seismic responses of deduced anomalies.

There are two basic types of forward models—stratigraphic and structural. Both are designed on the basis of well control in the immediate vicinity of the study area, regional trends, the morphology, and acoustic impedance characteristics of features similar to the envisioned target. The stratigraphic and structural synthetic seismograms generally differ with respect to detail and ultimate purpose. Stratigraphic synthetic seismograms are designed to provide information with respect to the character variation component of the seismic signature of the envisioned anomaly. In contrast, structural synthetic seismograms are designed to illustrate the time-structural relief component. Typically, the stratigraphic seismogram is restricted to that portion of the subsurface in the immediate vicinity of the envisioned geological anomaly, whereas the structural seismogram usually extends from the surface to a depth below the features of interest.

FIGURE 8—AMplitude VARIATIONS CAN OCCUR AS A RESULT OF CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE or "YOUNG." On the synthetic seismogram, the reflections from horizons 3/2 and 2/1 are seen to visually merge as layers 2 pinches out from left to right. At trace 100 (one wavelength separation on geologic section), these events are distinct; from trace 99 to 50 (approximately one-half wavelength separation), the troughs which trail and precede the dominant peaks of the zero-phase Ricker wavelets increasingly constructively interfere. Thereafter, until the vicinity of trace 25, these same troughs destructively interfere with the dominant peaks to an increasing degree; the width of the wavelets appears to decrease and the apex of the upper and lower peaks (interpreted as the "arrival" time of the events) appears to be deflected upwards and downwards, respectively. Between traces 25 and 1, the dominant peaks begin to visually merge from a wide "doublet" into a single high-amplitude peak.

FIGURE 9—AMplitude VARIATIONS CAN OCCUR AS A RESULT OF DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE. On the synthetic seismogram, the equal amplitude and opposite polarity events 3/2 and 2/1 visually merge from left to right. At trace 1, these reflections superpose and cancel, yielding a null trace.

FIGURE 10—AMplitude VARIATIONS ALONG A SPECIFIC REFLECTION CAN OCCUR AS A RESULT OF LATERAL CHANGES IN ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE CONTRAST. In the model, the amplitudes and polarities of events 2/3 and 1/2 change from left to right as a result of a change in the seismic velocity of layer 2.
FIGURE 11A—Geologic section and corresponding vertical incidence synthetic seismogram (analogous to ideally migrated seismic data). Dipping surfaces are accurately located in time and space on this synthetic seismogram.

FIGURE 11B—Geologic section and corresponding diffraction synthetic seismogram (analogous to non-migrated seismic data). Dipping surfaces are shifted in time and space; anticlinal structures are broadened and synclinal features are collapsed. Diffractions originating from discontinuities within the geologic section are superposed on the reflections. Note in this model the focal point of the syncline (as illustrated by the raypaths) is above ground level.

FIGURE 11C—In this model, the focal point of the syncline is near ground level at receiver 75. As a result of focussing, the amplitude of the reflection on trace 75 is magnified. Diffractions originating from discontinuities within the geologic section are superposed on the reflections.

FIGURE 11D—In this model, the focal point of the syncline is situated below ground level. In this situation, the superposed reflections from the syncline and the diffractions emanating from the associated edge discontinuities are manifested as a classic “bow-tie.”

FIGURE 12A—Geologic model and corresponding suite of synthetic seismograms. In B, a diffraction synthetic seismogram is shown. The diffractions originate from discontinuities associated with the surface of the reef and are considered to be part of the seismic signature. Frequency filtering, stacking, geophone arrays, and processing techniques are used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. These two-dimensional synthetic seismograms are often generated in order to elucidate the utility of seismic techniques with respect to exploration for an envisioned geologic target.
FIGURE 13A–C (right)—One-dimensional velocity/depth log (sec. 2, T. 30 S., R. 24 W., well) and corresponding suite of vertical incidence synthetic seismograms: A—primary reflections only, B—primary reflections and all multiples, and C—all multiples. Multiples can mask the seismic signature of a geologic target; they are generally considered to be noise. CDP stacking and processing techniques are used to reduce the relative amplitudes of multiple events.
Amplitude Variation with Offset
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Abstract

Subsurface variation in the ratio of compressional P-wave, $V_p$, and shear S-wave, $V_s$, yields an opportunity to observe amplitude variation with offset (AVO) effects. Ideally, such variations can be inverted to indicate lithology, porosity, constituent fluids, and presence of free gas. In practice, AVO techniques are somewhat limited by factors such as noisy data and actual subsurface materials.

One geological situation to which AVO techniques are ideally suited is the delineation of free gas-bearing sandstones. The dramatic decrease of $V_p$ relative to sandstone without gas and the negligible change in $V_s$ results in very large changes in $V_p/V_s$, i.e., Poisson's ratio. The AVO response is highly dependent on that one parameter.

Data-quality control is critical with AVO measurements because many of the analyses are done with single trace common offset or CMP gathers, and measured amplitude response is very sensitive to noise. Data acquisition must include a large range of offsets, i.e., angles of incidence, ideally from 0 to 40°. A general rule of thumb is that far offsets need to be about 1.6 times the depth of the zone of interest. Recording of at least two components (vertical and radial) is desirable to rigorously derive true amplitude response of a P-wave reflection; however, the advantage of using a second component may not be truly cost-effective. Measured amplitude can be extremely accurate when corrected from offset information to an estimated true amplitude. Processing must maintain relative amplitude response of a reflection. This consideration affects and limits the use of GOC, gain, deconvolution, and other space (trace) or time-adaptive processes. The display of AVO can be in the form of unstacked common offset gathers or CMP (CDP) gathers of instantaneous amplitude. Instantaneous amplitude compensates for phase-response differences on the peak amplitude of the reflection waveform.

Introduction

Individual traces on conventional, common midpoint (CMP)-stacked (equivalently, common depth point (CDP)-stacked) seismic data are assumed to be representative of zero-offset (normal incidence) reflections. For deep targets (depth > 200 feet), the assumption is fairly accurate. Consequently, common analysis is frequently based on normal-incidence modeling, which is relatively straightforward because zero-offset rays do not have mode conversion. A vertically incident P-wave generates only a reflected P-wave and a transmitted P-wave. The amplitude of the reflected wave depends on the reflection coefficient, and the amplitude of the transmitted wave depends on the transmission coefficient. The signs of the coefficients indicate polarity of the resultant modes to the incident wave:

Reflection coefficient

$$Z_R = \frac{Z_2 + 1}{Z_1 + Z_2}(Z_2 + 1 + Z_1)$$

Transmission coefficient

$$R^2 = \frac{Z_2(1 + Z_2 + 1)}{Z_1(1 + Z_2 + 1)^2}$$

FIGURE 1—Mode conversion by incident P-wave.

where subscripts indicate the layer number from the surface. $Z_s$ is acoustic impedance, the product of rock density, $\rho$, and rock velocity, $V_s$.

$$Z = \rho V$$

(2)

AVO techniques exploit the fact that the seismic amplitude response of a reflection (energy) is a function of its angle of incidence. Non-zero offset rays have mode conversion which splits the incident energy; a P-wave incident on an interface generates the following:

- reflected P-wave
- refracted S-wave
- transmitted P-wave
- transmitted S-wave (fig. 1).

Mode conversion is a fact of the physics of continuous media that require conservation of energy and momentum, i.e., continuity of stress and strain, or continuity of vertical and tangential displacement, across the interface. A P-wave that reaches the interface at a non-zero angle incident angle has components at right angles to the direction of hypothetical transmission and reflection S-waves that set up the generation of shear (S-) wave energy in these directions. It also has components parallel to hypothetical transmitted and reflected P-waves that set up the generation of compressional (P-) wave energy in these directions. Thus, with offset (incident angle), varying amounts of P-wave energy are lost to the generation of S-waves and the splitting of P-wave energy into reflected and transmitted components.

The amplitude of a reflected P-wave varies with offset according to the reflection coefficient, which is dependent on acoustic-impedance contrast (ratio of the products of velocity and density), and Snell's Law, which is dependent on density contrast (velocity ratio).

Seismic velocities depend on the square root of a modulus divided by density:

$$V_p = \sqrt[2]{\frac{p}{\mu}}$$

(3A)

S-wave velocity is related to only the shear modulus, $\mu$, and density $\rho$:

$$V_s = \sqrt[2]{\frac{\mu}{\rho}}$$

(3B)

The modulus of confined extension, $m$, is similar in concept to Young's modulus $E$, the modulus of unconfined extension. Both describe extension of a body due to tensile strain. In an unconfined body, lateral constriction is permitted. In a confined body, it is not.

Confinement relation is related to unconfined extension $E$ by Poisson's ratio $\sigma$:

$$m = E(1 - \sigma)/(1 - 2\sigma)$$

(4A)

$$E = \left(1 + \frac{2\sigma}{1 - \sigma}\right)^2$$

(4B)

Confinement extension differs from unconfined extension by 10 to 40% ($\sigma = 0.20-0.40$, respectively). As materials get more rigid, relative to compressibility, i.e., lower values of $\sigma$, confined extension and unconfined extension become closer in value. (For $\sigma = 0$, the two are equal.)

One of the more common equations for $m$ is:

$$m = k + 4/V$$

Thus,

$$V_pV_s = \frac{\rho}{k + 4/V}$$

(5)

where $k$ is the bulk modulus.

Further, Poisson's ratio relates directly to $V_p/V_s$ through the equation

$$\sigma = \frac{n^2 - 1}{(V_p/V_s)^2}$$

(7)

Poisson's ratio $\sigma$ comes into play because it is dependent on the ratio $V_p/V_s$ and, like density $\rho$, is relatively stable at depth under most circumstances. The two vary only slightly with rock type; in general, for sedimentary rocks, 0.3 < $\sigma$ < 0.4 (0.35-0.33) and 2.2 < $\rho$ < 2.7 (2.5-2.6). Knowing or estimating constant values of $\rho$ and $\sigma$, the first-order solution of the Zoeppritz (1919) equations is dependent only on the velocity ratio across the interface.

However, considering higher-order solutions of the Zoeppritz equations, AVO responses are theoretically sensitive to rock type. This is because the ratio of P-wave velocity to S-wave velocity, $V_p/V_s$, and are sensitive to lithology (fig. 2). $V_p/V_s$ measures the ratio of bulk modulus (compressibility) to shear modulus. This can be a very subtle measurement and therefore difficult to derive by AVO methods. On the other hand, presence of gas in a reservoir causes a sufficiently dramatic contrast in the value of $\rho$ at $\sigma$ that it may be practical to detect gas directly from AVO measurements. The presence of gas in a sandstone dramatically affects $V_p$, but affects $V_s$ only negligibly. Values of $\rho$ may change from between 0.3 and 0.4 in the overlying rock to about 1.0 in the gas sand. The ratio $\sigma_1/\sigma_2$ may be as great as 3:1 or 4:1. In general, in
the absence of gas, amplitude decreases very slightly with offset; however, in the presence of gas, the strong contrast in Poisson’s ratio can cause amplitude to increase by more than 50% as angle of incidence increases from 0° to 30° or 40° (Ostrander, 1984). It is a radical change such as this that makes the use of AVO a viable diagnostic tool to determine the presence of gas. Figure 3 is a cross plot of \(V_p/V_s\) and \(\rho\).

Knapp (1977) determined Poisson’s ratio values of near 0.45 (\(V_p/V_s = 3.32, k\bar{m} = 10\)) for very shallow consolidated carbonates, about 0.4 (\(V_p/V_s = 2.5, k\bar{m} = 5\)) for the deeper portions of the shallow cyclonic carbonate-shale section of southern Indiana, and 0.33 (\(V_p/V_s = 2.0, k\bar{m} = 2.67\)) for the Cambrian-Ordovician Simpson Sandstone. The values are consistent with the interval transit time ratio \(\rho/\mu\), seen on P-wave and S-wave reflection seismograms (Tatham, 1992).

King (1966), measuring sandstones at 5,000 psi pressure (equivalent to 3,000 m (9,999 ft) depth) and porosity varying from 19 to 25%, determined values of \(V_p/V_s [r] \) from 1.65 (0.32) to 1.77 (0.36) when filled with a salt solution (median value 1.71 (0.35)); 1.55 (0.27) to 1.69 (0.34) with kerosene in the pores; median value 1.6 (0.30), and bimodal values of 1.51 (0.23) and 1.58 (0.29) when dry (1.55 (0.27) average).

Poisson’s ratio values for the Green River Shale have been determined to vary between 0.22 and 0.30 (Podio et al., 1968). Hamilton (1976) measured Poisson’s ratio of 0.45 to 0.50 for shallow marine sediments, with values decreasing with depth (600 m (2,000 ft) maximum depth). For consolidated sediments, Gregory (1976) determined Poisson’s ratio values of 0.20 to 0.30 when brine saturated and 0.20 to 0.14 when gas saturated. Domenico (1976 and 1977) determined values of about 0.40 for both unconsolidated sands and glass beads (38% porosity) when brine saturated and 0.10 when gas saturated.

**Angle of Incidence**

Angle of incidence \(q_i\) can be estimated from source-receiver offset \(X\) and reflector depth \(H\) using a simple straight ray-path assumption:

\[
q_i = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{X}{2H} \right)
\]

This assumes that velocity does not substantially change with depth. Using Equation 5, the maximum angle of incidence is 26.6° when using the rule of thumb that maximum offset be equal to target depth. If velocity increases with depth, which generally is the case, angle of incidence will be underestimated by source-receiver offset (Ostrander, 1984).

**Knapp et al.—Amplitude Variation with Offset**

A better assumption is that velocity increases linearly with depth:

\[
V_p = V_0 + \Delta V/\Delta H \cdot H
\]

where \(\Delta V/\Delta H\), the rate of increase with depth, can be measured from sonic logs or estimated from stacking velocity. The equation for angle of incidence \(q_i\) versus offset \(X\) is:

\[
q_i = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\Delta X}{2 \Delta V / \Delta H} \right)
\]

where \(\Delta / \Delta H\), using the example of Ostrander (1984), \(V_p = 1800 + 0.6 H\) m/sec, the angle of incidence is 34° when \(H = X = 2,100\) m (6,889 ft), \(V_p = 3,060\) m/sec at \(H = 2,100\) m (6,889 ft).

**The Range of AVO Effects in Gas Sands**

Rutherford and Williams (1989) developed a useful working classification of gas sands which distinguishes on the basis of encasing materials and hence reflection coefficients which will be generated at various offsets (incident angle). Figure 4 summarizes sands as follows:

- Class 1—High-impedance sands
- Class 2—Nearly equivalent impedance sands
- Class 3—Low-impedance sands

![FIGURE 2](image-url) (A) Synthetic gas sand model. (B) Computed apparent reflection coefficient as a function of offset angle (Ostrander, 1984).

![FIGURE 3](image-url) Cross plot of \(V_p/V_s\) and \(\rho\).

![FIGURE 4](image-url) Classification of gas sands, based on reflection coefficient variation with offset (angle of incidence) as proposed by Rutherford and Williams, 1989. Midcontinent sands (Cherokee, Morrow) will tend to be Class 1, where phase reversal occurs at longer offsets.
In the example cited, Poisson’s ratio and density for the gas sand were 0.15 and 2.0 g/cm³ respectively; those for the shale were 0.38 and 2.4 g/cm³. Note that in this case, Class 1 sands have a positive reflection coefficient (amplitude) until offset angle exceeds 25°. Class 2 sands can have positive amplitudes out to about 12°, but generally have negative coefficients; Class 3 sands have clearly negative amplitudes throughout.

Data Acquisition Considerations

Many acquisition-design considerations for AVO and conventional CMP reflection data are similar. One main difference is that AVO data are considered best when recorded by at least two components (vertical and radial), so that true amplitude of the reflection can be determined. However, true amplitude cannot be estimated from a single vertical component by using angle of incidence:

$$\lambda_{est} = \lambda_{mean} \cos \theta_i$$

(11)

The accuracy of the estimate depends on the accuracy of $\theta_i$. The measurement of $\theta_i$ is very insensitive to inaccuracies in the estimate of $\delta V_0/\Delta H$. With 10% uncertainties in the estimates of $V_0$ and $\delta V_0/\Delta H$, errors are generally within ±2%. With such low sensitivity, increased accuracy achieved by using a radial component, if indeed there is any increase, is probably not worth the increased cost of acquiring and processing a second component of data.

Another primary difference is that all possible care must be taken to minimize noise so that AVO analysis can be done with single, unstacked traces and a minimum of enhancement processing. It is also more important that maximum offset be large so that reflections with large angles of incidence are recorded. Minimum offset should be as small as possible, yet large enough to avoid adverse interference from the source. Surface sampling should always be designed such that equal sampling of both the surface and the subsurface is maintained by the geophones for all gathers of the data: common source (field recorder order), common receiver, common offset, and common midpoint (CMP).

The best configuration geometry is split-spread, half-integer offset (shooting between the gaps) (Knapp, 1985) with shots at every interval. Geophone and source arrays should be linear, equally weighted, and equal in length to the group interval. Alternatively, when using a point source, the receiver array can be linearly tapered and equal in length to twice the group interval (see Knapp, 1992). These configurations automatically satisfy sampling requirements. Other configurations, split-spread integer offset (shooting on gaps) and end-on, also require such array design; however, to have the subsurface evenly sampled in a CMP gather requires two-trace mixing of the data during processing (i.e., stack array processing, Morse and Hildebrand, 1989).

Array length is designed to be as long as possible without adversely affecting high-frequency response at far offsets. This means that array length for a linear, equally weighted array should be less than $V_{f\text{max}}$. Linearly tapered arrays are the auto-convolution of a linear, equally weighted array, the response when both source and geophones have the same linear array design. The length of a tapered array should be equal to two times that of the linear array. Array length is not deliberately designed to attenuate ground roll noise, although attenuation of high-frequency ground roll is a consequence of array application. Low-frequency ground roll noise is attenuated by use of low-cut frequency filtering. Group interval is designed to be equal to array length, or, if a sufficient number of channels is available, equal to 1/n the array length, where n is an integer.

**Processing, Modeling, Display, and Analysis**

Processing must be designed to maintain relative amplitude response laterally or, more exactly, down the normal moveout curves. Although this does not preclude the use of automatic gain control (AGC), the same function must be applied such that the gain applied to particular reflections is the same at all offsets. Use of deconvolution and other space or time adaptive processes have similar restrictions.

Data smoothing can help improve the accuracy of the measurement, but when overdone, it will change and smear the values. Such smoothing includes high-cut frequency filtering, trace-to-trace mixing of data in the CMP gather, record-to-record mixing of CMP gather, and frequency-wave number filtering, a combination of all of the above. Judicious use of filtering may help reduce noise interference, but use of adaptive filters must maintain true relative amplitude response. Lateral mixing and wave number filtering of CMP records or common offset traces smear data spatially. This smearing must be very small with respect to lateral resolution. Lateral resolution can be estimated as the product of the vertical wavelet length in time and interval velocity of the target. Note that, contrary to common thought, lateral resolution is not related to Fresnel zone size (Knapp, 1991; Knapp, 1993). Mixing of CMP traces or common offset records smooths noise out of the measurement but must be small compared to the second derivative of AVO. Normal moveout correction is not done to avoid dispersion of the reflection by NMO stretch. Lateral alignment of a reflection is accomplished by a static shift.

An AVO display should be of instantaneous amplitude (square root of instantaneous energy) so that trace-to-trace phase differences within the wavelets does not influence measurement (Knapp, 1993). Polarity is determined from standard wiggle trace data, using CMP stacked data. Common offset (common incidence angle) displays are commonly most useful to make measurements. The alternative is to display unstacked CMP gather.

**Modeling and Data Example**

Midcontinent Morrow Sandstones

While AVO responses can occur in a wide variety of rock types, current trends in application and research tend to be weighted toward sandstone reservoirs. This trend may evolve to include a greater emphasis on carbonate reservoirs, but the evidence presented here will be isolated to sandstones.

Figure 5, modified from Pedy et al. (1995), demonstrates how quick-look models can be generated to test anticipated AVO response from a Morrow sequence at a depth of about 8,300 ft. Utilizing sonic and density log control and applying an estimate for shear ($S$-) wave velocity, which then yields a Poisson ratio curve, synthetic offset...
seisograms have been generated using a filter representative of their data. The two comparison models relate two changing phenomena. The offset seisogram on the left represents response from a gas sand, occurring at a time of 1.430 sec; the seisogram on the right represents a similar sequence, but with wet brine sand in place of gas sand. Note also that the wet sand model also reaches longer offsets, 10,000 ft as opposed to 6,820 ft for the gas sand.

The theoretical AVO response in the gas sand synthetic is evident as a peak amplitude event at 1.430 sec, which eventually diminishes and finally reverses polarity at an offset of about 5,000 ft. In contrast, the wet sand never generates a truly discernible event which would likely be AVO anomalies.

The real data example in fig. 6 demonstrates in significant detail that the theoretical response is well represented in the Morrow sand zone at about 1.430 sec. The panels shown here have been extracted from the processed data volume in a variety of offset ranges; each panel represents a set of trace gathers in close proximity to the known gas sand. This is a clear-cut case of a Class 1 sand.

Figure 7 demonstrates a very strong AVO response in a stacked section. In this case the gas sand has a much lower amplitude than the wet sand, a sample of Woodbine sand from east Texas. This is also a Class 1 sand, but note that the stacked response demonstrates amplitude dimming in the gas sand.

Recent research (Ross, 1995) now shows that Class 2 sands, i.e., sands with a 'nonbright spot' or near-zero acoustic impedance can be further subdivided into those with phase reversals and those without. The reader is referred to this paper for an excellent discussion and case history with Gulf Coast examples.

**Discussion and Summary**

Consolidated sedimentary rocks generally vary in $s$ from about 0.20 ($V_p/V_s = 1.66$, $k/m = 1.42$) to about 0.4 ($V_p/V_s = 2.5$). In general, Poisson's ratio, $V_p/V_s$ and $k/m$ decrease with depth, ostensibly because $m$ increases faster than $k$ with confining pressure. Carbonates have larger values of these parameters than shales, which have larger values than sandstones. Carbonates have the highest value of $V_p$, and sandstones may have slightly greater values of $V_p$ than shales, but are relatively close in value; the difference depends more on density differences than on bulk modulus differences. $V_s$ is slightly larger for sandstone than carbonate; the difference is due more to density differences rather than to shear-strength differences. $V_s$ is much smaller for shale, and differences are due to both shear-strength and density differences. Carbonates are relatively incompressible; shales are relatively compressible but also have relatively low shear strength; sandstones are relatively compressible but have shear strength similar to that of carbonates.

The determination of Poisson's ratio or $V_p/V_s$ can be used to identify lithology, porosity, and/or presence of free gas.

The presence of free gas dramatically decreases $V_p$ but affects $V_s$ only negligibly, resulting in very small values of $V_p/V_s$ and Poisson's ratio. It may decrease Poisson's ratio by a factor of 3 or 4 and $V_p/V_s$ by a factor of 1.15 to 1.5. AVO increases as great as 50% from 0° to 40° of incidence angle are indicative of such large Poisson's ratio changes.

The ability to use AVO depends greatly on data quality, processing, processing integrity, and data display. All the steps must be designed to minimize noise and maintain the integrity of the AVO measurement.
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Abstract

The interpreter who is used to conventional-resolution seismic data may be perplexed when confronted with high-resolution seismic data because conventional- and high-resolution data respond differently to the acoustic properties of the earth. For example, a high-amplitude, tuned, thin-bed reflection on a conventional seismic section may correspond to a low-amplitude, thick-bed event on a high-resolution section. Conversely, beds too thin to be effectively imaged by conventional data may be represented as high-amplitude, tuned reflections on high-resolution data. This may result in misidentification if the interpreter bases his stratigraphic correlations on amplitude response. Amplitude contrasts may also result from acoustic impedance gradients which generate high-amplitude reflections on conventional data but correspond to severely dimmed events on a high-resolution section. Lateral rugosity of the reflector surface and interference from adjacent thin layers can have a similar effect. As evidenced by models and seismic data incorporated into this paper, these factors result from the fact that conventional-resolution data and high-resolution data image different properties of the geologic strata.

Use of minimum-phase wavelets will cause time-correlation differences when data of different frequency content are compared and peaks or troughs rather than true wavelet onsets are picked. For this reason it is very important to ensure that data are processed to have zero-phase wavelets. Zero-phase wavelets also have the greatest resolving power; this is particularly important on high-resolution data. Because data from different frequency bands show different features of the earth, it may be advantageous in some situations to display each broad-band high-resolution section at a few different pass bands. Thus, features best imaged by conventional resolution are displayed and features best imaged by higher resolution are displayed.

Comparison of high-resolution data with conventional-resolution data and synthetic seismograms leads to inferences of vertical acoustic-impedance gradient and lateral surface rugosity. Vertical gradients on limestone surfaces, for example, may be related to porosity, and thus, recognition of their seismic signature may be an important interpretation tool.

Introduction

High-resolution seismic data contain higher frequencies than conventional seismic section data but are not necessarily broader in terms of octaves of frequency bandwidth. Typically, seismic data contain two or three octaves of data. As Knapp (1990) points out, resolution of seismic data that contain at least a couple of octaves of frequency bandwidth is dependent on the values of the highest frequencies of the data. The limiting of octave bandwidth is a function of the logistics of seismic-data acquisition, attenuation by the earth, and instrument dynamic range. When recording high-resolution data, it is difficult to record low frequencies, or it is generally not done. Because the size of the array is limited, low-frequency noise such as ground roll is often attenuated using frequency filters. Low-cut filtering and gain amplification are jointly applied to bring high frequencies within the dynamic range of the recording instruments. If low frequencies saturated the instruments, high frequencies cannot be recorded (Knapp and Steeple, 1986). Conventional seismic data use long arrays to remove ground roll but are unable to record high frequencies because long arrays attenuate high frequencies. Also, high-power sources used in conventional data recording characteristically generate relatively longer wavelengths (i.e., lower frequency) data. Because attenuation reduces the amplitude of the high-frequency data relative to the low-frequency data such that it is below the dynamic range of the instruments, it is important that the amplitude of high frequencies be maximized relative to that of the low frequencies. Conventional seismic data are generally looking deeper into the earth so that attenuation of high frequencies is more severe. Significant differences are noticed between high-resolution sections and conventional sections recorded over identical geologic strata. Distinctive reflections on a high-resolution section may be unnoticed on the low-resolution data because the beds are too thin to detect. This point is obvious because the objective of high-resolution is to image thin beds. Interestingly, however, prominent reflections on a conventional section may be severely muted on high-resolution data because they may not be clearly identifiable. For instance, two limestones on a high-resolution section may have distinct reflection character differences, the thicker limestone being the one that is not well-imaged. There are several possible reasons for the differences. Most obvious is that on a seismic section, beds that correspond to tuning thickness will have the larger amplitude (Widess, 1973; Knapp, 1990). Tuning occurs when the thickness of the bed is approximately equal to one-fourth the apparent wavelength of the signal wavelet. Wavelength is equal to the interval velocity divided by the apparent frequency. Apparent frequency is the inverse of the time interval of one cycle (apparent period) of the wavelet. Tuning is constructive interference of the reflection from the base of a bed with the reflection from its top. Tuned thin beds on conventional data will be thick beds on high-resolution data. This will make a difference of perhaps a factor of two on the relative amplitude responses. But this factor does not account for all that is observed; there are two other possibilities.

High-resolution data, because they contain shorter wavelengths than conventional-resolution data, are more sensitive to vertical acoustic-impedance gradient and diffusive lateral rugosity of the reflection surface. Both of these factors cause a reduction of reflection amplitude. An acoustic-impedance gradient integrates the wavelet, causing a dispersion of the wavelet, lower frequency response, and lower amplitude response. It is possible that a reflector that has a strong response at low frequencies will be transparent to very high frequencies. Lateral rugosity causes a reduction in amplitude and/or dispersion of the wavelet, depending on mechanism of the rugosity. In fact, the response due to lateral rugosity can be identical to the response due to a vertical acoustic-impedance gradient. Without further information the two may be indistinguishable (Knapp, 1991). To distinguish the two, more geologic information is required; for instance, well logs will either confirm the gradient or not. If they do not, the inference is that the effect is due to lateral rugosity. Direct geological observation from outcrop or roadcut can also result in implications about reflection response. The misfortune is that frequently the two effects occur conjunctively. Unconformity surfaces are generally high-amplitude reflectors on conventional seismic sections. Yet, by their nature, they generally have a weathered surface and are characterized by a velocity gradient. Generally, topographic highs exhibit more weathering. On the other hand lows may be infilled by detrital material. Thus, an unconformity may have both lateral rugosity and a vertical gradient. This results in an even greater degree of amplitude reduction. Interference from adjacent interfering thin beds with lateral variation may also result in reduction of amplitude response. Vertical gradient may be related to porosity within carbonates. As such, recognition of the gradient may be useful as an exploration tool. A comparison of high-resolution data with conventional data or synthetic seismograms could help indicate the presence of a vertical velocity gradient.

Models

Thin Beds

Figure 1 shows the model response of a thin bed at different frequencies. At low frequencies (i.e., 25 Hz), the bed response is weak due to the destructive interference of the wavelet between the upper and the lower surfaces. For wavelets with long wavelengths, the positive reflection of the upper surface is partially masked by the negative reflection of the lower surface. At tuning (152 Hz), maximum amplitude response is seen. The trough from the upper positive reflection constructively interferes with the trough of the lower negative reflection. At high frequencies the response is that of a thick bed; the upper reflection and the lower reflection are separated by sufficient distance that the two reflections are effectively independent. The amplitude response of a thin bed can be nearly twice that of the response of a thick bed at high frequencies (i.e., 625 Hz, Widess, 1973; Knapp, 1990).

The implication from the thin-bed model is that peak amplitude response will occur when design of the frequency response of the seismogram corresponds to tuning of the bed. Thicker beds will be better resolved with low-frequency, conventional sections. Thinner beds will be better resolved with high-frequency, high-resolution sections. The stronger reflections seen on the conventional seismogram will appear as weaker reflectors on the high-resolution section. One who is used to conventional seismic sections and the characteristic amplitude of particular horizons may misidentify a thin-bed horizon on a high-resolution section because it appears to have an anomalous reflection response.

Acoustic-impedance Gradient

Figure 2 is the model response of a uniform acoustic-impedance gradient as a function of frequency. Low frequencies (i.e., 20 Hz) with wavelengths longer than the zone of the velocity gradient are not affected by the velocity gradient. Reflection response dims as a function of frequency (i.e., above about 100 Hz) as the wavelet is integrated. The wavelet is broadened and appears as a lower frequency event. Amplitude response is reduced. At high frequencies (i.e., above 160 Hz), the reflections within the zone cancel and only the edge residuals are seen, showing top and bottom of the zone as weak reflectors. Even these reflections dim with frequency. At very high frequencies (i.e., 625 Hz), the horizon is effectively transparent. A reflector with a graduated top may be a strong reflector on a conventional section and a weak reflector on a high-resolution section because of the acoustic-impedance gradient. Again, the interpreter used to conventional sections may misidentify horizons or think that data quality is poor because a reflection known to be prominent on conven-
tional data is weak or not detectable on the high-resolution section. This is a somewhat interesting paradox. The general intent of using a high-resolution survey is to image thinner and narrower targets. Yet the relative amplitude of the reflection of the target may be diminished by the nature of the target itself.

**Lateral Rugosity**

The effect of lateral rugosity depends on lateral resolution. Lateral resolution is dependent on a lateral wavelet (Berkhout, 1984; Claerbout, 1985). In addition to being sensitive to array size and the acoustic-impedance gradient of the earth, the lateral wavelet is dependent on frequency (Knapp, 1992). Thus, the higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths) of a high-resolution section are going to be more sensitive to lateral influences. A surface with short-wavelength, low-amplitude rugosity that may appear as a strong reflector on a conventional section may appear as a weak reflector on a high-resolution section. Interestingly, the synthetic seismogram that is constructed from a well log will also show a high-amplitude event because it is one-dimensional and is not affected by lateral influences. This effect alone provides evidence of lateral rugosity. Because lateral wavelets are very broad, migration will not influence the resolution of short-wavelength rugosity.

Figure 3 shows the influence of lateral rugosity. By misfortune, the effect is nearly identical to that of an acoustic-impedance gradient when the rugosity is smoothed by the lateral wavelet (Knapp, 1991). Although use of arrays will aggravate the problem, they are not the sole source of the broad lateral wavelet, so use of single geophones is not the answer to the problem (see Data Examples).

---

**Interference of Adjacent Thin Layers**

Interference from closely adjacent reflectors, such as sandstone channels, will also dim a reflection response because of interference. Although this effect exists on conventional seismic section, it will be aggravated on high-resolution section. The results are not necessarily dissimilar to the effects of lateral rugosity of the reflector surface except that channels may be large enough to be resolved and enhanced by migration. Figure 4 shows a section of a reflection response at different frequencies with channels present. The channel is modeled as an adjacent thin-bed reflector of reduced reflection coefficient. The effects of interference become more apparent as

---

**FIGURE 1**—Response of a bed of constant thickness at different frequencies. Layer thickness is 2.5 m/sec, corresponding to 5 m at 4,000 m/sec: (A) zero-phase wavelet, (B) minimum-phase wavelet.

**FIGURE 2**—Response of a uniform acoustic-impedance gradient as a function of frequency. The zone is 5 m thick, corresponding to 10 m at 4,000 m/sec: (A) zero-phase wavelet, (B) minimum-phase wavelet.

**FIGURE 3**—Models of lateral rugosity as functions of frequency: (A) zero-phase wavelet, (B) minimum-phase wavelet.
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frequency increases. Dimming to 67% of the amplitude value at 25 Hz occurs between 200 and 300 Hz. Above 300 Hz, the presence of the thin layer becomes apparent in the response, and it amplifies in reflection strength as tuning begins to occur. Tuning frequency for the layer modeled is 1,000 Hz.

Wavelet Phase

Because the interpreter tends to choose a peak or trough as the arrival of the event, interpretational errors are possible (see fig. 1). Structure is apparent on both the zero-phase wavelet and the minimum phase wavelet, although the thin-bed reflector is flat. On zero-phase data, interference of a thin bed (at frequencies below the tuning frequency) pushes the dominant peak up at the top of the reflector, apparently creating a positive feature (see Knapp, 1990). The lower trough is forced downward. Apparent thickness is greater than the true thickness (Widess, 1973). Actual position of the reflector is in the middle of the response.

The minimum-phase response has similar problems. Although the top of the bed can be identified from the onset of the wavelet, picking of the peak places the top below its true position. The error exists at all frequencies but is reduced at higher frequencies.

Figure 2 shows similar problems for the velocity gradient model. For the zero-phase wavelet, the peak is in the middle of the gradient interval for frequencies less than 200 Hz, and does not correspond to either the top of the main bed or the base of the underlying gradient. Timing errors will either be positive or negative depending on what the interpreter chooses the peak to represent. The time position of the reflector is too great if the top of the interval is identified and too small if the top of the layer is identified. At frequencies greater than 200 Hz, it is the zero-crossing that corresponds to the boundaries of the interval. Picking of either the peak or the trough results in small timing errors.

Problems are even greater for the minimum-phase model. Onset of the wavelet does not correspond to either the top of the interval or its bottom, although the approximation gets better at high frequencies. At high frequencies a peak approximately corresponds to the onset of the gradient and a trough to its termination, but again, timing error, except at the highest frequencies. Picks on the conventional section results in the time being too great. Picking a peak rather than onset greatly accentuates the timing error.

In comparing seismic sections with different frequency characteristics, mis-ties will occur, especially if the sections are minimum-phase. This is because the peaks and troughs of minimum-phase arrivals are deeper than true-time phase of the reflector.

Further, as the models demonstrate, thin bed and velocity gradient intervals disperse the arrival to deeper depth, an occurrence that is more severe with low frequencies than high frequencies. Except for the thin-bed response, reflections of zero-phase wavelets will generally arrive on time. Thin-bed interference, however, will pull up a zero-phase wavelet when bed thickness is less than the tuning thickness.

Attenuation: Frequency Decrease with Depth

In general, frequency response decreases with depth due to attenuation. This may result in mis-ties with a depth-to-time standard such as a velocity log. The problem is most severe in those cases where peaks or troughs are correlated on minimum-phase data. In this situation, the correlated deeper arrivals will be stretched in time, thus appearing to be too deep or leading to the conclusion that velocities are lower than true velocities. Thin beds and velocity gradients will also stretch the arrival downward. This effect will increase with decreasing frequency.

Zero-phase wavelets will result in correct timing regardless of frequency, except for the thin-bed situation where apparent pull-up will occur at frequencies less than tuning. The apparent pull-up will increase with decreasing frequency (fig. 1).

Data Examples

Upper Kansas City–Lansing Groups (Upper Pennsylvanian)

Figures 5 and 6 display a section of the upper Kansas City and Lansing Groups (Upper Pennsylvanian) with a velocity log from a nearby well and synthetic seismograms at several frequencies. The synthetic seismogram of fig. 5 with a 208-Hz Ricker wavelet suggests that the five limestones and four shales in the interval between South Bend and Farley limestones should be tuned, large-amplitude events on the high-resolution section. However, this is the result of the observation on the data. The Springhill and Farley limestones are relatively weak reflectors on the seismic section.

Knapp and Anderson—Comparison of High-resolution and Conventional-resolution Seismic Data

From roadcut observations, the Springhill is known to have lateral surface roughness (Knapp, 1991; Knapp and French, 1991). This causes reduction of the amplitude response as discussed and illustrated in fig. 3. Sandstone layers in the overlying Bonner Springs Shale destructively interfere with the Farley event. This reduces both the amplitude of the peak corresponding to the Farley Limestone and the trough corresponding to the Bonner Springs Shale (see fig. 4).

The Argentine Limestone is dim on the seismic section (fig. 6) and shows lateral thickness variation and a reflector below the upper and lower units of the Bonner Springs Shale. On the synthetic seismogram at high frequencies, it also appears to be a relatively low-amplitude event, because it is a thick bed and has split into two reflectors. At low frequencies it is a strong single reflector because its thickness tunes at between 50 and 90 Hz.

Conclusions

Models and real data show that there are geologic situations that may cause conceptual difficulties for an interpreter experienced only with conventional-resolution, low-frequency seismic sections when high-resolution, high-frequency seismic sections are encountered. The situations are thin beds, acoustic-impedance gradient, lateral rugosity, and interference from adjacent thin layers. It is a paradox that the value of high-resolution seismic data may be diminished in that high-amplitude, tuned reflections on a conventional seismic section will become low-amplitude, thick-bed reflections on a high-resolution section. In addition, acoustic-impedance gradients may dim an event which is manifested as a high-amplitude reflection on conventional data. Lateral rugosity and interference from adjacent layers can have a similar effect. Dimming can be so severe as to make the reflection transparent. In some cases all of these factors may be operating in conjunction; the fact is that high-resolution and conventional seismic data respond to different acoustic characteristics of the earth.

Thin-bed response can cause those horizons that generated strong, tuned reflections on conventional data to appear as relatively weak, thick-bed events on high-resolution data. This might cause the interpreter to misidentify a reflecting horizon. For example, a high-amplitude, thin-bed reflection on a conventional section could be miscorrelated with a high-amplitude, thin-bed reflection of different origin on high-resolution data. The Kansas City–Lansing example (figs. 5 and 6) illustrates such a case. The Wyan- dotte Limestone is a marker on the conventional section, and yet it is nearly transparent on the high-resolution data. However, other nearby reflectors, such as the contact between the Raytown Limestone and Liberty Memorial Shale, have a strong reflection response on the high-resolution section.

There are other situations which will cause amplitude dimming at higher frequencies. For example, an acoustic-impedance gradient may generate a high-amplitude reflection on a conventional section yet be transparent at high frequencies. Lateral rugosity is sensitive to the frequency response of the data. At high frequencies, the dominant wavelength of the data approaches the dimensions of the rugosity and causes the reflection response to dim. The Springhill Limestone of the Lansing Group should be a medium-amplitude reflection according to the synthetic seismogram; however, as a result of surface roughness (diffusive rugosity), it is manifested as a weak event (figs. 5 and 6). The effects of rugosity can cause a response similar to that of a vertical acoustic-impedance gradient.

In the upper Kansas City Group, interference from thin sandstone layers in the Bonner Springs Shale causes dimming of the reflection response of the Farley Limestone (figs. 5 and 6). Within the Springhill Limestone, the Springhill and Farley limestones are a strong trough and peak combination. Instead, the trough has small reflectors representing the sandstone layers, reducing its amplitude, and the Farley Limestone is a relatively weak reflection.
Seismic data acquisition is carefully designed to use sources of minimum energy, minimum noise, and maximum frequency and bandwidth. Pre-emphasis filtering helps balance the data spectrum during acquisition. Use of multiple geophones increases sensitivity which allows smaller and higher frequency sources to be used, reduces random noise according to the square root of the number of geophones, and attenuates air-coupled wave noise by judicious spacing. Array size is designed to be the maximum possible without adversely affecting frequency response at long offsets. Group-to-group distance is set to be equal array size, and arrays are linear to fit the stack-array concept of Morse and Hildebrandt (1989). The stack-array, the use of half-integer source offset (Knapp, 1985), and split spread geometry help reduce ground roll when data are stacked during processing. Source design also helps reduce ground roll. Data are gathered to the farthest offset possible that will avoid wide-angle reflections, and this is estimated to be about equal to the depth of the target reflector, but it is determined by field testing.

Waves are processed to be zero-phase or quadrature-phase because these phase designs have maximum resolving power and do not have the timing problems of other phase configurations (such as minimum-phase). Spectral whitening is used rather than deconvolution to balance the spectrum of the processed data because spiking deconvolution can adversely affect reflector character when the reflection coefficient series of the earth does not fit the presumption of randomness. Deconvolution, if used, is done judiciously and gently to remove specific problems such as multiples. Testing against synthetic seismograms can determine the degree of deconvolution that can be used without problems. Special care is taken in normal moveout, statics, residual normal moveout, residual statics, first arrival mutes, and mutes of normal moveout stretch to preserve the high-frequency quality of the field data and to show shallow reflections. For shallow data, moveout and stretch are particularly important because shallow data have more moveout than deeper data and the shallow section has a greater rate of change of velocity than the deeper part of the section.

Key reflectors can be shown at their greatest advantage by producing several sections with different pass bands. In this manner beds of different thicknesses can have a section with frequencies appropriate for tuning, creating maximum possible amplitude response and visibility, and characterizing bed thickness. Such sections would also indicate other features of the section such as acoustic-impedance gradients, lateral rugosity, and the presence adjacent of thin-bed interference.
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Depositional and Stratigraphic Analysis of Kansas City Group Strata Utilizing High-resolution Seismic Imaging, Montgomery County, Kansas

Abstract

High-resolution seismic images were obtained of Missourian (Middle Pennsylvanian) strata in Montgomery County, Kansas. The interval imaged included the Mound Valley Limestone through Quivira Shale (?) (Kansas City Group). The length of the seismic line was approximately 400 m (0.25 mi). The 12-fold CDP production line was acquired using an end-on source/receiver geometry. Ground truth was determined using one core on the seismic line, several other cores taken near the line, and from nearby outcrops. A geologic model of the area and synthetic seismogram were used to confirm geologic interpretations. The seismic images revealed some known features, such as dramatic thinning of the Galesburg Shale, and some unknown features, such as channeling in what appears to be the upper part of the Nellie Bly Formation.

Introduction

The Kansas City Group (Upper Pennsylvanian, Missourian) in Montgomery County, Kansas (figs. 1 and 2) consists of alternating siliciclastic and carbonate rocks. The cyclic alternation of lithologies probably resulted largely from glacio-eustatic sea-level oscillations. The Drum Limestone of the Kansas City Group in Montgomery County has been the focus of ongoing studies because it contains an onlithic body analogous to oolitic reservoirs in the Kansas City Group in central and western Kansas. The purpose of these studies has been to develop a detailed model of deposition and diagenesis of the Drum Limestone in order to better understand the origin of analogous petroleum reservoirs. To this end we have studied the Drum Limestone and associated units using data from outcrops, cores, geophysical well logs, and high-resolution seismic. In this report we present results from the first of three seismic lines shot along depositional dip in an area southwest of Independence, Kansas. The Drum Limestone is apparently absent in the area of this seismic line; however, the line does show details of pre- and post-Drum stratigraphy that influenced the ultimate development of reservoir-type facies.

Geologic and Stratigraphic Setting

During deposition of the Kansas City Group, the area that is now Montgomery County was situated at a critical transition from a slowly subsiding shelf to the north, and a more rapidly subsiding basin to the south. North of Montgomery County, the Kansas City Group consists of continuous alternating carbonate and siliciclastic units. Many of the carbonate units contain localized thickening due to oolitic buildups or phylloid algal reefs. South of the study area, the Kansas City Group thickens dramatically into the Arkoma basin. Limestones generally pinch out to the south as the siliciclastic units thicken.

The stratigraphic interval of interest in the study area extends from the Mound Valley Limestone to the Quivira Shale (?) (fig. 2). The Drum Limestone is generally under 5 m (16.5 ft) thick in the study area, but locally thickens to 20 m (66 ft) thick along a generally east-west trend (figs. 3 and 4). The thick zone of Drum Limestone is composed of porous oolite that is similar to petroleum reservoir facies. Thickness and facies changes in the Drum Limestone are interpreted to result from significant pre-Drum topography. Relief on the pre-Drum seafloor was apparently related to major thickness changes in the underlying sequence of rocks down to the Canville Limestone Member and possibly including the Galesburg Shale. The lowest unit that apparently influenced Drum deposition is the Galesburg Shale. In the area near the zone of thickened Drum, the Galesburg is thin (6.5 m [21.5 ft]) where the Drum is thickest, and thickens to a maximum of 19 m (63 ft) as the Drum thin to the north and south.

Each of the next three significant units, the Wintersett Limestone, Cherryvale Shale, and Drum Limestone, are thickest just basinward of the thickest underlying unit. During the deposition of each unit the depositional basin edge stepped basinward. For example, during Wintersett deposition, the depositional shelf edge was in the area that is now southern Wilson County a few miles north of the Montgomery County border. The Wintersett thins from nearly 30 m (99 ft) thick in central Wilson County to under 6 m (20 ft) thick in central Montgomery County (Winney et al., 1989). The Cherryvale Shale apparently filled in some of the low areas left from Wintersett deposition and extended the depositional shelf edge to central Montgomery County. The Drum Limestone is thin, generally under 6 m (20 ft), where either the Cherryvale Shale or Wintersett Limestone are thick, and increases in thickness up to 22.5 m (74 ft) as the Cherryvale Shale thickens to the south where the Wintersett Limestone is thin. Thus, deposition of the Drum Limestone extended the depositional shelf a few miles south of the Cherryvale Shale platform (fig. 3). However, this may not be true progradation, because sea-level fluctuations at this time resulted in a complex history of flooding and exposure of much of the study area (French et al., 1992; Winney et al., 1989).

The Nellie Bly (?) Formation overlies the Drum Limestone and consists of inter-bedded sandstone, siltstone, shale, and coal, and includes thin limestones in the upper portion. Ripple crossbedding, starved ripples, sediment loading, and soft-sediment deformation structures are all common features in these strata. There is a sharp, irregular erosional contact near the middle to base of the Nellie Bly (?) that can be traced through out the study area on well logs and high-resolution seismic lines. This erosion surface is overlain by a fining-upward sequence of conglomerate, sandstone, and shale.

Inferred Depositional Environment

The Cherryvale Shale was part of a marine deltaic system that generally prograded to the south and southwest. The Cherryvale is distributed in one major lobe in the study area (fig. 3B). This lobe has a NE-SW axis, parallel to one direction of basement structures in the area, although this relationship remains enigmatic. The lobe of Cherryvale Shale thins abruptly to the south from 30 m (99 ft) to 6.5 m (21.5 ft) over a distance of about 1.6 km (1 mi) in the subsurface southwest of Independence. The southern and western edge of the Cherryvale lobe is interpreted as the depositional slope that was left after cessation of delta progradation, although some minor erosion occurred prior to, or
concomitant with, initial Drum deposition. Depositional environments of the Cherryvale are difficult to interpret because of the lack of sedimentary structures and the homogeneity of the shale. The relatively flat top of the Cherryvale lobe suggests that sediment accumulated up to local base level. It is likely that the sea was very shallow over the depositional shelf created by the Cherryvale delta.

The Drum Limestone marks the end of siliciclastic deposition and beginning of carbonate deposition in the study area. The lowest bed in the Drum Limestone is locally rich in fossils and shale clasts, and rests on an erosional surface on top of the Cherryvale Shale. This lowest limestone may represent deposition during a transgression and initial relative sea-level rise. Local scouring and/or channeling in lower Drum beds suggests relatively shallow-water conditions. Above the lowest limestone bed in the Drum are alternating shale and laminated carbonate mudstones. The paucity of bioturbation, fossils, and current structures all suggest a quiet, relatively deep-water environment of deposition. The alternating shale and laminated carbonate mudstone facies always occurs at the base of the Drum Limestone and gradually increases in thickness basinward. Above this facies is the main portion of the Drum Limestone, and it is this upper part that shows rapid facies and thickness changes in the study area.

Where the combined thickness of the Winterset Limestone (fig. 3A) and Cherryvale Shale (fig. 3B) are over 17 m (56 ft) thick, the Drum is a thin (generally under 3.5 m, 11.5 ft), tight (low porosity/permitability) limestone. Outcrops of the Drum in this area are composed of laminated carbonate mudstone, stromatolitic wackestone, and fossiliferous wackestone. Deposition in normally marine water is evidenced by the abundant and diverse fauna in the wackestone and packstone. Near the basinward edge of the Cherryvale Shale (where the Winterset Limestone is generally thin), the Drum increases in thickness and becomes more oolitic. Near the Cherryvale depositional shelf edge, the Drum typically consists of three units: a lower unit of alternating carbonate mudstone and shale, a middle unit composed of mudstone to fossiliferous wackestone, and an upper crossed bedding oolitic unit. Evidence of erosion prior to oolite deposition is common, and a possible karst surface has been recognized indicating possible local subaerial exposure on top of the fossiliferous wackestone (Feldman and Fransen, 1991). Basinward of the break in slope of the Cherryvale, the Drum thickens abruptly to a maximum of 25 m (82.5 ft) in the subsurface. On outcrop and in cores, most of the Drum in this area is composed of crossbedded, fossiliferous, oolitic grainstone. Hamblin (1969) interpreted bimodal crossbedded orientations in the Kansas City Group oolites to be the result of tidal currents. Crossbed orientations in the Drum oolite are also bimodal, but are dominated by southwest orientations, suggesting a setting dominated by ebb currents. Oolites were probably being generated in shallow water near the edge of the Cherryvale depositional shelf and transported basinward into lower-lying areas, possibly as a series of tidal deltas in some locations. The oolite is now preserved as several lobes extending basinward from the depositional shelf edge (compare figs. 3C and 4).

In basinward locations, south of the major oolitic accumulations, the exposed Drum is represented predominantly by unfossiliferous, laminated micrite and peloidal wackestone possibly reflecting a relatively deep, oxygen-starved environment. The Drum is locally absent in basin areas in the subsurface. The distance of the transition from thin shelf limestone to thick oolite to thin basal limestone is as little as 1 km (0.62 mi) in the subsurface. On outcrop this transition occurs over a distance of about 25-30 km (15-25 mi).

Apparently a minor flooding event followed Drum Limestone deposition, resulting in widespread deposition of the crossbedded sandstones and intervening shales of the Nellie Bly(?) Formation. However, a fall in relative sea level may be the cause of the laterally extensive erosion surfaces and channels that occur within the Nellie Bly(?), although no subaerial exposure features have been identified to date. Locally, the upper portion of the Drum Limestone appears to have been erosionaly truncated. Current ripples, the lack of fossil, low-diversity trace fossil assemblages, and possible rhythmic tidal bedding suggest deposition in a shallow, estuarine environment for the Nellie Bly(?) Formation.

Deposition of the overlying black, platy shale (Quivira Shale(?)) likely represents the next major marine transgression.

Seismic Resolution

A high-resolution seismic-reflection survey was conducted in the Drum Limestone study area in an effort to image geometric changes within Missourian stage strata at depths of up to 100 m (330 ft). These features are significant from both a geologic and geophysical perspective. Geologically, the nature of a truncation or pinch-out, either from erosion or a facies change, is important for determining the depositional history. Geophysically, a pinch-out or truncation represents an opportunity to quantify the practical thin-bed resolution of shallow high-resolution seismic reflection at this site. This study highlights the geophysical aspects of quantifying practical thin-bed resolution. The data were acquired and processed to focus on a distinct shallow high-resolution seismic reflection at approximately 65 mce within the Galesburg Shale where the shale thins from 19 m (63 ft) to 7 m (23 ft).

The thin-bed resolving power of the CDP seismic-reflection technique is dependent upon the dominant frequency of the recorded reflection wavelet (Widess, 1973). Increasing the dominant frequency of recorded reflection signal involves: 1) generating a high-frequency source pulse, 2) sensing the signal with receivers with high voltage output, low noise, and a flat frequency response over the desired high frequencies, 3) recording the signal digitally on a seismograph with a large instantaneous dynamic range and electronically quiet analog filter and gain capabilities, and 4) optimizing the spread interval and receiver spacing for the target of interest (Knapp and Steeple, 1986). Criteria for resolving converging thin-bed sequences relies on observations of interference as evidenced by distortion of reflection waveforms (Ricker, 1955).

Practical resolution limits are dependent not only on recorded reflection frequencies but also on wavelet characteristics and noise. Zero-phase wavelets possess the highest resolving potential (Knapp, 1990). A known theoretical wavelet can be phase-filtered to zero phase. Successful application of deconvolution requires a statistically large number of unique reflection wavelets and data with a large signal-to-noise ratio (Yilmaz, 1987). Shallow high-resolution reflection data sets rarely have more than four to six reflections and are notoriously noisy (Steeple and Miller, 1990). Practical optimization of shallow high-resolution data sets by phase filtering to zero phase is generally not possible.
Field Procedures

Data for this study were acquired on an EG&G Geometrics 2401 seismograph. The seismograph amplifies, filters (analog), digitizes the analog signal into a 15-bit word, and stores the digital information on magnetic media. The selected low-cut filters have a 18-dB/octave rolloff from their indicated -3-dB point. Production lines were acquired with 100 Hz analog low-cut and 500 Hz analog high-cut filters. The 1,024 samples recorded per trace were at a 1/2-msec sampling interval. The dynamic range of the seismograph was more than adequate to record high-quality reflection information in the presence of source-generated and cultural noise at this site.

A series of walkaway-noise tests was conducted prior to acquisition of the production seismic lines. The spectral and total energy characteristics of the downhole 50-cm seismic source made it the source of choice at this site for this geologic target. The receiver array consisted of three 40-Hz geophones equally spaced over approximately 1 m (3.3 ft) and centered on each station. The receiver array was designed in an attempt to attenuate some of the source-generated noise (Steeples and Miller, 1990). Analysis of the noise tests allows acquisition parameters and equipment to be optimized for the site conditions.

The nominal 12-fold CDP production line was acquired using an end-on source/receiver geometry. Analysis of the walkaway data allowed determination of an optimum source-to-nearest-receiver-offset of 17 m (56 ft) and source-to-farthest-receiver-offset of 75 m (247.5 ft). A large component of direct and refracted wave energy inhibited closer source-to-receiver offsets. Near vertical incident recording minimizes normal move-out corrections and the associated stretch allowing a higher frequency, less distorted reflection wavelet to be recorded (Miller et al., 1990). The target reflector is approximately 75 m (247.5 ft) deep, which is within the optimum recording offset as evidenced by the walkaway-noise tests and general rules of thumb (Knapp and Steeples, 1986).

Data Processing

The CDP data were processed at the Kansas Geological Survey (KGS) using a proprietary set of algorithms developed by the KGS (Enveosdrapper). Extreme care was used during the editing process to ensure removal of all non-seismic energy that could either be misinterpreted as reflections on stacked data or that hampered interpretations of real reflection events. Velocity analysis incorporated iterative constant-velocity stacking with detailed 1/5-wavelength surface-consistent statics to improve both accuracy of velocity corrections and time/deep conversion on interpreted cross sections. The main distinctions between the shallow high-resolution processing flow used on these data and most routine petroleum sequences relate to conservative use and application of correlation statics, precision required during velocity and spectral analysis, extra care during muting operations, and lack of deconvolution.

Modeling and Interpretation

As an aid to the interpretation of the seismic line (fig. 5), a geologic cross section (fig. 6), a corresponding two-dimensional geologic model (fig. 7), and a synthetic seismogram were generated (fig. 8). The geologic cross section is structurally consistent with well control (Clarkson #2 core; fig. 6) at trace 494 (fig. 5). The velocities and densities incorporated into the model (fig. 7) are consistent with the lithologies encountered in the Clarkson core, check shot survey data at the same well site, and stacking velocity control. The cross section in fig. 7 is presented as a reasonable representation of that portion of the subsurface imaged by the seismic control and illustrates some of the geometric details which characterize the Missourian stage strata in the study area.

The two-dimensional synthetic seismogram (fig. 8) was generated for the geologic model using Geophysical Micor-Computer Ltd. diffraction modeling software. A 5-msec, zero-phase, normal-polarity Ricker wavelet was used. The more prominent events on the synthetic seismogram have been labelled in order to facilitate comparisons between the geologic model, synthetic seismogram, and seismic line.

A comparison of the geologic model and the synthetic seismogram indicates that tops of the Mound Valley Limestone, Winterset Limestone, unnamed sandstone and a limestone in the upper Nellie Bly Formation, and the base of the unnamed sandstone are manifested as relatively high-amplitude peaks on the synthetic seismogram (fig. 8). The base of the interpreted channel-fill, in contrast, is represented as a moderate-amplitude trough. Low-amplitude diffractions originate at the edges of these truncated horizons. The complexity of the central part of the synthetic seismogram is increased as a result of the non-vertical incident reflections from the base of the channel that collectively produce the observed classic “bow-tie” effect beneath the base of the channel.

The interpreted seismic line is presented as fig. 9. The labelled events were identified on the basis of the synthetic seismogram. The time-depths to the respective horizons are consistent with subsurface control at the Clarkson #2 well site, stacking velocities, and check shot survey control. The high degree of correlation between the geologic model, synthetic seismogram, and seismic line support the seismic interpretations presented.

As anticipated from the analysis of the synthetic seismogram, the tops of the Mound Valley Limestone, Winterset Limestone, etc.
unnamed sandstone and a limestone in the upper Nellie Bly (?) Formation, and the base of the unnamed sandstone correspond to relatively high-amplitude peaks on the seismic line. The Mound Valley Limestone, WinterSET Limestone, unnamed sandstone, and Nellie Bly (?) Formation events appear to be correlated across the seismic line. In contrast, the reflections from the top and base of the unnamed sandstone unit, as correlated, are truncated by an interpreted deeply incised and infilled channel. The base of the interpreted channel fill is correlated as a moderate-amplitude trough. The polarity of this event, and the subtle negative drape across the channel along the Nellie Bly (?) event, suggests that the channel fill is composed predominantly of compartmentalized shales. This thesis has not been independently confirmed by drilling.

One striking feature on the example seismic line is the dramatic thinning of the Galesburg shales to the north (fig. 6, at about 65 msc, between the WinterSET and Mound Valley Limestones). This is consistent with core and well-log data (fig. 6) and interpreted as confirmation of either the local depositional thinning or erosional thinning of the Galesburg Shale.

Also of significance is the apparent absence of the Druml Limestone along the entirety of the seismic line. (The absence of Drum Limestone at trace 494 has been confirmed by the Clarkson core.) Our preferred interpretation of the Drum Limestone was not deposited in this part of the study area. Based on outcrop and shallow well control, we interpret the Drum Limestone to have been deposited as several(? ) lobes elongated perpendicular to the edge of the Cherryvale delta. In our opinion, the example seismic line was shot between Drum Limestone lobes, in an area that received shallow deposition (fig. 4).

Analysis of cores and well logs in the study area suggests that the unnamed sandstone within the Nellie Bly (?) Formation rests unconformably on lower units. The irregularity of this reflector on the seismic line and the interpreted channel are further evidence of the erosional nature of the lower contact and basal portion of the Nellie Bly (?) Formation.

The seismic line illustrates that stratigraphic complexity of the upper Nellie Bly (?) and overlying units indicated by lack of lateral continuity of events shallower than approximately 45 msc (fig. 5). This complexity is suggested in the geologic cross section by our inability to correlate the Quivira Shale (?) north of the Clarkson #2 core (fig. 6). A shale-filled channel is hypothesized as a partial explanation for the lack of continuity of shallow reflectors based on the similarity of the seismic line and synthetic model data (figs. 5, 7, and 8). Channeling in the Nellie Bly (?) Formation may explain the lateral discontinuity of thin limestone and sandstone beds shown on the well logs in fig. 6.

Summary and Conclusions

A 12-fold high-resolution seismic line was obtained along an 400-m-long (0.25-mi) line in central Montgomery County, Kansas. The interval from the Mound Valley Limestone to the Quivira Shale (?) was imaged. Ground truth was based on cores, well logs, and outcrops. These data in addition to interpretation of the seismic line were used to construct a simplified geologic model. The model was used to construct a synthetic seismic section. The synthetic section agrees well with the original seismic section. This technique revealed outcrop-scale features in the rocks, including one small channel in the Nellie Bly (?) Formation not previously suspected.
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FIGURE 7.—TWO-DIMENSIONAL GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION. The geologic cross section is structurally consistent with well control (Clarkson #2 core) at trace 494 (fig. 5). The velocities and densities incorporated into the model are consistent with the lithologies encountered in the Clarkson core, check shot survey data at the same well site, and stacking velocity control. This cross section is presented as a reasonable representation of that portion of the subsurface imaged by the seismic control and illustrates some of the geometric details which characterize the Missourian stage strata in the study area.
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FIGURE 8.—TWO-DIMENSIONAL SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM GENERATED FOR THE GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION OF FIG. 6 USING GEOFIES MICRO-COMPUTER LTD. DEFORMATION MODELING SOFTWARE. A 5-msec, zero-phase, normal-polarity Ricker wavelet was used. The more prominent events on the synthetic seismogram have been labelled in order to facilitate comparisons between the geologic model, synthetic seismogram, and seismic line.
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Abstract
A 7-mi (11.2-km) seismic line across the Lyons anticline just south of Lyons, Rice County, Kansas, shows reflections to the depth of about 3,900 ft (1,170 m) corresponding to the Precambrian Rice Formation. The Lyons anticline is used as a gas storage facility. Although data quality of reflections from the Precambrian is poor, the indication is that the Lyons anticline existed during the Late Proterozoic and that its initial uplift may be related to Keweenawan rifting. Cambrian–Ordovician Arbuckle Group reflections diverge away from the anticline, suggesting that deposition was contemporaneous with uplift. The Middle Ordovician Simpson Group and the Devonian–Mississippian Chaanthaoua Shale have distinctive reflection characters. Middle and Upper Ordovician Viola and Maquoketa Formations share a single response of a strong transitional, stretched, and positive-polarity peak. Within the Chaanthaoua Shale is a thin limestone member which forms a distinct positive-polarity reflection. The limestone is seen to truncate over the crest of the Lyons anticline, and apparently thin eastward and is eventually replaced with siltstone.

In the Pennsylvanian, the Kansas City, Lansing, and Douglas Groups show a reflection aspect characteristic of a deposition system that is predominantly nonmarine clastic with an associated marginal-marine transport process. Reflections in the Shawnee Group have distinctive but modest amplitude and good continuity. Existence of a possible channel is apparent in the seismic response of the Kawawa Shale. This feature would be rare to encounter and difficult to characterize if known only from drill data. In the Wabaunsee Group, the Howard Limestone forms a very prominent reflection.

The Lower Permian Admiral, Council Grove, and Chase Groups have high-amplitude continuous reflections similar to the Wabaunsee, indicating lateral consistency across the section.

Introduction
Seven miles (11.2 km) of 12-fold MiniSOSIE (Barbier et al., 1976) seismic data were acquired during the summer of 1983 in Rice County, Kansas, along a line starting about 2 mi (3.2 km) south of the center of Lyons and proceeding eastward (fig. 1). Data-acquisition details are covered in table 1 and are discussed in Roehl et al. (1989). Reflections are detected to depths of approximately 3,500 ft (1,070 m) at times of 0.850 sec and correspond to Precambrian Rice Formation. Processing did not include migration.

Rice County is located on the western side of a broad structural saddle formed by the intersection of the Salina basin, the Central Kansas uplift, and the Sedgewick basin. Locally, geologic structures superimposed on the broad saddle generally strike north and north-northeast. The crest of the Central Kansas uplift is just west of the west edge of the seismic section. Deformation in the region began as early as Ordovician time and resulted in complex erosion, faulting, and folding, generally expressed as thickening and thinning and changing attitude of formations encountered in wells.

Uplift and erosion along the flanks of the ancestral Central Kansas uplift during Ordovician to Devonian time resulted in the removal of the Silurian–Devonian “Hunton” Group over much of Rice County and created a large valley named the McPherson Valley (Lee, 1956). Devonian–Mississippian Chaanthaoua Shale which fills the McPherson Valley reaches thicknesses in excess of 200 ft (61 m). Just west of the axis of the McPherson Valley is the Lyons anticline. This structure is one of a series of north-trending en echelon anticlines developed in western Rice County by accelerated deformation in Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian time. Dip is variable on the east flank, but is, in general, about 2°. Reverse faulting on the west side of the anticline displaces lower Paleozoic strata in excess of 250 ft (75 m). This structure subcrops under the regional basal Pennsylvanian angular unconformity. Formerly a productive reservoir, the Lyons anticline is now used for storage of natural gas by Northern Natural Gas Co.

The original intent of the seismic line was to study the extent and character of a limestone bed within the Devonian–Mississippian Chaanthaoua Shale. Well log data indicate this limestone has a maximum thickness of about 70 ft (21 m) at the western edge of the section. It subcrops over the crest of the Lyons anticline and thin eastward from there. For further reference, fig. 2 shows the type log of Rice County.

Seismic Expression

General
The east-west seismic profile (fig. 3) runs roughly parallel to regional dip. Of particular interest in the area is the Lyons anticline centered at CMP 650, which is now used as a gas storage facility for Northern Natural Gas. Just east of the Lyons anticline is the McPherson Valley (Lee, 1956), beginning at CMP 680. These structures are particularly evident on fig. 4, a plot interpreted from well data with 5v vertical exaggeration. Several units, from the Cambrian–Ordovician Arbuckle Dolomite to Mississippian limestones, subcrop beneath a basal Pennsylvanian unconformity at about 0.600-0.630 sec (figs. 3b and 5). Likewise, there is a sub-Chatahooza unconformity where upper Ordovician Maquoketa Shale and middle Ordovician Viola Limestone subcrop (fig. 6).

Precambrian
The seismic response of the Precambrian section is poor, and reflections fade in and out with data quality (fig. 3A). The contact between Precambrian and Arbuckle dolomites is not seen on the section. Gravity and aeromagnetic information suggest that the top of the Precambrian in this area is Upper Keweenawan (Proterozoic) Rice Formation arkose sandstones (Scott, 1966; Yarger, 1983; Yarger and Lam, 1982). According to COCORP results in northeastern Kansas (Brown et al., 1981; Serpa et al., 1984), this unit may contain few good reflectors. Thinning of a layer in the Rice Formation seen on the seismic section (fig. 7, CMP’s 770-885, 0.800 to 0.840 sec) implies that the Lyons anticline existed during the Later Proterozoic with its initial uplift related to Keweenawan rifting.

Cambrian and Ordovician
The Cambrian–Ordovician Arbuckle Group is expressed seismically as a series of continuous, high-amplitude, parallel reflections (fig. 3, CMP’s 185 to 290, 0.700 to -0.800 sec and CMP’s 730 to 780, 0.600 to -0.800 sec). Divergence of the reflections away from the Lyons anticline suggests that deposition of the Arbuckle was contemporaneous with uplift of the anticline.

Above the Arbuckle, the seismic character of the Middle Ordovician Simpson Group is a trough of constant time thickness. It has a “noisy” character due to interbedding of shales, sandstones, and dolomites within the group. It is bracketed by strong positive-polarity peaks of the Middle Ordovician Viola above and Cambrian–Ordovician Arbuckle below. The Simpson Group response is distinguished from that of the lower part of the Devonian–Mississippian Chaanthaoua Shale because the seismic character of the Chaanthaoua Shale is a clean, relatively noise-free, trough event. The velocities of the Upper Ordovician Maquoketa are intermediate between the low-velocity Chaanthaoua above and the high-velocity Viola below. Consequently, the Maquoketa and Viola form a single response of a transitional, stretched (low apparent frequency) peak. This character is one of the strongest positive events on the section. The Maquoketa–Viola subcrops at the pre-Chatahooza unconformity at about CMP 690 (fig. 6). Figure 8 also illustrates the general seismic response of the Cambrian–Ordovician section.

Devonian and Mississippian
In this region, the Chaanthaoua Shale contains a thin limestone with a maximum thickness of about 70 ft (21 m) and thin eastward. Maximum thickness of the localized limestone within the Chaanthaoua (Lee, 1956) corresponds to the western edge of the seismic section. The limestone is missing under the eastern edge, being replaced by siltstones. The Chaanthaoua Shale is split into an upper and lower part by the limestone
FIGURE 2—TYPE LOG OF RICE COUNTY, KANSAS (Harris et al., 1966).
Notes and remarks:

M1 - Middle Pennsylvanian Series
P1 - Pennsylvanian Group

Kinderhook and Misener Sandstones are not shown on this log, but do produce oil and gas in Rice County.

Additional salt water disposal zones include Pennsylvanian conglomerates.
Reagan S., and Granite Wash.

Surface Rocks: Permian, Lower Nippawalla Group under Loess.
member. Throughout the section, the lower Chattanooga Shale maintains a constant time-thickness except where it is eroded over the Lyons anticline at the basal Pennsylvanian angular unconformity. The Misener Sandstone, the transgressive sandstone at the base of the Chattanooga Shale, is known from well control to be present in the vicinity of the Lyons anticline and westward from that point. Although it thins significantly eastward from the anticline, it is not seen in the seismic reflection character of the lower Chattanooga. The Chattanooga limestone unit is one of the brightest positive-polarity reflections of the section where it is at its thickest, about 58 ft (18 m), at about CMP 800 (0.650 sec) (fig. 7). As the limestone thins eastward, the amplitude response dims. This is particularly apparent following the zones of excellent data quality (i.e., under CMP’s 740–900, 1200–1240, and 1340–1420; figs. 8 and 9). Near CMP 1300 and eastward, the amplitude response of the Chattanooga limestone is very dim. It is either very thin or replaced with siltstone at this point. Westward of CMP 800 the Chattanooga limestone is locally truncated by erosion over the crest of the Lyons anticline. Westward from the Lyons anticline, the limestone member appears to thicken so as to be about the same thickness at CMP 300 as it is at CMP 800; i.e., it is about 58 ft (18 m), as estimated from amplitude response (fig. 3). The upper Chattanooga Shale is expressed seismically as a broad pronounced trough. Eastward of CMP 1140, it begins to thicken dramatically. At CMP 1280 it bifurcates and a small intermediate peak (an artifact of the seismic wavelet) appears in its middle (fig. 9).

Pennsylvanian

The unconformity at the base of the Pennsylvanian is a low-amplitude event most easily identified by angular truncation of underlying strata. The Missourian-age Kansas City–Lansing and Virgilian-age Douglas Groups form a sequence of reflections having low amplitude and low continuity. This is probably indicative of parallel to slightly folded bedding that is characteristic of dominantly nonmarine clastic deposition by river currents and associated marginal-marine transport processes (Brown and Fisher, 1979). The interpretation is in general agreement with known stratigraphy of channel sandstones and shelf-margin limestone lenses and ooidic shoals that occur within these lower cyclothem units (Merriam, 1963). The Kansas City and Lansing Groups are composed primarily of limestone. Interbedded shales are too thin to be detected seismically. The Douglas Group is made up almost entirely of shales and channel sands. Similar to some of the interpretation given by Knapp and French (1991) and Knapp et al. (this volume, p. 53–56), marine limestone moundings, thin undetectable shales, and extensive erosional hiatuses combine to produce slightly chaotic, diffusive reflector characteristics for the given wavelength of the data, resulting in only nominal reflection amplitude for the three groups.

In the Shawnee Group (Virgilian), the Topka and Lecompton limestones have modest but apparent seismic response. The intervening Calhoun Shale can be seen to vary across the section. Of particular interest in the Shawnee Group between CMP’s 1330 and 1410 is a possible channel in the Kanwaka Shale (fig. 9). This anomaly helps illustrate the quality of the data. In the Wabaunsee Group (Virgilian), the Howard Limestone forms one of the more prominent peaks on the section (fig. 9). Above the Scranton Limestone is the Stover Limestone (fig. 10). Between these two limestones is a sequence of a local depression that contains thin limestones and shales. In some cases interference of the reflections is constructive but in others it is destructive. The overall effect is a variable reflection character.

Permi An

The Admire, Council Grove, and Chase Groups of the Lower Permian produce reflection configurations that are similar to the high-amplitude continuous reflections of
the Wabaunsee (fig. 10). Although individual thin beds may be unresolved, the high continuity of the reflections indicates lateral consistency of the reflectors across the section.

Summary and Conclusions

The seismic data basically confirm the interpretations derived from point-derived well geology. However, the continuity of the seismic line provides detailed resolution of the position and character of the stratigraphic and structural relationships. Reflectors of the Proterozoic Precambrian section are seen to have distinguishable characteristics that lend to the interpretation of structure and local stratigraphic continuity.

The growth history and geometry of the Lyons anticline is accurately expressed on the seismic section. The anticline was a large symmetric positive feature during Cambrian and Ordovician time and, perhaps, during late Precambrian. The crest was eroded prior to Simpson deposition, and growth was reactivated during Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian as a smaller, asymmetrical, and highly folded and faulted positive feature. The basal Pennsylvanian angular unconformity truncates several lower Paleozoic units over the crest of the Lyons anticline.

The Chattanooga limestone is continuous across the section except where it subcrops at the Lyons anticline. It thins from west to east and is replaced in the vicinity of CMP's 1350 to 1360 by lithologies of lower seismic velocities (i.e., siltstones or shales).

Most resolvable Pennsylvanian and Permian cycloths display consistent reflection character across the section, although bed thickness can be highly variable due to intercyclic erosion. In particular, the stratigraphic intervals between the Lecompton Limestone and the Calhoun Shale, and the Topeka Limestone and Severy Shale are very
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**FIGURE 6**—Subcrop map at the pre-Chattanooga unconformity. Dark areas indicate where Chattanooga Shale is absent due to later erosion at the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity. Subcropping Viola in the southeast quadrant of the map expresses the axis of the east-west-trending McPherson Valley. Map is 12 x 12 mi (19.3 x 19.3 km). Location of the seismic line is marked by the double-arrow line.

**FIGURE 7**—Detail of the Precambrian Rice formation reflections between CMP's 740 and 900 (6000-10,000 msec). Uplift of the anticline is indicated by dipping and thinning of the Rice formation reflections.

**FIGURE 8**—Detail in the vicinity of the Lyons anticline showing structures related to Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian deformation. Correlation with three synthetic seismograms is shown.
TABLE 1—SEISMIC DATA-ACQUISITION PARAMETERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source type:</th>
<th>MiniSOSIE (Barber et al., 1976) earth compactor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical stack:</td>
<td>2,000 impulses/shotpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record length:</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample interval:</td>
<td>2 milliseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source interval:</td>
<td>55 ft (17 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source array:</td>
<td>55 ft (17 m) linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMP interval:</td>
<td>17.5 ft (8.4 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near offset:</td>
<td>742.5 ft (226 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far offset:</td>
<td>2,007.5 ft (612 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filters:</td>
<td>low cut 55 Hz (24 dB/octave slope)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high cut 125 Hz (24 dB/octave slope)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high cut 60 Hz (60 dB rejection)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

variable. These thickness variations have short wavelengths and cannot be detected (or confirmed) by well control.

The advantage of the seismic detail is particularly illustrated by the display of the channel in the Kanwaka Shale. This channel is a potential producing reservoir, yet without the seismic line, detection by wells alone would have been solely by chance, and identification of its extent and character would have been impossible.
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FIGURE 9—DETAIL OF THE EASTERN END OF THE SEISMIC LINE SHOWING STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS OF ARBuckle THROUGH WABAUNSEE GROUPS. Channel, presumably sand-filled, in the Kanwaka Shale shows erosion through several units to the Oread Limestone.

FIGURE 10—DETAIL SHOWING STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS OF WABAUNSEE THROUGH COUNCIL GROVE GROUPS. Interference patterns of thin shales and limestones create variable amplitude and character reflectors of the Admire Group and Foraker Limestone formation. The Nolan Limestone illustrates a stretched amplitude due to a transitional boundary.
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Abstract

Middle and Upper Pennsylvanian cyclic sequences (cyclothems) in eastern Kansas are ineffectively imaged on standard petroleum-exploration reflection seismogram sections with frequency responses less than 80 Hz. The Kansas City and Lansing Groups, despite the number of interlayered high-contrast beds they contain, often cannot be distinguished and are grouped as a single characteristic response. However, the use of high-resolution reflection seismology, with dominant frequencies of 250–300 Hz and maximum frequencies to greater than 500 Hz, allows the detection of thin-bed units within the individual groups and formations to approximately 2-m thickness. Alternating thin limestone and shales that comprise cyclothems lead to resonance of the seismic wave. Geological cyclicity and reflection seismology harmonize, and carbonate units are recorded as peaks and siliciclastic units (mostly shales) are recorded as troughs. Furthermore, seismic response is sensitive to such phenomena as the presence of intrabed sandstone lenses in shales and the surface roughness (diffusivity) of lithologic interfaces. The use of an instantaneous phase response display accentuates low-amplitude interbed features such as channels within sandstones and shales.

The ability of high-frequency seismic data to resolve features within the stratigraphically heterogeneous Pennsylvanian of eastern Kansas is demonstrated. To effectively image the scale of variability of these strata (meters to tens of meters), resolution must be maximized and spurious noise minimized. Acquisition, processing, and display must all aim to this purpose. Small-scale features that are observed on a seismic section acquired across a geologically well-defined stratigraphic interval are documented, and observations of reflection character are correlated to observed geology.

Introduction

In 1986, a 70-m (230-ft)-long high-resolution seismic line was shot on the west campus of The University of Kansas (fig. 1). The data reveal a great deal about the seismic response of Kansas cyclothems. Details of the acquisition are published elsewhere (Knapp, 1988; Knapp and Mutluoglu, 1987; Knapp and Watney, 1987) and are summarized in table 1.

To detect thin beds requires short wavelengths (high frequencies). There is an inverse relationship between frequency content and thin-bed resolution (Knapp, 1990). The wavelength of frequencies in the wavelet must be within an order of magnitude of the thickness of a thin bed for detection. Detection is maximized when bed thickness is one-fourth the wavelength of the dominant frequency. This is the tuning thickness (Widess, 1973). Dominant frequency is frequently about two-thirds of the maximum frequency contained in the wavelet-frequency bandwidth (Kallweit and Wood, 1982). Figure 2 shows that bed resolution improves dramatically with value of dominant frequency. In particular, with a dominant frequency of at least 200 Hz, detection of individual beds begins to occur. This is because tuning begins to occur at that point, at least for cyclic beds of the Upper Pennsylvanian in eastern Kansas. With frequencies of about 80 Hz or less ("typical" petroleum exploration data), reflection character associated with cyclothems has little to do with individual rock units. Rather, generalities are made about the groups, and, in particular, the Kansas City–Lansing Groups are typically paired as an event of some particular characteristic.

Seismic reflection is a directional process. That is, rather than being sensitive to lithologic processes, reflections are the consequence of changes (differences) in the acoustical impedance (product of density and velocity) of the rock. Because the seismic wavelet is band-limited, the reflection from an abrupt interface is smeared or spread in time. This dispersion is defined by vertical resolution (Knapp, 1990; Berkhour, 1984). Limitations in lateral resolution smear the horizontal character of the reflection response (Berkhour, 1984). Consequently, the vertical character of a reflection is modulated 1) according to the rate of lithologic change, i.e., vertical rate of change of the acoustic impedance and 2) according to the proximity of other reflecting surfaces that produce interfering reflections. Lateral changes in the reflector, such as reflection-surface roughness, likewise modulate the reflection at a reflector point; such effects are seen in these data. Migration, the correction of distortion due to reflector geometry, can correct for some of the problems of lateral interferences by removing the effects of diffractions and by moving reflectors to their correct position, but results are still strictly limited by lateral resolving power. Even migration reduces a point to what Claerbout (1985, p. 17) terms a "focus," i.e., a "point" with lateral and vertical dimension. For "layer cake" geology with smooth, thick-bed reflectors, the reflection character is regular and its amplitude and polarity represent the change in acoustical impedance. In this case, the results can be inverted to a geological interpretation with a maximum of ease, although calibration information is required. In general, however, reflection response is the complex interference of effects due to vertical and lateral geological changes. These effects limit interpretation capabilities.

Middle and Upper Pennsylvanian strata of eastern Kansas are characterized by cyclic lithologic sequences made up of alternating laterally persistent limestones, shales, and sandstone shales. These cyclothems are typically 10–30 m (33–98 ft) thick, with individual members commonly less than a meter (3.3 ft) thick. Local development of sandstone channels and lenses, and coals are in the thicker shales (Heckel, 1978; Heckel et al., 1979). Seismically, most beds appear as thin-bed responses (Knapp, 1990), corresponding to individual beds of limestone and shale. Consequently, the seismic section can be processed so that the shales appear as troughs and the limestones as peaks (fig. 3). Thickness cannot be directly measured but one can, in some cases, determine the thickness of a thin bed from its amplitude response (Widess, 1973) or its frequency (Knapp, 1990). The former method requires calibration by well log or other information and becomes unreliable when vertical or lateral changes of the reflector smear the response or when cyclothematic variation causes tuning of the reflector. The latter method depends on the cyclothematic tuning of the reflector and, depending on the degree of the tuning, may be very approximate. Both methods are employed to judge the thickness of a reflector bed.

Instantaneous phase emphasizes continuity of all reflectors, weak or strong. An important attribute of instantaneous phase is that amplitude is removed as a component, and reflectors, regardless of strength, have the same display weight. This is important in that a display of the recorded trace is scaled according to the amplitudes of the strongest reflections. CMP seismic data have a dynamic range of 40–60 dB (1:100 to 1:1000); a standard display has a dynamic range of about 20 dB (1:10). Accordingly, on a simple trace display, only the characteristics of the strongest reflections are obvious to the interpreter. This is important, of course, in terms of stratigraphic location and identification of marker horizons, but frequently it is the small subtle features and anomalies that are of true interest. The display of instantaneous phase enhances subtle features such as weak reflections and interferences on the stronger ones, and it is the most sophisticated of the devices one could employ to do so. Identification of relatively small-scale rock heterogeneity—enhances the use of very high resolution seismic-reflection imaging for use in infracyclothemic seismic stratigraphic interpretation and use in near-surface reservoir analog investigations.

---

TABLE 1—SEISMIC DATA ACQUISITION PARAMETERS.

| Source | 50-caliber rifle fired into a augured hole 30 in (76.2 cm) deep |
| Vertical stack | 1 |
| Receivers | Mark Products 40-D geophones, 100-Hz natural frequency, undamped Arrays |
| Group interval | 2 m |
| Seismographic | Input/Output DHR 2400, 24 channels |

FIGURE 1—LOCATION MAP OF THE SEISMIC LINE. Total line length displayed in fig. 2 is 70 m (230 ft).
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Instantaneous phase is determined from complex trace analysis (Taner et al., 1977). For smoothness, it is frequently the sine of the phase angle that is displayed. That is, values will vary from $-1.00$ to $0.00$ to $+1.00$ as phase angles cycling in between.

Seismic Interpretation

The seismic section, correlated with a synthetic seismogram, and its general interpretation is shown on figs. 3 and 4. The synthetic seismogram is derived from a velocity log from well A 10 km from the seismic line (DCL & FA #1, USGS–KGS, sec. 13, T. 12 S, R. 17 E, Douglas County). The fit is generally very good. Except for the lower Douglas Group, the response of the seismic section is one of thin beds where the troughs correspond to shales and the peaks to limestones. The general weakening of reflection strength with depth is due in part to distance from the surface and decreased signal-to-noise ratio, but also is due to a general decrease in reflection coefficient, i.e., changing geology from a carbonate rock-shale package in the Lansing, Kansas City, and Marmaton Groups above to a shaly sandstone-shale interval of the Cherokee Group below. Note the reduced contrast of the lithology below 150 msc, seen in the log of fig. 3. The reduction corresponds with the top of the Cherokee Group.

Stratigraphic nomenclature, which follows, is adapted from Watney et al. (1989).

Douglas Group (40 to 80 msc)

Only the lower half of the Douglas Group is recorded on the seismic section. The first strong reflector is the Haskell Limestone (47 msc), the basal member of the Lawrence Shale. The Haskell Limestone is 2 m (6.6 ft) thick and is displayed as a prominent peak. The remainder of the group is the Strangeton Formation, the upper part of which contains very sandy shale and two thin coals. The two coals are the upper and lower Sibley coals. They are 0.3 m (1 ft) or less in thickness (Bowsher and Jewett, 1943), and they are resolved seismically as two distinctive troughs at 55 and 61 msc, respectively. It was demonstrated (Knapp and Miuffiglu, 1987) that despite the thickness of the coals, the acoustic-impedance contrast was great enough to cause a prominent reflection. They are easily detected. The lower two-thirds of the Stranger Formation is relatively clean Tonganoxie Sandstone.

Sequence Stratigraphy of the Imaged Interval

The Tonganoxie Sandstone is a prominent fluvial to estuarine sandstone named after surface exposures near Tonganoxie, Kansas, in Leavenworth County (Moore et al., 1934), 20 km (12 mi) northeast of the seismic line. The sandstone from a core near the seismic line (KGS Fisland #1) consists of 43 (141 ft) of fine- to medium-grained crossbedded sandstone with thin, flaky shale and mudstone beds. This is the maximum known thickness of the sandstone. The city of Lawrence lies in a large buried valley in which the Tonganoxie Sandstone was deposited (Lins, 1950; Feldman et al., 1995). The valley cuts down from beneath the Haskell Limestone into the lower half of the Douglas Group and locally into the Stanton Limestone of the Lansing Group. The incised valley was mapped by Lins as 35 km (22 mi) wide near Lawrence along the outcrop belt and approximately 30 m (98 ft) deep.

The valley is generally filled to and beyond the valley walls with: 1) minor conglomerate at the base, 2) fossiliferous cross-stratified and massive bedded sandstone with abundant cut and fill structures, 3) thin-bedded argillaceous siltstone, sandstone, and silt and clay shale, and 5) coal (the upper Sibley coal which forms the uppermost bed of the Tonganoxie) (Lins, 1950). The coal can be correlated as essentially a continuous unit throughout the valley. Valley-fill strata of the coal range from amalgamated channel fills overlain by estuarine deposits while a marine limestone (Westphalia) overlies the coal (Lins, 1950; Feldman et al., 1995). The Tonganoxie Valley trends northeast-southwest in the vicinity of Lawrence. A nearly continuous filled sandstone valley appears to have been mapped through the subsurface by Sanders (1959). The sandstone extends southward from Lawrence into eastern Kansas where it crosses a carbonate shelf margin forming the northern Arkoama basin. Several other elongate sandstone systems have been mapped by Sanders (1959) and Winchell (1957). These sandstones apparently merge with the sheetlike Stilnaker sandstone in southern Kansas. The Stilnaker is located at a stratigraphic position equivalent to limestones in the Lansing Group (Winchell, 1957). The Stilnaker sandstone is interpreted as a lowstand deposit situated in the northern end of the Arkoama basin. Valley incision of the shelf to the north occurred during lowstand deposition. The Tonganoxie Valley in the Lawrence area, some 175 km (109 ft) from the shelf margin was progressively filled with sandstone, shale, coal, and eventually capped by marine limestone (Haskell Limestone) during a regional sea-level rise. The Haskell Limestone is a nearly continuous marker on both the shelf and basin in the northern midcontinent, reflecting regional base-level rise.

The underlying more regular carbonate-dominated cyclothems of the Lansing Group appear to have been deposited during a higher stand of sea level. Perhaps the siliciclastics of the Douglas Group, were better able to prograde out onto what was the carbonate platform when sea level was lower. In addition, lower stands of sea level probably encouraged valley incision such as the Tonganoxie Valley on the shelf (Watney et al., 1992). Uplift may have been responsible for both the fall in relative sea level and for introduction of the siliciclastics. However, cyclothems in the midcontinent can be correlated to equivalent cycles in western Kansas and on the Texas shelf (Boardman and Heckel, 1989; Watney et al., 1991) suggesting regional processes were important. Local expression of cyclicity may have been affected by local tectonism and sediment supply.

Instantaneous Phase

The instantaneous phase display (fig. 5) has removed the factor of amplitude (i.e., reflectivity strength) from the data; all reflections have the same display weight, regardless of strength. Figure 5 shows clearly the lateral continuity of the Haskell Limestone but, most importantly, shows internal channel structure within the Tonganoxie more clearly than the regional seismic trace section of fig. 3.

Lansing–Kansas City Groups (80–145 msc)

Particularly prominent in the Lansing–Kansas City Groups are the reflections of the Stanton Formation limestones (80–89 msc) and the Limestone Shale–Raytown Limestone combination (116 msc). Other prominent events include the Channute Shale (120 msc) and the Bellevue Falls Limestone–Hickspackey Shale–Elm Branch Shale combination (135 msc).

In the Stanton Formation only the Stoner and Captain Creek Limestones are strongly detected (two peaks at 85 and 88 msc, respectively). The South Bend Limestone (81 msc) and the Rock Lake Shale have been cut by the Tonganoxie channel north of CMP 225, 253–260, and 275–280. The nature of the contact is prominently displayed on the instantaneous-phase section (fig. 5). The uniform, sandstone-free Eudora Shale (trough at 87 msc) contributes to the power of the reflector. Figure 5 shows the flatness of the reflecting surface at the top and bottom of the Stoner Limestone and the top of the Captain Creek. At almost 2-6 (6.6 ft) thickness, the Eudora Shale can be considered to be relatively thick bed because of its slow velocity. Because the limestones of the Stanton Formation are nearly twice as thick as the Haskell Shale and because their velocity is about twice as much, the wavelength thickness is equal for all three beds. This makes the situation for tuning nearly perfect; hence, the powerful, ringy result of about 300 Hz. This frequency response is exact consistency with limestone thickness of 4 m (13 ft) and shale thickness of 2 m (6.6 ft). Tuning thickness (Widess, 1974) is one-fourth of the wavelength ($\lambda = V/4$). For the shale, $25 \lambda = 2 \leq 2,400$ m/sec/300 Hz; for the limestone, 0.25 $\lambda = 4 \geq 4,800$ m/sec/300 Hz. The limestone and sandstone-rich Volga (95 msc) and Bonner Springs (102 msc) Shales are easily resolved on the amplitude and instantaneous phase sections (figs. 3 and 5). There is a strong lack of lateral continuity in the troughs of these reflectors. Both shales contain lenticular beds of sillstone and sandstone in nearby outcrops (Watney et al., 1989). Other than those two shales, the section is fairly laterally coherent to the Pleasanton Group range 140 msc.

FIGURE 2—SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP OF FREQUENCY AND REFLECTION DETECTION.
The Cement City Limestone (118 msec), only 2 to 3 m (6.6-9.8 ft) thick, is a prominent reflector. Its frequency response (about 300 Hz) is consistent with its thickness. The Westerville Limestone (123 msec) is about 1 m (3.3 ft) thick, and wanes in strength across the section. (The unit is noted for local thickening up to 6 m (20 ft) due to grainstone builds.) Its detection is marginal, and it represents the limit of detection for these data. The Westerville Limestone is a high-frequency event because it is so thin, and it is a low-amplitude event because it is thinner than the tuning thickness. Here, its apparent frequency is about 500 Hz. A limestone tuned to that frequency would have a thickness of about 2.4 m (7.9 ft). Amplitude response of the Westerville is about half the tuning amplitude; thus, its thickness is about half, i.e., 1.2 m (3.9 ft), or so. The Westerville interval displays good continuity in phase (fig. 5), despite its lateral variation in amplitude.

The reflections due to the Springhill (94 msec) and Argentine (106 msec) limestones are notably weaker on the seismic section than on the synthetic seismogram. The synthetic seismogram shows that according to vertical velocity contrast, these limestones should show strong positive reflectors. The seismic sections show very weak reflectors in their locations. The surfaces of these reflectors are known to have rough and diffusive surfaces in contrast to many of the other reflectors that are known to have flat, smooth surfaces (Knapp and French, 1991). The rugosity of the surfaces is due to subaerial exposure, and the resulting roughness mutes reflection strength (Knapp, 1991). Diffusivity is a lateral effect, not a vertical effect, so it is not seen on the vertical sonic log. Anomalous response of the seismic section with respect to synthetic seismogram is diagnostic of lateral influence on the seismic data.

In all fairness, in this case, laterally variable sandstone content of the Vilas and Island Creek Shales is also a potential contributor to the observation. A lenticular crinoidal grainstone (sand-sized carbonate rock) ranging from 0 m to 1 m (0 ft-3.3 ft) in thickness is present at the base of the Island Creek Shale in nearby surface exposure (Wanless et al., 1989). The grainstone rests on the Argentine and is separated from the Argentine Limestone by less than 0.5 m (1.6 ft) of shale. Similar lateral variations would variably attenuate the magnitude of the reflections along this surface.

Conclusions

The seismic-reflectivity response of the cyclothems of eastern Kansas to frequencies in the pass band of about 100 Hz to more than 500 Hz tends to tune to the thickness of the beds. Although Middle and Upper Pennsylvania cyclothems of eastern Kansas are basically interbedded limestones and shales, and the seismic response is one of peak and trough for the cycle, the high-resolution seismic interpretation of their response is not that simple. Reflection strength depends not only on rock contact type (i.e., shale-limestone and bed thickness), it depends also on the nature or diffusivity of the contact and/or on the presence of laterally irregular sandstone lenses and channels in the overlying shale. Clean shales and flat contacts result in strong reflectors. In this case, the actual strength and frequency response of the reflection depends on bed thickness. Rough contact surfaces and sandstone channels in the overlying shale can virtually obliterate a limestone reflector. In the cases seen with Bonner Springs and Vilas Shales, both conditions existed at the same time, so it is difficult to separate the effects. Instantaneous phase specifically highlights the existence of lateral discontinuity. Emphasized in this process are coherent but-curved "channel-looking" features and broken chaotic patterns suggesting lenticular or channel-form strata. In the display of instantaneous-phase, internal channel-form structures within the Tonganoxie Sandstone are more clearly seen, and the presence of sandstone lenses within the Vilas and Bonner Springs Shales is inferred as seen in nearby surface exposures of these strata. The high-resolution seismic section provides information about the sandstone content and uniformity of a shale. This determination is enhanced with instantaneous phase which is sensitive to high-amplitude reflections and lateral discontinuity. Instantaneous frequency demonstrates a realistic relationship between frequency value and thin-bed thickness when interval velocity is known. This property takes advantage of the tuning of the thin-bed cyclothems described by Knapp (1990).
The seismic section contains information about the lateral variability of the shale-limestone contact. From this, inferences can be made as to whether the bed surface was exposed to dissolution or erosion during subaerial exposure or other processes that would have roughened the surface. The inhomogeneity of strata on top of a reflector surface such as sandstone in shale can also vary the seismic response by decreasing the sharpness of the reflection response. The observations show why synthetic seismograms may fail to fit observed seismic data. Seismic reflections are affected by this lateral variability of the surface, whereas the synthetic seismogram is not. The effect of lateral discontinuity becomes more prominent at high frequencies (short wavelengths) because as wavelength approaches the dimensions of roughness, then diffusivity ceases to be negligible. Although lateral variation is observable on seismic data, as Knupp (1991) points out, it is difficult to characterize what is causing the observed result because of the smoothing or averaging effects of both the vertical and lateral waves.

Resolution power of the section is indicated by the clear resolution of the upper and lower Sibley coal, about 0.3 m (1 ft) thick each, at depths of about 50 m and 60 m (164 ft and 197 ft), respectively. Given the strength of the reflection from the lower 0.6 m (2 ft) thick shale, it is evident that reflections from limestones thinner than 1 m (3.3 ft) are not difficult to detect in the shallow part of the section. In the deeper part of the section, the limits of detection are defined by the marginal detection of the Westerville Lime- stone, which is 1 m (3.3 ft) thick, at a depth of about 160 m (525 ft).

The seismic profile permits resolution of individual limestone and shale members of formations comprising the Lansing and Kansas City Groups. Thinner marine shales (condensed sections) such as the Huspuckney and Stark shales are not seen except when the marine shale is thicker than 2 m (6.6 ft), e.g., Eudora Shale. Similarly, the transgressive limestones (flooding unit) are generally not resolved on the seismic profile due to thinness and proximity to the overlying highstand carbonate unit.

The Douglas Group presents a different type of geology with laterally discontinuous, lenticular and channel sandstones, thin limestones, and coal. The section imaged below the Haskell Limestone is situated in an incised valley filled primarily with Tonganoxie Sandstone overlain by a shale capped by the upper Sibley coal. Interval stratification probably represents some of the larger cut and fill structures in the Tonganoxie are clearly visible as well as the low-impedance coals.

Valley-fill sandstones of Morrow (Lower Pennsylva- nian) age are important reservoirs in western Kansas. These results suggest that further studies of near-surface sites of these valley-fill sandstones may provide useful, cost-effective means of developing three-dimensional reservoir analogs.
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Abstract

The Hutchinson Salt Member of the Wellington Formation (Permian) is preserved throughout central and south-central Kansas as a more-or-less continuous body with net thicknesses of up to 560 ft (170 m). This salt has been extensively dissolved along its eastern margin due to contact with unconfined, undersaturated ground water during the Tertiary, Quayernary, and present. West of the main dissolutional edge, localized salt solution is occurring, probably associated with subsurface ground-water flow focused along structural conduits such as fractures and faults. Such solution has occurred in the past and in some areas is presently occurring.

In those areas where dissolution and associated deformation has not occurred, the Hutchinson Salt can generally be mapped on seismic data. Exceptions occur in those areas where the salt is too thin to be resolved given the effective bandwidth of the seismic data. Undeformed salt does not appreciably degrade the quality of seismic events of deeper origin.

In contrast, in those areas where significant leaching has occurred, the Hutchinson Salt can be difficult to map seismically. The reflection from the top of the remnant salt can be difficult to correlate as a result of excessive curvatures and surface irregularities, lateral variations in acoustic-impedance contrast, and superposed diffractions emanating from salt-related collapse features. The intra-salt and base salt events can be masked by diffractions as well as velocity-generated time-structural relief.

The recognition of velocity-generated time-structural relief along pre-salt events is particularly critical to the petroleum explorationist. It is imperative that the industry interpreter differentiate real structure from apparent structure on seismic data to preclude the possibility of drifting into non-existent structural closure along pre-salt horizons. The explorationist working in Kansas should be aware of the distribution of subsurface salts and the potential for leaching.

Introduction

The Hutchinson Salt Member (fig. 1) has been extensively dissolved along its eastern margin due to contact with unconfined, undersaturated ground water during the Tertiary, Quayernary, and present. West of the main dissolutional edge, localized salt solution has occurred in the past and in some areas is presently occurring. Such sites are characterized by surface sinkholes and/or subsurface cavities. The more recent sinkholes (formed in the last 100 years) are often associated with either salt mining or saltwater disposal and in some instances surface expressions developed in a matter of only hours or days (Walters, 1978). With respect to sinkholes of anthropogenic origin, it appears that the dissolution rate has been appreciably increased where boreholes penetrating the salt allow water to enter the salt beds, especially when surface meteoric water can pass through the salt into lower strata. Cavity formation may be substantial where the boreholes pass through or very near geologic structures that allow subsurface waters to naturally enter and dissolve the salt beds. The collapse of cavities as a result of salt dissolution in the subsurface has caused either gradual or catastrophic subsidence at ground level, and therefore has significant financial, environmental, and public safety implications.

Hutchinson Salt

The lower Leonardian Wellington Formation is the lowest unit of the Sumner Group, consisting of three members: a lower member of cyclic anhydritics and shale, the Hutchinson Salt, and an unnamed upper shale (Dellwig, 1963; Norton, 1939). The Wellington Formation is transitional between the cyclic marine limestone, dolomite, shale, and siltstone in the underlying Wolfcampian (Lower Permian) Chase Group and the overlying red-bed evaporites of the Ninnescah Shale and Stone Corral Formation. The overlying Ninnescah Shale is disconformable with the Wellington Formation in northern Kansas (Rascov, 1968).

The Lower Leonardian-age Hutchinson Salt is a cyclic shelf deposit that accumulated on the northeastern extremity of an extensive evaporite facies tract, the southern edge of which is in West Texas (fig. 1). A belt of open and restricted shelf-margin and shelf carbonates of the Wichita Group lies south of the evaporite facies tract, rimming the northern edge of the Midland basin, then occupied by a deep Permian seaway (Watney, 1980; Watney et al., 1988).

The Hutchinson Salt consists of a stacked succession of many thin, but laterally extensive halite-dominated marine cycles (cyclic carbonate, sulfate, and halite). The halite-dominated cycles interfinger with and prograde over anhydrite beds southwestward towards the source of seawater (figs. 2 and 3). The cross sections of figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate this interfractionation and correlation, while detailed core descriptions confirm the distinctive cyclicity of the evaporites. Watney (1980) and Watney et al. (1988) illustrate that the salt depocenter shifted southward progressively through time, as well as shrinking in areal distribution of the rock salt. Four bundles of multiple halite cycles are present and each younger set overlaps southward from the older set. Halite deposition covered a maximum of 37.000 m3 (96,000 km3). Total volume of this salt mass is estimated to be 1,100 m3 (2.850 km3).

Although the net thickness of the rock salt (relatively pure halite) diminishes to the southwest, the total thickness of the salt-bearing interval increases uniformly toward the southern-central map area (fig. 2). Thicknesses increase from less than 50 ft (17 m) on the north to over 550 ft (183 m) in the south, indicating maximum sediment accommodation space in the

FIGURE 1—DISTRIBUTION OF HUTCHINSON SALT MEMBER IN KANSAS, OKLAHOMA, AND TEXAS. Kansas: net salt isopach with 80-ft (24-m) contour interval and outline of study area shown. Limit of Hutchinson Salt Member in Texas and Oklahoma from Johnson (1976).
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Anhydrite beds increase in thickness and number southwestward across the map area at the expense of halite to the southern margin of the Anadarko basin in Oklahoma. Although thin magnesite beds are interstratified in the Hutchinson Salt, the carbonate facies tract does not become important except along the northern shelf of the Midland basin.

The net salt thickness of Hutchinson Salt conforms closely to the shape of the basin. However, younger layers, as previously mentioned, thicken and prograde basinward to the southwest, in part due to basin filling with shale to the north and east and an increasingly more proximal southerly restriction of the seaway (refer to cross sections). The location of the depocenter of the lower net salt unit in the extreme northeastern sector of the depression suggests that highest salinities were most distant from the source of seawater to the south. As the basin filled, the restriction of the basin increased and halite deposition migrated basinward.

The eastern edge of the Hutchinson Salt in central Kansas is a dissolution front occurring at shallow depths (<300 ft, 90 m). The front is expressed by a rapid decrease in thickness of salt from the top downwards (fig. 2). A lost circulation zone, numerous subsidence features, and brine seeps are associated with this solution edge as described by Walters (1978, 1980) and Gogol (1981).

The solution front extends from north to south for 90 mi (145 km) from near the city of Salina to just southwest of Wichita. South of this front the contours on the total net salt isopach map "open," and the structural contour map on top of the Hutchinson Salt again conforms to the adjacent mapped area (fig. 2).

The structural contour map on the top of the salt indicates a closed depression to the east of the solution front over the area in which the salt has been dissolved to only a small remnant layer at the base of the salt interval. As dissolution occurred, additional space was made available for new sediment. Thick Pleistocene Equus beds and Recent Arkansas River sediments lie within this area where loss of sediment volume occurred by salt dissolution.

Although not identified by a zero contour, numerous areas between the zero salt line on the east and the solution front probably have zero salt in areas between control points. Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish halite on petrophysical logs in this area because of the presence of gypsum and porous sandstones in the interval where halite may be present.

Salt distribution is definitely very patchy in this area with further opportunity for minor solution and subsidence and contribution of dissolved ions to aquifer systems. The east-west cross sections D1-D4 and E1-E4 illustrate the solution front and the easterly depositional pinchout of salt into shale, respectively.

The contour lines of the total net salt isopach are rather irregular. What is mapped is a composite thickness of many individual layers of salt representing many cycles over a relatively large interval where shale and anhydrite layers interfinger with the salt and sometimes thicken quite dramatically at the expense of the salt. It was judged that the 40-ft contour interval is well within the precision of the log measurements used to obtain the data.

The contour map of the depth to the top of the Hutchinson Salt shows the measured depths taken from well logs. This map represents a combination of the earth’s surface topography and the structural configuration of the upper surface of the salt interval. East-west trends of thinning represent major stream valleys at the earth’s surface, such as the Saline and Smoky Hill rivers on the north end of the mapped area.

**FIGURE 2—Total net salt isopach of the Hutchinson Salt Member of the Wellington Formation in Kansas.** Contour interval is 40 ft (12 m); refer to fig. 1 for location.

**FIGURE 3—Depth to Hutchinson Salt Member of the Wellington Formation in Kansas.** Contour interval is 50 ft (15 m); refer to fig. 1 for location.
into bed salt via artificial penetrations. Natural solution occurs in a broad zone across the central part of the state and adversely affects ground- and surface-water quality as non-point source pollution as well as causing subsidence. Modern and ancient sinkhole development and faulting from natural causes in southwest and central parts of the state provide evidence that near-surface processes have been, and continue to be, active throughout the Cenozoic along the updip edge of the Hutchinson Salt and other evaporite-bearing strata (Frye, 1950). The front of the most active natural solution occurs along the subcrop of the Hutchinson Salt Member of the Permian Wellington Formation and extends from Dickinson County south to Sumner County. A second front exists in south-central Kansas along the edge of subcropping Ninnescah Shale. Saltwater contamination of ground and surface waters and generally slow subsidence development accompany the salt dissolution. The second type is more local and is associated with oil and gas boreholes or salt mining (Walters, 1978). Sinkhole formation resulting from a natural process of salt solution was first identified with the development of the Meade Sink, southwest Kansas, in 1879. Collapse due to solution resulting from anthropogenic activities was observed at Wichita in 1914 (Walters, 1978). The area of the greatest problems of salt dissolution related to anthropogenic activities occurs in a broad band west of the subcrop of the Wellington Formation from central to south-central Kansas. Subsidence over cavities formed in the salt are most rapid where a substantial thickness of unconsolidated surface deposits is present. Sink development associated with oil and gas activities has generally occurred where saltwater-disposal wells have allowed either disposed brine or aquifer water to flow across the salt section and produce a denser brine that flows to the disposal zone, usually the Arbuckle Group (Walters, 1978). In the last five decades, the Kansas Geological Survey has been involved in local investigations of sinkholes and other subsidence features from natural and anthropogenic causes in many parts of central Kansas. The local geology and site hydrology of many of these features are described in several Kansas Geological Survey publications, in particular Walters (1978). Most of the recent occurrences of subsidence and collapse have resulted from anthropogenic causes.

**Seismic Signature of the Hutchinson Salt**

In fig. 9, a suite of two one-dimensional synthetic seismograms for the sec. 2, T. 30 S., R. 25 W. well are presented. These seismograms were generated by convolving an edited version (the density log was clipped) of the reflection coefficient wavetrain (650-3,000 ft interval; 198.2-914.6 ft interval) with the following zero-phase, Ricker wavelets of varying polarity and/or wavelength: 1) 30 msec, zero-phase, normal-polarity; 2) 30 msec, zero-phase, reverse-polarity; 3) 5 msec, zero-phase, normal-polarity; and 4) 5 msec, zero-phase, reverse-polarity. The 30-msec Ricker wavelet synthetic seismograms are presented as reasonable representations of conventional-resolution (26 Hz) CDP-stacked seismic data. The 5-msec Ricker wavelet synthetic seismograms, in contrast, are presented as reasonable representations of high-resolution (156 Hz) stacked (CDP) seismic data. As illustrated in fig. 9, the normal- and reverse-polarity displays are mirror images; troughs on the normal-polarity seismogram correlate to peaks on the reverse-polarity display. Definitions for these terms may be found in Anderson et al. (1993a,b) and Sheriff (1981).

The top and base of the Hutchinson Salt Member on the 30-msec wavelet, normal-polarity, synthetic seismograms (figs. 9 and 10) are represented (more-or-less) by moderate-amplitude peaks. As evidenced by these synthetic seismograms, from a reflection-seismic perspective, rock salt is enigmatic; although halite has a relatively high seismic velocity (4,200 m/sec), it has a low density (2,200 kg/m³). (Typically, dense rocks have relatively high seismic velocities, and less dense rocks have lower seismic velocities.) The seismic image of the undeformed Hutchinson Salt can therefore be difficult to discriminate on conventional seismic data. The top of the rock salt, in particular, can be difficult to image; the Hutchinson Salt is overlain by denser shales of lower seismic velocity. Note that the synthetic seismic image of the Hutchinson Salt would be very different if only the velocity curve was used to calculate the reflection coefficient wavetrain.
The synthetic seismograms utilizing the 5-msec wavelet (fig. 10) were generated in order to model the seismic response of the Hutchinson Salt on high-resolution stacked (CDP) seismic data. Such data typically utilize frequencies on the order of 100–200 Hz. As illustrated by the synthetic seismogram (5-msec wavelet, normal-polarity), the top of the undeformed rock salt correlates to a low-amplitude peak, the base to a relatively high-amplitude peak. The Hutchinson Salt, between the top and base, is characterized by a series of relatively low-amplitude events, the product of interlayered halites, sulfates, and carbonates of variable acoustic impedance and thickness. Overall, the synthetic seismogram suggests that the seismic image of undeformed Hutchinson Salt can be readily discriminated on high-resolution seismic data. It should be noted that high-resolution sources have limited depth penetration, and that high-frequency input signal is rapidly attenuated with depth. As a result, the vertical resolution at depth (as suggested by the synthetic seismograms) might not be realized using current high-resolution seismic techniques.

In fig. 10, two one-dimensional synthetic seismograms for the sec. 2, T. 30 S., R. 25 W. well are presented. These seismograms were generated by convolving the unedited reflection coefficient wavetrain (650-5,400-ft interval; 198.2-1,646.3-m interval) with 30-msec, zero-phase Ricker wavelets of normal and reverse-polarity, respectively. A comparison of figs. 9 and 10 shows the value of the judicious editing of sonic and density curves. The synthetic seismic images of the Hutchinson Salt on the edited and unedited seismograms are significantly different.

In fig. 11, a geologic cross section of a simplified salt-dissolution feature and corresponding two-dimensional, synthetic seismograms are presented. The seismograms were generated from the geologic cross section using 30-msec, zero-phase, normal-polarity Ricker wavelet, and vertical incidence and diffraction modeling techniques, respectively. The vertical incidence synthetic seismogram is somewhat analogous to ideally migrated stacked field seismic data; the diffraction synthetic seismogram, in contrast, is somewhat representative of non-migrated data. These synthetics illustrate several key components of the seismic signature of sinkholes.

As illustrated on the vertical incidence synthetic seismogram, each of the geologic horizons is represented by a reflection, the amplitude and phase of which is a function of the acoustic-impedance contrast across the respective horizon. Horizon 3/2 for example is manifested as a high-amplitude peak; the two-way travel time to the apex of the peak (at a specific trace) is equal to the depth to the horizon (at that trace location) divided by the average velocity to horizon 3/2 at that location.

As illustrated by the geologic cross section, the thicknesses of the post-salt layers vary in the vicinity of the sinkhole; as a result, the average seismic velocities to each of the horizons also vary. It is this lateral variation in average seismic velocity that creates the anomalous time-structural relief observed most readily on events 2/1, 3/2, and 4/3. These events are “pushed down” beneath the sinkhole, even though the corresponding horizons are seen to be more-or-less flat on the geologic cross section. (Note: if the average seismic velocity of the compensation sediment at the sinkhole site were higher than that of the dissolved rock salt, the underlying events would be “pulled up.”)

Such velocity-generated, time-structural relief is typically associated with zones of salt dissolution. It is imperative that the interpreter differentiate velocity “pull-up” or “push-downs” effects from those introduced by real subsurface structural relief. In the case of our model, it would be unfortunate if a well were drilled to the left of the time-structural anomaly along event 2/1, with the expectation of testing a closed structure along the corresponding horizon.

FIGURE 5—WEST-TO-EAST STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS SECTION B3–B4 OF HUTCHINSON SALT MEMBER OF WELLINGTON FORMATION. Datum is on top of "Wellington Formation marker" above Hutchinson Salt.
Western reaches of salt basin along this line of section (in southwestern Kansas) are characterized by an abrupt transition from halite into a thick succession of anhydrite. In contrast, halite along the eastern margin of the line of section undergoes gradual thinning and pinchout into shale with the upper halites pinching out further into the basin.
The diffraction synthetic seismogram in fig. 11 is analogous to non-migrated seismic data. These data differ from the vertical-incidence seismograms in that dipping surfaces are shifted in time and space; anticlinal structures are broadened and synclinal features are collapsed. In addition, diffractions originating from discontinuities within the geologic section are superposed on the primary events. Such diffractions can mask the seismic signature of pre-salt geologic targets. Fortunately, however, the masking effect of diffractions can be minimized by migration techniques; a process which (ideally) also shifts dipping events into their proper position in time and space. Ideally, migration would transform the diffraction seismogram into the vertical-incidence seismogram.

It should also be noted that the seismic image of the Hutchinson Salt is a function of both depth of burial and extent of deformation (dissolution). The interpreter must consider that the density and seismic velocity of subsurface rock salt is relatively constant, whereas the acoustic impedances of shales, clastics, and carbonates increase appreciably with depth of burial. As a result, the magnitudes of the reflections from the top and base of the Hutchinson Salt are depth dependent. In those areas where the Hutchinson Salt has been deformed, the character of the reflection can also vary significantly. For example, at one site the relative amplitude of the reflection from the top of the salt can be increased as a result of the fracturing of the overlying sediment. At another location, this reflection can be effectively masked by diffractions associated with dissolution and subsidence.

**Punkin Center Sink (Sec. 26, T. 23 S., R. 4 W.)**

The county road east of Punkin Center in Reno County was closed due to a gradual yet persistent subsidence of an area of approximately 12 acres (5 ha). It is 5.6 km (3.5 mi) west of Burtron in the Burtron oil field. Since the original construction of the county road, approximately 3 m (10 ft) of vertical displacement has occurred (fig. 12). To ascertain the likely fate of the road, the Kansas Geological Survey was contracted by Reno County to do a seismic-reflection survey between August 8 and August 10, 1983 (Steeple et al., 1984). Two profiles were run intersecting at 90° on the western bound-

ary of the surface depression (fig. 12). Profile 1 runs north-south and profile 2 runs east-west just south of the center of the sink. Over the sink, road-shoulder conditions were poor and geophone plants and source operations were hampered. This resulted in a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio from CDP 845 to CDP 904 on line 2 (Steeple et al., 1984).

Regional geologic control indicates that in the vicinity of Punkin Center the shallow subsurface is composed of undifferentiated Pleistocene fluvial clastics (typical 40–60 m; 131–197 ft thick). The pre-Pleistocene subcrop is the Lower Permian-age Ninnescah Shale (Sumner Group), or in places of more extensive erosion, the underlying Wellington Formation. The Pleistocene strata are interpreted as fluvial in origin. They are reported to have been deposited within a north-south-trending valley carved by deeply incised river channels, the courses of which were at least locally controlled by the contemporaneous or earlier dissolution of the underlying Hutchinson Salt Member, Wellington Formation (Gogel, 1981).

Drillers logs from nearby wells indicate a high degree of variability in the thickness of the Hutchinson Salt at the Reno County site. This variability is not surprising since these salts have been totally leached at well sites just a few kilometers to the south and east. Indeed, the main salt-dissolution front (fig. 1) is generally mapped several kilometers to the east of the Punkin Center site (Gogel, 1981; Watney, 1980). The main dissolitional edge of the Hutchinson Salt in the vicinity of Punkin Center is more-or-less coincident with the southern extension of Woshell Ridge (Lam and Yarger, 1989).

A reverse-polarity display of seismic profile 1 is presented as fig. 13. (Increases in acoustic-impedance contrast are represented as troughs.) Several key seismic events have been correlated across these data. Unfortunately, since driller’s logs in the area are old and not very reliable, and seismic velocity is not constrained by sonic logs or borehole tests, the seismic reflections cannot be directly correlated to specific geologic horizons. The correlations shown on the seismic section are therefore somewhat tentative. However, these interpretations are consistent with available geologic control and the accepted processes of salt dissolution. Layer C is interpreted to be the pre-Pleistocene subcrop; layers A and B, and D and E are thought to be seismically correlatable Permian and Pleistocene horizons, respectively.

Reflections thought to originate from the top (T) and base (B) of the Hutchinson Salt Member are labeled (fig. 13). This interpretation implies that the seismic line crossed two zones where the rock salts have been leached from the geologic record; elsewhere up to 40 m (20 mscf) of rock salt are preserved. Note that the top of the Hutchinson Salt is manifested as a relatively high-amplitude event, probably as a result of the fracturing of the overlying strata.

The post-salt Permian events A and B effectively parallel the top salt event where present (and the base salt reflection elsewhere), supporting the thesis of post-depositional dissolution and implying that the leaching in the study area occurred after these strata had been deposited. Events C, D, and E in contrast are not time-structurally parallel to the top of the salt. The significance of this lack of parallelism can be demonstrated by an analysis of isochron values.

Consider first the isochron values A/C (two-way travel time between events A and C). (Recall that event C is interpreted to be the pre-Pleistocene Permian subcrop; event

---

**FIGURE 6—GROUND-WATER-FLOW DIRECTION IN THE INTERMEDIATE-SCALE SYSTEM IN SOUTHEASTERN COLORADO AND WESTERN KANSAS SUPERIMPOSED ON THE POTENTIALISTIC SURFACE OF THE DAKOTA AQUIFER.**

---

**FIGURE 7—VERTICAL CROSS SECTION OF THE SHALLOW SUBSURFACE IN SOUTHEASTERN COLORADO AND WESTERN KANSAS SHOWING THE EQUIPOTENTIALS OF HYDRAULIC HEAD. GROUND-WATER-FLOW DIRECTION IS ASSUMED TO BE FROM REGIONS OF HIGHER TO LOWER HYDRAULIC HEAD AND NORMAL TO THE ORIENTATION OF THE EQUIPOTENTIALS. VERTICAL EXAGGERATION—217.6 ft.**
A is an underlying Permian horizon. The A/C isochron values vary by up to 8 msec (12 m more-or-less) across the seismic section. The largest isochron values are observed within the distance interval 540–750 (where the rock salt is thin to absent) suggesting that a significant volume of the Hutchinson Salt was dissolved at this site prior to the onset of Pleistocene sedimentation. This interpretation is consistent with the thesis that the Pleistocene strata were deposited within deeply incised river channels, the courses of which were at least locally controlled by the contemporaneous or earlier dissolution of the underlying Hutchinson Salt. Alternatively, the observed variations in the A/C isochron values could be erosional in origin. The above-noted correlation between the A/C isochron values and the thickness of the remnant salt suggests that this alternative interpretation is less plausible.

The D/E isochron values also vary appreciably across the seismic line being about 30 msc greater within the distance interval 50–150 than across the thick remnant rock salt. This observation suggests that a significant volume of salt was dissolved within this distance after the deposition of horizon D and prior to the deposition of Unit E. Alternatively, Event D could represent the base of a deeply scoured channel.

These interpretations suggest that dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt occurred in the Pankin Center area during the Pleistocene and support the thesis that drainage patterns at that time were at least locally controlled by the contemporaneous leaching of the Permian salts. While surface observations and these seismic data indicate that the

---

**FIGURE 8---MAP SHOWING THE OCCURRENCE OF SALT MARSHES, FLOWING WELLS, AND AREAS OF SALTWATER INTRUSION INTO STREAMS ALL FROM NATURAL SOURCES IN CENTRAL KANSAS.**

**FIGURE 9---VELOCITY CURVE, EDITED DENSITY CURVE (minimum density of rock salt set at 2.2 g/cm³), GAMMA RAY CURVE, ACOUTIC-IMPEDANCE CURVE (product of seismic velocity and density), REFLECTION-COEFFICIENT CURVE (acoustic-impedance contrast) AND TWO SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS FOR THE S.B.C. 2, T. 30 S., R. 25 W. (MINNESOTA FIELD, CLARK COUNTY).** The synthetic seismograms were generated by convolving the reflection-coefficient curve with zero-phase 30-msec Ricker wavelets of normal- and reverse-polarity, respectively. By SEG convention, positive acoustic-impedance contrasts (higher values with increasing depth) generate peaks (deflections to the right); the "arrival time" of a zero-phase wavelet is measured at the apex of the respective trough or peak. Such one-dimensional synthetic seismograms are generally used to correlate field seismic data to the subsurface geology.
dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt is occurring and has occurred at various times in the geologic past, the lack of subsurface velocity control precludes the exact determination of the timing of the paleo-leaching. More specifically, without additional subsurface velocity control (e.g., sonic or check shot data), the interpreted ages of horizons A–E cannot be confirmed.

These seismic data not only provide information regarding the timing of the salt dissolution, they also give us insight into the process of leaching. Note for example, the interpreted curved displacement planes near the edges of the remnant rock salt. These fault planes suggest that leaching was initiated near the centers of the zones of the most extensive dissolution. (Very possibly, the earliest phases of dissolution were initiated along fractures associated with the ancestral Voshell Ridge.) In terms of particularly significant processes, the response of the adjacent sediment to the onset of dissolution appears to have been two-fold: 1) the remnant rock salt flowed (creep mechanisms) towards the zone of lower pressure, and 2) the overburden subsided into the developing voids and into those areas vacated by the creep of rock salt. The fracture planes which developed during the course of subsidence probably acted as conduits for inflowing freshwater and/or outflowing saline brines, and allowed for the gradual lateral migration of the salt dissolution front. Note that the fault planes demarcate an upwards-expanding zone of measurable subsidence, a feature characteristic of gradual subsidence.

With respect to the hypothesis regarding the initiation of salt dissolution, it should be noted that there is no conclusive seismic evidence of vertical displacement along the pre-salt events. The time-structural relief present along these reflections is perhaps most readily attributed to velocity effects (due to the velocity contrast between the relatively high-velocity remnant rock salt and the lower-velocity compensation sediments). The noticeable loss in the coherency of the pre-salt events immediately beneath the central remnant rock salt is interpreted as a product of scattering and attenuation within a zone of current salt dissolution. (The surface is subsiding immediately to the east of this remnant body of rock salt; fig. 13.)

As evidenced by the seismic data, the top of the Hutchinson Salt and the post-salt (above approximately 200 msc) have been structurally deformed by the dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt and collapse of the overburden. Perhaps the most important observation that can be made from the analysis of the seismic data and surface observations is that at least three major episodes of sinkhole development have occurred. The most recent episode is still continuing. The earlier episodes, however, predate the

**FIGURE 10**—Velocity curve, unedited density curve, gamma ray curve, acoustic-impedance curve, reflection coefficient curve, and two synthetic seismograms for the sec. 2, T. 30 S., R. 25 W. well (Minneola field, Clark County: 650.5–400-ft interval; 198.2–1,646.3-m interval). The synthetic seismograms were generated by convolving the reflection-coefficient curve with zero-phase, 5-msec Ricker wavelets of normal- and reverse-polarity respectively. As a result of caving and leaching, the densities of the rock salt and shallow shale intervals are anomalously low (less than 2.0 g/cc) in places. A comparison of the synthetic seismograms of figs. 9 and 10 illustrates that such uncorrected and inaccurate readings significantly affect the synthetic seismic signature of the well-log suite. If the validity of the velocity-log readings have been similarly compromised, the unedited synthetic seismogram will not time-tie the processed seismic section.

**FIGURE 11**—Geologic cross section of a simplified salt-dissolution feature and corresponding two-dimensional synthetic seismograms. The seismograms were generated from the geologic cross section, using 30 msc, zero-phase, normal-polarity Ricker wavelet, and vertical incidence and diffraction modeling techniques, respectively.
deposition of the base of the upper geologic layer (Pleistocene age Event E) correlated
across the seismic section. This interpretation suggests that the hydraulic conditions
necessary for dissolution of rock salt were present before any petroleum-exploration
drilling occurred. The occurrence of paleo-sinkholes and a modern active adjacent
sinkhole signifies that salt-dissolution sinkholes in Kansas can occur either naturally or
as a result of inducement by drilling or mining.

Summary

Salt dissolution of both natural and anthropogenic origin has occurred and is still
occurring in Kansas. Such leaching degrades the utility of the seismic technique and
increases the potential for the misinterpretation of these geophysical data. As evidenced
by the Punkin Sink seismic data, zones of extensive salt dissolution (including remnant
salt and collapse structures) are characterized by diffractions and velocity-generated
time-structural relief. The diffractions degrade the quality of the primary events; the
apparent time-structural relief makes data processing more difficult and provides the
opportunity for misinterpretations.

On a more positive note, the Punkin Sink data illustrate the utility of the seismic
technique in terms of the elucidation of the processes and geological effects of leaching.
The example data clearly demonstrate that dissolution of natural origin occurred in
Kansas (at least during the Pleistocene). Surface observations indicate that subsidence
(and presumably dissolution) is still occurring in the study area. These seismic data also
suggest that the remnant rock salt creeps toward the zones of dissolution and that the
zone of subsidence increases in areal extent at shallower depths.
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Abstract

The Hutchinson Salt Member of the Permian Wellington Formation is preserved throughout south-central Kansas at subsurface depths of between 60 m and 760 m (197 ft and 2494 ft), as a more-or-less contiguous body having maximum net thicknesses on the order of 170 m (558 ft). Within Kansas, the margins of the salt are depositional except for the updip eastern edge, which is dissolutional. Bas inward of the present-day main eastern edge of the Hutchinson Salt, localized dissolution of both natural and anthropogenic origin has occurred. Such leaching has resulted in the formation of both surface sinkholes (e.g., Janssen sink, Panning sink) and subsurface cavities (e.g., Knackstedt cavity). Janssen sink is an example of slow and gradual surface subsidence, characterized by the predominantly ductile deformation of remnant salt. On seismic data, the feature is manifested as an upwarping-expanded zone of measurable subsidence. Panning sink, in contrast, is an example of catastrophic surface subsidence. In cross section, the feature is presented as an inverted cone-shaped, vertically migrated collapse cavity (chimney). The Knackstedtvoid is a bridged cavity, characterized by a vertically migrating collapse chimney, the roof of which is presently bridged above the original top of the salt. It is anticipated that this void will eventually close and that a surface sinkhole will develop on site. The nature of the sinkhole (i.e., gradual subsidence or catastrophic collapse) will be partially dependent upon: 1) the rate of continuing dissolution, 2) the rate of effective cavity closure due to creep and stoping, and 3) the shear strength of the post-salt strata.

Introduction

Rock salts exhibit unique physical properties and mechanical behavior. In situ, they are remarkably soluble, relatively impermeable and nonporous, almost incompressible, highly ductile, and rather easily deformed by creep (Baar, 1977).

In the presence of unsaturated waters, the dissolution of rock salt is essentially instantaneous, relative to the time-scale of the transport mechanisms (molecular diffusion, free convection, and forced convection). The plastic behavior of rock salt is demonstrated by salt glaciers and by flowage patterns observed in salt domes (Talbot and Jarvis, 1984; Richter-Bernburg, 1987).

Dissolution of rock salts in the subsurface can create pore space, differential stresses, creep and ultimately subsidence. There are two basic types (end members) of subsidence: 1) gradual subsidence characterized by relatively low rates of dissolution and the ductile deformation of remnant rock salt and 2) catastrophic subsidence characterized by relatively rapid rates of dissolution and brittle deformation of post-salt sediment (Ege, 1979; Rokar and Staudmeister, 1985). Ductile deformation is typified by upward-expanding zones of subsidence. In contrast, brittle deformation is typified by a vertically propagating cavity or collapse chimney. Particularly in this later case, measurable surface subsidence may not occur; pending further dissolution, the cavity may be bridged effectively and/or infilled as a consequence of stoping.

Rock Salt Mechanics

Natural creep limits—limits of elastic behavior—of rock salts are extraordinarily small compared to most other rocks and are difficult to determine in the laboratory. Indeed, most researchers think that rock salt does not have a yield point; they conclude that over time, rock salt will eventually exhibit plastic deformation (i.e., creep). Total strain of rock salt is given by:

\[ \varepsilon = \varepsilon_c + \varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_t + \varepsilon_e + \varepsilon_v \]

where \( \varepsilon_c \) is elastic strain due to loading, \( \varepsilon_r \) is plastic strain produced during loading, \( \varepsilon_t \) is transient or primary creep strain, \( \varepsilon_s \) is secondary or steady-state creep strain, and \( \varepsilon_e \) is accelerating or tertiary creep strain. According to Carter and Hanson (1983), \( \varepsilon_s \) and \( \varepsilon_e \) are generally less than one percent (1%) and are not particularly significant with respect to the long-term creep of rock salt. These authors also state that the accelerating creep strain \( \varepsilon_s \) is generally observed at stresses above one-half of the short-term breaking strength in unconfined creep tests and in low-temperature, low-pressure triaxial creep tests. Under these conditions, microfracturing leads to macroscopic failure by faulting (glide mechanism).

Transient creep \( \varepsilon_t \) (low-temperature creep mechanism, LT) is nonrecoverable and decelerating. This type of creep stems from constraints placed on dissolution glide at low temperatures, where diffusion rates are low and dislocations cannot surmount obstacles to glide and climb by cross slip. Each increment of strain makes further motion more difficult (strain hardening), thus creep rate decreases continuously with time.

According to Carter and Hanson (1983), steady-state creep \( \varepsilon_s \) encompasses solution-precipitation creep, high-temperature (HT) creep, Cobble creep, and Nabarro-Herring (N-H) creep. HT creep can be thought of as a nondecelerating LT creep. With respect to the HT mechanism, vacancy diffusion in the higher temperature regime is thought to allow for climb by dislocation interaction processes. In the same temperature regime, but at very low stresses, stress-induced bulk vacancy diffusion (Nabarro-Herring creep) or grain-boundary diffusion are thought to occur.

In the presence of water, solution-precipitation creep can occur within the low-temperature, low-pressure regime. This mechanism is described by Uría et al. (1986) as solution-transfer creep—a dynamic recrystallization process. Presence of even trace amounts of brine has a marked effect on the deformation of rock salt in laboratory tests. Tests on dry, dilted salt show more-or-less conventional dissolution creep behavior (glide). Brine-bearing samples, in contrast, show a marked weakening at low strain rates (low-differential stress). According to Uría et al. (1986), this is associated with dynamic recrystallization and a change of deformation mechanism to solution precipitation creep. These authors surmise that trace amounts of brine are present in rock salt in situ and that the presence of such fluid accounts for the observed discrepancy between typical laboratory and in-situ observations. Rock salt under typical laboratory conditions (dry) deforms as an elastico-plastic; rock salt in situ deforms as a plastic. Indeed, the salt glaciers in Iran flow under gravitational stresses alone.

According to Jackson and Talbot (1986), strain rates for the in situ deformation of rock salt vary by over eight orders of magnitude from \( 10^{-6} \text{sec}^{-1} \) to \( 10^{-3} \text{sec}^{-1} \). The most rapid rates are those of borehole closure during accelerating creep \( 10^{-5} \text{sec}^{-1} \), mine closures and steady-state borehole closures \( 10^{-4} \text{sec}^{-1} \) to \( 10^{-4} \text{sec}^{-1} \), and namakiers (Rock glaciers) \( 10^{-5} \text{sec}^{-1} \). The rates of diapiric extrusion assisted by folding \( 10^{-2} \text{sec}^{-1} \) and the rates for the most active phase of gravity-driven diapiric growth are significantly lower \( 10^{-3} \text{sec}^{-1} \) to \( 10^{-1} \text{sec}^{-1} \). These rates are significantly lower than the strain rates at which laboratory specimens are typically tested \( 10^{-3} \text{sec}^{-1} \).

Dissolution and Mass Transport of Halite

Solubility of halite (359 g NaCl/100 g at 25°C) varies somewhat (depending upon temperature, pressure, and the concentrations of other solutes), but it is one to three orders of magnitude higher than the solubilities of anhydrite and limestone under natural groundwater conditions. Dissolution of rock salt is essentially instantaneous relative to the time scale of the transport process in the presence of unsaturated water. The rate of solid rock salt removal is therefore controlled by convective and/or diffusive flux of sodium and chloride ions away from a halite-bearing formation. Transport mechanisms include molecular diffusion, free convection, and forced convection.

Mass transport by diffusion is a very slow process. Davies (1989) cites the following example: in the situation where a halite unit is separated from an underlying freshwater aquifer by a 10 m (33-ft)-thick aquiclude having a D value of \( 10^{-10} \text{m/sec} \), regional halite removal rate is on the order of 5 microns per year. In most natural situations, water in the aquifer has higher initial salinities, and D values of the aquiclude are a few orders of magnitude lower. Therefore, halite removal rates controlled by diffusion are typically much less than one micron per year.

According to Davies (1989), mass transport by free convection (driven by gravity acting on an inverted fluid density gradient) is much faster than transport by diffusion alone. Davies cites, as an example, a situation where a 1-m (3.3-ft)-wide fracture zone with a hydraulic conductivity of \( 10^{-3} \text{cm/sec} \) transacts the aquiclude described in the previous paragraph. Localized halite-removal rate for this scenario is on the order of a few centimeters per year, which is orders of magnitude higher than the removal rate for diffusion alone.

Once salt-rich brine passes from a fracture zone into an underlying aquifer, the mode of mass transport is altered significantly. Forced convection through the aquifer, driven by a regional head gradient, becomes the primary transport mechanism. However, if the vertical component of the external head gradient is small, the vertical component of flow may still be primarily driven by buoyancy (Davies, 1989).

Brittle versus Ductile Subsidence

Salt is characterized by an ability to deform in either a ductile (plastic) or brittle manner; depending on temperature, stress state, and deformation rate. At temperatures expected for the salt dissolution-subsidence process, the primary ductile deformation mechanisms for rock salt are dissolution glide (glide creep) at moderate differential stresses and moderate deformation rates, and solution-precipitation creep at low differential stresses and low deformation rates. If intercrystalline water penetrates the subsiding salt mass, deformation by intergranular liquid diffusion (solution-precipitation creep) is capable of producing strain rates that are orders of magnitude higher than those possible in relatively dry salt at the same stress states (Davies, 1989).

There are two basic types of subsidence in response to the dissolution of subsurface rock salt: 1) gradual subsidence characterized by relatively slow rates of dissolution and
ductile deformation of remnant rock salt, and 2) catastrophic subsidence characterized by relatively rapid rates of dissolution and brittle deformation of post-salt strata. These two types of subsidence represent the end members of a continuous range of subsidence processes. Ductile deformation typically generates an upward-expanding zone of subsidence; brittle deformation in contrast is characterized by an inverted, cone-shaped, vertically migrating collapse cavity (chimney). Whether measurable subsidence is expressed at the surface depends upon several factors including the timing of the dissolution, the areal extent and volume of the leached rock salt, the effect of stoping, the depth to the rock salt, and the response of the overburden. For example, measurable subsidence may not be exhibited by those sediments deposited after the latest phase of dissolution and associated collapse. In a second scenario, as a result of stoping, bridging, and rock-salt creep, the vertical migration of the collapse chimney could effectively cease, pending additional dissolution. Particularly in the former case, structural relief could be induced in the subsurface as a result of the compaction of the "compensation" sediments (Oliver and Cowper, 1983).

Example of Gradual Subsidence

Jannsen sink is located in southern Ellsworth County about 13 mi (21 km) north of Lyons on K-14, about 3 mi (5 km) west of Geneseo (fig. 1). Gradual surface subsidence has been occurring about the Jannsen "B" #6 well. Jannsen "B" #6 was a production well in the Geneseo-Edwards oil field later converted to saltwater disposal. By 1988, about 3 m (10 ft) of subsidence had occurred; subsidence continues to occur at a rate on the order of 0.5 m/yr (Knapp et al., 1989).

In an effort to elucidate the subsurface morphology in the vicinity of the Jannsen sink, two crossing seismic lines were acquired by the Kansas Geological Survey (figs. 1, 2, and 3). Good data quality of the two crossing seismic profiles allows a satisfactory interpretation of the present position of the Hutchinson Salt (Anderson et al., this volume, p. 57-65) and some overlying strata. Both sections show similar wavelet character of about 170 msec. Below 170 m the data quality is poor with nothing more than subtle hints of primary reflectors continuous across the sections. As is illustrated on the seismic data, Jannsen sink is characterized by an expanding zone of measurable subsidence.

Well logs from the area show the Stone Corral and the Hutchinson Salt at 120 m and 260 m (394 ft and 853 ft), respectively (Anderson et al., this volume, p. 57-65). There is about 45 m (148 ft) of relatively uniform salt underlying approximately 140 m (459 ft) of red-bed sequences of shale, limestone, sandstone, and anhydrite. Strong acoustic boundaries exist below 350 m (1,148 ft), but due to the lack of depth penetration of seismic energy, identification and correlation of these events is tenuous at best. Profile 1 traverses the sinkhole from southeast to northwest, intersecting the county road at CDP 258 and K-14 at CDP 306 (figs. 1 and 2). Surface expression of the sinkhole extends from CDP 270 to CDP 295 on profile 1. Modeling by Neely (1985) shows the Stone Corral to be the strongest reflector in the section (fig. 4). It is at about 140 msc at the flanks of the section. The top of the Hutchinson Salt is at about 220 msc and its bottom at about 240 msc.

Profile 2 (fig. 3) crosses the sink from northeast to southwest and crosses the county road and K-14 intersection from CDP's 504 to 508. As in profile 1, very strong reflectors can be identified above 140 msc (Stone Corral) with poor data quality below that two-way travel-time. The character of the energy present on the seismic section of profile 2 is easily matched with that on profile 1. CDP 480 on profile 2 and CDP 280 on profile 1 represent the same subsurface point. Displacement of the salt reflector between CDP 464 and 491 appears to be about 8 msc. This would imply between 8 m and 16 m of actual subsidence in the subsurface at the depth of the salt (using average seismic velocities for the post-salt strata of 2,000 m/sec and 4,000 m/sec, respectively). Surface subsidence (on the order of 3 m; 10 ft) near the center of the sink is significantly less than the estimated relief near the top of the Hutchinson Salt (between 8 m and 16 m; 26 ft and 52 ft). There are several possible explanations: 1) As evidenced by the zone of subsidence, the areal extent of measurable subsidence increases at shallower depths; 2) Stoping of post-salt strata could have reduced the overall volume of subsidence at shallower depths; 3) The seismic estimates of subsurface structural relief near the center of the sinkhole could be high (seismic velocities could be lower than estimated due to subsidence-related fracturing).

FIGURE 1—CDP-number location map of Jannsen sink seismic lines in Ellsworth County (Knapp et al., 1989). CDP interval is 5 m (16 ft).

FIGURE 2—SEISMIC SECTION OF PROFILE 1 (after Knapp et al., 1989). The interpreted upwards-expanding zone of measurable subsidence is consistent with the gradual subsidence observed at the surface.

FIGURE 3—SEISMIC SECTION OF PROFILE 2 (after Knapp et al., 1989). The interpreted upwards-expanding zone of measurable subsidence is consistent with the gradual subsidence observed at the surface.

FIGURE 4—Time/Sec.
Example of Catastrophic Collapse (after Walters, 1978)

The top of the Hutchinson Salt Member in the Panning sink area (fig. 5) is at a depth of about 300 m (984 ft); it has a gross thickness (including shale and anhydrite interbeds) of about 100 m (328 ft). The rock salt is overlain by impermeable shales and, typically, by a shallow freshwater aquifer.

The principal reservoir facies in the Panning area, the Lower Ordovician Arbuckle dolomite at a depth of about 5,000 m (9,843 ft) is an enormously large aquifer with a strong water drive (fig. 6). Scores of wells in the Panning area produced 500 bbls or more of saltwater per day. Most of this salt is re-injected into the Arbuckle through high-volume, gravity-fed injection wells.

The disposed brine is unsaturated with respect to sodium chloride and corrosive to metals. Hence, within the disposal wells there is potential for appreciable salt dissolution, i.e., high energy input, large volumes of water unsaturated with respect to chlorides, and an enormous brine outlet in the Arbuckle dolomite.

The Panning sinkhole (figs. 5, 6, and 7) developed catastrophically around an abandoned oil well (Panning 11A) at that time in use as a saltwater-disposal well. The associated chimney can be described as an inverted, cone-shaped, vertically migrated collapse cavity. The following modified excerpt from Walters (1978) represents that author's reconstruction of the sequence of events that led to the formation of the Panning sinkhole.

September 1938 (fig. 6A): During the drilling of Panning 11A, freshwater-drilling fluid dissolved salt to a diameter of 1.37 m (4.49 ft). Note that the production casing did not reach this high up-hole.

1938–1943 (fig. 6B): No dissolution of salt took place while over 100,000 bbls of oil were being processed through tubing. Shale interbeds in the shale section collapsed and fell, accumulating in the void space from 367 m to 389 m (1,204 ft to 1,276 ft), just above the constrictions in the hole size at the first anhydrite bed.

1943–1946 (fig. 6C): A cased-hole gamma-ray neutron log recorded in a nearby hole showed the static fluid level of the Arbuckle aquifer to be 278 m (912 ft) from the top of the hole. No salt dissolved in these years during which the well was temporarily abandoned as noncommercial after pumping 99% water due to the depletion of oil.

1946–1949 (fig. 6D): The well was converted for use as a saltwater disposal well by recementing the casing. Note the presence of cement opposite the lower salt section and the absence of cement opposite the upper salt section. No salt dissolved. Brine was disposed through tubing by gravity flow.

1949–1953 (fig. 7A): Tubing was removed from the well and brine was disposed directly down the casing. Corrosion resulted in casing leaks, permitting access for 72 gpm of brine, 14,000 ppm chlorides, to circulate across the salt face, then downward into the Arbuckle aquifer. A huge cavern, larger than 90 m (295 ft) in
diameter, dissolved into the salt. Progressive falls of the shale interbeds and shale roof rocks partially filled the cavern. Successive roof falls caused the void space to gradually migrate upward to near the Stony Corral Anhydrite (depth 142 m; 466 ft), causing in turn, surface subsidence, ponding of water, and tilting of the derrick.

January 1959 (fig. 7B): The Panning 11A was abandoned but not plugged. The derrick was removed because surface subsidence caused it to tilt dangerously. With disposal-brine flow discontinued, salt dissolution ceased.

April 1959 (fig. 7C): The Panning 11A was plugged with 150 sacks of cement in the surface pipe to a depth of 58 m (190 ft), and the Arbuckle was bridged. There was no other plugging. The underground void space at shallow depth was now isolated from both the near surface and the Arbuckle aquifers. Brine in the void space drained downward gradually to reach equilibrium with the intermediate aquifers, leaving the near-surface void space unsupported by fluid and under vacuum. April 24, 1959 (fig. 7D): When the uppermost keystone bedrock at a depth of 32 m (105 ft) fell into the newly drained shallow void space, the surface sinkhole formed rapidly in the three hours from 9:00 a.m. until noon, with lesser subsidence continuing to about 9:00 p.m. As the shallow void space filled with freshwater and air, falling material such as concrete derrick corner blocks fell into the narrow aperture and compressed, then ejected, the air. The casing collapsed and fell. At first, the loose sand and gravel moved downward in a freshwater slurry at a rate faster than the flow of the aquifier, forming a deep cone-shaped pit. As the void space filled, water accumulated in the surface sinkhole.

April 1959–1978 (fig. 7E): The circular sinkhole diameter near 100 m stabilized, forming a freshwater pond 20 m (66 ft) deep, volume near 57,000 m$^3$ (530,530 bbl). In the 17-year interval, the surrounding fence buckled downward and inward by only about 0.6 m (1.9 ft) on each side, indicating resumption of stable subsurface conditions. Transported sand and gravel filled the shallow space voided by roof falls. The former cavern in the salt is filled and plugged with fallen Permian shale and red beds; hence, it is thought that no further dissolution is occurring.

FIGURE 7—CROSS SECTION THROUGH THE PANNING 11A DEPOSAL WELL (Walters, 1978).
A. After setting 6-inch (15.2 cm) oil-string casing.
B. Oil well. Oil is pumped up 2-inch tube.
C. Gamma-neutron log; tubing removed.
D. Saltwater-disposal well (SWD). Waste brine moving down 3-inch plastic-lined tube.
E. 1959–PRESENT (1976)
Example of Bridging

The Hutchinson Salt in the Knackstedt area, McPherson County, Kansas (T. 20 S., R. 5 W.), extends from approximately 135 m to 210 m (443 ft to 689 ft) below the ground surface. At the Knackstedt saltwater-disposal well site, a bridged and air-filled, subsurface cavity was discovered when investigations into the loss of static water level resulted in a wireline video inspection of the well casing (fig. 8). The video discovered the absence of casing as well as any visible borehole walls between 97 m and 146 m (318 ft and 479 ft) in depth. The bottom of the borehole, which originally extended over 900 m (2,953 ft), was then plugged with neat cement. In an attempt to fill the void, 8,400 m³ (12,836 bbl) of gravel were poured into the well from the surface, raising the floor of the cavity to 135 m (443 ft), leaving approximately 38 m (125 ft) between the top of the gravel pile and the top of the air-filled void.

During the filling process, the hole was occasionally flushed with a saturated brine solution in an attempt to level the coning of the pile of material directly beneath the borehole opening in the ceiling of the void. No static fluid level was ever recorded after a brine-solution flush. Absence of a measurable water level in the hole at any time during the past several years, even though the alluvial sediments on the overlying shale roof contain a relatively shallow water table, suggests that the void is hydraulically connected to an aquifer with a hydrostatic head at least 160 m (525 ft) below the earth’s surface. The aquifer could either be the intended oil-brine disposal horizon several hundred meters below the rock salt (the hole was filled with neat cement, rendering this unlikely) or a salt-solution zone extending laterally from the cavity location. The source of the waters causing most of the dissolution was probably unsaturated (with respect to halite) oil brine that escaped from the failed injection casing. Ground waters unsaturated with respect to halite could have been, and probably are, presently entering the large cavity. Therefore, this could be causing further dissolution expansion of its dimensions.

In an attempt to better define the morphology of the Knackstedt cavity, a preliminary seismic-reflection survey was conducted by the Kansas Geological Survey (fig. 9).

These data suggest that the cavity has a basal areal extent of about 20,000 m² (5 acres) (Miller et al., 1988).

Summary

Basinward of the present-day main eastern edge of the Hutchinson Salt, localized dissolution of both natural and anthropogenic origin has occurred. Such leaching has resulted in the formation of both surface sinkholes (e.g., Janssen sink, Pannning sink) and subsurface cavities (e.g., Knackstedt cavity). Janssen sink is an example of slow and gradual surface subsidence, characterized by the predominantly ductile deformation of the remnant salt. On seismic data, the feature is manifested as an upwards-expanding zone of measurable subsidence. Pannning sink, in contrast, is an example of catastrophic surface subsidence. In cross section, the feature is presented as an inverted cone-shaped, vertically migrated collapse cavity (chimney). The Knackstedt void is a bridged cavity, characterized by a vertically migrating collapse chimney, the roof of which is presently bridged above the original top of the salt. It is anticipated that this void will eventually close and that a surface sinkhole will develop on site. The nature of the sinkhole (i.e., gradual subsidence or catastrophic collapse) will be partially dependent upon: 1) the rate of continuing dissolution, 2) the rate of effective cavity closure due to creep and stopping, and 3) the shear strength of the post-salt strata.
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Abstract

Seismic-reflection surveying was successfully used to define subsidence of the Stone Corral anhydrite in Stafford County, Kansas, in response to dissolution of the 85-m (279-ft)-thick Permian-aged Hutchinson Salt at a depth of approximately 340 m (1,116 ft). Gradual formation of a surface depression around the Siefkes “A” No. 6 abandoned oil-field brine disposal well in Stafford County, Kansas, led to a 12-fold CDP seismic survey to define the potential extent and amount of future surface subsidence. Several reflections interpreted on the CDP stacked sections possess dominant frequencies in excess of 100 Hz. Reflections can be interpreted on stacked sections at two-way times from 80 msc (approximate depth of 70 m; 230 ft to 220 msc (approximate depth of 200 m; 656 ft). The Stone Corral anhydrite reflection is present between 200 and 220 msc on all three seismic lines and possesses a maximum of 20 msc (35 m assuming 1,770 m/sec seismic velocity) of relative subsidence. The March 1990 subsurface dissolution boundary, as defined by the Stone Corral anhydrite, suggested a potential four-fold increase in the surface area of the sinkhole encompassing part of both an east-west and a north-south county road.

Introduction

Subsurface dissolution of salt beds represents a hazard to surface and subsurface structures in many parts of the world. Natural or anthropogenic subsidence can occur either gradually or catastrophically (Walters, 1977). Determination of potential extent of future surface subsidence allows more accurate damage estimates and rehabilitation requirements.

Seismic-reflection techniques have successfully detected the presence and extent of subsurface dissolution prior to and during surface subsidence (Steeles et al., 1986, 1987; Miller et al., 1985; Knapp et al., 1989). The technique offers a powerful method of imaging portions of the subsurface in the vicinity of some subsidence features. The successful use of the technique depends on several key conditions. First and foremost is the existence of acoustic velocity and/or density contrasts between geologic units in the subsurface. The Stone Corral anhydrite fulfills this condition, having a large acoustic velocity and density contrast with surrounding silstone, siltstone, and sandstones. The second condition relates to the ability of the near-surface to propagate a high-frequency seismic signal. Finally, the acquisition parameters and recording equipment must be compatible with the proposed target and required resolution of the survey.

Geologic Setting and Subsidence

Several major salt basins exist throughout North America (fig. 1) (Ege, 1984). The Hutchinson Salt Member of the Permian Wellington Formation underlies a significant portion of south-central Kansas (fig. 2) (Walters, 1977). The thickness of the salt increases from depositional edges on the west and north, an erosional edge on the east, and a facies change on the south to a maximum thickness of over 170 m (558 ft) in north-central Oklahoma. The increased thickness of the Hutchinson Salt is due to increased quantities of salt as well as more and thicker interbedded anhydrites. Thickness of the salt in the vicinity of the Siefkes subsidence is approximately 75–85 m (246–279 ft) (figs. 3 and 5) (Watney, 1980). Cross section A–A’ shows the distribution of salt along an east-west profile located 6 mi (9.6 km) north of the Siefkes subsidence feature (fig. 6) (Watney, 1980). The Siefkes subsidence is located approximately 120 km (72 mi) west of the Hutchinson Salt dissolution front (figs. 3 and 6) (Watney, 1980).

The stratigraphic section overlying the Hutchinson Salt Formation at the Siefkes well location is the target of this seismic-reflection survey (fig. 5). Overlying the salt are approximately 70 m (230 ft) of the upper Wellington Formation shales with minor carbonates, 80 m (262 ft) of the Ninnescah Shale with minor carbonates, and 6 m (20 ft) of Stone Corral anhydrite at a depth of 186 m (610 ft). The Stone Corral is a key seismic marker horizon in central Kansas. The depression of the Stone Corral, resulting from dissolution of the underlying Hutchinson Salt, is used to map the lateral extent of the Siefkes subsidence feature in the subsurface. Overlying the Stone Corral is approximately 70 m (230 ft) of Harper Sandstone, 80 m (262 ft) of Salt Plain Sandstone, and 41 m (135 ft) of Quaternary unconsolidated sediments.

Salt dissolution can result in various rates of surface subsidence. The dissolution process remains active as long as flowing unsaturated brine solution or freshwater is in contact with a salt bed. This results in the formation of a void, generally water filled, within the salt bed. Depending on the size of the void and the competence of the overlying sedimentary section, either a void or a closed collapse feature migrates upward at varying rates. The result is a catastrophic collapse or gradual subsidence when the effect of the dissolution feature reaches the surface.

Natural dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt is not uncommon in Kansas (Ege, 1984). Surface subsidence associated with natural salt dissolution occurred in Meade County, Kansas, in 1879. Faults extending through the Pleistocene sediments (sediments containing freshwater under hydrostatic pressure) are postulated as the conduits for flow instigating the salt dissolution that eventually resulted in the Meade County sinkhole (Frye and Scheff, 1942). Paleo-sinkholes resulting from dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt prior to Pleistocene deposition have been discovered with high-resolution seismic-reflection surveys (Steeles et al., 1984). Natural dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt may have been occurring to some degree in some localities since deposition.

Land subsidence associated with salt mining and petroleum-related brine disposal has been documented in Kansas for at least the last 70 years (Walters, 1977). In cases related to salt mining or brine disposal, sinkholes generally have been the result of roof rock failure. Casing failure or faulty surface grouting have allowed petroleum by-product disposal wells to become conduits to the Hutchinson Salt (unsaturated brine solutions). Sinkholes related to brine-disposal wells result from roof failure similar to sinkholes associated with solution mining of salt.

Siefkes Subsidence Feature

The Siefkes subsidence feature is located in NE NE NE sec. 3, T. 22 S., R. 12 W. in Stafford County, Kansas (fig. 3). The gradually forming, anthropogenic subsidence feature is centered on the plugged Siefkes “A” No. 6 saltwater-disposal well (fig. 4). A rough visual estimate of surface subsidence as of 1990 indicated the feature had approximated dimensions of 75 m by 85 m (246 ft by 279 ft) laterally with about 0.5 m (1.6 ft) maximum vertical displacement (fig. 4). This is a minimum estimate since visually determining the outer edges of a shallow subsidence feature is difficult.

FIGURE 1—MAJOR SALT BASINS OF NORTH AMERICA (Ege, 1984).

FIGURE 2—AREAL EXTENT AND THICKNESS OF HUTCHINSON SALT MEMBER (Walters, 1977).
The Siefkes "A" No. 6 drillhole was completed in November 1939. It penetrates the Hutchinson Salt Member of the Wellington Formation from 344 m to 416 m (1,129 ft to 1,365 ft) in depth. The drillhole has a total depth of 1,100 m (3,609 ft) and terminates in the Arbuckle Formation. The well was converted to a saltwater-disposal well in 1950 (Kophage, personal communication, 1992). Unsaturated fluids eventually reached the Hutchinson Salt either through corroded casing or along the outside of the casing. The well passed a mechanical integrity test as late as 1986, but due to evidence of surface subsidence, it was plugged in 1988 (Morrison, personal communication, 1992). The onset of dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt and the time required for the subsidence to have developed a noticeable surface expression is unknown.

Field Parameters

Three CDP seismic-reflection lines were acquired with nominal 24-fold redundancy (fig. 4). The lines were roughly centered on and intersect at the Siefkes "A" No. 6 inactive brine-disposal well. Lines 1 and 2 were acquired during March 1989 with line 3 acquired in March 1990. The original two lines (1 and 2) were collected with extremely dry near-surface conditions and abnormally high winds. It was determined after digital processing of data from lines 1 and 2 that more subsurface information was needed east of the north-south county road. The third line was then acquired using the results of lines 1 and 2 to determine line length and location.

An extensive series of walkaway-noise tests was conducted prior to production acquisition (table 1). The compacted near-surface material made it impossible to use the downhole .50-cal seismic source (the source of choice at this site, for this geologic target) and forced the use of an above-ground silenced .50-cal gun. The .50-cal silenced reduces source-generated air-coupled waves and acts as a containment device for stray debris. The surface configuration of the .50 cal is less energetic and does not generate the high frequency and broad bandwidth signal possible with the .50 cal in the downhole mode (Seeple et al., 1987). The receiver array consisted of three 40-Hz geophones equally spaced over approximately 1 m (3.3 ft) and centered on each station. The receiver array was designed in an attempt to attenuate the source-generated noise. The acquisition parameters and equipment for lines 1 and 2 were optimized for the less-than-ideal site conditions.

Significant changes in the near-surface conditions during the March 1990 survey necessitated a new set of walkaway-noise tests for line 3 (table 1). Improved near-surface conditions allowed the use of the .50-cal downhole gun. In the downhole configuration of the .50 cal, the gun barrel is lowered down an augered hole approximately 6 cm (2.4 inches) in diameter and 0.6 m (2 ft) deep. The downhole placement of the barrel greatly reduces both the source-generated air-coupled waves and the thickness of low-velocity, highly attenuative near-surface material through which seismic energy must travel. Station spacing was identical to the 1989 survey as were the receiver arrays and source/receiver geometries. Consistent with the 1989 survey, the acquisition parameters and equipment were optimized to the site conditions and geologic target.

The source/receiver geometry on all three lines resulted in a nominal 24-fold data set. Most shot locations were occupied twice, once pushing the 24-channel spread from low-numbered stations to high-numbered stations and then reversed, pushing the same spread from high-numbered stations to low-numbered stations. This acquisition procedure results in a pseudo-48-channel symmetric (with respect to the source location) split-spread geometry with two consecutive groups of 24 channels separated by three stations.

The 24-channel data were analog-filtered, amplified, A/D-converted (11 bit plus sign), and recorded on an Input/Output DHR-2400 seismograph. Analog low-cut filters helped to enhance the data bandwidth by decreasing the amount of low-frequency noise, allowing increased gaining of incoming post-filtered high-frequency signal. The analog low-cut filters selected have a 24 dB/octave roll-off with a -3 dB point of 110 Hz for line 3 and 55 Hz for lines 1 and 2. The relatively severe analog low-cut filtering increased the dominant reflection frequencies and therefore improved the potential vertical- and horizontal-bed resolution.

![FIGURE 3—SIEFKES SUBSIDIENCE LOCATION MAP, INCLUDING HUTCHINSON SALT THICKNESS CONTOURS AND MIGHT HOLE CROSS SECTION LOCATION (Watney, 1980).](image-url)

### TABLE 1—CRITICAL ACQUISITION PARAMETERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station increment</td>
<td>5 m (16.5 ft)</td>
<td>same as 3/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver array</td>
<td>1.5 m (4.9 ft)</td>
<td>same as 3/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split-spread intervals*</td>
<td>10 - 125 m (33-412.5 ft)</td>
<td>same as 3/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source downhole</td>
<td>.50-cal surface</td>
<td>.50 cal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivers</td>
<td>L28E Mark Prod.</td>
<td>same as 3/90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source-to-nearest-and-farthest-receiver distance

### TABLE 2—CDP SEISMIC PROCESSING STEPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Description</th>
<th>Format to SEG-Y</th>
<th>Dead and noisy trace edit</th>
<th>Trace balancing (AGC)</th>
<th>First-arrival muting</th>
<th>Surgical muting of coherent noise</th>
<th>CDP sort</th>
<th>Datum statics correction</th>
<th>NMO correction</th>
<th>Surface-consistent statics</th>
<th>Bandpass filtering</th>
<th>CDP stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Processing

The CDP data were processed at the KGS using a proprietary set of algorithms developed by Sytech Co. The processing flow was very similar to routine petroleum sequences with the exception of the severity and accuracy of the muting processes and the emphasis placed on near-surface velocity analysis (table 2). Extreme care was used during the editing processes to ensure removal of all non-seismic energy that could either be misinterpreted as reflections on stacked data or that hampered interpretations of real reflection events. Velocity analysis incorporated iterative constant velocity stacking with detailed surface-consistent statics to improve both accuracy of velocity corrections and time/depth conversion on interpreted cross sections. The general processing flow resulted in a nominal 24-fold CDP stacked section for each of the three survey lines.

### Results

Reflection energy can be identified on raw field data in a time window between about 50 msec and 400 msec (fig. 7). Differentiation of reflection energy from seismic noise on field files is essential for confident and consistent interpretation of stacked seismic sections. Refraction arrivals, present as the first breaks (first source-generated energy recorded) on seismograms, were removed with a severe first-arrival mute. Low-velocity linear arrivals that can be identified on the nearest-to-the-source trace at about 50 msec and on the farthest-from-the-source trace at about 400 msec are source-
generated air-coupled waves. Air-coupled waves were surgically removed from all shot gathers. Ground roll is the low-frequency energy clearly visible on inside traces between 10 m and 40 m (33 ft and 131 ft) source offset. The low-frequency characteristics of the ground roll make attenuation with a properly designed bandpass filter very effective. Dominant frequency of reflection energy is in excess of 100 Hz.

Reflections from the Stone Corallite anhydrite can be clearly identified at about 210 msec on most field files (fig. 7). The apparent reverse moveout on the Stone Corallite reflection on this field file is interpreted to be the result of roof failure of a previous salt-dissolution void. Stone Corallite reflections on seismograms from areas with competent salt would appear hyperbolic with a very subtle downward curvature at increasing receiver-to-source offsets. The reflection energy interpretable on this seismogram clearly indicates subsurface collapse. A synthetic seismogram calculated from the nearby Sittern-A No. 1 acoustic-velocity log supports the interpretation of the field file (fig. 8). The strongest reflector on the synthetic seismogram is the Stone Corallite. The absolute two-way travel time of the Stone Corallite reflector calculated from the synthetic seismogram is unknown because the acoustic log used to generate it was not recorded above a depth of 76 m (250 ft). However, the amplitude of the Stone Corallite reflection is significantly larger than any other reflection occurring between 76 m (250 ft) and 457 m (1,500 ft) on the synthetic seismogram. This supports the interpretation that the large amplitude 210-msec reflections observed on lines 1, 2, and 3 (figs. 9, 10, and 11) are from the Stone Corallite. By comparing the drill log (fig. 5) with the field file plot (fig. 7), a stacking velocity of 1,800 m/sec is calculated. This is consistent with the results of the velocity analysis carried out during processing.

The top of the Hutchinson Salt does not generate a large amplitude reflection on the synthetic seismogram (fig. 8). In fact, it is a weaker reflector than is indicated by the synthetic seismogram because the low density-high frequency combination of salt results in a small acoustic-impedance contrast with the surrounding low-density-high density shales. No density log is available for the Sittern-A No. 1 drillhole, so the large acoustic velocity of the salt is not modified by the salt's low density, and the synthetic seismogram overestimates the salt response. Figure 7 confirms that the top of the Hutchinson Salt is not a good reflector.

Seismic line 1 was acquired with a maximum record length of 250 msec (fig. 9). The target on line 1 was the top of the Stone Corallite. Faulting and subsidence interpreted on the Stone Corallite is assumed to be the result of dissolution of the salt. Normal faults forming horst and graben structures can be interpreted from the 12-msec depression of the Stone Corallite reflection. Subtle coherent reflection events observed between CDPs 225 and 275 above the Stone Corallite are most likely from the Harper and Salt Plain Sandstones. The lack of coherent events between the Stone Corallite and the surface from CDPs 275 to 325 is related to the poor near-surface and environmental conditions. Dissolution in the subsurface extends from approxi-
ately CDPs 220 to 320 on line 1.

Seismic line 2 was acquired with a maximum record length of 500 msec (fig. 10). Coherent reflection information is identifiable between approximately 70 and 320 msec. The overall data quality on line 2 is better than line 1 due to decreased wind noise. The near-surface conditions were consistent for both lines 1 and 2. The Stone Corallite reflection can be identified across the entire line. A depression of up to 20 msec is observed on the Stone Corallite reflector. Several reflection events between the Stone Corallite and the surface are interpreted as coming from within the Harper and Salt Plain Sandstones and are across the entire expanse of line 2. The interpretive line drawing clearly shows the extent of faulting and the relatively uniform nature of the subsidence in the subsurface. The severity of reflector slump observed on line 2 appears to increase with depth. This apparent decrease in subsidence upward from the salt is probably related to differential expansion, although it could be related to velocity anomalies related to slumping into the cavity. The predominant structural features on line 2 are the series of normal fault blocks that bound the graben formed as a result of dissolution and subsidence.

Line 3 was acquired east-west and is the most conclusive of the three seismic lines (fig. 11). The dominant frequency of the Stone Corallite reflection is clearly in excess of 100 Hz. Subsurface subsidence on line 3 extends from CDP 250 to 340. Normal faults offset the Stone Corallite reflection across the entire subsidence area. The maximum depression of the Stone Corallite reflection is 20 msec. Only the normal fault interpreted at approximately CDP 325 offsets the 80-msec reflecting event. The 80-msec reflection is the shallowest interpreted reflector at a depth of approximately 50 m (164 ft). Several high-frequency events are interpreted between the 80-msec reflection and the approximately 200-msec Stone Corallite reflection. The relatively uniform, gradual slump of reflectors overlying the dissolved salt can be observed on all three lines.

The 20-msec depression of the Stone Corallite reflector visible on lines 2 and 3 (figs. 10 and 11) represents the Sittern-A No. 1 drillhole. By using an 1,800-m/sec stacking velocity, calculation of a 35-m (115-ft) maximum vertical displacement of the Stone Corallite is possible. If the stacking velocity within the zone of subsidence is reduced by the collapse and fracturing of the sediments overlying the salt, the resulting vertical displacement would be proportionately less than 35 m (115 ft).

The potential future surficial expression of dissolution voids in the Hutchinson Salt can be extrapolated from interpretations on the Stone Corallite reflection (fig. 12). The dashed portions of the interpreted future sinkhole represent speculative interpolation between control points on the associated seismic lines. The apparent eastward elongation of the future sinkhole along line 3 indicates subsidence of the Stone Corallite reflector was probably active along the eastern edge between March 1989 and March 1990. This ongoing subsidence of the Stone Corallite may be indicative of active dissolution or delayed roof failure along the eastern portion of the salt void.

**Conclusions**

Optimum recording parameters for each line were selected after two separate extensive series of walkaway-noise tests, one for each survey (table 1) (Sisterl and Miller, 1990). Adverse near-surface and environmental conditions, detrimentally affecting both geophone plants and propagation of high-frequency seismic-reflection information, strongly contributed to a low signal-to-noise ratio on the 1989 survey. Improved site conditions on the 1990 survey allowed use of the downhole .50-cm gal and 110-Hz low-cut filters, which (in comparison to the 1989 survey) resulted in reduced levels of recorded environmental, instrument, and non-seismic reflection noise.

The subsurface subsidence associated with this Sittern-A No. 1 drillhole feature (at least as indicated by the Stone Corallite anhydrite) seems to have been active as of March 1990. Extrapolation of the present subsurface dissolution boundaries (as interpreted from the Stone Corallite reflection) suggests a potential four-fold increase in the surface area of the present-day sinkhole. At some time in the future, this sinkhole could include part of the east-west and north-south county roads. Dissolution effects interpreted from seismic data, appears to be

FIGURE 4.—SITE MAP INDICATING LOCATION OF THREE SEISMIC LINES AND APPROXIMATE AREA EXTENT OF THE SUBSIDENCE.

FIGURE 5.—STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION FROM SITTERN-A NO. 6 GANMA RF/NEUTRON LOG.
FIGURE 6—Drillhole cross section A3–A4 through Barton, Rice, and McPherson counties, Kansas (Watney, 1980).

FIGURE 7—24-channel field file with Stone Coral reflection indicated.
slightly asymmetric to the west with respect to the surface location of the abandoned disposal well.

There is no reason to suspect the apparent eastward growth of the subsurface dissolution front has terminated. The actual subsurface dissolution front could be well east of the north-south county road that intersects line 1. It is also not unreasonable to suggest that the northeast boundary (as interpreted from line 2) may now be several tens-of-meters closer to the intersection of the two county roads. No seismic evidence exists (on the three seismic lines reported here) to suggest the surficial expression of the subsurface subsidence will reach the intersection of the north-south and east-west county roads. The north-south county road will eventually be affected by the salt dissolution which has already resulted in subsurface subsidence (as interpreted on the Stone Corral anhydrite) several tens-of-meters east of the road.

The interpreted subsurface subsidence on the western boundary appears to be consistent over the span of time between the two seismic surveys. Topographic evidence seems to suggest surface subsidence is presently active along the western boundary. There is no seismic evidence to suggest westward expansion of subsurface subsidence.

The apparent subsurface growth of the dissolution front to the east with no apparent associated surface subsidence suggests delay between roof failure of the salt unit and surficial expression. The apparent elongation of the surface expression of the sinkhole to the west between the two seismic surveys with no obvious associated subsurface growth is probably related as well to a delay. The delay between roof collapse and surface subsidence is probably not uniform for all parts of the sinkhole. Alternatively, the rate of dissolution may vary with azimuth from the center of the sinkhole, in which case the elongation noted above may not be indicative of active dissolution.

The results derived from interpretations of the three seismic lines suggest a continued gradual subsiding of the surface around the abandoned disposal well. Due to the apparent active nature of the subsurface subsidence, the maximum future surficial expression of the salt voids and associated roof collapse cannot be ascertained from the three seismic lines collected between March 1989 and March 1990. There appears to be either continued subsurface growth of salt voids to the east or delayed roof failure of previously existing voids in the salt. A return visit to this site in approximately two to three years with the intent of acquiring data along line 3 should yield far more insight into subsurface growth and rate of roof failure.
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**FIGURE 9—PSEUDO 24-HOED STACK SECTIONS OF LINE 1 WITH ASSOCIATED INTERPRETIVE LINES (SHADY). The Stone Corral reflection is indicated.**
FIGURE 10—Pseudo 24-fold stack seismic section of line 2 with associated interpretive line drawing. The Stone Corral reflection is indicated.

FIGURE 11—Pseudo 24-fold stack seismic section of line 3 with associated interpretive line drawing. The Stone Corral reflection is indicated.

FIGURE 12—Site map showing present and potential surface subsidence at Sheekes.
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Abstract

The Cheyenne Bottoms basin is an elliptical, natural land-sink feature totaling approximately 16,600 ha (41,000 acres). The basin is bounded on the north, south, west, and east by 35-m (115-ft)-high Cretaceous limestone and sandstone bluffs and on the east and southeast by Pleistocene sand dunes and alluvium. Cheyenne Bottoms is considered the most important ecosystem in Kansas and is one of the most important migration points for shorebirds in North America.

The origin of Cheyenne Bottoms is disputed. Understanding the subsurface structure and potential salt-related mechanisms responsible for the wetlands may help identify tectonic controls important for shallow oil/gas pools. A single, high-resolution CDP line was acquired at Cheyenne Bottoms to test the feasibility of using the seismic-reflection technique to resolve subsurface structures.

Seismic data and geologic well control suggest that the Cheyenne Bottoms area is a natural land-sink, the result of faulting, salt dissolution, and rock-salt creep. The authors' preferred interpretation is that regional faulting during the Pleistocene allowed for the vertical circulation of ground waters, thereby initiating the dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt Member. Salt dissolution, as envisioned, would have been most extensive in the immediate vicinity of the faults. In areas peripheral to the sites of extensive leaching, rock-salt creep probably occurred. This process entails the creep of rock salt from zones of high pressure (no significant leaching) towards zones of lower pressure (sites of active dissolution or void space).

As a consequence of faulting, the pre-Hutchinson Salt horizons are structurally low in the Cheyenne Bottoms area. As a result of faulting, salt dissolution, and rock-salt creep, the top of the Hutchinson Salt Member and the post-Hutchinson Salt horizons (including the present surface) are also structurally low.

Introduction

Cheyenne Bottoms, located in east-central Barton County, Kansas, is an elliptical, natural land-sink feature (fig. 1) totaling approximately 16,600 ha (41,000 acres). The basin is bounded on the north, south, west, and east by 35-m (115-ft)-high Cretaceous limestone and sandstone bluffs and on the east and southeast by Pleistocene sand dunes and alluvium (fig. 1). Within this basin, a 7,690-ha (19,000-acre) wetlands lies along the southeastern edge of the sink. The Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks has maintained the marsh region since 1950, when a system of canals was constructed to divert surface drainage into five pools. Due in part to the rapidly declining marsh regions in the United States, Cheyenne Bottoms is the most important ecosystem in Kansas and among the most important migration points for shorebirds in North America (Wentz, 1990). Water depth in the pools fluctuates with the seasons but seldom exceeds 0.6 m (2 ft).

The origin of the Cheyenne Bottoms basin has been attributed to structural movement (Bayne, 1977) and salt dissolution/subsidence (Johnson, 1901; Bass, 1926; Latta, 1950). The seismic data incorporated into this paper were collected in an effort to verify the presence (or absence) of faults and associated salt-dissolution features.

Geology

Unconsolidated Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial sediments are anomalously thick in the Cheyenne Bottoms basin. In the immediate vicinity of the seismic line, the thickness of these strata are on the order of 35 m (115 ft). The Pleistocene sediments were deposited within the paleo-Chase Channel system (Bayne and Fent, 1963); the Holocene strata are Blood Creek and Deception Creek sediment.

Although deposition of the Ogallala Formation occurred in the Cheyenne Bottoms area during the Tertiary, erosional processes dominated, and no remnant Tertiary rock is preserved. The erosional activities during the Tertiary and regional faulting and associated salt dissolution processes have largely shaped the current bedrock topography.

The Cretaceous Graneros Shale and Dakota Sandstone underlie Tertiary strata within Cheyenne Bottoms and crop out elsewhere, effectively rimming the basin (fig. 2).

The contour map of the bedrock surface (fig. 3) shows a well-defined erosional channel, the course of which is thought to have been influenced by contemporaneous faulting and salt-related subsidence. The bedrock channel slopes to the southeast at about 1.2 m/km (2.4 ft/mi). Basin walls rise approximately 45 m (148 ft) to the south, west, and north.

Pre-Mesozoic units are represented in the Cheyenne Bottoms area by a sequence of alternating marine limestone, shale, and sandstone (Zeller, 1968; Bayne, 1977; Merriam, 1968). Key strata from a geophysical perspective are the Permian-age Stone Corral Formation of the Sumner Group and the Hutchinson Salt Member of the Wellington Formation. In the Cheyenne Bottoms area, the Stone Corral Formation is composed of dolomite and anhydrite. The Hutchinson Salt Member is composed principally of halite with minor interbeds of anhydrite, dolomite, and shale.

The Stone Corral Formation dips regionally towards the northwest. Within the study area, however, the top of this unit is anomalously (up to 6 m; 20 ft) structurally low relative to the regional trend and defines a basin, the areal extent of which is consistent with the surface area of the Cheyenne Bottoms basin (figs. 4 and 1). The structural low at the Stone Corral level rises abruptly to the northwest where a local anticlinal fold is present. A domelike high is located to the south of the basin in the northwest corner of T. 19 S., R. 12 W.

Similar structural features are observed at the top of the Hutchinson Salt Member (fig. 5). The top of this unit is as much as 9 m (30 ft) structurally low, relative to its regional trend, and is bound to the northwest by a localized high. The domelike high to the south of the basin is similarly distinct on the Hutchinson Salt structure map (fig. 5). Bayne (1977) noted that borehole information to the top of the Hutchinson Salt Member within the Cheyenne Bottoms area is sparse and that additional data could potentially change the extent and shape of the basin feature.

![FIGURE 1—SURFACE GEOLOGIC OF THE CHEYENNE BOTTOMS AREA (modified from Latta, 1950).](image-url)

![FIGURE 2—GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION (Latta, 1950), location of cross section is indicated on fig. 1.](image-url)
Structure at the base of the Hutchinson Salt Member (fig. 6) is similar but of lesser magnitude than that at the tops of the Hutchinson Salt and Stone Corral. The domelike high to the south of the Cheyenne Bottoms basin is still present but reduced in relief. The bounding structure to the west of the basin is present but is larger and shifted to the west.

The patterns of structural relief observed at the top of the Stone Corral and at the top and base of the Hutchinson Member are consistent with the thesis that the Cheyenne Bottoms basin is partially the result of faulting and salt-related subsidence.

**Data Acquisition**

In an effort to elucidate the geologic origin of the Cheyenne Bottoms basin, seismic data were acquired adjacent to the edge of the marsh along an outlet canal (fig. 1; sec. 34, T. 18 S., R. 12 W.). The location of the CDP line was chosen based on proximity to well data (geologic control), accessibility to field vehicles, and quiet environmental conditions. The saturated, alluvial media provided excellent geophone–near surface coupling. Routine acquisition procedures such as consistent firing procedures; deeply rooted, vertical geophone plants; and maneuvering the source and geophone locations to remove surface vegetation maximized recorded frequency response and helped attenuate unwanted source-generated noise.

An Input/Output 2400 DHR seismograph was used to analog filter, amplify, A/D convert (11 bits plus sign), and record the seismic data. These data were displayed on paper plots during acquisition and stored on magnetic media in a modified SEG-Y format. The selected sample interval was 0.5 msec and record length was 500 msec.

Analog low-cut filters with a 24 dB/octave roll off and a -3 dB point of 220 Hz were used; the severe analog low-cut filters improved the resolution, decreased the effects of ground roll, and allowed the depth interval of interest to be imaged. The receiver array consisted of 3–40 Hz Mark Proctor L-288 geophones (with a damping factor of 0.7), wired in series, evenly spaced over 0.6 m (2 ft), and centered on 1.2 m (4 ft) stations. The geophone array was designed to enhance signal levels and attenuate source-generated noise. The fixed gain amplification, 72-dB instantaneous dynamic range, and 24-channel recording capabilities make the DHR 2400 competitive for target-oriented studies.

**Walkaway-noise Tests**

A series of walkaway-noise tests were conducted to optimize acquisition parameters (fig. 7A, B). Source to receiver offsets ranged from 2 m to 246 m (6.6 ft to 807 ft), with three geophone arrays centered on 1.2 m (4 ft) group spacings. Placement of the source in a 1 m (3.3-ft) hole to avoid wave attenuation by the weathered layer was possible due to the water-saturated, alluvial, near-surface media. The broad band characteristics and high energy output of the downhole, .50-caliber rifle (Steeples et al., 1987) made it the source of choice at this site.

Analog low-cut filters shaped the recorded spectrum, resulting in data with a higher dominant frequency and broader bandwidth than data recorded with no low-cut filters (Steeples, 1990). Increasing the dominant frequency and broadening the frequency spectrum of reflection energy improves resolution (Widess, 1973). During testing procedures, open (no low-cut filter), 110-Hz (fig. 7A, C), 220-Hz (fig. 7B, C), and 340- Hz low-cut filters were tested. As the low-cut filter is increased, noticeable increases in dominant frequency are observed (figs. 7A–C). The 220-Hz low-cut filters were selected.
for production acquisition based on an in-field analysis of shot records. Subsequent processing and display indicate that a low-cut filter with a lower corner frequency may allow the Paleozoic sequence to be better imaged.

The survey produced excellent data; on several of the noise spreads (figs. 7A, B), hyperbolic reflection events can be identified as early as 20 msc; others can be observed between 30 and 200 msc, with several less defined reflections, between 200 and 300 msc.

Data Processing

The Cheyenne Bottoms data were processed on an Intel 80386-based microcomputer using Eave dropper (a seismic-data-processing package developed and marketed by the Kansas Geological Survey). The processing flow is displayed in table 1. Special care was taken during trace editing, surgical muting, and velocity analysis. Deconvolution and migration processes were not applied. No corrections for elevation were made due to the relatively flat topography along the seismic line. During the processing flow, each step was visually inspected in an effort to ensure that processing artifacts were not introduced.

Velocity analysis is critical during high-resolution seismic-data processing. Inaccurate stacking velocities will effectively lower the frequency content of the stacked section and result in unreliable time-to-depth conversions. Due to the highly variable weathered layer, stacking velocities varied considerably both laterally as well as vertically. After visual inspection of velocity panels, the velocity function shown in table 2 was selected.

Spectral analysis techniques were used to define appropriate digital filters. Digital frequency filters are often critical in verifying reflection events. These data are of sufficient quality that digital filtering simply enhanced shallow events while enabling deeper events to be resolved. After the spectral analysis, a band pass filter of 75 to 250 Hz was applied to the final stack (corner frequencies 35, 75, 250, 400 Hz). The groundroll energy was sufficiently reduced during the digital filtering and stacking processes so that no other procedures (such as surgical muting) were required.

Borehole Data/Modeling

In fig. 8 a one-dimensional synthetic seismogram for a well near the Cheyenne Bottoms area (sec. 28, T. 19 S., R. 11 W.) is presented. This seismogram was generated by convolving an edited version (the pseudo-density log was modified as per figure caption) of the reflection coefficient wavetrain (250–1,570 ft interval; 76.2–479 m interval) with zero-phase, 5 msc; wavelength Ricker wavelets of both normal and reverse polarity. The synthetic seismogram is presented as a reasonable representation

TABLE 1—GENERALIZED PROCESSING SEQUENCE used to generate the CDP stack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw data</td>
<td>Conversion to SEG-Y format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bad trace editing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surgical muting of first arrivals and air-wave energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDP sorting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Velocity analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NMO correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatic static corrections to apply surface-consistent statics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual static corrections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDP stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trace balancing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 7—A) WALKAWAY-NOISE SPREAD acquired with the 110-Hz LOW-CUT FILTERS.

B) WALKAWAY-NOISE SPREAD acquired with the 220-Hz LOW-CUT FILTERS. Source-to-receiver offset is 2 m (6.6 ft) for both the walkaways; trace spacing is 2 m (6.6 ft).

C) COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY VS. AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM for data acquired with different low-cut filters (110 vs. 220 Hz as shown).
TABLE 2—VELOCITY FUNCTIONS AS A FUNCTION OF LOCATION AND TIME. The velocity value is the average velocity from the surface to the specific time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Time (msec)</th>
<th>Velocity (m/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>190</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The top and base of the Hutchinson Salt Member on the normal-polarity synthetic seismogram (fig. 8) are represented by moderate-amplitude peaks. The Hutchinson Salt Member, between the top and base, is characterized by a series of relatively low- to moderate-amplitude events, the product of interlayered halites, sulfates, shales, and carbonates of variable acoustic impedance and thickness. Overall, the synthetic seismogram suggests that the seismic image of undeformed Hutchinson Salt Member can be readily discriminated on high-resolution seismic data. It should be noted that high-resolution sources have limited depth penetration and that high-frequency input signal is rapidly attenuated with depth. As a result, the vertical resolution at depth (as suggested by the synthetic seismogram) might not be realized using current high-resolution seismic techniques.

As evidenced by this synthetic seismogram, from a reflection-seismic perspective, rock salt is a bit of an enigma; although halite has a relatively high seismic velocity (4,200 m/sec), it has a low density (2,200 kg/m³). (Typically, dense rocks have relatively high seismic velocities, and less dense rocks have lower seismic velocities.) The top of the rock salt in particular can be difficult to image; the Hutchinson Salt Member is overlain by denser shales of lower seismic velocity. Note that the synthetic seismic image of the Hutchinson Salt Member would be very different if only the velocity curve was used to calculate the reflection coefficient wavetrain.

As illustrated on the synthetic seismogram, the reflections from the top and base of the Stone Corral are manifested as a high-amplitude peak and high-amplitude trough, respectively. The seismic signature of the Blaine Formation (thin anhydrite, the top of which is not represented on the synthetic seismogram) is similarly characterized by a high-amplitude peak-trough combination.

Sonic log control was not acquired above the Blaine Formation. As a result the base Pleistocene and the base Cretaceous are not imaged on the synthetic seismogram. Our experience elsewhere in central Kansas and the geologic/lithologic control in the study area suggests that these interfaces will be manifested as moderate- to high-amplitude peaks on zero-phase, normal-polarity seismic data. As a result of erosion, these seismic events also can exhibit significant lateral time-structural relief relative to the adjacent conformably bedded strata.

Seismic Data

Correlation of the synthetic seismic data with the normal-polarity CDP stacked seismic data is quite good (fig. 9). Well-log information, stacking velocity control, and the synthetic seismogram have enabled confident identifications of several key reflections.

FIGURE 8—MODELING FROM BOREHOLE INFORMATION.

FIGURE 9—CORRELATION OF SYNTHETIC TRACK TO SEISMIC SECTION. Borehole data are from a well approximately 10 km (6.2 mi) southeast of Cheyenne Bottoms.
The shallowest labeled event is the pre-Pleistocene subcrop (fig. 10A, B). This undulating surface is erosional and represents the contact between the largely unconsolidated Pleistocene fluvial sediment and the underlying Cretaceous strata. This event conforms to driller logs for a well (sec. 29, T. 18 S., R. 12 W.) where the Dakota Formation is marked by the presence of gray shales and coal chips at a depth of around 35 m (115 ft). This event and the overlying inter-Pleistocene reflections are relatively time-structurally low to the north of CDP 250 (1–3 msec). This pattern of relief is consistent with erosion and the post-depositional compaction of the Pleistocene infill, supporting Haworth’s (1897) thesis that Cheyenne Bottoms is a product of the Pleistocene sedimentary processes. Alternatively, the observed time-structural low could have been accentuated by either late-stage faulting, salt dissolution, and/or salt creep.

The base Cretaceous, base Blaine, top Stone Corral, and top Hutchinson Salt events are time-structurally low (1–2 msec) to the north of trace 250, supporting the thesis of late-stage faulting, dissolution, and/or creep. The base Hutchinson Salt event, in contrast, appears to be relatively flat (fig. 10C), suggesting that the time-structural relief observed along the shallower horizons is at least partially attributable to the recent thinning of the Hutchinson Salt.

On the basis of the seismic data, the preferred interpretation is that as a result of rock-salt creep, the Hutchinson Salt is several mocc (5 m or so; 16 ft) thinner to the north of trace 250 than to the south. We submit that these salts are actually being leached to the north of the seismic line and that the observed thinning is the result of rock-salt creep towards the zone of active and/or recent dissolution.

From a regional perspective, we suggest that faulting during Pleistocene time initiated the dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt to the north of the seismic line. (As a consequence of this faulting, the pre-Hutchinson horizons are structurally low in the Cheyenne Bottoms area.) The leaching of Hutchinson Salt caused surface subsidence and influenced the regional drainage pattern to the extent that the Cheyenne Bottoms area was incised by deeply cutting stream channels. Erosional downcutting was accentuated by salt dissolution; hence, the base Pleistocene is anomalously low and the Pleistocene fill anomalously thick in the area. In those areas peripheral to the sites of extensive leaching, rock-salt creep occurred. This process, as envisioned by the authors, entails the creep of rock salt from zones of high pressure (no significant leaching) towards zones of lower pressure (sites of active dissolution or void space).

**Summary**

Seismic data (figs. 10A–C) were acquired near the southeastern periphery of the Cheyenne Bottoms area in an effort to elucidate the geologic origin of the basin. Our interpretation of these data suggests that the Hutchinson Salt Member thins along the length of the line (from southeast to northwest) by about 5 m (16 ft) as the result of rock-salt creep. We submit that these salts are actually being leached to the north of
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the seismic line and that the observed thinning is the result of rock-salt creep towards the zone of active and/or recent dissolution.

This interpretation is consistent with the generally accepted thesis that Cheyenne Bottoms is a natural land-sink, caused by regional faulting and the associated dissolution of the Hutchinson Salt. Our interpretation differs from these previously published concepts in that we provide seismic evidence that (at least in places) the Hutchinson Salt thins about the periphery of the Cheyenne Bottoms area. This thinning is herein attributed to rock-salt creep.

These high-quality seismic data suggest that a regional high-resolution seismic study could successfully image the Hutchinson Salt Member within Cheyenne Bottoms and better our understanding of the timing of tectonic activity responsible for the fracturing patterns observed. A study of this nature could potentially provide key information regarding the origin of Cheyenne Bottoms, salt dissolution and associated subsidence could be verified, and fault/fracture zones could be located. We anticipate acquiring additional seismic data with modern technology and techniques which would provide equal if not better resolution with very little (if any) environmental impact on the ecosystem.
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Abstract
Seismic reflection can be effectively used in east-central Kansas to delineate subsurface features significant to hydrologists, petroleum geologists, and petroleum engineers. Eight high-resolution seismic lines were acquired within a three-county area in east-central Kansas. Dominant frequencies of reflections from this area ranged from 140 to 350 Hz, yielding vertical resolution limits between 1 m and 3 m (3.3 ft to 10 ft) to depths in excess of 200 m (656 ft). Synthetic seismic traces and well geology were incorporated into interpretations of reflection events. Seismic data from the east, north, and west portions of the study area are of excellent quality and can be correlated with the synthetic seismograms and from line to line based on waveform character and reflection-time intervals.

Introduction
Seismic reflection surveys have been successfully used to delineate subsurface features relevant to petroleum exploration for nearly 70 years. The effective use of the technique for shallow applications depends on several key conditions. The most critical is the existence of acoustic velocity and/or density contrasts in the subsurface. The second relates to the ability of the near-surface to propagate high-frequency seismic signals. Finally, the acquisition parameters and recording equipment must be compatible with the proposed target, resolution requirements, and environmental constraints of the survey. Recent developments associated with the use of the technique to evaluate environmental sites have enhanced the potential of the technique for cost-effective application throughout Kansas (Steeple and Miller, 1980).

Shallow, high-resolution seismic-reflection profiles can be useful both in characterizing shallow structures or anomalies and extending features identifiable in outcrop and surface excavation into the upper several hundred meters of the subsurface. The high-resolution seismic-reflection method has only recently developed into a practical and effective tool for identifying shallow (<100 m; 328 ft) structures (Hunter et al., 1984; Jongerius and Heltig, 1988; Treadway et al., 1988; Miller et al., 1989, 1990; Gichozie and Cotten, 1989; Miller and Steeples, 1991; Goforth and Haywood, 1992). The shallow seismic-reflection technique is inexpensive (compared to drilling) and can increase the horizontal resolution and often decrease the number of drillholes by an order of magnitude. Seismic reflection is an extremely effective technique for detecting faults and interpreting stratigraphic relationships; depth can only be estimated and lithologies only inferred without confirmation drilling, however.

High-resolution CDP seismic-reflection data were collected at eight different sites in east-central Kansas to determine stratigraphic consistency and appraise resolution potential of the technique (fig. 1). The seismic lines possessed data with varying signal-to-noise ratios as well as dominant-frequency content. Correlation and analysis of the interpreted reflecting events from line to line was similar to single-point seismic techniques (McGuire and Miller, 1989). The lines were all CDP-processed in a consistent fashion to enhance any wavelet characteristics unique to particular geologic interfaces. The consistent character and frequency of the seismic energy recorded in this area and the synthetic seismogram allowed extensive stratigraphic interpretations and confident correlation between the various seismic lines.

Geologic Setting
Cyclic Upper and Middle Pennsylvanian limestone and shale sequences with minor sandstone east of and within the study area (fig. 2). These units are characteristic of the transgressive-regressive “Kansas” cyclothems that resulted from the rise and fall of sea level over the northern midcontinent shelf during Early to Middle Pennsylvanian time (Heckel, 1988).

The uppermost stratigraphic unit identified as a seismic reflector in this study is the Deer Creek Limestone. It occurs near the middle of the Upper Pennsylvanian Shawnee Group, and is primarily limestone, but consists of a series of alternating limestones and shales. Moving stratigraphically downward in the Shawnee Group, the Tecumsah Shale, the Lecompton Limestone, the Kanwaka Shale, and the Oread Limestone continue this cyclic limestone-shale-limestone pattern (O’Conner, 1955; Ball et al., 1963; Zeller, 1968). The Lecompton Limestone, the Kanwaka Shale, and the Oread Limestone continue this cyclic limestone-shale-limestone pattern (O’Conner, 1955; Ball et al., 1963; Zeller, 1968).

68. Lecompton and Oread Limestone formations provide good seismic reflectors in this study area (fig. 3).

The Douglas Group, consisting of the upper Lawrence Formation and the lower Stranger Formation, is stratigraphically below the Shawnee Group. It does not have the internal cyclic character of the overlying Shawnee Group described above. It is primarily shale and channel sandstones with minor limestone and coal beds (O’Conner, 1955; Ball et al., 1963; Zeller, 1968). The Amazonia Limestone, the Ireland Sandstone, and the Haskell Limestone members provide identifiable seismic reflectors within the Lawrence Formation (fig. 4). No reflectors were identified within the Stranger Formation.

The next lower group in the stratigraphic column is the Lansing Group. It is primarily limestone but has the internal cyclic limestone-shale character similar to the Shawnee Group described above. It consists of, from top to bottom, the Stanton Limestone, the Vilas Shale, and the Plattsburg Limestone (O’Conner, 1955; Ball et al., 1963; Zeller, 1968). The Lansing Group results in an identifiable group of seismic reflections in this study area (fig. 3).

As we move down the stratigraphic column, the Kansas City Group is a cyclic package of limestones, shales, and sandstones. From top to bottom it
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FIGURE 1—SITE MAP OF STUDY AREA WITH THE EIGHT SEISMIC-PROFILE LOCATIONS INDICATED.

FIGURE 2—LITHOLOGIC SECTION, DEPTHS ARE FROM OSAE CITY #4 DRILL HOLE.
consists of the Bonner Springs Shale, the thick Wyandotte Limestone, the Lane Shale, the Iola Limestone, the Chanute Shale, the Drum Limestone, the Cherryvale Shale, the Dennis Limestone, the Galesburg Shale, the Swope Limestone, the Ladora Shale, and the Herha Limestone (O'Connor, 1955; Ball et al., 1963; Zeller, 1968). The alternating limestones and shales result in a definable group of reflectors shown in fig. 3. Below the Kansas City Group, at the base of the Upper Pennsylvanian Series is the Pleasanton Group, which is primarily shales and sandstones (O'Connor, 1955; Ball et al., 1963; Zeller, 1968). No reflectors have been identified from within the Pleasanton Group.

Below the Pleasanton is the Marmaton Group, which occurs at the top of the Middle Pennsylvanian Series. The Marmaton Group consists of alternating limestones, shales, and sandstones (O'Connor, 1955; Ball et al., 1963; Zeller, 1968). Seismic reflectors interpreted to be from within the Marmaton occur at the east end of the study area.

The sedimentary section described above has a gentle 1° dip to the west-northwest. This results in the observation of stratigraphically higher reflectors to the west and lower to the east. Superimposed on this gentle westward dip is the topographic relief of the study area. A maximum 300 ft (91 m) of relief from ridge tops to valley floors occurs in the area (Wilson et al., 1986). The observed seismic sections are a function of the east-west position within the study area and the local elevation of the survey line.

Data Acquisition

All data were acquired with an I/O DHR-2400 seismograph. The 24-channel data were analog filtered, amplified, A/D converted (11 bits per log), and recorded on a 9-track magnetic tape in a demultiplexed format. Generally, two shots were recorded at 1/4-msec sampling interval (2,000-Hz alias frequency) with a total sampling time of 250 msec at each shot location. The 36 dB octave roll-off analog low-cut filters selected during acquisition have at the -3 dB point a dominant frequency from 220 to 340 Hz depending on the specific site characteristics and depth of interest. The selection of the analog low-cut filters was based on dominant and maximum reflection frequencies recorded during walkaway-noise testing.

Selection of the type, number, orientation, and spacing of sources and receivers for each line was intended to maximize recorded data and its resolution potential while maintaining as much consistency as possible in wavelet characteristics. Data for this study were recorded with two single Mark Products L-40A 100-Hz geophones wired in series and planted in a small (<1-m; 3.3-ft) inline array. Modified 30-06 and .50-caliber hunting rifles were used as projectile energy sources. Subterranean detonation of these rifles increased ground coupling and reduced air-coupled waves. Determination of the appropriate energy source was based on target depth and surface conditions (i.e., attenuation). The source and receiver station spacing was optimized according to each site’s target-depth range and near-surface velocity. All the seismic data presented here were collected over a two-week period.

Data Processing

The 24-channel seismic-reflection data were processed into 12-fold CDP stacked sections using algorithms and a processing flow designed to enhance the high-frequency portion of the seismic traces. The critical steps in the processing flow include first-arrival muting, air-blast muting, bad-trace editing, common-depth-point (CDP) sorting, bandpass filtering, automatic surface-consistent statics, normal moveout velocity correction, automatic Gain Control (AGC) trace scaling, and CDP stacking. Each seismic line was processed individually with the order and parameters selected for each of the previous steps optimized for each line.

Unique data characteristics, related to near-surface conditions on certain lines, required specific processing techniques to enhance reflections and improve line-to-line correlations. Some of the line-specific techniques used included trace mixing (whole CDPs), auto-shaping deconvolution, auto-predictive deconvolution, time-varying filtering, and predictive deconvolution. These techniques were used conservatively to retain as much consistency between lines as possible.

Interpreted Seismic Data

The final stacked sections used for interpreting the subsurface geology have signal-to-noise ratios that allow confident and consistent correlation of reflections from section to section and from actual traces to synthetic traces (derived from geophysical well logs). The dominant frequency of the unprocessed field data varies from 140 to 350 Hz, depending on site characteristics and recording parameters. Reflections are interpreted on the seismic sections and correlated to either group, formation, or member based on signal-to-noise ratios and resolution. Refections or apparent reflections not correlated to particular geologic interfaces do not have high confidence matches with the synthetic seismic traces and/or the stratigraphic column from this area. All CDP sections interpreted on stacked seismic sections equate to geologic interfaces that range from the base of the Deer Creek Limestone (Shawnee Group) to below the base of the Kansas City Group, possibly within the Marmaton Group (fig. 2).

Seismic-reflection events interpreted to represent significant geologic features are enhanced on the seismic sections (figs. 4–10). Specific groups, formations, or members were correlated to reflection arrivals based on time/depth, wavelet characteristics,
surrounding reflection events, and drill/log data. A synthetic seismogram was generated using the acoustic-velocity log from the Osage City #4 drillhole located to the west and downdip of the survey area (sec. 4, T. 15 S., R. 13 W.; fig. 3). Interpretations are intended to highlight orientation and stratigraphic features of reflectors within the upper 350 m in this area. Correlating seismic data with minimal well control, significant distance between lines, and no acoustical marker horizons forced strong dependence on matching of acoustical properties.

The Overbrook-2 seismic line possesses several localized geologic features (fig. 4). Several strong reflecting events are present between 80 and 250 mscs. An unidentified reflection at about 80 mscs dips about 5° to the north relative to the flat-lying Oread Formation at about 90 mscs. Two subtle erosional/depositional features can be interpreted in reflections between 130 and 220 mscs. A 2-msec high in the Haskell Limestone at about CDP 260 represents about a 2-2.5-m (6.6-8.2-ft) change in elevation over a distance of slightly more than 25 m (82 ft). A 1-msec channel in the top of the Kansas City Group is present at CDP 235 and equates to a cut about 1.5 m (5 ft) deep and 35 m (115 ft) across. Dominant frequency of data on this line is approximately 175 to 200 Hz, which suggests vertical resolution of about 1.5 m to 2 m (5 ft to 6.6 ft). The cyclic nature of the reflecting events is very consistent with the regional geology as determined by drilling and outcrop studies (Heckel et al., 1979).

The Overbrook-1 seismic line has a slightly lower dominant frequency than Overbrook-2 but contains a potential erosional/depositional feature at the contact between the Lansing and Kansas City Groups. Gentle undulations in the Amazonia Limestone (75 m; 246 ft) and the Haskell Limestone (105 m; 345 ft) are evident above the top of the Lansing Group. Erosional features at the base of the Ireland Sandstone on the south end of the line can be inferred at approximately 85 mscs. An apparent lens or pinch-out between units within the Lansing Group and the top of the Kansas City Group can be interpreted between CDP 200 and 360 at a depth of about 150 mscs. The feature appears to be the result of erosion of the top of the Kansas City Group and subsequent deposition and eventual channel-filling. The feature has expression at the basal contact of the Lansing Group and is thickest (~15 m; 49 ft) at the most southerly end of the line. The minimum vertical resolution potential of this data set is about 2.5-3 m (8-10 ft).

The Franklin seismic line is stratigraphically lower in the section and possesses the greatest resolution potential of all the lines acquired (fig. 6). Reflections across the entire section are relatively flat with little indication of either structural or stratigraphic change or anomalies. The shallowest reflection is probably from the Haskell Limestone (25 m; 82 ft). A thick section of Tonganoxie Sandstone (within the Stranger Formation) present on this line just beneath the Haskell Limestone is not evident in this quantity on any of the other seven lines. This could be a large channel feature. Between the top of the Marmon Group and the basal contact of the Kansas City Group, a pinch-out can be interpreted. This line possesses resolution potential of less than 1 m in certain parts of the section.

The Pomona section lacks the high-signal-to-noise ratio in the upper 100 mscs of the record present on other data from this study (fig. 7). The top of the Kansas City Group is the first quality reflection interpretable on the seismic section. The shallower reflections (top of the Lansing Group and the Haskell Limestone) did not stack in as a direct result of a limestone layer very close to the ground surface that adversely affected the seismic energy. As with the Franklin section, little variation can be observed across the section. The maximum potential resolution within the Kansas City Group on this section is about 2 m (6.6 ft).

Stratigraphic changes can be observed within several units on the Lyndon seismic section (fig. 8). Thinning can be interpreted at the top of the Oread Formation (65
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The Osage City seismic line is structurally stratigraphically the most variable (fig. 9). A very well defined lens-pinot-outchannel can be interpreted at the base of the Oread Formation within what is identified as the Amazonia Limestone or Ireland Sandstone. The channel within the Amazonia Limestone/Ireland Sandstone is the most significant feature of its type delineated during this study. The channel appears to be 150-200 m (492-656 ft) across with a maximum depth of 5-7 m (16-23 ft). Several stratigraphic anomalies are present within the Lansing Group. Subtle undulating beds are evident within the Kansas City Group between CDP 225 and 250 at a depth of 210 m. The apparent dip or pull-up on the north end of the line is probably related to low fold and uncompensated near-surface static. The maximum vertical resolution on this line is 1-1.5 m (3.3-5 ft).

The Burlingame seismic line possesses the lowest dominant reflection frequencies and therefore the lowest resolution potential of the eight lines (fig. 10). Two stratigraphic features of potential interest can be interpreted on the section at 90 m and 180 m. These features both seem to be mounds probably associated with depositional anomalies. These highs are both about 2-3 m (6.6-10 ft) vertical and 20-25 m (66-82 ft) horizontal. The shallower high (90 m) may be the edge of a pinot-out or lens extending beyond the end of the survey line to the north. Within the Kansas City Group, significant changes in reflection wavelet characteristics seem to occur, possibly indicative of thickness changes in beddings within that horizon. The vertical resolution potential of this data set is around 3 m (9.8 ft).

The Scranton seismic data is stratigraphically higher in the section and, therefore, has the potential to image all the major geologic interfaces observed on the previous seven lines (fig. 11). Very few unique or anomalous features can be interpreted on this section. This section displays the cyclic layer-cake stratigraphy that is regionally consistent in most of eastern Kansas. Across the section as a whole, very subtle deviations from horizontal bedding can be observed as in previous sections. The Lansing Group is relatively distinct, but reflections from within the Lansing Group (beneath the Oread Formation) do not possess the necessary spectral properties to resolve layering as clearly as other seismic sections in this study. The Kansas City Group is sufficiently deep that the signal-to-noise ratio does not permit much in the way of stratigraphic interpretations. The vertical resolution potential of this data set ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 m (5-8 ft).

Miller and Weis—Shallow Seismic-reflection Techniques

Conclusions

The seismic data collected from this area are on the average very high quality with thin-bed resolution ranging from 1 to 4 m. Seismic data from the east, north, and west portions of the study area are of excellent quality and can be correlated with the synthetic seismograms and from line to line based on wavelet character and reflection-time intervals. The seismic data from the southwest part of the area have slightly different signal characteristics in comparison to the other data sets. However, reflection-time intervals, stacking velocities, and the synthetic seismogram reflections can be identified and verified from well data. Seismic data from the southeast portion of the study area do not possess the very high signal-to-noise ratio of lines from other parts of the study area. This is most likely due to the near-surface repetitive limestone sequences seen in outcrop all over the southern portion of the study area. Confidence in interpreting many of the apparent subtle stratigraphic and/or structural features on these seismic data as real (and not static or uncompensated velocity) comes from qualitative comparisons of the interpreted feature reflections above and below.

Seismic reflection can be cost-effective in delineating subsurface features significant to hydrologists, petroleum geologists, and petroleum engineers in this area. Petro-
leum exploration targets in eastern Kansas with horizontal extent less than 20 m (66 ft) and vertical expression less than 3 m (10 ft) at depths of 100–350 m (330–1,155 ft) could be routinely delineated using this method. Detection and mapping of channel systems with seismic reflection could greatly enhance identification of ground-water availability and production in east-central Kansas. Model parameters necessary for enhanced recovery systems could be improved if zone geometries could be resolved within 2 m (6.6 ft) vertically and 10 m (33 ft) horizontally. This data set suggests that seismic reflection could greatly benefit most subsurface exploration and/or exploitation in east-central Kansas.
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FIGURE 11—INTERPRETED 12-FOOT SEISMIC-REFLECTION PROFILE NEAR POMONA, KANSAS. The reflection from the Oread is at 120 msc (145 m). The base of the Lawrence is interpreted to be at approximately 160 msc (190 m).
Garfield Prospect, Lippelmann Field, Decatur County, Kansas

Michael L. Crouch
Murfin Drilling Co., Wichita, KS 67202

Introduction

The Lippelmann field is located in the east-central portion of Decatur County, Kansas. The initial test, the Murfin Drilling Company #1-16 Lippelmann, was drilled in August 1982. Development drilling began immediately after the discovery well, and the field was developed by September 1984. A total of five successful oil wells have been drilled in the Lippelmann field with production coming from the Pennsylvanian Oread, Lansing, and Paynnee-Cherokee formations. Production has been approximately 356,166 BO as of June 1992, with the ultimate recovery projected at 554,732 BO.

Regional Geology

In Decatur County, Pennsylvanian oil is trapped in structures along the southern extension of the Cambridge arch (fig. 1). The Cambridge Arch is located in Norton and Decatur counties and covers only about 1,000 m² (2,589 km²) in western Kansas. It is a large, northwest-trending anticlinal feature that extends northward into Nebraska and is separated by a structural saddle from the Central Kansas uplift to the southeast. Structural movement occurred along the Cambridge Arch in pre-Mississippian, pre-Desmoinesian post-Mississippian, and Mesozoic time.

Prospect Geology

The Garfield prospect was originated in a general geological evaluation of R, 26 W. from T. 2 S. to T. 5 S. done in August 1980 (fig. 2). The original evaluations were done by mapping the Lansing structure and the Anhydrite to Lansing isochron. Several areas of interest were identified due to holes with shows of hydrocarbon and structural and isopach mapping which indicated a test could be drilled in a more favorable position with the aid of seismic information.

Several prospects in T. 3 S. were of the highest quality to have acreage checks performed. The first was located around secs. 5 and 6 due to a possible structural anomaly set up by holes in sec. 32, sec. 5, sec. 6, sec. 12, and sec. 7. Another was located in secs. 3, 4, 9, and 10 generated by a well in sec. 9 with a slight show in the Lansing–Kansas City.

The third prospect, the Garfield prospect, was built on a test that recovered free oil from the Lansing in sec. 19 and an anomalously high hole in sec. 17, resulting in a prospect in secs. 17, 18, 19, and 20. On the Garfield prospect, Murfin Drilling Company

obtained acreage in secs. 19, 20, and 29, and we also obtained all of sec. 16, which was not part of the original geological ideal. The dry hole in the NE NE NE sec. 17 was the only control point for our lead and had only show of gas in the upper Lansing. The hole was drilled by Consolidated Oil and Gas and John O. Farmer in 1970, with three DST's. The DST in the upper Lansing had 480 ft (146 m) of gas in the pipe with mud and water and good reservoir pressures. The Lansing was at -949 ft (-289 m) and the Anhydrite to Lansing interval was 1,401 ft (427 m).

Prospect Geophysics

The geophysical method used to investigate the prospect was correlation point seismic information. The seismic records were evaluated with an Anhydrite Time Structure map used in conjunction with isochron maps to various reflectors below the anhydrite.

Seismic program was assigned to evaluated sec. 16. This prospect was termed the Garfield prospect, and the acreage to the southwest termed the Tacha prospect. The following discussion will be limited to sec. 16 and the resulting development around the Garfield prospect. Shot points were assigned on a diagonal 20-acre (8-ha) pattern on sec. 16 and also a shot point on the Consolidated Oil & Gas and J. O. Farmer hole in the NE NE NE sec. 17. The original program on the Garfield prospect consisted of 33 points. The seismic program was shot by Reliance Exploration of Wichita, Kansas, using 180-ft (55-m) shot holes loaded with 5–10 lbs of charge for the “A” shot. A second shot for each hole was recorded at approximately 60 ft (18 m) with 2.1/2 lbs of charge. The records were 12 traces, split-spread recorded with a 50–130 filter and computed to a 2,500-ft (762-m) above-sea-level datum. The records were displayed on photographic paper, and no tape records were recorded. The identification of the various horizons was accomplished by using regional velocities since no synthetic seismogram was available in the area. The resulting interpretation is presented in the next four figures. The graphic display of these maps, and all following sets of maps, is a 3D view of sec. 16 as seen from above and from the northwest with the Consolidated Farmer well shown as a bore hole with a synthetic seismogram displayed beside the hole. The synthetic seismogram was generated from the Murfin #1-16 Lippelmann, which was drilled after the original interpretation was completed. Figure 3 shows the shot points as
A location was selected at the SE NW NW sec. 16 and the Murfin Drilling Company #1-16 Lippelmann was spudded 8-28-82 and completed as an oil well. The first DST in the Oread recovered 30 ft (9 m) of clean gassy oil, 120 ft (37 m) of mud-cut oil, 400 ft (122 m) of highly oil-cut mud, and 360 ft (110 m) of muddy water (fig. 7).

The second DST (3,506–3,550 ft, 1,069–1,082 m; Lansing C, D, and E) recovered 1,100 ft (335 m) of gas in pipe, 630 ft (192 m) of clean gassy oil, and 780 ft (238 m) of frothy oil with good pressures.

The third DST in the Cherokee (3,823–3,850 ft; 1,165–1,173 m) recovered 20 ft (6 m) of heavy oil-cut mud and 1,310 ft (400 m) of slightly oil-cut saltwater.

The Lansing formation was penetrated as a subsue datum of -923 ft (-281 m) and the Anhydrite to Lansing interval at 1,390 ft (424 m), which represents 11 ft (3.4 m) of thinning to the well in sec. 17.

Figure 7 also presents a sample record correlated to a synthetic seismogram generated from the Murfin #1-16 Lippelmann along with the logs from the test and the DST results.

Since the N/2 and the S/2 of sec. 16 were separate leases, it was decided by Murfin Drilling Company to drill the Murfin "B" #1-16 in the south half, located in NE NW
SW, just north of shot point #18. The well was spudded on August 28, 1982, and ran low all the way down to total depth (TD). The hole had a Lansing datum of -947 ft (-289 m) and an Anhydrite to Lansing datum interval of 1,397 ft (426 m) (fig. 8).

Three tests were run during the drilling, but no shows of oil or gas were recovered except for some very slightly oil-cut mud out of the Oread.

With our initial success, we felt that the features in the NW sec. 16 needed to be refined with shot points on 10-acre (4-ha) locations. The new program resulted in 25 more shot points. The second round of shooting put the charge for the "A" shot at

FIGURE 8—SYNTHETIC SEISMGRAM OF LIPPELMANN B #1–16 AND LIPPELMANN #1–16.

FIGURE 9—GARFIELD PROSPECT.

FIGURE 10—ANHYDRITE TIME SURFACE.

FIGURE 11—ANHYDRITE TO TOPEKA TIME SURFACE.
approximately 250 ft (76 m) and the “B” shot was detonated at approximately 100 ft (30 m). Charge sizes increased to 15 lbs on the “A” shot and 10 lbs on the “B” shot. The filter setting and geophone layout were consistent with the first round of shooting. The same graphical display as above is presented with the new shot points filled in on 10-acre (4-ha) spots.

Figure 9 indicates the location of the infill points along with the initial two tests drilled by Murfin Drilling Company. The #1-16 Lippelmann is displayed at shot point 114 and the Murfin “B” 1-16 is displayed between shot points 18 and 103. Figure 10 is a display of the Anhydrite Time Structure indicating a large positive area in the N2 sec. 16. Figure 11 displays the Topka structure below a flattened Anhydrite and again shows a positive feature running northwest-southeast across the section. Figure 12 indicates the same structural configuration on top of the Lansing.

Shot points in the NW sec. 16 (114, 92, 95, and 97) appeared to be high and thin on all maps. The Murfin Drilling Company #2-16 Lippelmann (shot point #92 NW NE NW) and the #3-16 Lippelmann (shot point #97 NW SE NW) were staked on those shot points.

The #2 Lippelmann was spudded on July 28, 1983, and drilled to total depth with seven DST’s being performed. Figure 13 shows the resulting log, in cross section form, from the Lippelmann #2-16 and the DST’s. The Lansing was penetrated at -933 ft (-284 m) and the Anhydrite to Lansing interval was 1,396 ft (426 m). Pipe was set.

The #3 Lippelmann was spudded on August 7, 1983, and drilled to total depth with one DST (fig. 14). The Lansing was penetrated at -936 ft (-285 m) with an interval of 1,397 ft (426 m).

FIGURE 12—Anhydrite to Lansing time surface.

FIGURE 13—Synthetic seismogram of Lippelmann B #1-16, Lippelmann #1-16, and Lippelmann #2-16.
Murfin Drilling obtained a farm-out from Diamond Shamrock in the S/2 sec. 9 and decided to shoot a diagonal 20-pattern (nine more points) there (figs. 15–18 are a result of that interpretation). The wells which had been drilled previous to the additional shooting are displayed on the maps in figs. 15–18. Murfin Drilling Company had also renewed the lease on the S/2 sec. 16 from Mr. Lippelmann on a six-month term.

Because of the resulting interpretation, it was decided to offset to the original three wells somewhere in the SW sec. 9 and also at a possible location on a high thin spot in the S/2 sec. 16. After an evaluation of the interpretation, Murfin Drilling Company decided to drill near the SE SW sec. 16 between shot points 27 and 127. This seemed to be on the feature running northwest/southeast and also on a somewhat positive Anhydrite.

The Murfin "B" #2-16 was spudded on November 14, 1983, and drilled to depth with no tests or shows and TD in the Lansing without reaching the base of the Kansas City. The Lansing was at 967 ft (-295 m) and the Anhydrite to Lansing interval was 1,400 ft (427 m). Figure 19 indicates the relationship of the Murfin "B" #2-16 to the wells drilled earlier on the prospect.

Several more shot points (5) were now programmed in the S/2 sec. 9 to obtain 10-acre coverage over the area on the proposed 1-9 Shirley. The resulting interpretation as shown in figs. 20–23 located the Murfin #1-9 Shirley on the same diagonal 20 pattern (SE SW SW) north of the #1-16 Lippelmann at shot point #141. The Murfin #1-9 Shirley was spudded on November 20, 1983. The Lansing was cut at 927 ft (-278 m) and the interval was 1,393 ft (425 m). Pipe was set (fig. 20).

Production from the Lippelmann field through June 1992 has been 249,333 BO from the Lippelmann lease and 106,833 BO from the Shirley lease with the ultimate recovery projected at 429,873 BO from the Lippelmann lease and 124,859 BO from the Shirley lease.
FIGURE 18—Anhydrite to Topeka time surface.

FIGURE 19—Garfield Prospect, Decatur County.
FIGURE 21—Anhydrite time surface.

FIGURE 20 (LEFT)—Synthetic seismogram of Lippellmann B #2–16, Lippellmann B #16, Lippellmann #1–16, Lippellmann #2–16, and Lippellmann #3–16.

FIGURE 22—Anhydrite to Topeka time surface.

FIGURE 23—Anhydrite to Landing time surface.

Minneola Complex, Ford and Clark Counties, Kansas

Stacy L. Clark
Double Eagle Enterprises, Tulsa, OK 74103

Introduction

The stratigraphy of the Morrow Series in southwest Kansas consists of sandstones and shales, with the shales acting as source and seal and the sandstones forming the reservoir facies. Within the Minneola complex, the upper limit of the Morrow is defined by the base of the “Thirteen Finger limestone” (where present) or the base of the Inola limestone. The base of the Morrow is the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity (fig. 1). The Morrow interval ranges from 5 to 120 ft (2 to 37 m) in thickness in the Minneola complex (fig. 2) and thickens south-southwest toward the Anadarko basin.

The Morrow sandstones and siltstones are lenticular and range in thickness up to 15 ft (5 m). The sandstones are very fine grained, clean, subrounded to rounded, cemented by calcite, and commonly glauconitic (Robinson, 1983). Quartz averages over 90% of the framework minerals, chert averages 3%, and glauconite, feldspar, and sedimentary rock fragments account for 1% or less of the total volume. The framework minerals are cemented by ankerite, calcite, quartz, clay minerals, and pyrite, of which carbonate minerals and quartz are the most common. Associated interbedded shales and siltstones are dark gray to black, ranging from 20 to 50 ft (6 to 15 m) in thickness. Occasionally, at the base of the Morrow, a conglomeratic sandstone up to 20 ft (6 m) thick is present. Porosities range normally 1–4% in the unproductive tight sands and 12–18% in the productive sands.

At the close of Mississippian—Chesterian time, the sea regressed and the northern shelf of the Anadarko basin was subaerially exposed. Fluvial drainage systems developed in the Early Pennsylvanian around the flanks of the Hugoton embayment and on the northern shelf of the Anadarko basin; sediment was eroded from the Central Kansas uplift and transported into the area. Marine transgression into the area during Morrow time resulted in the deposition of conglomeratic basal sandstones and marine shales. Following several transgressive-regressive cycles and the deposition of sporadically distributed lower and middle nonproductive Morrow sandstones, the uppermost and major productive Morrow sandstone was deposited during the final transgressive phase. Figure 3 illustrates the thickness and distribution of the productive sandstones in the study area.

These uppermost productive Morrow sandstones have been interpreted by Doyel (1985) to be strike-valley sandstones, reworked and redeposited in a marginal marine environment during the transgression of Early Pennsylvanian seas. Busch (1974) described the geometry of strike-valley sandstones as 1) being controlled by pre depositional topography of tilted alternating resistant and nonresistant strata, 2) lengths up to “many” (Busch, 1974) miles for individual sand bodies, 3) very asymmetric in cross sections having a teardrop profile, and 4) having widths ranging from 0.5 to 1 mi (0.8 to 1.6 km). Morrow sandstone geometry in the Minneola complex fails to satisfy three of four of Busch’s (1974) genetic criteria for strike-valley sandstones.

Within the study area, the Morrow sandstones and shales lie unconformably on the lithologically uniform, resistant St. Genevieve Limestone. Subsurface mapping indicates that the pre depositional topography of the Mississippian surface locally was eroded not into escarpments or cuestas that parallel strike, but into a gently sloping surface cut by Early Pennsylvanian drainage channels, which roughly parallel present-day regional dip to the south-southwest. Regionally, the geologically ideal location for the deposition of strike-valley sandstones would be on the alternating resistant-nonsus- tant strata of the Mississippian Chester formation, which subcrops approximately 6 mi (10 km) south of the study area. In contrast to strike-valley sandstones, the Morrow sandstones in the study area are rarely laterally continuous along strike for more than 1–1.5 mi (1.6–2.4 km). In addition, the sandstones are symmetric and lenticular or pod-like rather than asymmetric and teardrop in configuration (fig. 3). The sandstones maintain widths ranging from 0.5 to 1 mi (0.8–1.6 km). Although the stratigraphy is consistent with marginal marine deposition, the genetic inconsistencies open the possibility for other depositional model alternatives.

The uppermost productive Morrow sandstones in the study area are interpreted to be barrier bars or shelf sandstones (Tillman et al., 1985) deposited during stillstands of a transgressive sea. The barrier bar sandstones deposited during stillstand “2” of fig. 3 are represented in the stratigraphic cross section of fig. 4. These sandstones are 5–15 ft (1.5–4.5 m) thick and are best preserved within the former fluvial channels due to differential compaction during deposition. Deposition of the sandstones on Mississippian highs outside the channels resulted in very thin (less than 5 ft or 2 m), tight sandstone. The barrier bar sandstones were covered by marine shales and marine shelf carbonates of the Cherokee Group as transgression continued.

FIGURE 2—INDEX MAP OF STUDY AREA SHOWING MAJOR TECTONIC FEATURES. INDIVIDUAL FIELDS AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION OF MINNEOLA COMPLEX ARE SHOWN IN INSERT.
Minneola Complex

Introduction

The Minneola complex, located in northwestern Clark and southwestern Ford counties, Kansas, consists of northeast-southwest-trending oil fields that produce almost entirely from sandstones of Morrowan age: Norcan, Norcan East, and Fager fields. The complex currently consists of 54 producing oil and gas wells, of which 50 wells produce from Morrowan sandstones at depths of 5,100–5,300 ft (1,554–1,615 m). Here, the sandstones range in thickness from 3 to 16 ft (1–5 m). Two Morrowan wells have some minor commingled gas production from the Mississippian. The remaining four wells produce oil from limestones in the Marmaton Group. Closure is present on these limestones as a result of draping over Mississippian erosional remnants. Total recoverable reserves for the Minneola complex are estimated to be 2.5 million bbl of oil and 6 billion ft³ of gas. Morrowan sandstone production was first established in southeast Clark County, Kansas, with the discovery of the Harper Ranch field in 1953. Discovery of the Lexington field in east-central Clark County by Mesa Petroleum in 1977 extended Morrow production approximately 20 mi (32 km) north. The discovery by Ladd in 1980 of the Minneola complex extended known Morrowan sandstone production 25 mi (40 km) west.

The Morrowan sandstones at Lexington field and the Minneola complex accumulated under similar conditions. The thickest Morrowan sandstones were deposited in narrow channel cuts on the weathered, eroded Mississippian surface, a situation which created excellent stratigraphic traps for petroleum accumulations. Early exploration drilling by Mesa at Lexington for these traps was primarily guided by limited subsurface control. However, seismic data became increasingly important as development drilling proceeded at the Lexington field after Morrowan production was found to be associated with seismic anomalies. The discovery well in the Minneola complex, Ladd 1-8 Norton, sec. 8, T. 30 S., R. 25 W., was drilled on an anomaly (recognized on 12-fold Vibroseis seismic) similar to those drilled at Lexington field. Subsequent development drilling in the Minneola complex relied on the integration of seismic data with subsurface geologic analysis.

Geologic Cross Section

The locations of the five wells incorporated into the geologic cross section (fig. 4) and the example seismic section (see fig. 8) are superimposed in fig. 3. All five wells are within 330 ft (100 m) of the seismic line and penetrate the Mississippian limestone. The cross section illustrates the relationship between productive/potentially productive 50–100 ft (15–30 m) channel cuts and the nonproductive regionally thin, less than 20-ft (6-m) Morrow shale-filled section.

The westernmost well, Banks Oil #1-5 Belden, cuts approximately 50 ft (15 m) of Morrow channel fill and encountered 6 ft (2 m) of middle Morrowan nonproductive wet sandstone. Nearly 8,000 ft (2,460 m) to the east, the Santa Fe #1-3 Boucher is stratigraphically high on the Mississippian and encountered no Morrowan sandstone. The central well 990 ft to the east, Ladd #2-3 Fager, encountered approximately 10 ft (3 m) of Morrowan sandstone, which was deposited in a 40-ft (12-m) channel and initially produced 246 BOPD. The Murfin #1-3 Fager, 990 ft (305 m) east, is stratigraphically high and again encountered no productive Morrowan sand. The easternmost well, the Murfin #2-2 Hall, cuts 56 ft (17 m) of Morrow channel fill but encountered no productive Morrowan sandstone.

Based on the depositional model, drilling in Early Pennsylvanian channels is no guarantee that upper sandstones will be encountered. Between still-stands, marine shales and fine siltstones were deposited. These depositional relationships are illustrated in fig. 4 by the poorly developed upper sandstone in the Banks Oil #1-5 Belden and the Murfin #2-2 Hall, both of which were drilled on either side of a productive upper Morrowan sandstone. The nonproductive fine siltstones and sandstones found in these wells are tight (5% porosity) since they were not reworked during deposition.

Seismic Section

Determining the position of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity on the regional seismic data is critical. To perform this task, synthetic seismograms were generated from available sonic logs and tied to the seismic line. Once the position of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity on the seismic data is established, anomalous changes in wavelet character (amplitude, frequency, and polarity) along this interface can be identified and mapped. Changes in lithology and thickness in the Morrowan section are associated with seismic anomalies in the Minneola complex.
Mississippian is a very weak seismic event. The addition of low-velocity sands and shales in the Early Pennsylvanian channels causes a strong acoustic interface with the Mississippian limestones, resulting in localized amplitude anomalies. Note that as channel depth decreases and the clastic fill thins, the bright spots decrease in amplitude. In conjunction with amplitude anomalies, apparent polarity reversals (marked #3 on fig. 6) are observed at the channel edges at the top of Mississippian reflectors (fig. 6). The Cherokee–Morrow–Mississippian reflector, which is normally a very weak peak, becomes a strong trough over the Early Pennsylvanian channels at 190 msec. This change is due again to the addition of 60-100 ft (18-30 m) of clastic section in the channel and results in an 8-12-msec time shift or polarity reversal. Diffractions, strong amplitudes, and polarity reversals are the most frequently observed anomalies associated with pre-Pennsylvanian channels.

The other two anomalies are less commonly observed. The first is the sagging and loss of amplitude in the overlying Marmaton reflector (marked #4 on fig. 6). This sagging (at 155 msec on fig. 6) is in response to differential compaction of sediments deposited over more compactible shales and sands deposited within the channel. The second of these less commonly observed seismic anomalies is the breakup and/or faulting of the Viola–Arbuckle reflectors at 260 msec (marked #5 on fig. 6). These reflectors are generally a continuous, strong peak–trough–peak sequence located approximately 103 msec below the top of the Mississippian event. The cause for the breakup of these seismic events is not clear. Faulting or fracturing in the pre-Pennsylvanian section possibly controlled development of the Early Pennsylvanian drainage patterns. Fault systems interpreted on Ladd proprietary seismic data several miles southwest of the Minneola complex appear to be associated with the Early Pennsylvanian drainage patterns. A second explanation for the apparent “faulting” below channels is seismic ray-path geometry. Seismic ray-trace modeling indicates imaging problems occur as wave fronts (returning from underlying reflectors) encounter the edges of deep, steep-sided channels (fig. 7). This encounter causes “breaks” in the overlying Viola–Arbuckle reflectors which, although they appear to be faults in fig. 6 at 270 msec, are in fact the product of ray-path geometry.

Although many examples of the previously described anomalies have been identified on the available seismic data base, the following example was chosen for its proximity to well control. The seismic line is 12-fold, consisting of a 20-100 Hz upsew and three inline vibrators. The array was 48 channel, with 165-ft (50-m) group and 330-ft (100-m) shotpoint intervals. The location of the line (fig. 5) cuts nearly perpendicularly to several Early Pennsylvanian channels and passes 330 ft (101 m) south of four key wells and 330 ft (101 m) north of the other.

Figure 5 is the unmerged final plot (migrated data were not available). The interval of interest is located between 950 and 1,000 msec, with the top of the Mississippian at approximately 970 msec. Accurately identifying the top of the Mississippian is important to avoid misinterpretation of Early Pennsylvanian channeling anomalies. This section has several key anomalies associated with Early Pennsylvanian drainage. The first example is the amplitude anomalies located at both the eastern and western ends of the line. SP 103–110 and SP 178–188 at 980 msec, which correspond to Early Pennsylvanian channel cuts identified on the geologic cross section. The amplitude anomalies (indicated by #1 on fig. 8) associated with the Banks #1-5 Belden and Murfin #2-2 Hall wells indicate that additional clastic section was deposited locally in a channel cut. Modeling indicates amplitude anomalies associated with Early Pennsylvanian channeling events are dependent upon several of the following variables: 1) depth of channel cut, 2) types of lithologies filling the channel, and 3) the types and variability of overlying and underlying lithologies. Diffractions (indicated by #2 on fig. 8) appear to be associated with the Banks #1-5 Belden well, which suggests a sharp channel cut. Both anomalies located on either side of the seismic line have polarity reversals (indicated by #3 on fig. 8) present at the channel edges at the top of the Mississippian reflector. The second example is located between SP 155 and SP 170 at 980 msec. The convex shape of the reflector suggests diffractions off the channel edges. Proper migration of these
data will collapse those diffractions into their correct orientation and reduce the risk of missing the channel by drilling diffraction events on nonmigrated data.

The amplitude of this event would be further enhanced by migration, which would move additional energy into its proper location. The weakness of amplitude in this case is due to the fact that only 20 ft (6 m) of additional Morrow section was deposited in this shallow cut and higher velocity sandstone replaces lower velocity shale, reducing the reflection coefficient of the event. Modeling indicates strong amplitude events do not occur until more than 50 ft (15 m) of additional clastic section is deposited. This is the case at the Banks and Murfin wells located at the far ends of the cross section.

The abrupt break in the weak peak that marks the top of the Mississippian contrasts sharply with the strong trough over the channel event (fig. 8). This apparent polarity reversal is attributed to the increased thickness of sandstones and shales found in the Morrowan channel as opposed to adjacent faster velocity Mississippian limestones. This particular seismic line does not illustrate either sagging of the overlying Marmaton events or the breakup and/or faulting of the underlying Viola-Ar bucklee reflectors.

Conclusions

Oil and gas production in the fields of the Minneola complex are controlled by the development of reservoir-quality Morrowan sandstones. Sandstone development was controlled by the interaction of two geological events. First, during regression of the Mississippian Chesterian sea, fluvial drainage channels were incised into the Mississippian limestone surface; later, cyclic Early Pennsylvanian marine transgressions caused the deposition of marine sandstones, the greatest thicknesses of which were concentrated in lows in the earlier developed drainage patterns. The paleodrainage systems are manifested on CDP seismic data as a variety of anomalies: 1) diffractions, 2) amplitude anomalies, 3) apparent polarity reversals, 4) sagging of overlying reflectors, and 5) apparent "faulting" in the pre-Mississippian section.
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Introduction

Roland SE field is located in the northwest portion of Rush County, Kansas (fig. 1). Although the field was discovered in 1968, it was not effectively developed until 1968. At the present time, there are 10 producing wells at Roland SE. Production is from the Cambrian-Ordovician Arbuckle Group with the exception of one well, Baldwin #1–36, which produces from the Pennsylvanian Lansing Group (fig. 2). Ultimate recovery at Roland SE is projected to be 444,000 BO, with the average well producing 44,000 BO.

The Arbuckle dolomite is an excellent reservoir at Roland SE field, as illustrated by 6 ft of Arbuckle core from the House #3–36. Measured porosities average 23.7% while the average permeability is 1,540.7 millidarcies.

Regional Geology

In Rush County, oil is trapped within closed structures along the irregular Arbuckle subcrop, a major angular unconformity (fig. 3). Rush County is located on the western flank of the Central Kansas uplift. The uplift comprises several anticlines or horsts that were created by uplift of Precambrian basement granites and quartzites during late Mississippian time.

Rush Rib is the local northwest-southeast-trending structure that sets up the Arbuckle play in Rush County. Arbuckle beds are truncated and overlain by Pennsylvanian rocks along each flank. Arbuckle rocks are absent on the crest of the rib, where Precambrian basement rocks are in direct contact with Pennsylvanian strata (fig. 5).

During pre-Pennsylvanian time the uplifted rib was subject to extensive karstification. The karst topography resulted in a series of paleotopographic closed structures that are the main target for oil exploration.

These ancient hills are pitted with various sized sinkholes and bisected by larger sink valleys. Deposition of the overlying Pennsylvanian Cherokee Group followed. The Cherokee is a conglomerate of varicolored shales and chert that filled in the sink features and provide the impermeable cap rock for the Arbuckle reservoirs.

Due to differential compaction, Pennsylvanian and Permin beds are structurally closed across paleotopographic Arbuckle highs (fig. 3). Most of this compaction-related structure occurs within the Marmaton and Cherokee intervals. However, sizable Arbuckle hills affect strata as high as the Permin Stone Corral anhydrite. Many Pennsylvanian Lansing–Kansas City reservoirs owe their structure to this compaction process. Larger Arbuckle structures are identifiable as thins with isopach mapping of the Stone Corral anhydrite to the Marmaton interval (fig. 3).

Prospect Geology

Production at Roland SE was initiated upon the completion of the Rock Island Oil and Refining Company #5 Litter well (SE SW NW sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 19 W.). Subsequent unsuccessful tests to the north and west seemed to indicate that the well was associated with production at Hampton NE field. An Arbuckle structure was inferred just west of the Litter #5 well (fig. 4). The prospect was supported by the presence of two nearby show wells, the Litter #7 (NW SW NW sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 19 W.) and the #1 Litter "B" (NE NE SE sec. 36, T. 16 S., R. 20 W.), both of which recovered free oil from drill-stem tests within the Arbuckle (fig. 2).

In March of 1988, Balcon Oil drilled the #1–36 Baldwin (NW NE SE sec. 36, T. 16 S., R. 20 W.). Although the Arbuckle was structurally low and nonproductive, pay was established within the Lansing. No shows were encountered in the Arbuckle, but a nearby structure seemed likely based on presence of closure at the Lansing horizon.

Subsequent drilling of the #2–36 Baldwin, just east of the #1–36 Baldwin, resulted in the discovery of additional Arbuckle production at Roland SE. Figure 5 represents the updated version of the Arbuckle structure. Roland SE, as interpreted, comprises three separate structural reservoirs created by the very irregular Arbuckle paleotopography. Although the three distinct pools are structurally separated, they share a common oil-water contact at 1,774 ft.

The isopach map of the Stone Corral anhydrite–Marmaton interval (fig. 6) illustrates a general thin, due to compaction, across the Roland SE feature. The isopach thin corroborates with the deeper Arbuckle structure, but fails to identify the dissected Arbuckle horizon. In retrospect, the anhydrite–Marmaton isopach appears to be a very useful tool for exploration, both geologically and seismically, but has limited use when determining development locations.

Cross section B–B′ (fig. 7) shows the off-structure thickening in the Cherokee conglomerate that has filled in the Arbuckle low. An inverse relationship is seen

---

**Figure 1**—Rush County Arbuckle production.

**Figure 2**—Production map, estimated ultimate recoveries.

**Figure 3**—Cross section A–A′, not to scale.

**Figure 4**—Pre-discovery Arbuckle structure, May 1988; contour interval = 25 ft (7.6 m).
between the Cherokee thickness and the anhydrite–Marmaton isopach values of the two Baldwin wells. This is attributed to the amount of chert in the conglomerate. The author’s experience has been that, in many cases, Arbuckle sinkholes are filled with chert-rich conglomerates that are less susceptible to compaction. In this manner, local Arbuckle lows can be masked within a relatively larger Arbuckle structure.

Geophysical Overview

After the Baldwin #1–36 wildcard was drilled, the decision was made to use more detailed CDP seismic control to position wells. Seismic data were acquired in three phases and resulted in an irregular seismic grid that covered nearly every selected drill site. All data are 15-fold and were acquired using a Vibroseis source and 60-channel recording equipment. Vibrator source points were spaced at 165 ft (50 m) with geophone groups at 82.5 ft (25 m). Data were shot using a symmetrical split spread with a maximum spread length of 2,640 ft (805 m). vibrator sweeps ranged from 14 to 96 Hz over 12 kicks. Seismic-record quality is generally excellent in the area. Several strong seismic horizons exist, allowing the seismic data to be confidently tied to sonic log synthetic seismograms. Figure 8 shows Line HW-1 correlated to the synthetic seismogram from the Baldwin #1–36 well. The strong reflectors are the Stone Corral Anhydrite, Topeka Limestone, base Kansas City, and Marmaton. The Lansing and Arbuckle horizons are generally seismically mappable but are manifested as much weaker reflections.

Resolution of the Arbuckle reflection is dependent on the Cherokee being sufficient to allow visual separation from the higher amplitude Marmaton reflector. Figure 9 illustrates the effect of Cherokee thickness on Arbuckle resolution and the amplitude of the Cherokee "peak" on reverse polarity data. Intervals thicker than 45 ft (13 m) show complete resolution with no interference between the Marmaton and the Arbuckle. Partial resolution occurs between 45 ft and 10 ft (13 m and 3 m) where the Arbuckle trough does not track the horizon top exactly but the Cherokee peak shows diminishing amplitude. An additional limitation to the resolution of Arbuckle and Cherokee horizons occurs at those sites where the sinkhole width is narrow. The Fresnel zone, which contributes to a reflection, calculates to approximately 700 ft (213 m) for depths at Roland SE. For sinkholes less than 700 ft (213 m) wide, interference from the adjacent terrain prevents the observed seismic character from matching the character modeled from sonic logs.

Mapping Methods

Primary mapping methods include isochron maps for the anhydrite to Marmaton and the anhydrite to Arbuckle intervals, and seismic-character analysis for the Cherokee "peak." Isochron maps are preferred rather than time-structure maps in order to avoid artificial highs created from near-surface velocity changes. Exaggerated seismic profiles of interpreted horizons are used to provide a convenient display of subtle isochron thinning.

The Stone Corral anhydrite–Arbuckle isochron map (fig. 10) is believed to be the most reasonable proxy for Arbuckle structure, though it is limited in areas where the Cherokee is thin. The map identifies three closed thin trends which correspond to the producing structures. Each is approximately 0.005 secs thinner than the closest dry hole and 0.010 secs thinner than adjacent lows.

Since the Arbuckle reflection is not entirely reliable in resolving Arbuckle structure where the Cherokee is thin, the Stone Corral anhydrite–Marmaton isochron map (fig. 11) is created as a check on the Arbuckle interpretation. Though this interval in fig. 11 shows considerably less thinning than the anhydrite–Arbuckle map (fig. 10), the reflection strength of the Marmaton allows for more confidence in the data. The closed thins bounded by the 0.385 contour generally coincide with the producing area, but do not define the flanks of the structures as clearly. Relief measures 0.003 secs or less above edge wells, and 0.005 secs above adjacent lows.

Development History

Because the Baldwin #1–36 appeared to be a near miss in the Arbuckle reservoir, Line HW-1 was acquired to look for a nearby location that would be structurally higher at the Arbuckle. After correlating the seismic data to the well log synthetic, it was apparent that a better location was present only 600 ft (183 m) to the east where the Arbuckle event gained 6 msecs of time-structure relief. Additional positive indicators included 2 msecs of thinning in the anhydrite–Marmaton interval and a slight decrease in amplitude of the Cherokee peak. The ensuing Baldwin #2–36 was the Arbuckle discovery well, 30 ft (9.1 m) higher at the Arbuckle level and 39 ft (11.9 m) thinner in the Cherokee relative to #1–36.

After the Baldwin #2–36 success, the seismic criteria for selecting drill sites were established and an additional grid of seismic data was acquired. Line HW-4 best characterizes the field because seven wells were drilled on or close to the line. Figure 11

---

**FIGURE 5**—ARBUCKLE STRUCTURE; contour interval = 20 ft.

**FIGURE 6**—ISOROCHON MAP, STONE CORRAL–MARMATON; contour interval = 1 ft.

**FIGURE 7**—TYPE LOG CROSS SECTION.
shows this line and a vertically exaggerated display of the interpretation to illustrate interval thinning across the line. The western half of Line HW–4 clearly exhibits all of the seismic characteristics established by the Baldwin case history and seismic modeling. The interpreted time section shows that the producing House #2–36 and #3–36 are located on Marmaton and Arbuckle thins. Additionally, the Cherokee peak is significantly lower amplitude at the House wells than the area to the southwest.

The first development location drilled was the House #1–36, chosen because the Cherokee peak dims to near zero amplitude and the anhydrite–Arbuckle interval mapped as the thinnest location in the field. Although this location looked extremely safe based on seismic character, the well ran extremely low in the Arbuckle and encountered 80 ft of the Cherokee. The predominance of chert in the Cherokee indicated that a sinkhole was encountered rather than a regional Arbuckle low. A re-evaluation of the seismic line determined that the sinkhole was approximately 400 ft (122 m) wide and that good locations existed to the west. The apparent seismic character for the sinkhole is only a few traces wide and is substantially different from the character over the rest of the structure.

The House #2–36 was the second development well drilled, and 18 ft (5.5 m) of Cherokee was encountered over a productive Arbuckle structure. Similarity of the seismic character and interval thinning prompted drilling of the House #3–36 producer. This well was drilled only 380 ft (117 m) from the House #1–36 and ran 77 ft (23.5 m) higher on the Arbuckle structure. The area east of the sinkhole was tested by the Baldwin #4–36. The Baldwin #4–36 ran 44 ft (13.4 m) high relative to the House #1–36, but was not high enough to produce.

Regional thinning of the Cherokee to the east of the Baldwin #4–36 results in poor resolution of the Arbuckle reflection at the Spreier locations in sec. 30. The #2–30 has only 8 ft (2.4 m) of Cherokee, yet is too low to produce in the Arbuckle. Since the Arbuckle reflection is unresolved in sec. 30, the anhydrite–Marmaton isochron is the only useful seismic map in this area.

The development experience at Roland SE showed that seismic imaging of the dissected Arbuckle structure was reasonably successful. Limitations include the
sinkholes which are narrower than a Fresnel zone and mapping edge locations where the
relief is only 1–3 mceas over nearby dry holes. Although Balcon Oil’s development
success rate was only 50% using the seismic method, none of the seven Arbuckle wells
would likely have been drilled without acquiring the CDP seismic grid. The seismic
dollars spent on the project total $120,000 for 30.4 mi (48.9 km) of data. This represents
$0.41/bbl for the 294,000 bbls of estimated Arbuckle reserves. The total drilling and
seismic cost per barrel is $3.74.

Conclusions
Roland SE field is a cluster of three structurally trapped Arbuckle reservoirs. The
structural configuration is largely formed by remnant paleotopographic features on a
kasted erosional surface including narrow sinkholes, wider erosional valleys, and
intervening highs with relatively flat tops and sharp, irregular edges. The remnant
topography was filled with the deposition of the Cherokee red shales and chert conglomerates, which provided a seal for the underlying porous carbonates. Differential compaction of the shales with burial resulted in isopach thins overlying Arbuckle highs. The
seismic expression of the Arbuckle highs are a lower amplitude Cherokee reflection and
isochron thins in the Stone Corral anhydrite–Marmaton and Stone Corral anhydrite–
Arbuckle intervals. Since the structures are narrow and highly irregular, a detailed
seismic grid was cost effective in minimizing dryholes and recognizing drill sites. After
drilling an unsuccessful Arbuckle wildcat, the CDP-seismic method allowed Balcon Oil
to find seven Arbuckle wells not likely to have been discovered otherwise.

FIGURE 12—LINE HW-4 AND INTERPRETED TIME SECTION (flattened on anhydrite).
Seismic Expression of a Subtle Stratigraphic Trap, Lexington Field, Clark County, Kansas
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Abstract

Lexington field is located in northeastern Clark County, Kansas, principally in secs. 19 and 20, T. 31 S., R. 21 W. Geologically, the field is situated on the northeastern shelf of the Hugoton embayment of the Anadarko basin, near the eastern limit of Morrowan Stage deposition. The field has yielded over 4 million bbl of oil and about 4 BCF gas from combined Morrow and Mississippian reservoirs. Fluvial sandstones within the Morrow section are responsible for over 96% of the oil and about 75% of the gas produced from the field.

Productive Morrow sandstones within the field were deposited in a deeply incised fluvial channel. The Morrow trap is stratigraphic with reservoir sandstones being effectively encased in impermeable shales. Mississippian production, in contrast, is primarily related to the development of highly fissile, foraminiferal zones which have reservoir-quality porosity over a limited area. This anomalous porosity is essentially absent in the productive Morrow channel region. Productive Mississippian wells are situated on both sides of the channel.

The discovery well in the field was drillsed on a structural high with the Morrowan and Ordovician as potential reservoir targets. Morrow reserves were fortuitously encountered during field development.

The seismic expression of the channel environment is somewhat subtle. Adopting a strategy of emphasizing the Morrow-Mississippian interface. Conventional data evaluation, coupled with trace analysis, has resulted in a fairly comprehensive understanding of this complex subsurface system.

Introduction

The Lexington field discovery by Mesa Petroleum in 1977 (discovery well: Mesa 1–19 Seacat, SW SE sec. 19, T. 31 S., R. 21 W.) did not receive excessive industry attention (figs. 1 and 2). The initial Mississippian production of 94 BOIPD and 603 MCFGPD were good numbers for probable commercial production, but not overly so. However, the December 1978 Morrowan “re-discovery” with flowing potential of 984 BOIPD and 374 MCFGPD rekined a heated exploration play which had already resulted in significant Morrow production at Harper Ranch and other proximal fields. Final field extents and a production index map are provided in fig. 3.

An excellent paper by Emery and Sutterlin (1986) provides insight regarding depositional environments in the Morrowan section. Included in that paper are numerous subsurface maps and discussion related to the structural and depositional history of the Lexington area. Additional reservoir insights and production data are given by Wilkins (1985). Related research pertaining to regional Morrowian deposition is given by Swanson (1979).

The major focus in this paper is the reexamination of the subsurface work in light of all released well data and available seismic control. Our efforts are concentrated on Morrow stratigraphy and seismic expression. The seismic profile incorporated in this paper crosses a “typical” estuarine channel sandstone reservoir. The exact location of the seismic profile made available for the study is not shown in order to preserve the propriety integrity to the current data owners (Samson Resources, Tulsa, Oklahoma).

Geological Maps/Cross Section

The estuarine channel into which the Morrow reservoir sandstones at Lexington field were deposited is the product of regional uplift which either precipitated or substantially enhanced the erosional intensity at the Mississippian unconformity. Relief on the unconformable surface has been defined by drilling to be as much as 150 ft (45 m) over a distance of 1/4 mi (1/2 km) (fig. 4), indicating a dip rate of about 600 ft/mi (114 m/km), or about a 6.5° incline from channel “bluff” to channel “bottom.” Long, narrow channel segments and abrupt local offsets in the Mississippian incised valley reasonably suggest fault control.

A variety of sediments have filled in the postulated estuarine environment. According to Emery and Sutterlin (1986), four subbasins of the productive Morrow sandstone are recognized:

1) supratidal
2) intertidal
3) channel bank
4) tidal channel.

The gross stratigraphic interval attributable to the Morrow section (base Inola-top Mississippian) ranges from a minimum of about 6 ft (1.8 m) on unscored Mississippian ridges to a maximum of about 117 ft (35 m) near the depocenter of the channel. The map configuration of the Morrow interval is an inverse image of the Mississippian surface (fig. 5). Encased within this interval, sandstones of variable lateral extent and thickness occur. The maximum sandstone thickness attained is about 40 ft (12 m) (fig. 6).

At the base Inola (top Morrow shale) marker, structure is greatly subdued owing to the relatively level channel infilling (fig. 7). Some evidence of differential compaction of shale and sandstone material is suggested within the channel. At Lansing time (map not shown), little more than a nominal re-entrant of contours gives a hint of the structural sag over the channel.

Structural log profile A–A’ shows the morphology and infilling of the channel (fig. 8). The productive channel well in this cross section is the original Morrow “rediscovery.” Note that at the west end of the cross section, the well with the highest Mississippian datum is not productive in any zone. Apparently, porosity/permeability are the predominant controls for Mississippian production.

Synthetic Modeling

After the fact modeling was accomplished by digitizing sonic log data from a well which is representative of conditions in the vicinity of the seismic profile. A full-length synthetic seismogram for this well is given with horizon picks on fig. 9. This seismogram was generated using parameters designed to match the data as originally acquired: sample rate of 4 msec, frequency bandwidth 17–56 Hz.

An additional seismogram segment highlighting particularly the section from Cherokee through Mississippian was generated with sonic and density data, with identical filter and parameters as the full-length seismogram and is used as a basis for the simplified 44-trace model (fig. 10). The model illustrates in graphic detail the synthetic seismic response predicted when the scoured Mississippian surface has been filled with a maximum of 106 ft (32 m) of Morrow sediments. Model traces on the extreme left and right represent the reflection sequence predicted when only a thin veneer (8 ft, 2.4 m) of

FIGURE 1—REGIONAL LOCATION MAP SHOWING PROXIMITY TO GEOLOGIC PROVINCES.
Morrow rests on the Mississippian. Upon comparing the model to actual processed results, one can see encouraging agreement and some moderate departures from actual data. One possible explanation for some of these deviations may be related to amplitude variation with offset (AVO) effects. The synthetic model was developed on the basis of “zero offset” conditions. The maximum offset utilized in processing this dataset was 5,720 ft (1,716 m).

Whatever the case for relative deviations from theoretical models, this simplified model demonstrates our improving ability to extract challenging anomalies from such a dataset. Bear in mind also that modern data acquisition has a minimum 2-msec base sample rate as compared to the 4-msec rate of these data.

**Seismic Profiles**

Representative uninterpreted and interpreted stacked seismic sections presented in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, illustrate the seismic signature of the Morrow channel sandstones at Lexington field. As mentioned previously, proprietary constraints prevent revealing the exact line location. The west end of the profile is left. Polarity of the data is normal. Several select wells have been judiciously tied to the seismic profile.

By today’s standard, the data were acquired using a relatively low-frequency input pilot of 17–56 Hz. In spite of this limitation, the seismic stratigraphic signature of the channel anomaly, while subtle at first look, becomes more discernible with successive passes of data analysis. Evidence corroborating the anomaly occurs as follows:

A) Over the range of shotpoints 142–115, a higher amplitude peak develops at the base of Morrow/top of Mississippian interface. This effect is noticeable on conventional profiles at about 1,025 m/sec. Notice that the Morrow/Mississippian interface is seismically very dim outside the channel zone.

B) Instantaneous frequency content of the dataset (Fig. 13) demonstrates significant contrast in the channel zone. Lower frequency sediments occur as green and yellow immediately below the Morrow shale event. Notice that the theoretical response of the top Morrow in the channel suggests a moderate amplitude event should appear immediately above the Morrow shale. Real data show this condition to be only weakly and intermittently developed. The high
amplitude zone occurring at the top of the model is equivalent to the event just below the Stark shale on the actual data.

C) The attribute of instantaneous phase is shown in fig. 14. Notice that Morrow channel sediments occur predominantly as blue and green colored, in contrast to the largely yellow-green materials outside the channel environment.

As a final note concerning overall seismic response, note that the Viola event, occurring at about 1.130 ms/sec, largely parallels the Mississippian surface, whereas Morrow and younger sediments show some sense of draping over channel infilling.

Summary/Discussion

Data provided for review and examination in this study are valuable for several reasons: 1) the structural content of the reprocessed data holds a high level of integrity against actual well ties; 2) the stratigraphic content, while lacking modern resolution, is still of considerable value in relating to actual geology; and 3) calculation of instanta-
FIGURE 8—STRUCTURAL LOG CROSS SECTION A-A'.
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neous attributes also yields encouraging agreement to known anomalies.
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Appendix

Acquisition and Processing Parameters

Acquisition (Western Geophysical, June 1977)
Source: Vibroseis, four vibrators times 16 sweeps
Pilot: 17–56 Hz, 7 sec
Sample rate: 4 msec
VP interval: 220 ft (66 m)
Group interval: 220 ft (66 m)
Seismometers/group: 36
Spread: Split
Near offset: 660 ft (198 m)
Maximum offset: 5,720 ft (1,716 m)
Filters: out/out
Instruments: DFS-3
No. channels: 48
Nominal fold: 24

Processing (Production Geophysical Services, January 1992)
• Trace edit
  - Spherical divergence correction
    - using area velocity function
    - Refraction statics using Green Mountain method
    - Surface consistent deconvolution:
      - shot/receiver/offset 160 msec operator length
      - Zero phase whitening: 17–60 Hz
      - Geometry statics update: refraction + datum statics
      - Velocity analysis: three passes every 50 CDPs
    - Surface consistent statics: window 250–1,050 msec
    - Inverse spherical divergence
      - using area velocity function
      - Model-based spherical divergence
        - using final velocities
      - CDP consistent statics: window 450–1,400 msec, 7-sec maximum
      - Stack: root N compensation
      - Zero-phase whitening: 17–60 Hz
      - Post-stack filter 18/72-55/120 Hz/DB
    - Scale: Gain -3 dB

FIGURE 9—SYNTHETIC SEISMOMGRAM, Mesa Petroleum Moore 1–20, SW SW sec. 20, T. 31 S., R. 21 W. Filtered at 14–17/50–56 Hz.

FIGURE 10—TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL DERIVED FROM SONIC AND DENSITY LOG, Mesa Petroleum Secat 7–19, 1,900 ft (570 m) FSL and 510 ft (153 m) FEL, sec. 19, T. 31 S., R. 21 W. Maximum channel thickness = 106 ft (31 m); Morrow thickness outside channel = 8 ft (2.4 m).
FIGURE 11—Representative seismic profile from study area. Group interval = shot interval = 220 ft (66 m). Nominal 24 fold. Datum = 2,900 ft; velocity = 10,000 ft/sec.
FIGURE 12—Annotated conventional stacked profile. Note amplitude buildup at approximately 1.025 msec, between stations 145–115.
FIGURE 13—INSTANTANEOUS FREQUENCY DISPLAY OF PREVIOUS CONVENTIONAL STACKED DATA; NOTE FREQUENCY ANOMALIES ESPECIALLY BETWEEN STATIONS 142–135 AND 130–124.
FIGURE 14—INSTANTANEOUS PHASE DISPLAY; note anomalous character between stations 142-120.
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Abstract

Damme field, located in Finney County, Kansas, produces oil from Mississippian and Pennsylvanian carbonates and sandstones. Trapping is due to both structure and stratigraphy. First discovered in 1951, this field has produced 15 million barrels of oil and is still producing today.

The structural nature of Damme field is readily observed on CDP-seismic data acquired over the field. The erosional topography on the Mississippian (pre-Pennsylvanian) unconformity reveals a fault-bounded structure, and thick Morrow deposits fill in the surrounding paleo-topographic lows. The influence of basement block faulting is suggested by the seismic data as well as by aeromagnetic data in the area. The structural relief is rapidly attenuated in the overlying Pennsylvanian section, and the buried paleotopography is described very well by mapping of the Permian to Mississippian interval.

This paper describes the seismic expression of Damme field with modern CDP seismic, and contrasts this expression with the predicted model response generated from well-log information in the field. The basement influence is also examined as described by published aeromagnetic and Precambrian structure maps.

Introduction

The causal relationship between Mississippian and Morrowan paleotopography and sedimentology, basement structure, and their corresponding seismic expression has long been of critical importance in the successful exploration beneath the Hugoton embayment of southwest Kansas. Unfortunately, because of rapid lithology changes in the Permian and Pennsylvanian sections and the frequent occurrence of near-surface velocity anomalies, the direct interpretation of these relationships from seismic data has often proved difficult. This paper will examine seismic data over a producing field in the area, Damme field, and demonstrate how interval-mapping and forward-modeling techniques can aid in the seismic interpretation. Regional aeromagnetic data are also considered in the interpretation.

Damme field is located in T.21 and 22 S., R.33 W., Finney County, Kansas. It is one of a series of northwest-southeast-trending fields in the northeastern portion of the Hugoton embayment (fig. 1), which produce primarily from Mississippian St. Louis oolitic shales associated with present-day Mississippian structures. Other fields in the area include Pleasant Prairie (Finney and Haskell counties), Ingalls (Gray County), Nunn (Finney County), Lakin ( Kearny County), and Shallow Water (Scott County).

Damme field has produced over 15 million bbls of oil from 148 wells since its discovery in 1951. Producing zones include the Pennsylvanian P. Scott, Marmaton, and Morrow formations, in addition to the Mississippian St. Louis formation. The trapping mechanism has been described as combination structural and stratigraphic (Schmidlapp, 1959).

Discovery

The Damme field discovery well, the #1 Damme, was drilled by W. L. Hartman and was based on regional subsurface geology (Schmidlapp, 1959). The #1 Damme (SE SE NW sec. 21, T. 22 S., R. 33 W.) was completed in April 1951, for an initial reported production potential of 1795 BOPD out of the Mississippian St. Louis. The Finnup field was discovered 2 mi (3.2 km), southeast of this well with the drilling of the W. L. Hartman–Finnup #1 (NE NE NW sec. 34, T. 22 S., R. 33 W.) in August 1953. The Finnup #1 had a reported initial production potential of 434 BOPD out of the St. Louis.

Development of this area revealed that the original Damme and Finnup fields were part of the same anticline that makes up the Damme field as seen today. Subsequent drilling established production in the Damme sandstones, and in the Marmaton and Ft. Scott carbonates.

Structural Setting

The Damme field area was part of a relatively stable platform throughout much of the Paleozoic. The region was part of the Southwest Kansas basin during late Devonian–early Mississippian time, with the structurally positive ancestral Central Kansas uplift removed far to the northeast (Merriam, 1963). This area developed into the Hugoton embayment of the Anadarko basin in later Mississippian time. This embayment, bounded to the west and north by the Las Animas Arch-Sierra Grande uplift, and to the east by the Central Kansas uplift, opens southward from the Damme field area into a slightly deeper, more open-marine platform or shelf as evidenced by thickening of the strata into the deep Hugoton area (Handford, 1988).

The Central Kansas uplift continued to be a positive feature while the Hugoton subsided during a major change in structural development near the end of Mississippian time (Merriam, 1963). A pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity developed as the seas regressed, creating an erosional surface with sufficient paleotopography to control much of the oil and gas production across Kansas. This unconformity has been a primary mapping objective for most seismic work in Kansas. In the Damme field area, the top of the Mississippian is the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity, and throughout this discussion the two will be used synonymously. This is not the case over the Central Kansas uplift, however, where the Mississippian is completely eroded away placing Ordovician rocks at the unconformity.

The present day Mississippian structure of Damme field is a northwest-southeast-trending, southward-plunging anticline (fig. 2). This long, narrow feature is faulted on the east and is similar to other southward-plunging anticlines around the embayment on which Mississippian production is found, such as Pleasant Prairie and Nunn fields (Merriam, 1965). There is over 100 ft (30 m) of relief across the anticline in the east-west direction and up to 75 ft (23 m) of closure formed in the northwest-southeast direction down the axis of the anticline.

The paleotopographic nature of the Damme field structure is revealed by mapping the thickness of the Lower Pennsylvanian Morrow formation (fig. 3), as well as the interval from the Permian Stone Corral (also referred to as the Cimarron) anhydrite to the Mississippian (fig. 4). The Morrow formation consists of sandstones and shales deposited on the unconformity and filling in the topography. This was ultimately transgressed by Pennsylvanian seas, which deposited shelf carbonates over a long period of relative tectonic inactivity. The Morrow deposits thicken by over 50 ft (15 m) to the west of the anticline and by over 200 ft (61 m) on the faulted east side (fig. 5), revealing the magnitude of the paleotopography. The Morrow channels run in several different directions around the paleotopographic high. The Stone Corral to Morrow interval likewise shows 50 ft (15 m) of relief over the anticline, generally mirroring the buried topography.

FIGURE 1—REGIONAL INDEX MAP SHOWING THE LOCATION OF DAMME FIELD AND OTHER KEY MISSISSIPPIAN FIELDS IN THE AREA.
Stratigraphic Setting

Much of North America during Mississippian time was covered by epicontinental seas which deposited widespread shallow-marine limestones (Handford, 1988). Oolitic shoals accumulated on the ramps, shelves, and rimmed edges of these carbonate platforms. The St. Louis oolitic grainstones at Damme field, as well as those of other major St. Louis producing fields in the Hugoton embayment, trend northwest-southeast in a direction which most probably parallels depositional strike. They are interpreted to have been deposited on a shallow-marine shelf. The St. Louis reservoirs at Damme field represent a grainstone-shoal environment which built up over a muddy open-marine sea floor (Handford, 1988).

The Morrowan sandstone reservoirs at Damme field developed as a result of the fluvial and estuarine processes which occurred in response to the regression of the Mississippian sea from the area. These sandstone reservoirs tend to occur on the flanks of the Mississippian paleotopographic highs and probably represent deposition consistent with a valley-fill model.

The Pennsylvanian Marlinon and Ft. Scott reservoirs developed as the Pennsylvanian seas transgressed the buried topography. These carbonates typically represent algal mound/oolitic shoal build-ups in a restricted shelf environment and their porosity development seems to correlate directly to the structure at Damme field.

Seismic Response

A number of geologic formations in the Damme field area are good seismic reflecting events and are regionally mappable with seismic data (fig. 6). These include the Permian Stone Corral (Cimarron), the Pennsylvanian Wabaunsee (Stolet limestone), Lansiing, Ft. Scott, and Morrow, and of particular importance the top of the Mississippian unconformity.

Cyclic carbonate deposition continued into the Pennsylvanian until the area became increasingly more restricted, leading to the widespread deposition of the Cimarron (Stone Corral) anhydrite. The net effect of this depositional history was to infill and attenuate, if not completely mask, the buried structures on the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity. A comparison of regional maps constructed on top of the Mississippian rocks with maps on the Pennsylvanian Lansing and Pennsylvanian Stone Corral formations illustrates this dramatically in the Damme field area (Merriam, 1963). As a consequence, a common exploration approach to using seismic data in Kansas is to construct interval, or isochron, maps from the Stone Corral to Mississippian, or an upper Pennsylvanian formation to the Mississippian to identify the buried erosional topography. The identification of paleostructures as well as paleodrainage patterns on this surface is important in the exploration of western Kansas.

From a seismic perspective, interval mapping is not only a logical mapping approach but a necessary alternative to time structure mapping in Kansas. While the direct mapping of the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity using time structure would be desirable, the amount of structural time relief is on the same order as uncertainties in the travel times due to varying near-surface velocities. Interval velocities at depth, such as from the Stone Corral to the Mississippian, tend to be more stable and do not display the significant lateral variations typical of the near-surface velocities. Consequently, interval time maps from the Stone Corral or upper Pennsylvanian to the Mississippian tend to be more reliable and are consistent with the geologic model of buried pre-Pennsylvanian structures.

Seismic Model

The nature of the buried paleotopography and the thickening of the Morrow section is readily apparent off the crest of the paleostructure (fig. 5), especially in the drainage to the east. The rapid attenuation of structure in the overlying section is illustrated as the Marlinon section shows only slight thickening off the crest.

Seismic modeling was accomplished by first creating an interpolated log cross section using sonic logs across the field (fig. 7). Unfortunately, this section does not exactly parallel the geologic cross section (fig. 5), but was constructed to illustrate the same type of observed paleotopography. The input section was flattened on the upper Pennsylvanian Wabaunsee (Stolet limestone), and only the lower portion is shown in order to focus on the Mississippian. The modeled seismic response (fig. 8) was generated using a zero-phase bandpass-filtered wavelet of 10–20–50–70 Hz. This section is also flattened on the Wabaunsee to illustrate the nature of the paleotopography. The Mississippian surface shows the most dramatic relief. The thickness of the overlying Morrow reflects the paleotopography, thinning to less than 50 ft (15 m) over the crest of the paleostructure and thickening off on the flank. The seismic model shows an ampli-
Seismic Data

A 24-fold CDP seismic line, line 110 (figs. 2–4), oriented east-west across Damme field, was utilized in examining the seismic response of the field. These data were acquired in 1980 using a vibroseis source, 48-channel recording, and a group and shotpoint interval of 110 ft (33 m).

The data were reprocessed in 1991 in an attempt to extract the maximum amount of stratigraphic information, especially with respect to Mississippian St. Louis zones. While the reprocessing improved the data resolution markedly from original versions, the data ultimately were only suitable for interval mapping to reconstruct the Mississippian paleotopography. Changes in the Morrow section thickness were also apparent.

In order to facilitate an examination of the buried Mississippian paleotopography, Line 110 was flattened on the Cimarron (Stone Corral) anhydrite (fig. 9). The Cimarron anhydrite, Wabanaus, Lansing, Morrow, and Mississippian horizons are indicated on the section. The Morrow section has been highlighted to accentuate the topography on the Mississippian.

As predicted by the model study, the most striking feature on the section is the relief on the Mississippian and the corresponding thickness changes in the Morrow. From the crest of the structure to the west there is approximately 10–12 msc of time relief on the Mississippian. To the east, the deep drainage is observed where the Morrow thickens dramatically to over 250 ft (76 m).

The expression of the Mississippian paleotopography is attenuated in the overlying geologic section. Subtle relief on the Wabanaus is observed on Line 110 across the top of Damme field, and relief is still subtle at the Lansing horizon. The Lansing to Morrow interval, inclusive of the Mammuton, is observed to thicken off the crest of the Mississippian paleotopography.

A detailed display was extracted from the full section of Line 110 and plotted to approximately the same scale as the seismic model (fig. 10). This portion of Line 110 was similarly flattened on the Wabanaus. Only every other trace was plotted to make the horizontal scaling and resolution comparable to the model tracks for the purposes of analysis. The time relief on the Mississippian from the crest of the paleotopography to the west flank is about 10 msc. The amplitude loss of the Morrow event observed on the model as it thins across the paleotopography is not as dramatic on the seismic data of Line 110. One potential difference is due to the fact that the seismic model is not constructed from exactly the same portion of the field crossed by Line 110.

The thick Morrow drainage to the east of Damme field is observed on the detailed section (fig. 10), though the authors will readily admit that without the available well control the correlation to the lower leg of the anomaly may not have been obvious from the data. Part of this interpretation problem is due to a lack of good edge definition of the anomaly. Loss of good edge definition of the west side of the anomaly is primarily due to its juxtaposition with the fault bounding the east side of Damme field. The east side of the deep drainage anomaly is not so readily explained. One possibility is that this east edge of the anomaly is much sharper than we have represented, and the edge was not properly imaged seismically even though the data were migrated. This is, in part, a shortcoming of the acquisition parameters of the data. Regardless, the Mississippian paleotopography is still obvious on the data section, and the utility of the seismic data for exploring for this type of feature should be readily apparent.
Interpretation of Deep Structural Elements

Handford (1988) pointed out in his article on the Mississippian ooid grainstone reservoirs of Damme field that the lack of well penetrations below the St. Louis precluded an interpretation on the deeper stratigraphic units at Damme field. To this end, seismic data can provide some insight into the tectonic controls on the field. Many models for grainstone shoal deposition have an underlying structural mechanism which influenced water depth and sea-floor topography. There is an obvious correlation between St. Louis “B” zone oolitic development with the Mississippian structure and, perhaps more importantly, with the Mississippian paleotopography inferred from the Morrow isopach. It is not unreasonable to postulate that this paleotopography is an expression of an older structure which likely had an influence on the “B” zone shoaling. Additionally, an underlying structural framework often controls subsequent erosional frameworks, such as in the Morrow.

Figure 11 shows one possible interpretation of the pre-Mississippian deep section of Line 110. The Precambrian surface was projected into the data on the basis of the estimated Precambrian structure in the area as constructed by Cole (1976) and published by Bickford et al. (1979). The Ordovician surface is estimated from regional well penetrations. As previously noted, there are no deep well penetrations in the immediate Damme field area to conclusively establish these correlations.

The pre-Mississippian section is interpreted to be influenced by basement-seated block faulting. There are varying degrees of throw on individual faults, with the most dramatic vertical change on the fault bounding the east side of Damme field. There is a strong coincidence of the deep north-south Morrow thick on the east side of the field with a downdropped basement block. The highest basement blocks correspond to the main part of Damme field. The local thickening of the Morrow previously described on the west side of Damme field in secs. 6 and 7, T. 22 S., R. 33 W., is coincident with interpreted block-fault edges.

The thickness of the St. Louis “B” zone mapped from well control (fig. 12) shows some interesting correlations with the interpreted fault blocks. The limits of the St. Louis “B” zone as defined by isopach mapping are superimposed across the top of the Line 110 seismic section (fig. 11). The Precambrian surface shows a general west-to-east ramping up into the field and terminating against the east fault. The Ordovician surface mirrors the Precambrian, for the most part, but appears to reach its highest point (relative to the Stone Corral datum this section is flatter on) just to the west of the field axis, from where it rolls off slightly to the east. The highest point of the Ordovician is coincident with a small upheaval block interpreted on the data, and the thickest “B” zone development occurs on the west side of this block.

Since the block faulting is interpreted as basement related, it seemed logical to examine any available aeromagnetic data to support this idea. Figure 13 is a portion of the Kansas aeromagnetic map (Yarger et al., 1981) superimposed on the index map (fig. 1). Of immediate interest is the pronounced northwest-southeast-trending aeromagnetic feature that aligns with the east edge of Damme field. Yarger (1983) has pointed out the persistence of this northwest-southeast lineament trend across western Kansas. It would be logical to conclude that this lineament defines a basement boundary which correlates to the basement block faulting interpreted on the seismic data. The observation that the throw interpreted from the seismic data on the basement block faulting is opposite to the
sense of the magnetic intensity across the lineament suggests that the aeromagnetic feature is related to a compositional boundary in the basement. Such a boundary would be a likely zone of weakness across which fault displacement could occur. Certainly a more thorough analysis and modeling of the magnetic data profiles and available gravity data would be necessary in order to support such a conclusion.

The potential basement influence on Damme field was suggested by Cole (1976) and Bickford et al. (1979) in the construction of the topography on the basement surface for Kansas (fig. 14). Damme field can be seen to lie along an interpreted southeast-plunging basement anticline. Other Mississippian fields in the area such as Lakin (Kearny County) and Pleasant Prairie (Finney and Haskell counties) correlate to similar interpreted basement features.

Summary

The seismic data examined over Damme field clearly demonstrate how mapping of the paleotopography on the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity can be accomplished using CDP seismic data. This buried topography can be identified from an analysis of interval times between key horizons such as the Permian Stone Corral (Cimarron) anhydrite and

**FIGURE 5—EAST-WEST STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS SECTION ACROSS DAMME FIELD. (LOCATION SHOWN AS BLUE DASHED LINE ON FIGS. 2, 3, 4, AND 12.)**

**FIGURE 6—TYPICAL SEISMIC RESPONSE OF THE GEOLGIC SECTION IN THE DAMME FIELD AREA. SYNTHETIC TRACES GENERATED WITH A 10-20-50-70 Hz zero-phase wavelet.**
the Mississippian unconformity. Flattening seismic sections on the Stone Corral facilitates the identification and presentation of these features.

The Morrow section overlying the Mississippian thickens and thins in relation to the paleotopography on the Mississippian at Damme field. This could be directly observed on the seismic data, making it possible to map the erosional framework of the Morrow over and around the Mississippian paleotopographic highs. The Morrow sandstones tend to produce in areas flanking the paleotopographic highs. Since the high influence Mississippian, Ft. Scott, and Marmon production, an accurate reconstruction of the paleotopography by seismic methods can help make both the exploration for these targets as well as their development more successful.

Seismic data offer some insights into the influence of deeper structure and tectonics on the development of key stratigraphic facies at Damme field. There was a noticeable coincidence between the distribution of St. Louis “B” zone shoaling and deeper base- ment fault blocks. A similar coincidence could be observed between Morrowan drainage patterns and the basement faulting. The block faulting might be related to a north- west-southeast lineament trend observed on aeromagnetic data, a trend also suggested by previous work on mapping the topography on the basement surface.

We caution that we offer these comments purely as observations of coincidence between different data sets. A more rigorous study integrating gravity and magnetic modeling and analysis, geologic field studies over similar producing structures, and regional seismic data is necessary before firmly concluding that causal relationships exist. Certainly the observations made are both encouraging and intriguing.
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FIGURE 9—East-west seismic line 110 across Damme field, flattened on the Permian Cimarron (Stone Corral) Anhydrite. Morrow formation is highlighted to accentuate the Mississippian unconformity.
FIGURE 10—PORTION OF SEISMIC LINE 110 REPLOTTED AND FLATTENED ON THE PENNSYLVANIAN WABAUNSEE (STUTLER LIMESTONE) FOR COMPARISON WITH SEISMIC MODEL OF FIG. 8.
FIGURE 11—Seismic Line 110 shown with a basement interpretation. The limit of the St. Louis “B” zone is shown across the top of the section.
FIGURE 12—Porosity isopach of the St. Louis "B" zone at Danne field.
FIGURE 13—Portion of the Kansas aeromagnetic map with Damme field and other key Mississippian fields indicated (after Yarger et al., 1981).

FIGURE 14—Portion of the Precambrian basement map of Kansas with Damme field and other key Mississippian fields indicated (after Bickford et al., 1979).
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Abstract

Stockholm SW field was the first Morrow oil field discovered in what is referred to as the Stateline trend. This 30 mi (48-km) trend is located along the border between Kansas and Colorado and includes western Wallace and Gentry counties, Kansas, and eastern Cheyenne and Kiowa counties, Colorado. Oil is produced out of Lower Pennsylvanian Morrow valley-fill sandstones from more than 250 producing wells comprising 10 fields.

While not utilized in the original discovery of Stockholm SW field, geophysics has played a significant role in the exploration for and development of all subsequent fields in the trend. The incursion of valleys into the underlying carbonates has created a thick Morrow sequence directly capable of trapping oil. New, modern seismic techniques, Hundreds of miles of seismic data have been acquired along the Stateline trend in the exploration for Morrow reservoirs, and 3D seismic has proved valuable in field development. Aeromagnetic data provide clues as to the basement influence on Morrow drainage patterns. The use of these data and the key geologic elements of the play are the focus of this paper.

Introduction

Stockholm Southwest (SW) field is located in T. 15 and 16 S., R. 42 and 43 W. of Greeley and Wallace counties, Kansas, and T. 16 S., R. 41 W. of Cheyenne County, Colorado. The field is part of a major oil-producing trend which lies on a regionally stable Paleozoic platform which developed in the northern reaches of the Hugoton embayment of the evolving Anadarko basin (fig. 1). This trend lies east of the prominent Las Animas Arch and extends for 30 mi (48.3 km) north and south of Stockholm SW field, straddling the Colorado/Kansas border. It has been informally named the Stateline trend and consists of 10 oil fields, all of which produce from a sequence of Lower Pennsylvanian Morrow fluvial valley-fill sandstones. Stockholm SW was the first oil field discovered in this trend. Other fields in the Stateline trend include Harper Ranch, North Arapahoe, Arapahoe, Arapahoe, Cheyenne County, Colorado. A short time later, TXO drilled the discovery well of the Arapahoe field, the Hibbert No. 1 "A" in the NE NW NW sec. 1, T. 15 S., R. 42 W., of Wallance County, Kansas. Production to the south of the Stockholm SW field was first initiated with the discovery of the Second Wind field in July 1988. The discovery well, the TXO-Kris No. 1 "A", was drilled in the NE NW sec. 18, T. 16 S., R. 41 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado, and completed as a Stockholm sandstone oil well. The Stateline trend currently comprises 10 fields over an area extending from T. 12 S., R. 43 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado, to T. 18 S., R. 43 W., of Greeley County, Kansas.

The initial development of the Stockholm SW field proceeded in an east-west direction from the discovery well. The pace of development slowed as dry holes were encountered at the eastern and western margins of the field, which suggested a lack of further sandstone deposition. In July 1985, TXO drilled the Bergquist No. 1 in the SW NE sec 6, T. 16 S., R. 42 W., of Greeley County, Kansas, a northeast stepout to the Stockholm SW of over 1/2 mi (0.8 km). This well initially flowed 800 BOPD and was significant in that it showed a dramatic northward turn of the Stockholm sandstone trend and suggested that Stockholm SW drained a much larger area than originally thought. The pace of development proceeded quickly after the successful completion of the Bergquist No. 1. The TXO-Wallace No. 1 "R" drilled in March 1987 in the C/W2 sec. 29, T. 15 S., R. 42 W., of Wallace County, Kansas, was another stepout to the north and was significant in that it was drilled solely on the basis of seismic information. Seismic data would prove instrumental in the subsequent development and exploration in the trend.

Three significant wildcats drilled in 1987 would cause activity in the trend to expand dramatically to the north of the Stockholm SW field. The Medallion--Arapahoe No. 27–1 was drilled in the SE NW sec. 27, T. 15 S., R. 42 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado, and completed as a Stockholm sandstone oil well. It rejuvenated the Arapahoe field originally discovered by TXO in April 1978, a field that was producing low-BTU gas and oil from the Johannes sandstone. The Frontera field was discovered with the drilling of the Multi– Stateline Ranch No. 1 in the NW NW sec. 18, T. 15 S., R. 41 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado. A short time later, TXO drilled the discovery well of the Arapahoe, the Hibbert No. 1 "A" in the NE NW NW sec. 1, T. 15 S., R. 43 W., of Wallance County, Kansas.

The initial development of the Stockholm SW field proceeded in an east-west direction from the discovery well. The pace of development slowed as dry holes were encountered at the eastern and western margins of the field, which suggested a lack of further sandstone deposition. In July 1985, TXO drilled the Bergquist No. 1 in the SW NE sec 6, T. 16 S., R. 42 W., of Greeley County, Kansas, a northeast stepout to the Stockholm SW of over 1/2 mi (0.8 km). This well initially flowed 800 BOPD and was significant in that it showed a dramatic northward turn of the Stockholm sandstone trend and suggested that Stockholm SW drained a much larger area than originally thought. The pace of development proceeded quickly after the successful completion of the Bergquist No. 1. The TXO-Wallace No. 1 "R" drilled in March 1987 in the C/W2 sec. 29, T. 15 S., R. 42 W., of Wallace County, Kansas, was another stepout to the north and was significant in that it was drilled solely on the basis of seismic information. Seismic data would prove instrumental in the subsequent development and exploration in the trend.

Three significant wildcats drilled in 1987 would cause activity in the trend to expand dramatically to the north of the Stockholm SW field. The Medallion--Arapahoe No. 27–1 was drilled in the SE NW sec. 27, T. 15 S., R. 42 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado, and completed as a Stockholm sandstone oil well. It rejuvenated the Arapahoe field originally discovered by TXO in April 1978, a field that was producing low-BTU gas and oil from the Johannes sandstone. The Frontera field was discovered with the drilling of the Multi– Stateline Ranch No. 1 in the NW NW sec. 18, T. 15 S., R. 41 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado. A short time later, TXO drilled the discovery well of the Arapahoe, the Hibbert No. 1 "A" in the NE NW NW sec. 1, T. 15 S., R. 43 W., of Wallance County, Kansas. Production to the south of the Stockholm SW field was first initiated with the discovery of the Second Wind field in July 1988. The discovery well, the TXO-Kris No. 1 "A", was drilled in the NE NW sec. 18, T. 16 S., R. 41 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado, and completed as a Stockholm sandstone oil well. The Stateline trend currently comprises 10 fields over an area extending from T. 12 S., R. 43 W., of Cheyenne County, Colorado, to T. 18 S., R. 43 W., of Greeley County, Kansas.

Structural Setting

The sandstones of the Stockholm SW field were deposited during a time of relatively minor structural activity in the immediate area. Major paleogeographic features during Morrowan time were the Transcontinental Arch to the north, the Central Kansas uplift to the east, the Anadarko Rocky Mountains to the west, and the still developing Anadarko basin to the extreme south. This structural setting created the regional northwest to southeast drainage into the Anadarko observed during Morrowan time (fig. 1).

Aeromagnetic data indicate a high degree of faulting and fracturing in the underlying Mississippian carbonates which appear to be basement seated. The pre-Morrow structural activity developed a conjugate framework of fault and fracture trends oriented northeast and northwest across the Stateline trend. These northeast and northwest trends are evident throughout the Rocky Mountain region and are believed to be related to regional wrench-fault tectonics (Stone, 1968). Although significant structural activity

\(\text{Stockholm sandstone with no shows of oil reported in the samples. In the twin to the dry hole, the TXO wellbores geologist logged oil shows in the Stockholm sandstone, which was drilled-stem tested and recovered 550 ft (167.8 m) of oil and gas, 1,000 ft (305 m) of mud-cut oil, 500 ft (152.5 m) of oil and mud, and 100 ft (30.5 m) of oil and water. In March 1979, the well was completed in the Stockholm sandstone for an IPP of 82 BOPD and 528 MCFPD.}

The TXO–Evans No. 1 “E” became the first commercial Morrow oil well in the entire southeast Colorado and immediate statistene area north of T. 24 S. Previously, Morrow sandstones in the area had only produced low-BTU gas. Soon after the discovery of the Stockholm SW field, oil production was established in the Sorrenso field 50 mi (80 km) to the west of Stockholm SW field (fig. 1).

\(\text{FIGURE 1—MORROW PALEOGEOGRAPHY MAP. This figure shows areas of crystalline basement uplift, hypothetical Morrow drainage systems, the Hugoton embayment, and the Anadarko basin as they are postulated to have appeared during Morrow time. It also serves as a regional index map for this paper (modified after Swanson, 1979).}\)
along these trends appears to have ceased during Morrowan time, subtle expressions of these trends seem to have influenced the direction of Morrow drainage in local areas. Specifically, the pronounced westward bend of the Stockholm SW field into T. 16 S., R. 43 W., is postulated to have been the result of the Morrow channel system encountering a low-relief escarpment feature (fig. 2).

Post-Morrowan structural activity appears to have reactivated some of the pre-existing fault trends. The most significant reactivation appears to have occurred during the Laramide orogeny. The south side of the Stockholm SW field is bounded by post-Morrowan faults which are parallel to, but not coincident with, the thick Morrow section and suggest rejuvenation of a fault framework that had previously influenced drainage during Morrowan time (fig. 2). The sense of the movement, however, appears to have reversed from pre-Morrowan to post-Morrowan time, perhaps due to a subsequent change in the orientation of the regional stress field. A lack of consistent deep log data has made an accurate reconstruction of this timing difficult. Regional aeromagnetic data indicate that the Stockholm SW field is positioned near a dramatic intrabasement compositional contact, a probable zone of weakness during tectonic activity (fig. 3).

Stockholm SW field is located on a regionally west-to-east tilted surface which developed as a result of movement during the Laramide Orogeny. The regional Stockholm sandstone trend is parallel to structural strike as defined by mapping the structure on the top of the Morrow Formation. A significant aspect of structure in the Stockholm SW field and along the Stateline trend is the occurrence of local structural depressions which often contain wet, nonproductive sandstone. Seismic data have shown these to be fault related. Development 3D seismic to the southwest of Stockholm SW field in the Second Wind field suggests that, in some instances, these faults led to the creation of collapse features in the Mississippian as small as 20 acres (8.1 ha) in areal extent (fig. 2). These features, which are post-Morrowan in occurrence, can display as much as 100 ft (30.5 m) of relief. Recognition and avoidance of these structural features is important in field development.

**Stratigraphic Setting**

The Morrow Formation in the Stockholm SW field is subdivided into the sandstone, siltstone, and shale of the upper Morrow and the carbonate and shale of the lower Morrow. All of the oil and gas production in the Stockholm SW field is from upper Morrow sandstones. The primary hydrocarbon reservoir is the Stockholm sandstone, with additional hydrocarbon reservoirs occurring in the Johannes and other overlying sandstones (fig. 4). The Morrow is underlain by Mississippian carbonates and overlain by carbonates and shales of the Pennsylvanian Atoka formation.

Regionally, the Stockholm SW field is situated on a stable Paleozoic platform which extended north from the Anadarko basin. The older Mississippian formations sequentially subcrop to the north with increasing distance from the Anadarko basin. In the Stockholm SW area, the Ste. Genevieve limestone is the youngest Mississippian formation present. It is a slightly arenaceous, cream to tan, micro-oolitic wackestone. The Ste. Genevieve is very thin at Stockholm SW and near its subcrop limit. Consequently, the St. Louis limestone is more often the Mississippian formation penetrated. The St. Louis is a massive, very dense, dark-gray crinoidal wackestone. The lower Morrow limestone rests unconformably on top of the Mississippian at Stockholm SW field and is deposited on the topography developed on this unconformity. The lower Morrow limestone is a very tight, argillaceous, glauconitic, crinoidal wackestone which is typically interbedded with thin marine shales. Regionally, the lower Morrow section

*FIGURE 3—PORTION OF THE KANSAS AEROMAGNETIC MAP IN THE STOCKHOLM SW FIELD AREA (AFTER YARGER ET AL., 1981).*
FIGURE 4—Type log, TXO-Berquist No. 1, SW SW NE sec. 6, T. 16 S., R. 42 W., Greeley County, Kansas.

FIGURE 5—Isopach map, Upper Morrow section.
thickens dramatically to the south into southwest Kansas and the Anadarko basin (Swanson, 1979). The top of the lower Morrow is overlain unconformably by the upper Morrow, and this erosional surface can create deep channel incisements into the lower Morrow. At Stockholm SW, the lower Morrow thickness ranges from 0 to 70 ft (0–21.4 m) and varies as a function of both unconformities.

The upper Morrow section in the vicinity of the Stockholm SW field consists predominantly of marine and nonmarine clastic rocks with an occasionally isolated thin, lenticular limestone bed. Average thickness of the upper Morrow is approximately 85 ft (25.9 m) in this area. Paleontological data from the upper Morrow indicate a depositional environment which ranged from shallow, open and restricted marine shelf to estuarine. The late Morrowan Anadarko sea experienced numerous episodic fluctuations in sea level which were related to global glacial events documented in the Pennsylvanian (Vail, 1977). When the Anadarko sea withdrew during a regressive phase, the Morrowan shelf sediments were subaerially exposed. Upper Morrowan fluvial systems subsequently flowed out across these exposed mud flats eroding to the Anadarko basin.

The Stockhom fluvial system created a deep incisement, or valley, into the lower Morrow limestone. In portions of the field, the lower Morrow limestone has been completely eroded and the Stockholm sandstone lies unconformably on the Mississippian. The Stockholm SW valley was subsequently back-filled with fluvial and estuarine sediments during a transgression of the Anadarko sea. The upper Morrow is up to 150 ft (45.8 m) thick in the areas of the erosional valleys (fig. 5). The Stockholm SW valley-fill system is approximately 0.5 mi (0.8 km) in width, gently meandering and non-avulving, and it experienced virtually continuous sand sedimentation along its channel.

The primary producing sandstone at Stockholm SW occurs at the base of the upper Morrow clastic section approximately 100 ft (30.5 m) below the top of the Morrow and is locally referred to as the Stockholm sandstone (figs. 6 and 7). The Stockholm sandstone is a fine- to coarse-grained quartz arenite and, in part, a gravel-sized conglomerate. It consists of multiple fining-upward sequences but tends to be coarsest at the base. The Stockholm sandstone reservoir consists of stacked sequences of fluvial point bars and massive sandstones up to 61 ft (18.6 m) thick, which accumulated under estuarine conditions during marine transgressive periods.

Younger fluvial systems, active during post-Skiamook regressive pulses, tend to sub-parallel the pre-established Stockholm valley-fill system. These younger systems deposited the Johannes sandstone and other upper Morrow sandstones. The top of the Johannes sandstone is typically separated from the Stockholm sandstone by approximately 35 ft (10.8 m; fig. 4); however, in some areas of the field the Johannes sandstone lies in contact with the Stockholm sandstone. The Johannes consists predominantly of a series of discrete overlapping point-bars.

**Exploration and Development Concepts**

The Stockholm SW reservoir was initially interpreted as a marine-bar sandstone. The ubiquitous glauconite present coupled with coarsening-upwards log profiles was misleading to early geologic modeling and exploration. The key to exploration for the Stockholm sandstone was the recognition that it was related to a deeply incised valley-fill system. Various sandstone units in the upper Morrow section must therefore be correlated down from the top of the upper Morrow shale, or any other consistent regional marker in the upper Morrow section, rather than up from the top of the lower Morrow limestone (fig. 6). Employment of this model has greatly enhanced the ability of the explorationist to accurately explore for and develop this trend. After lying virtually dormant for approximately eight years, exploration and development along the Stateline trend greatly accelerated as a depositional model of the Stockholm sandstone integrated with the use of seismic data began to be understood and used effectively. Wildcat drilling extended the trend approximately 30 mi (48.3 km) with the discovery of several major fields both to the north and to the south.

A key element in the exploration for, and the development of, Stockholm sandstone-type reservoirs relates to identifying and staying within the confines of the thick sequence of upper Morrow encountered in the areas of valley-fill sedimentation. An isopach from the top of the Morrow shale to the lower Morrow limestone is a critical map in predicting the occurrence and distribution of the Stockholm sandstone (fig. 5). In the Stockholm SW field, almost all of the Stockholm sandstone development is observed to be within a thick sequence defined by this isopach (fig. 7). The additional standard techniques of structural and isopach mapping also are very important.

The Johannes sandstone deposition, while generally parallel to, or coincident with, the thick sequences of upper Morrow containing Stockholm sandstones, is not as readily predicted by this isopach-mapping technique. The general lack of continuity of the
Johannes sandstone reservoirs makes them a more difficult exploration target. The general exploration techniques employed for Johannes exploration involve detailed isopach and structural mapping.

Seismic Model

Though not used in the initial discovery of the Stockholm SW field, seismic methods have played an increasingly important role in the exploration for, and development of, the Morrow in the Stateline trend. The primary benefit of the use of seismic has been its ability to map the erosional valleys in which the Stockholm sandstone occurs. To illustrate this seismic signature, a seismic model generated from sonic log traces was constructed. Figure 8 shows an idealized sonic-log input model across the erosional valley system at Stockholm field. This input model was convolved with a zero-phase 10–15–70–80 Hz bandpass wavelet to generate the seismic-traces model response (fig. 9).

The primary contrasts in acoustic impedance that contribute the most to the seismic event are the change from carbonate to shale at the top of the Morrow, and the change from shale to sandstone to carbonate at the top of the lower Morrow limestone, or base of the upper Morrow. The Morrow shale is observed on the seismic model to be a left-deflecting trough while the top of the lower Morrow limestone is a right-deflecting peak. As the upper Morrow section thickens from less than 100 ft (30.5 m) on the flanks of the erosional valley to almost 150 ft (45.8 m) in the valley, the Morrow shale and limestone seismic reflectors diverge to the point where a "doublet" event forms over the thickest part of the Morrow channel. As the channel event begins to thin gradually on the flanks of the valley, this doublet event converges back to a single event.

The primary emphasis of mapping the valleys with seismic data has been the recognition of the "doublet" anomaly, or the actual time thickening of the Morrow section. The model illustrates one of the pitfalls in this interpretation of the "doublet" which is related to the nature of the lower Morrow limestone section. On the left portion of the model response (fig. 9), the peak at the lower Morrow limestone surface is a single event with little response immediately underneath. As the lower Morrow limestone occurs directly on top of the Mississippian carbonates, the net seismic effect is a massive combined carbonate section with the only reflecting interface being its top. The right-hand portion of the model shows a somewhat different response, and here the peak representing the top of the lower Morrow limestone is immediately followed by another peak event. This "peak-peak" response occurs when significant shale breaks develop either within the lower Morrow limestone section or at the Mississippian unconformity. Thus, the second peak creates a "doublet" appearance which in this case is not related to true thickening of the Morrow clastic section in a valley. One method of discriminating between the two signatures is to pay careful attention to the relative amplitudes of the top and bottom peaks comprising the "doublet." Experience has shown, and the model illustrates, that typically a true valley response will display more amplitude on the lower peak of the "doublet," while a "doublet" anomaly due to shale breaks below the top of the lower Morrow limestone often has more amplitude on the top peak of the "doublet." This analysis requires the data be as close to zero-phase as possible, and that all data used in the interpretation be phase-matched with a great deal of care.

A portion of actual seismic data across a Morrow channel is displayed at approximately the same scale as the model (fig. 10). There is very good agreement between the predicted model response and the actual response observed from the data.

FIGURE 7.—ISOPACH MAP, NET STOCKHOLM SANDSTONE (density porosity greater than 10%).
FIGURE 8—IDEALIZED MORROW CHANNEL SONIC LOG CROSS SECTION FOR INPUT INTO SEISMIC TRACE MODEL OF FIG. 9, FLATTENED ON THE MORROW SHALE. Only lower portion of section is shown to focus on the Morrow interval.

FIGURE 9—IDEALIZED MORROW CHANNEL SEISMIC TRACE MODEL GENERATED FROM THE INPUT LOG SECTION OF FIG. 8 BY CONVOLVING WITH A 10–15–70–80 Hz ZERO-PHASE WAVELET.
Seismic Data

Figure 11 is a portion of an east-west CDP-vibroseis seismic line through the Stockholm SW field in sec. 6, T. 16 S., R. 42 W., Greeley County, Kansas. The approximate location of the data in fig. 11 is indicated by cross section B-B' on the Morrow isopach (fig. 5). These 30-fold data were acquired with 120-channel recording using a group interval of 82.5 ft (25 m) and a source interval of 165 ft (50 m).

The deep incision of the Stockholm erosional valley is apparent even at the display scale of these data. The three oil wells at the center of the section penetrated the Stockholm valley and produce from the Stockholm sandstone. The three oil wells just to the west produce from the Johannes sandstone on the flank of the main valley in a thinner upper Morrow clastic section.

A portion of the seismic data of fig. 11 was expanded to show the detailed seismic signature of the Stockholm erosional valley (fig. 12). A cross section of gamma-ray curves from the wells which tie these seismic data is shown to illustrate the change in thickness of the upper Morrow and its impact on the seismic response. As pointed out in the model discussion, the primary contrasts in acoustic impedance that contribute the most to the seismic event are the change from carbonate to shale at the top of the Morrow, and the change from shale or sandstone to carbonate at the top of the lower Morrow limestone, or base of the upper Morrow. The Morrow shale is observed on the seismic data to be a left-deflecting trough while the top of the lower Morrow limestone is a right-deflecting peak. As the upper Morrow section thickens from less than 100 ft (30.5 m) in the Edsall "G" No. 6 well to almost 150 ft (45.8 m) in the Bergquist No. 5 well, the Morrow shale and limestone seismic reflectors diverge to the point where a "doubler" event forms over the thickest part of the Morrow channel. As the channel event begins to thin gradually into the Bergquist No. 4 well, the doubler event converges back to a single event.

Synthetic seismogram traces generated from sonic and density logs run in the Bergquist No. 2 well are spliced into the seismic data of fig. 12 to show the tie with the subsurface data. Studies utilizing synthetic seismograms have shown that the generation of the "doubler" seismic event is primarily due to a tuning phenomenon as the Morrow shale to lower Morrow limestone interval thickens. As seen by the tie with the Edsall "G" No. 6 well, a Johannes sandstone lying in a thinner upper Morrow interval is, for all practical purposes, seismically transparent with this type of seismic data, which has a dominant frequency of about 65 Hz.

Seismic data have proved very effective in mapping the upper Morrow valleys in which Stockholm sandstones were deposited. The prediction of sandstone within these valleys, however, requires not only a knowledge of valley geometry but also an understanding of depositional environments. Development to the southwest of the Stockholm SW field in the Second Wind field was aided by the use of 3D seismic data, which can predict upper Morrow thickness changes as well as local structural changes with much greater precision than standard 2D seismic data.

Another geophysical tool that can be useful in the exploration for Morrow sandstones is magnetic data. Such data are most effective in mapping basement fault and compositional trends that may have had some indirect influence on later Morrow depositional trends.
FIGURE 11—East-west seismic line across Stockholm SW field through the north half of sec. 6, T. 16 S., R. 42 W. and sec. 1, T. 16 S., R. 43 W. (Exact shotpoint locations not shown at owner's request.)
Conclusions

The discovery of Stockholm SW rekindled interest in the Morrow play of southeast Colorado and western Kansas. Few would have expected a productive trend with over 250 producing wells spanning greater than 30 mi (48 km) to exist in this previously dormant area. The true extent of the play is still not clear. However, the impact of the play on the oil and gas industry of the region is dramatic, and the potential the play holds has kept operators active in the trend. The development of the Stateline trend has resulted in a better understanding of the valley-fill model of sedimentation, as well as an advancement in the use of seismic stratigraphy and associated modern seismic technology in this area. The lessons learned throughout the course of this activity increase the likelihood that the search for other such plays will be equally as successful.
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Abstract

The Coats South area is situated in north-central Barber County, Kansas, immediately east of the southern limit of the Pratt anticline. The geologic setting encompasses a variety of structural and stratigraphic traps. The case study discussed herein involves exploration targets in Mississippian- and Ordovician-aged carbonates and cherts. The trap for either target zone is stratigraphic. Recently (1991) acquired multifield Vibroseis data have been examined in an effort to characterize the reservoirs and the relatively complex structure and stratigraphy proximal to the Pratt anticline.

Significant topographic variation, highly variable materials in the weathered zone, and local areas of high data attenuation within the study area present special data-processing difficulties. These difficulties can be overcome by careful integration of known geologic constraints and iterative static solutions.

Seismic models of those geologic conditions relevant to hydrocarbon traps in the study area correlate well with processed seismic sections. The data utilized in this study are of sufficiency sufficient high-frequency content that stratigraphic pinchouts and other thin-bed phenomena are clearly distinguishable on both conventional and enhanced trace-attribute plots. As a general rule, structure plays a minor role in the stratigraphic traps evaluated in this study.

Introduction

The Coats South study area is geographically situated in north-central Barber County, Kansas (fig. 1). As is evident from the production index map (fig. 2), numerous horizons with oil and gas potential have been exploited in the region. While the region is mature from an exploration standpoint, the region continues to yield significant discoveries. This paper will focus on various seismic indicators related primarily to stratigraphically entrapped Mississippian- and Ordovician-aged reservoirs. Other significant production is also yielded by various Pennsylvanian-aged reservoirs. These will not be discussed herein.

Production in the study area is controlled by structural, stratigraphic, and combination traps. Log cross sections and contour maps presented below demonstrate a variety of these controls. The purely stratigraphic traps are considerably more difficult to identify/predict in advance of drilling. Geologic indicators of such traps typically lack the level of detail necessary to yield either two-dimensional or three-dimensional control. Multifield seismic control, however, is capable of imaging these exploration targets and providing insight into reservoir development and reservoir quality definition.

Recent acquisition (1991) of detailed seismic coverage both perpendicular and parallel to the Pratt anticline has allowed for detailed reservoir-zone analysis and realistic structure mapping from an area of significant near-surface velocity contrast and gentle to moderate terrain. Some of these results are presented in this paper. Due to the proprietary nature of the data, specific profile location will be withheld in order to preserve confidentiality.

Subregional Geological Conditions

Portions of four townships comprising the Coats South study area (fig. 2) include some rather striking geological anomalies. Faulting on the east limb of the Pratt anticline, coupled with substantial stratigraphic zone variations present challenging interpretive problems, both from a modeling standpoint as well as subsurface correlation to seismic data.

An example of the abrupt subsurface structural change is indicated by contours on top of the Arbuckle (fig. 3). Note that the fault zone along the east limb of the Pratt anticline is offset laterally at numerous junctions. These offsets are indicated to be conjugate fracture zones related to the primary fracture set which tends locally to be more north-south in orientation. Note also that numerous structural closures, both on upthrown and downthrown blocks have yielded significant oil and gas accumulations (e.g., Coats field).

Significant reservoirs occur in primarily two key intervals in the study area: Mississippian and Ordovician Viola chert porosity. The geologic histories of these

FIGURE 1—REGIONAL LOCATION INDEX, STUDY AREA PROXIMITY TO PRATT ANTICLINE, AND REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL FEATURES.

FIGURE 2—PRODUCTION INDEX MAP OF PORTIONS OF T. 29 AND 30 S. AND R. 13 AND 14 W., PRATT AND BARBER COUNTIES, KANSAS.
buildups is not completely understood. Clearly, however, some zones have developed secondary porosity. Complicated fluid migration and hydrodynamic or possible gas drives also play roles in trap configurations and integrity. An indication of stratigraphic diversity over an interval encompassing Mississippian and Kinderhook sediments is evident in an isopach map of Marmaton–Viola (fig. 4). Similar maps (not shown here) can be generated to support exploratory development efforts for Viola targets. Log characteristics of stratigraphy from the Marmaton through the Arbuckle is shown on cross section B–B’ (fig. 5). This structural profile gives an idea of the level of complexity under consideration for seismic modeling. Vertical as well as lateral variation can be pronounced.

Seismic Modeling

Due to the structural and stratigraphic variation indicated by mapping and log cross sections, accurate seismic correlation is an essential ingredient to overall seismic-profile definition. Synthetic seismic signatures in one- and two-dimensions (1D and 2D) have been generated in support of the cases analyzed in this study. For 1D vertical control, sonic and density logs have been utilized from a well located at approximately NW NW NE sec. 14, T. 30 S., R. 14 W., to generate a synthetic seisogramm (fig. 6). This downthrow-block well provides excellent detail of a particularly well developed Mississippian porosity zone; Viola and Simpson sections are also fairly developed in this well. At the time of this writing, this well was awaiting hookup to a natural gas pipeline, with the expectation of production from Mississippian chert. Other details are not available. Many upthrown-block wells have zero Mississippian section, though they may contain restricted Kinderhook and fully developed Ordovician sections.

A 2D synthetic seismic profile has also been generated utilizing the above well as a basis. This model is presented below where actual data can be viewed for direct comparison (see figs. 9 and 10).

Representative Seismic Profiles

Seismic data from the study area demonstrate the significant structural and stratigraphic variation indicated by log profiles presented earlier in this paper. The seismic profile chosen for display is oriented more or less perpendicular to the fault zone prevalent along the east limb of the Pratt anticline. Although the exact seismic profile location is proprietary, the well location shown near the center of the cross section is in close proximity to the profile; this is the well utilized in the synthetic modeling of the previous section.

Figure 7 is an unannotated “conventional” structural profile, covering the full stratigraphic section from surface to basement. Annotation for the profile (fig. 8) gives various formation boundaries and places the fault zone near station number 165. These profiles are displayed at a “typical” vertical scale of 10 inches per second (10 IPS). Horizontal scale is 15 traces per inch (15 TPI). Group interval is 82.5 ft (24.8 m), equating to a horizontal distance of about 1,200 ft (393 m). Vertical depth at 700 milliseconds (msec) is approximately 4,300 ft (1,290 m). This yields a vertical exaggeration of approximately 2x at 700 msec. Note that while the annotated profile shows “obvious” faulting, the unannotated profile may leave some room for interpretation. Also note that the total geological section over the Marmaton to Viola interval occurs over a relatively limited seismic interval. At a scale of 10 IPS, details related to these critical zones are barely visible.

The 2D seismic model referred to above is presented in fig. 9. In this display, vertical scale is 20 IPS, horizontal scale is relative, trace spacing is 6 TPI. The model has been generated to highlight particularly the thickness changes in Mississippian chert and the overall Viola. In the center of the model, Mississippian chert thickness is 50 ft and total Viola section is 64 ft (19 m). On the upthrown block, or model left, Mississippian chert is absent and total Viola is 50 ft (15 m). On the right end of the model, Mississippian chert thickness is 30 ft (9 m), Viola thickness is 110 ft (33 m). Variable interpolation rates have been applied from left to right to match the rate of horizontal geological change. The model has been generated with 3% noise added.

For comparison to actual data, the same data set utilized in figs. 7 and 8 has been redisplayed at a vertical scale of 20 IPS and a trace spacing of 40 TPI, with every third trace shown to compare model to actual data (fig. 9). Vertical exaggeration in this profile is approximately 5.4x. In contrast to the model, actual data have not been flattened at Heebner time. Note that while agreement between model and data is not perfect, good overall agreement is very much in evidence. Among other points of interest:

1. Frequencies and wavelet response immediately below the base Mississippian chert from station 165 to about station 230 are clearly anomalous. Drilling has confirmed oil- and gas-saturated chert, with thickness of 50 ft (15 m) in the vicinity of station 210. The actual well referred to was situated about 600 ft (180 m) out of the plane of this profile.

2. The right-most portion of actual data at Viola time shows a developed peak amplitude event at the top Viola. The model does show a developing amplitude response, but much weaker. Overall zone thickness comparison between model and data is very good.

The somewhat ‘choppy’ appearance of the data is due to the third trace increment chosen in order to redisplay data at approximately the same relative horizontal scale as the model.

To provide an idea of overall data quality, an expanded scale profile of this same data set is shown in fig. 11. In this display, the trace attribute of instantaneous frequency displayed at a horizontal scale of 15 TPI (same as figs. 7 and 8) while vertical scale is 30 IPS, yielding a vertical exaggeration of approximately 6x. This profile shows very

---

### FIGURE 3

**STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION, TOP ARBUCKLE.** Note vertical offset east of fault zone is approximately 150 ft (45 m).

### FIGURE 4-1

**A) ISOPACH MAP OF MARMATON–VIOLA.** This interval emphasizes particularly the variation of Mississippian-aged sediment thickness. **B) PERSPECTIVE DIAGRAM OF ORDOVICIAN SURFACE AT CLOSE OF MARMATON TIME.**
clearly both the structural and stratigraphic change occurring over the length of the profile. Structurally, the prominent Arbuckle event shows the full measure of displacement across the east-limb fault zone. Two-way time displacement is approximately 20 ms (0.020 sec); well control verifies structural-depth displacement at the top Arbuckle is greater than 150 ft (45 m). Although results are somewhat premature, an apparently productive zone in Mississippian chert has been encountered at the equivalent of station 210 in this profile. Note that a significant frequency change occurs between the Base Pennsylvanian and Base Mississippian chert from stations 197–212. Note also that a frequency anomaly occurs below the Base Mississippian chert, where between stations 200–230, frequencies consistently range from 36 to 48 Hz. Both left and right of this zone, frequencies are consistently above 50 Hz. This condition is weakly developed between stations 168–179. It is also apparent that frequencies in the Viola are significantly reduced between stations 173–230. These frequency distributions are significant in that velocity and frequency are directly related as follows:

\[ v = f \lambda, \]

where \( v \) is velocity of the material, \( f \) is wave frequency, and \( \lambda \) is wavelength. Insofar as wavelength will remain relatively constant through a given time window, this relationship should yield relative velocity change within particular zones. Without going to a detailed model building and seismic trace inversion of amplitude to velocity, this display provides a quick look at potential velocity variation within any given zone.

**FIGURE 5**—**STRUCTURAL CROSS SECTION B–B'**. Note variation of Mississippian-aged sediments as well as those of Ordovician Viola.
Summary/Conclusions

The datasets presented herein clearly illustrate the utility of seismic data in the Coats South study area. Multifold sampling, with particular objectives in the Mississippian- and Ordovician-aged sediments, has yielded accurate and detailed correlation. Higher input frequencies, coupled with processing geared toward true amplitude recovery, has assisted in refinement of stratigraphic zone characterization. As in all stratigraphic plays, signal quality must be maintained at the highest possible level. Three-dimensional (3D) sampling and processing may very well aid exploration for this type of play in the future.

In any case, it is also apparent that while conventional displays will continue to suggest wavelet character anomalies which have significant stratigraphic counterparts, carefully applied trace-attribute analysis will also play a continuing and expanding role in overall anomaly characterization. Beyond the tools demonstrated in this study, techniques related to wavelet inversion (amplitude → velocity) as well as AVO, will almost certainly play increasingly more important roles in these types of stratigraphic plays.

Appendix

Acquisition and Processing Parameters

ACQUISITION (Lockhart Geophysical, Denver, CO) 1991

Source: Vibroseis
Pilot: 20–128 Hz, 16 seconds × 12 sweeps
Sample rate: 2 msec
Source Array: 4 vibrators over 82.5 ft (24.8 m)
Source Interval: 165 ft (49.5 m)
Group Interval: 82.5 ft (24.8 m)
Spread: Split
Near Offset: 412.5 ft (124 m)
Far Offset: 5,362.5 ft (1,608 m)
Group Array: 12 phones @ 7.5 ft
Recorders: DFS V
Recording filters: 18–128 Hz
No. channels: 120/240 (Swath surveys)
Nominal fold: 30

PROCESSING: (ECHO Geophysical Corporation, Denver, CO)

* Demux and gain recovery
* Geometry and trace edit
* Apply refraction statics
* Datum: +1,800
  * Vc: 7,000 ft/sec
  * CDP gather
  * Brute velocity analysis
  * Final velocity analysis
  * Auto surface consistent statics
  * CDP trim statics
  * Stack (30 fold)
  * Spectral whitening
  * F-X predictive filter
  * Filter frequency: 15–20–90–105
  * Trace equalization

FIGURE 6.—ONE-DIMENSIONAL (1D) SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM GENERATED FROM WOOLCOTT PETROLEUM CORPORATION—MCKENZIE # 1, NW NW NE 1/4, T. 30 S., R. 14 W., BARNELL COUNTY, KANSAS. Bandpass filter = 15–20/90–105. Vertical scale = 10 IPS. Wirefield through Arbuckle annotated.

FIGURE 7.—CONVENTIONAL STRUCTURAL PROFILE. Horizontal scale = 15 TPI, vertical scale = 10 IPS. V. E. = 2x at 700 msc.
FIGURE 8—Annotated Seismic Profile. Note that Marmaton-Viola interval (approximately 20 msec) contains considerable stratigraphic variation, most of which is not visible on this conventional profile. See text for detailed discussion.

FIGURE 9—2D model emphasizing variation in Mississippian chert and Viola. Horizontal scale is relative, vertical scale 20 IPS. Heebner–Arbuckle interval isolated. See related seismic profile fig. 10.

FIGURE 10—Same profile as figs. 7 and 8, rebaselined at 40 TPI and 20 IPS to match model of fig. 9. As compared to fig. 8, only every third trace is displayed. V. F. = 5.4c.
FIGURE 11—Instantaneous frequency re-displayed at 15 TPI and 30 IPS. V.E. = 65%. Note frequency anomalies in Mississippian chert and Viola intervals. See text for details.
Seismic Support Leading to Discovery and Development of Strahm South Field, Forest City Basin, Northeastern Kansas
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Abstract

For the past five or six decades, the Forest City basin has been subject to sporadic exploration activity. Prior to the advent of multidisciplinary seismic data acquisition, many significant fields (e.g., Davis Ranch in Wabaunsee County) were discovered by integrating subsurface well control with shallow core-hole data. In some cases (Strahm field, Nemaha County), spot correlation seismic data were utilized in conjunction with shallow surface/outline structure mapping.

At Strahm South field, east-central Nemaha County, Kansas, an initial subsurface lead was investigated by acquiring 6.25 mi (10.0 km) of nominal 12-fold CDP data in early 1984. This initial survey resulted in a discovery and was augmented by the phased acquisition of 11.4 mi (18.25 km) of “development” data. Pre-drilling seismic mapping indicated significant thinning over a key Lansing-Viola interval; this feature generally indicates deep subsurface structure, particularly at the Ordovician. The survey data also indicated critical west dip of more than 100 ft (30 m) at the top of the Viola and probable closure.

Drilling has confirmed this 100 ft (30 m) of dip and that the Strahm South field is an elongated, faulted, and closed feature. It is slightly over 1 mi (1.6 km) long, with a productive width apparently less than 1,300 ft (390 m). Estimated ultimate recovery from six Viola wells will likely exceed 275,000 bbls. Untested Hunton and Simpson pay remains behind pipe.

Although both geophysical and geochemical techniques can be of assistance prior to drilling untested structures in this area, multidisciplinary seismic results are especially encouraging. Both lateral and vertical resolution, particularly with modern recording technologies and processing, confirm good agreement with actual subsurface data. When measured against the cost of a typical dry hole in the area, the CDP surveys are also very cost effective if designed with appropriate constraint.

Introduction

Strahm South field is located in east-central Nemaha County, Kansas, slightly updip and west of the axis of the Forest City basin (figs. 1 and 2). The Forest City basin is asymmetric in that the western flank in proximity to the Nemaha Ridge is steeply dipping and faulted; elsewhere the basin is characterized by relatively gentle dips. The principal zones with production potential are the Silurian/Devonian-aged Hunton carbonates, Ordovician-aged Viola carbonates, and Simpson sandstones. Most, but not all, of the fields in the region are associated with faulting, generally of basement origin. Steeple (1982) illustrates the influence of the Humboldt fault zone throughout the flank of the Nemaha Ridge.

Some structures in the Forest City basin are of substantial areal extent. Davis Ranch (over 8 million bbls) has about 400 productive acres (16 ha), while John Creek (also over 8 million bbls) covers more than 1,400 acres (567 ha). Many smaller fields have also yielded fairly high reserves per unit area. Examples would be Mill Creek and Woodbury, each with less than 100 acres (40 ha) (fig. 3). Most structures with relief high enough to be picked up by shallow core drilling have been exploited long ago, though the technique still has merit on a smaller scale. The seismic method (spot correlation) is credited for the discovery of Strahm field (Elster, 1960). McClain field (1982) is the first discovery in the “new phase” to have shown the validity of CDP techniques in the area.

With respect to Strahm South field, nominal 12- and 24-fold data were acquired with 110-ft (34-m) groups, 220-ft (67-m) shots (Vibroseis), with 48- and 96-channel recording. (See also Appendix 1 for additional detail concerning acquisition and processing parameters.) The resolution provided by these surveys enabled the identification of faulting, the
confirmation of structural dip and stratigraphic thinning, and generally limited the risk associated with exploration and exploitation of structures of limited areal extent.

The location of these initial surveys was based on regional mapping of numerous horizons and isopachs thought to be critical for entrainment and structural closure. This mapping allowed us to highlight an area downdip, but apparently on trend with Strahm field, a Hunton and Viola field discovered in 1948 by Carter Oil (Elster, 1960).

**Geological/Geophysical Map Series**

Regional geological mapping indicated anomalous conditions at a well which had weak but potentially significant shows from Hunton porosity: the Skelly–Hook #1, located NW SW sec. 11, T. 3 S., R. 14 E. Acquisition of approximately 6.25 line-mi of CDP data tied this well directly, and with velocity reference established at this point, allowed for an estimate of possible structural gain against the Ryan–Aberle #1, located in SW NW sec. 3, T. 3 S., R. 14 E.

Viola Time Structure and Lansing–Viola Isochron maps as drafted in 1984 are shown in figs. 5 and 6, respectively. These interpretations led to the drilling of the Teichgraeber–Brown Lierz "A" #1, SW SW SE sec. 3, T. 3 S., R. 14 E. The well encountered difficulties during an attempt to drill stem test (DST) the Viola. However, sample shows in the Viola and Simpson, coupled with significant structural gain relative to the Skelly–Hook #1, and thinning against all nearby wells warranted a production attempt. (The Lansing–Viola interval of 2,307 ft [703 m] encountered at the Lierz "A" #1 is the thinnest in all wells in the field area.) Upon completion, significantly oil-cut water was recovered from the Viola.

Subsequent to the drilling of the Lierz "A" #1, further analysis of the data indicated that it would be possible to gain structural advantage by moving north/northwest approximately 1/4 mi (1/2 km) from the Lierz "A" #1. At this new location, the Lierz "A" #2 encountered a 7-ft (2-m) structural gain, with Viola pay developed in a fractured and, in places,uggy dolomite from about 3,555 ft to 3,565 ft (1,084 m to 1,087 m). Simpson sandstone at 3,775–3,780 ft (1,151–1,152 m) yielded a good show of free oil on DST but is much tighter than the Viola.

A core taken through the Viola pay zone registered porosity as high as 21% and permeability as high as 2,250 millidarcies. Average porosity was 16.2%, while average
permeability was 523 millidarcies. DST chart extrapolation and calculations for the Viola indicated theoretical potential, with damage removed, of 985 BOPD. Extrapolated reservoir pressure was 1,334 psi.

Following this discovery, additional CDP surveys were conducted to assist both in development and the evaluation of extension exploratory ideas. This second phase (1985) is indicated on fig. 7. Results from these surveys led to the drilling of three additional successful wells and one dry hole.

A final phase of surveys was conducted in 1986 (fig. 8), bringing total survey mileage to 17.65 mi (28 km). Maps depicting the latest interpretation show Lansing–Viola Isochron (fig. 9) and Viola Structure (fig. 10). While the Viola Time Structure map (not shown) matches reasonably well with actual structure, the more diagnostic map is that of the Lansing–Viola isochron. Time-structure mapping is complicated by locally anomalous velocities in variable glacial till cover. Modern processing with refraction statics mitigates some of this distortion; however, better agreement between time and structure remains a significant processing challenge. Note that faulting is depicted as en echelon. Additionally, the east limb of the structure is likely faulted in the vicinity of the highest wells in the field. This portion of the structure would then be interpreted as a horst. This is a very reasonable interpretation and in agreement with Steeples (1982), wherein other similar features have been identified in the fairway of the "Humboldt fault zone."
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**Geological/Geophysical Cross Sections**

Example seismic sections, which indicate both relative structure (dip line 84–3) and stratigraphic variation (strike line 86–4), are shown in figs. 12 and 13, respectively. These are structure-normal polarity sections; key reflections are annotated. Obvious structure below the indicated producing well on profile 84–3 confirms a good portion of the 80 ft (24 m) of relief known to exist between the Lierse #2 and the Ryan–Aberle #1 in NW sec. 3.
While the good correlation to structure on dip lines is encouraging, one of the pitfalls of evaluating data in this area is illustrated by the strike-line interpretation. Compare fig. 14, based on a log cross section through many of the field wells, to profile 86-4 (fig. 12). Of special interest is the relationship of dry holes situated at positions 1 and 5 with respect to profile 86-4. It is possible that the time-structural relief at these locations may be partially an artifact of low-velocity surficial glacial drift deposits. Lateral variations in the thickness and velocity of these deposits can create false pullup, incorrectly suggesting higher structural position. These locations are in higher elevation positions and have more near-surface glacial material preserved.

Seismic correlation has been enhanced by the generation of numerous synthetic seismograms from field wells. The sample seismogram shown in fig. 14 was generated from sonic and density control from near-surface to granite basement at the dry hole located NE SW SE sec. 3, T. 3 S., R. 14 E. (Teichgraeber—Brown Priest “B” #1). In addition, a comparison of the synthetic seismic response between productive and nonproductive wells has been generated (fig. 15). In this profile, the integrated acoustic-impedance curve has been convolved with the same wavelet used in fig. 14; however, the interval has been limited to highlight the synthetic seismic response of the Viola. Note that the display is in depth rather than time. Datum for the display is the top Viola. These responses are very informative in what is indicated immediately below the top Viola. Note that in the productive well (Lerz #3), the amplitude response below the typical top Viola “peak” is very weak. The same zone in the transitional well (Priest “B” #1), which tested shows in Viola porosity, begins to develop a slight kick just above the top Simpson Group marker; the clear-cut dry hole (Wenger “A” #1) shows a strong trough developed followed by a well-developed peak at the top Simpson.

The validity of this theoretical response is substantiated by the signature of the Viola pay zone of fig. 11. As indicated earlier, this profile is a true dip profile and as such provides the better match to modeling. Nonetheless, the response of Viola porosity in fig. 12 also shows interesting correlations to the model response. In summary of this point, it is probable that significant porosity and oil saturation in this zone has yielded a seismic response characteristically different from nonproductive cases.

Additional data related to complex trace attributes, such as instantaneous phase and frequency, were utilized to assist in fault-zone definition and to attempt resolution of stratigraphic details. Reflection strength (decibels) further verified the theoretical relationship indicated above (fig. 16).

FIGURE 10—Final interpretation, Viola structure; contour interval = 20 ft (6 m).

FIGURE 11—CDP profile 84-3; structure, normal polarity. Nominal 12-fold Vibroseis; 110-ft (34-m) group interval, 20-ft (6-m) source interval.
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Summary

While not a major accumulation (estimated ultimate recovery about 300,000 bbls), Strahm South has certainly proved commercial. It also confirms some of the relative complications related to exploration in this region. Among others, these include 1) the high probability of faulting associated with production; 2) relatively high relief, but narrow/small structures; and 3) surface overburden characteristically with glacial drift. Nonetheless, compelling reservoirs await further testing of ideas and technologies.

Though some might suggest that line spacings in this program represented “over-kill,” the fact is that these structures can and do change dramatically in any given direction. Future data-gathering alternatives including parallel offset (swath) surveys, or appropriately spaced 3D surveys, should yield highly accurate results in a framework utilizing scrutinized cost control.
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Appendix

Acquisition and Processing Parameters

Acquisition:
- 48 and 96 channel
- 12 and 24 fold
- WESTERN
  - 110-R group interval
- GEOFHYSICAL
  - 220-R source interval (Vibroseis)
  - 120–20 Hz pilot
- VIBRASONICS
  - 12-sec sweep, 10 sweeps/V.P.
  - 3 sec listening

Processing:
- Denoise-gain recovery
- Geometry-trace edits

ECHO
- First break suppression, spectral enhancement

GEOFHYSICAL
- Datum statics
- CDP gather
- Brute velocities, NMO
- Auto surface consistent statics
- Final velocity analysis
- Final NMO corrections
- Second pass auto surface consistent statics
- Auto CDP consistent statics
- Stack
- Filter: 10-1580/90 Hz 0-2,000 msec
- Trace equalization

FIGURE 12—CDP PROFILE 86-4 (STRIKE LINE), STRUCTURE, NORMAL POLARITY. Numbers above wells refer to structural profile fig. 13.

FIGURE 13—STRUCTURAL PROFILE FROM LOG DATA. Compare with CDP profile 86-4, fig. 12.
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FIGURE 14—Synthetic seismic, Tischkramer-Brown Plane “B” #1. Convolved with filter of 10-2075-95 Hz, zero phase.
FIGURE 16—Complex trace attribute of reflection strength.
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Abstract
Hampton field, located in southwestern Rush County, Kansas (principally in secs. 5–8, T. 17 S., R. 19 W.), is a small Arbuckle field (1.12 MMBO) along the western flank of the Central Kansas uplift. The field is a classic example of an unconformity trap and reservoir related to development of “mature” karst features into a poorly organized hierarchy of closed depressions and erosional highs (e.g., fractures, sinkholes, springs, sumps, and half-blind valleys). An understanding of the paleogeomorphology of the pre-Pennsylvanian exposure surface and its relationship to basement structure is critical to successful exploration and development. Seismic control provides evidence of pre-existing basement structure that influenced subsequent deposition and erosion. Structural relief and closure at the Arbuckle level across Hampton field can be recognized on the seismic data. The seismic data in conjunction with the well control are a valuable exploration and development tool. The seismic data provide insights into timing of tectonic movements, the influence of basement structure on subsequent deposition and erosional topography, and on differential compaction of pre-Cherokee rocks across the pre-Pennsylvanian basement structure.

Introduction
Hampton field, a relatively small but significant Arbuckle field along the western flank of the Central Kansas uplift, is an example of a karst-fracture-controlled dolomite reservoir at the northern end of the Arbuckle–Ellenburger trend. Regionally, the Arbuckle–Ellenburger trend of the southern midcontinent is one of the most significant oil- and gas-producing horizons in the United States, stretching nearly a thousand miles from the Central Kansas uplift across Oklahoma and Texas to the Delaware basin of West Texas (Gatewood and Fay, 1982). In Kansas, Arbuckle reservoirs account for approximately 47% of the 16.3 billion barrels of original oil in place, and over 32% of the cumulative 5.9 billion barrels of the total oil produced (Watney and Paul, 1983; Newell et al., 1987; Carr, 1994). Reservoir development in the Arbuckle and equivalent units has been directly related to prolonged periods of subsurface exposure and karst development that initiated with the Middle Ordovician Sauk–Tippacanae cratonic sequence boundary (Sloss, 1963). In areas such as the Central Kansas uplift, intermittent periods of subsurface exposure continued up through the Early Pennsylvanian time of the Absaroka Sequence, Sloss (1963; Walters, 1946, 1958, 1991). During these episodes of widespread exposure, renewed karst development occurred. The result is a terrain characterized by the development of underground solution networks, disorganized surface drainage, and a surface topography characterized by a hierarchy of closed depressions resulting from solution and collapse (e.g., Walters, 1991).

Kart development in the Arbuckle section enhanced porosity and permeability, creating prolific petroleum wells and large reservoirs. (Walters, 1958; Merrim, 1963; Adler, 1971; Ramonettta, 1990). Production is typically restricted to the top 25 ft of the Arbuckle (Adler, 1971). However, deeper low- to moderate-volume stratified production has been identified in a number of fields including El Dorado (Ramonettta, 1990) and Edwards (Mullins and Ireland, 1967). The presence of lower stratiform pay zones may be related to depositional stratification or stratified karst structures. The complete range of reservoir types in the Arbuckle has not been adequately characterized, and the Arbuckle should not be considered fully tested until Precambrian rocks are reached (Bloesch, 1964).

The major focus in this paper is the examination of available well and seismic data in the area of Hampton field using a karst model. Our goals are to develop an understanding of the effect of the paleogeomorphology of an erosional surface on petroleum production, the influence of basement controls on subsequent deposition and erosion, and the application of seismic data to imaging the erosional surface. The seismic profile incorporated in this paper crosses the southern flank of the Hampton field. The profile images what is believed to be a typical Arbuckle field along the southwestern margin of the Central Kansas uplift.

Field Description
Hampton field, located in northwest Rush County, Kansas (principally in secs. 5–8, T. 17 S., R. 19 W.), is one of numerous moderate to small Arbuckle fields (i.e., 1–5 MMBO) located along the southwestern flank of the Central Kansas uplift (fig. 1). The Central Kansas uplift, a northwest-trending complex of structural features, is the largest positive feature in Kansas. Post-Mississippian in age, the uplift was described by Merrim (1963) as “a maze of small anticlinal and synclinal structures, many of which are faulted.” The crest of the uplift is recognizable by the superposition of Pennsylvanian sediments directly on Precambrian basement. The flanks exhibit truncated pre-Pennsylvanian strata overstepped by Pennsylvanian beds (Merrim, 1963).

In the 1960’s, exploration moved off the crest of the Central Kansas uplift and away from the giant Arbuckle fields of Barton, Russell, and Ellis counties. Arbuckle production was discovered at Hampton field in March 1967 (Birmingham Bartlett #1 Littler “C”), SE NW SE sec. 6, T. 17 S., R. 19 W.), and was followed the next year by discovery of oil in the overlying Pennsylvanian conglomerate (Rock Oil #1 Honska, NW NW NE sec. 8, T. 17 S., R. 19 W.). Reported initial production from the Arbuckle discovery well was 60 BOPD. Field production increased quickly to a peak in 1968 of over 400 BOPD from 17 wells (fig. 2). Production is from either the top few feet of the Arbuckle, or on the eastern extension of the field from the overlying Arbuckle “conglomerate” (figs. 3 and 4). The field, with the exception of a single well pool on the NW corner (Baldwin “B” lease, NW NW SW sec. 6), appears to have a common original oil-water contact at -1,745 ft subsea (-532 m) (fig. 4). Typical of the Arbuckle production, Hampton field has a strong bottom water drive. Average measured drilling depth to production is just over 3,800 ft (1,158 m). Hampton field covers approximately 600 acres (243 ha) and was developed on 40-acre (16-ha) spacing (fig. 3).

Reported cumulative production from Hampton is entirely oil, and through 1993 was 1.12 MMBO. Since the peak in 1968, field production has steadily decreased to a present rate of less than 25 BOPD (fig. 2, table 1). In 1992, only 10 wells located on two leases operated by Phillips Petroleum were actively producing. Average per well

FIGURE 1—MAP SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF WELLS PRODUCING FROM THE ARBUCHEL GROUP IN KANSAS IN RELATION TO THE MAJOR STRUCTURAL FEATURES. The Hampton Field is located in northwest Rush County.

FIGURE 2—ANNUAL PRODUCTION DATA FROM HAMPTON FIELD FROM DISCOVERY IN 1967 THROUGH 1992. Reported cumulative production from Hampton is entirely oil, and through 1993 was 1.12 MMBO.
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cumulative recovery is over 60 MBO, and the best wells in the field have cumulative recoveries in excess of 100 MBO. Arkabuckles wells on the crest of the Central Kansas uplift, although at a much tighter 10-acre (4-ha) spacing, have reported similar cumulative per well recoveries (Walters, 1991). Because of the heterogeneous nature of the fracture porosity and permeability in the Arkabuckles and the absence of complete penetrations, Arkabuckles fields such as Hampton have defied attempts by conventional methods to estimate original oil in place (OOIP). However, fields such as Hampton appear to be attractive economically because of the relatively shallow drilling depths and oil recoveries per surface acre ranging from 2,000 to 3,000 barrels.

Trap Description

Hampton field is interpreted as a stratigraphic trap formed by an erosional high on the top of the Arkabuckle Group (i.e., a hill). The overlying Pennsylvanian Cherokee shales and silts provide vertical and lateral seals. Relief on the Arkabuckles unconformity surface, defined by well control, is as much as 30 ft (100 ft) over a distance of less than 0.5 km (1,600 ft). As contoured, relatively steep walls separate roughly flat-topped hills from irregular valleys and closed depressions. Hampton field is interpreted as an elongated roughly east-west erosional high that is surrounded by karst features such as sinks, steepheads, and half-blind valleys developed on top of the Arkabuckles (fig. 5). Surface paleo-topography as depicted on top of the Arkabuckles is similar in morphology and scale to surface landforms described from other karst terrains (fig. 6). In particular, the abundance of closed depressions varying in size and arrangement mapped in the area resemble the compound sinks, blind and half-blind valleys, and generally disrupted surface-drainage pattern that are indicative of karst terrain (Jennings, 1985). The erosional surface developed on the Arkabuckles in the Hampton area is interpreted as a poorly organized segmented surface drainage with reaches of both underground and surface flow (Jennings, 1985). Blind and half-blind valleys form as surface streams that gradually disappear underground (e.g., low separating the three fields in the Hampton area, fig. 5). In karst terrains stream emergence is often marked by a blind headwall or steephead (e.g., SW SW sec. 29, T 16 S, R 19 W, fig. 5). Headwalls are formed by headward retreat of the valley by stepping back of cliffs resulting from accelerated erosion at the base by a spring or rising (fig. 6; Jennings, 1985). As mapped, the connectivity and scale of Arkabuckles structure in the Hampton field area displays many of the features of “mature” karst development. Cherokee conglomerate production at the base of the field, representing the lowest 15 ft (5 m) of the field, shows decreasing thickness across the field (fig. 5). Deposition in the Hampton field area strongly suggest genesis as surface landforms associated with karst. The Pennsylvanian Cherokee shales and silts immediately overlie the Lower Ordovician Arkabuckles Group in the Hampton field area. The Arkabuckles was deposited on the karst top pre-Pennsylvanian erosion surface along the flanks and over the crest of the Central Kansas uplift. Across the Central Kansas uplift, the Cherokee fills depressions and valleys in the underlying strata, and locally pinches out against paleo-drainage highs (Walters et al., 1979). The Cherokee isopach in conjunction with the Arkabuckles structural contour map show that the Cherokee thins from over 30 m (100 ft) in Arkabuckles lows to less than a meter (2 ft) over highs (figs. 5 and 7). The Cherokee fills in much of the local Arkabuckles relief, and isopachs between post-Cherokee markers (e.g., Marmaton to Lansing–Kansas City) show only a general regional thickening to the southeast off the Central Kansas uplift. On the basis of well tops, the Hampton field structure persists through the entire section, but diminishes significantly above the Cherokee. Local structural relief of over 10 ft (30 m) on the Arkabuckles surface decreases to less than 5 m (15 ft) at the base of the Stone Corral Anhydrite. Local structural relief on higher markers (e.g., Heebner Shale and Stone Corral) is very subtle and is attributed to compaction over Arkabuckles highs (fig. 4).

Inherited Precambrian structural grain appears to influence the position and axis of pre-Pennsylvanian karst features across the Central Kansas uplift. Many workers have recognized the relationship between the Precambrian basement structures and the distribution of overlying strata (e.g., Merriam, 1963). In addition to providing inherited structural relief, the Precambrian structural grain may provide zones of weakness for development of compound sinks (avalas) and reaches of surface and subsurface drainage. The influence of inherited structural grain on modern karst development has been well documented (e.g., Jennings 1985).

Understanding of the paleomorphology of the Arkabuckles weathering surface, the possible influence of Precambrian topography, and the relationship of karst landform development to pre-existing structure, are important components to hydrocarbon exploration and production. At El Dorado field in eastern Kansas, high rates of initial production in Arkabuckles were reported to follow permeability trends similar to modern karst. These trends were related to inherited fracture systems (Ramondetta, 1990).
of Hampton field, karst features, formed in the sedimentary rocks surrounding and covering buried Precambrian hills, were linked to the prolific oil production from the Arbuckle at Gorham, Kraus-Pruza, Beaver, and Bloomer fields in Barton and Russell counties (Walters, 1946, 1991). Solution features such as meatalike valleys and numerous small sinkholes and valleys formed by coalescing sinkholes (ovals) surround many of these “buried hills” (Walters, 1946, 1991). These buried karst features were interpreted as forming in the Arbuckle carbonates in early Pennsylvanian when the entire area was above sea level and was undergoing weathering and erosion prior to deposition of Pennsylvanian sediments (Walters, 1991).

Seismic Data and Interpretation

The sample seismic line across Hampton field (figs. 8 and 9) crosses a closed structural high at the top of the Arbuckle Group (figs. 4 and 5). Closure at the top of the Arbuckle Group along the length of the seismic line is estimated (from geologic control only) to be on the order of 30 m (98 ft). At horizons above the Cherokee, structural relief is less than 10 m (32 ft) and decreases to less than 5 m (16 ft) at the Stone Corral. All horizons dip regionally to the west-southwest into the Hugoton embayment (fig. 1). The vibroseis-sourced seismic data (figs. 8 and 9) were acquired in 1988 by Lockhart Geophysical using a split-spread receiver array with a source interval of 165 ft (50 m), a group interval of 82.5 ft (25 m), and near and far offsets of 412.5 ft and 2,205 ft (126 m and 855 m), respectively. Twelve 12-sec, 14-150-Hz sweeps were summed at each source location. The notch filter was out. These data are interpreted to be zero-phase and reverse polarity.

As an aid to the interpretation of the example seismic line, two zero-phase, 52-Hz, Ricker-wavelet based, one-dimensional seismic seismograms (normal and reverse polarity displays) were generated (figs. 10 and 11). The well in the SW NE NW sec. 6, T. 17 S., R. 19 W. (fig. 10), is about 0.8 km (0.5 mi) north of shotpoint 490; the corresponding synthetic seismogram ties the seismic line reasonably well (figs. 8 and 9). The well in the SE SE SE sec. 6, T. 17 S., R. 19 W. (fig. 11), is effectively on-line; the corresponding synthetic seismogram ties the seismic line at shotpoint 480 (fig. 8).

As is indicated on figs. 10 and 11, the synthetic seismograms utilize sonic-log data only; neither check shot nor density control is available for these wells. Throughout most of the subsurface geologic section, sediment density and acoustic velocity are directly proportional, and sonic-based synthetic seismograms are reasonable approximations to the seismic image of the subsurface. However, this generalized velocity/density relationship is not valid for salt-bearing strata. Rock salt has a relatively high acoustic velocity and an anomalously low density. As a consequence, the synthetic response to the relatively low-density Hutchinson Salt Member is somewhat misleading (fig. 10). In a relative sense, the top of the salt has a lower acoustic-impedance contrast than that indicated on the synthetic seismogram, and hence is a lower-amplitude reflection (relatively) on field seismic data; the base salt event in contrast is a better-defined, higher-amplitude reflection on actual seismic data.

With the exception of the Hutchinson Salt interval, the synthetic seismograms are presented as reasonable models of the processed vibroseis data (figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11). A number of significant geologic markers are identified on the synthetic seismograms; several of these generate prominent events. The Stone Corral, Topka, Marmaton, and Arbuckle reflections, for example, are manifested as prominent troughs on the reverse-polarity synthetic display.

The seismic data were loaded into a computer workstation using Landmark interpretation software. Frequency analysis and spectral shaping of seismic data were performed to attenuate unwanted noise from a seismic section and to enhance resolution. Landmark’s BCM2D system provides the opportunity to analyze and shape frequency spectra of post-stack data in an easy and efficient manner with almost instant feedback. Central difference operators were also applied to “whiten” wavelets-frequency spectra. Application of frequency analysis, spectral shaping, and central difference operators to data dramatically improved vertical resolution (up to 4x), accentuating and resolving these intervals that were represented as mere inflections in the original data. Variable-density fills and reflection-strength displays of the seismic data were generated (figs. 8 and 9). Prominent events have been correlated on these sections, and where possible these horizons are identified on the synthetic seismograms (figs. 7 and 8), and labelled on the geologic cross section (fig. 4).

The lowermost correlated reflection on the seismic section, the trough identified as the acoustic basement, is thought to originate at the top of the crystalline Precambrian surface (i.e., purple event, in figs. 8 and 9). Due to a paucity of basement penetrations in the immediate study area, this seismic event cannot be directly time-tied to well-log control. The interpretation of basement is consistent in part 1) Precambrian

FIGURE 4—EAST-WEST STRUCTURAL CROSS SECTION ACROSS A PORTION OF HAMPTON FIELD (fig. 6). An original oil-water contact at approximately -1745 ft (-532-m) subsa is present in the Arbuckle and Cherokee "conglomerate." Cherokee thins from over 30 m (100 ft) in Arbuckle lows to less than a meter (2 ft) over the highs, filling in much of the local Arbuckle relief (figs. 3 and 5). Structural relief on higher markers (e.g., Heebner Shale) is very subtle and is attributed to compaction. Section is roughly parallel to seismic profile (fig. 8).
between the Precambrian basement and the overlying Phanerotic sedimentary sequence. A pattern interpreted as depositional onlap of a buried Precambrian positive feature has been imaged by the seismic data across the Hampton field area. Similar patterns of onlap of Precambrian positive features have been reported by well data from numerous areas of the Central Kansas uplift and are documented to form hydrocarbon traps (e.g., Walters, 1946, 1991; Miller, 1968).

The overlying Arbuckle event is represented as a trough on the synthetic seismograms (Figs. 10 and 11), and can be directly time-tied to the seismic data (i.e., aqua event of Figs. 8 and 9). The pattern of time-structural relief observed along this unconformable surface is consistent with 1) well-log control, 2) the observed thinning of the Stone Corral/Arbuckle time interval, and 3) the pattern of time-structural relief interpreted along the acoustic basement. Relief at the Arbuckle level can be attributed, in part, both to depositional thinning related to onlap of pre-Precambrian structure and to reactivation of pre-existing fault planes in post-Arthurbank to pre-Pennsylvania time. Subsequent erosion of the Arbuckle related to karst development at the pre-Pennsylvanian exposure surface heavily modified the structural relief associated with both pre-existing depositional and structural patterns. In interwell areas on the geologic cross section of Fig. 4, relief along the Arbuckle and shallower horizons is based on the interpretation of these seismic data. Subsequent shallower events (e.g., Marmaton, Topeka, and Stone Corral) also appear to drape the basement structure (Figs. 8 and 9). In a manner consistent with compaction-induced drape, the magnitude of this relief decreases at shallower levels. This apparent correlation does not preclude the possibility that a component of the structural relief observed at shallower levels could be due to the reactivation of basement faults; however, it does indicate that if this was the case, net vertical movement

**Figure 5**—Structure contours on top of Arbuckle Group in the area of Hampton field. Oil production from the Arbuckle is confined to the tops of highs that are interpreted as erosional highs on a heavily karstened surface. Paleodrainage patterns are shown to be poorly organized and segmented as a connecting series of compound sinks, half-blind valleys, and steepheads. Cherokee conglomerate production at Hampton field is concentrated along an area where surface flow may have been underground and may be related to brecciation associated with cave collapse.

**Figure 6**—Selected surface landforms in modern karst regions: A) profile sketch illustrating scale and types of closed depression features; B) alluviated spring and rise pit; C) a half-blind valley. All figures modified from Jennings (1985).
was either relatively small (compared to pre-existing relief at the basement level) or that the sense of vertical movement was consistent with earlier faulting. Compelling evidence to attribute structure along the shallower horizons to compaction across crystalline basement (as opposed to post-depositional faulting) is the lateral continuity of reflections and the uniformity of such units as the Hutchinson Salt Member (figs. 8 and 9). Although the Hutchinson Salt drapes appreciably across basement highs, the time-thickness of this rock-salt unit is effectively uniform across the length of the seismic line. Additionally, there is no seismic evidence of salt dissolution. If structural relief at the Hutchinson level were primarily due to faulting, some localized salt dissolution would be expected (Anderson et al., this volume, p. 57-65; Anderson et al., this volume, p. 66-70).

Summary/Discussion

The seismic data across the Hampton field were used in conjunction with regional well control to provide insight into the geologic history and petroleum geology of the southwestern flank of the Central Kansas uplift. Paleotopographic relief at the level of the Arbuckle erosion surface appears to be a function of well-developed karst that was strongly influenced by pre-existing basement structure. The seismic data across Hampton image both the basement-involved faulting (approximately 100-150 m (328-492 ft) of vertical offset), and the effect of this basement relief on the subsequent depositional onlap of the Cambrian? and Ordovician sediments. Thinning of Cambrian-Ordovician sediments across the positive Precambrian feature at Hampton field appears to be of a magnitude of 75-100 m (248-330 ft) and is interpreted as a result of both depositional onlap and erosional truncation.

The Cherokee isopach, the Arbuckle structural map, and the seismic data show the effect of basement structure and erosional paleotopography on Cherokee sedimentation. The Cherokee was deposited, filling depressions and valleys in the underlying Arbuckle erosion surface. The Cherokee thins from over 30 m (100 ft) in Arbuckle lows to less than a meter (2 ft) over the highs (figs. 8 and 9). The seismic data across the Hampton area shows a well-developed onlap pattern of Cambrian and Arbuckle reflections on both sides of the basement high and are interpreted to represent up to 100 m (328 ft) of depositional relief (figs. 8 and 9). On the basis of well tops and the seismic data, structure persists but diminishes significantly up through the entire section. The local structural relief is over 30 m (100 ft) on the Arbuckle surface and decreases to less than 7 m (25 ft) at the Stone Corral Anhydrite. The structural and stratigraphic content of the seismic data appears to hold a high degree of integrity against the well data. On the basis of the parallel nature of seismic reflections, absence of observed faults cutting well bores, and lack of significant local changes in post-Cherokee isopachs across Arbuckle highs, the structure after the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity is interpreted as the result of differential compaction and draping across the pre-Cherokee structures. The pre-DeSotoesian to post-Mississippian development of the Central Kansas uplift and subsidiary features is probably related to the inherited and reactivated basement structure recognized on the seismic data (Merriam, 1963). Due to the absence of deep Arbuckle penetrations in the Hampton area, the degree of structural influence on the Arbuckle reservoir can not be determined from well control. However, based on seismic data, pre-existing basement structure appears to strongly influence the development of paleogeomorphic features observed on the Arbuckle erosional surface. Both Arbuckle structure and reservoir quality were significantly modified by karst at the pre-Pennsylvanian regional unconformity.

Karst terrains, such as that interpreted in the Hampton area, have poorly organized drainage systems separated from irregular shaped highs by relatively steep slopes. The highs are cut by re-entrants with steep head walls and sinks (dolines) at their heads. Arbuckle fields, such as Hampton and its neighboring fields, are examples of unconformity traps in which an understanding of paleogeomorphology and inherited basement structure are critical to successful exploration and development. The existence of extension opportunities has been demonstrated in the area such as the southwestern extension of Hampton Northeast (Litter "1", 1990 discovery), and the Roland Southeast field (1988 discovery). Examination of the structure map on top of the Arbuckle and comparison to cumulative production patterns indicates a number of additional infill and extension opportunities in the area. In addition stratigraphically lower intervals of the Arbuckle and Cambrian may be viable targets where they onlap the older Precambrian positive features.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS—The seismic data were donated by Lockhart Geoophysical. Their generosity is appreciated. Mr. James R. Daniels provided valuable feedback as to well locations and tops.
FIGURE 8A and 8B—UNINTERPRETED AND INTERPRETED, REVERSED-POLARITY, VIBRATOR SEISMOGRAM PROFILES ACROSS THE HAMPTON FIELD (Fig. 3). These data are interpreted to show basement-involved faulting, depositional onlap of Cambrian and Arbuckle units, and compaction and were acquired by Lockhart Geophysical using a split-spread receiver array with a source interval of 165 ft (50 m), a group interval of 82.5 ft (25 m), and near and far offsets of 412.5 ft and 2,805 ft (126 m and 855 m), respectively. Twelve 12-sec, 14-150-Hz sweeps were summed at each source location. The notch filter was out. The interpreted horizons from the deep to shallow include top of interpreted basement (purple), top of Arbuckle Group (aqua), top of Marmaton Group (yellow), top of Topeka Limestone (green), base and top of Hutchinson Salt (orange), and top of Stone Corral Formation (red). Basement-involved faulting is highlighted in yellow.
FIGURE 9A and 9B—UNINTERPRETED AND INTERPRETED REFLECTION-STRENGTH DISPLAY OF THE SAME SEISMIC DATA AS PRESENTED IN FIG. 8. The reflection-strength display highlights the difference in the interpreted Precambrian basement and the overlying Phanerotic sedimentary sequence. The basement-involved fault is also highlighted in this display. Interpreted horizons are identical to Fig. 8.
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Abstract
Walta field (448 MMBO) is a small field located in Sumner County, Kansas (principally in secs. 19 and 30, T. 33 S., R. 3 W., and sec. 25, T. 33 S., R. 4 W.). Cumulative production of 448 MMBO is principally from a sandstone traditionally assigned to the uppermost Simpson Group (Middle Ordovician), but which may be Misener (Upper Devonian-Lower Mississippian), the basal transgressive sand below the Chattanooga Shale. Secondary production is from the Osagean (Ozark) “chat” just beneath the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity. Production at the Mississippian level is structurally trapped, but deeper production at the Simpson/Misener level is stratigraphically trapped by either a pinchout of the “Simpson” sandstone reservoir or they enlap a pre-existing structure or by a transtensional event pre-Chattanooga unconformity. Primary structure at Walta field is related to Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian tectonic movement that formed a series of westward-tilted fault blocks on a northeast-southwest-trending structural nose. This Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian tectonic event is recognized across Kansas and formed a series of similar northeast-southwest-oriented structures throughout Sumner County and the Sedgwick basin of south-central Kansas. These structural elements appear to be the primary control on the distribution of Ordovician through Mississippian production in the vicinity of Walta field. Within Walta field, northeast-southwest cross-faults define separate pools at the Simpson-Misener reservoir interval and provide additional extension and exploration opportunities. Seismic data successfully image the northeast-southwest structural element that are a critical component in both the Simpson-Misener and the Mississippian pools at Walta field. The seismic data provide insight into the stratigraphic geometries associated with the pinchout/truncation of the Simpson-Misener reservoir interval, and indicate the presence of pre-existing (pre-Chattanooga) structure. Integration of geophysical and geologic data provides an improved understanding of the depositional and tectonic events that led to the hydrocarbon accumulation at Walta field.

Introduction
Walta field is one of the numerous moderate to small fields (i.e., 0.2–5 MMBO) located throughout the part of the eastern Sedgwick basin that produce from either the Middle Ordovician Simpson or Upper Devonian-Lower Mississippian Misener sandstones and the Osagean (Ozark) “chat” (figs. 1 and 2). The Sedgwick basin is a relatively broad southward-plunging embayment of the Anadarko basin of Oklahoma, and is bordered by the Central Kansas uplift and the Pratt anticline to the west, and by the Nemaha uplift to the east (fig. 1). Reported production from Walta field is primarily from a thin sandstone traditionally assigned to the uppermost Simpson Group (Middle Ordovician). Secondary, but important, production is also reported from the Mississippian (Osagean) Mississippian (Osage) production is widespread in central and south-central Kansas and is typically at or near the top of the Mississippian section and just below the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity. Mississippian production is reported from numerous small fields such as Argo in the Sedgwick basin (Newell et al., 1987). Solution weathering of the Mississippian limestones commonly produces a residual cherty, porous zone just beneath the unconformity called the “chat” (a modification of the word “chert.”) Ver Wiebe, 1950). In general, reservoir characteristics of the chat zone (e.g., thickness, porosity, and permeability) are extremely variable. At Walta field the Mississippian reservoir displays characteristics of shallow weathering with chart grading to fresh chert in the top 3–4 m (10–15 ft) below the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity. The majority of the production reported from Walta field is from a thin sandstone traditionally assigned to the uppermost Simpson Group. Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian tectonic movement removed the Simpson over much of the Central Kansas uplift, the Nemaha uplift, and northwestern Kansas. As a result, production from the Simpson Group is primarily limited to the Sedgwick basin and adjacent areas of south-central Kansas. Production trends are evident along the southern margin of the Central Kansas uplift and down the Pratt anticline where the Simpson Group subcrops beneath the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity (Newell et al., 1987). The Simpson also produces beneath the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity at the El Dorado field on the Nemaha uplift in Butler County (Jewett, 1954). The removal of the Simpson Group over much of the Central Kansas uplift, the Nemaha uplift, and northwestern Kansas is related to Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian tectonic movement (Merritt, 1963). The absence of the Simpson in southeastern Kansas is due to pre-Devonian (pre-Chattanooga) erosion across the Chautauqua arch. Minor production in the Sedgwick basin comes from Simpson sandstones where they are truncated on the flanks of the Chautauqua arch. In Kansas, the Simpson Group is dominantly a sandstone-shale sequence with minor amounts of carbonate rock. The main reservoir rocks within the Simpson Group are light-gray, quartz-rich, friable sandstones sometimes called the St. Peter or Wilcox (Goebel, 1968).

Simpson production is confined to the western flank of the faulted structural nose that forms the trap at the Walta field. The Simpson sandstone reservoir is not present or is very thin on the crest of the structure, being removed either by pre-Chattanooga erosion, or thinning by onlap onto a pre-existing high. If the onlap scenario is correct, the sandstone is probably a transgressive sand at the base of the Chattanooga Shale and should more appropriately be identified as Misener sandstone. Misener sandstone is a thin, erratically developed transgressive sand at the base of the Chattanooga Shale. Misener sandstone reservoirs are scattered throughout the Sedgwick basin of south-central Kansas. In Kansas, the Chattanooga Shale is generally identifiable by drillers as the Kinderhook Shale. The Misener sandstone can be up to

FIGURE 1—MAP OF KANSAS SHOWING THE STUDY AREA IN RELATION TO MAJOR STRUCTURAL FEATURES FORMED MAINLY IN LATE MISSISSIPPAN AND EARLY PENNSYLVANIAN (AFTER MERRITT, 1963). PATTERNS INDICATES AREAS WHERE MISSISSIPPIAN ROCKS ARE ABSENT DUE TO EROSION ON THE SUB- PENNSYLVANIAN UNCONFORMITY.

FIGURE 2—STRUCTURE Contour map on top of Simpson Group in Sumner County and adjacent areas (modified from Adkinson, 1972). Basement-involved faulting is modified from Berrendon and Blair (1992). Oil and gas fields that produce from the Simpson Group are highlighted. Structure contours. Field outlines and age of producing horizon from various sources.
several meters thick adjacent to the Central Kansas uplift, but elsewhere it is commonly represented by a slightly sandy zone at the base of the Chattanooga Shale. In areas along the eastern Sedgwick basin where Middler and Upper Ordovician shales and limestones have been removed by pre-Chattanooga erosion, the Misener can directly overlie the Simpson Group. Given that Misener sandstone was the result of reworking the exposed Simpson Group on the Chautauqua arch, it is difficult by lithologic criteria alone to distinguish the Misener from sandstones of the Simpson Group.

Distinguishing characteristics of the Misener were reported to be comparatively poor sorting, fairly abundant black phosphatic grains, and pyritic and siliceous cement (Adkison, 1972). Thirty miles (50 km) to the north at the O. S. A. field (T. 29 S., R. 1 W.), a thin sandstone reservoir in a similar stratigraphic position to the "Simpson" at Walton field was also assigned to the Simpson Group (Shawver, 1965a). This sandstone also thins by either erosion or onlap to the east across a faults structural scale and forms a combination structural-stratigraphic trap. In addition, phosphatic grains ("spocks") typical of Misener sandstone were reported to occur within this sandstone (Shawver, 1965a). The Simpson reservoir at the O. S. A. field may also be Misener and illustrates the difficulty in distinguishing the two in the absence of the overlying Ordovician shales and limestones. Further north at Valley Center field (T. 26 S., R. 1 W.), the overlying Viola Limestone is present, and the Misener sandstone can be recognized. Production at Valley Center field is reported from stratigraphic pinchout of the Misener sandstone along the flank of a structure. Structural traps are formed with both older and younger reservoirs on this anticline (Weight, 1960).

Based on present data, assignment of the sandstone-reservoir interval at Walton field to either the Misener or the Simpson is an open question. However, following tradition this reservoir interval at Walton will be simply referred to as "Simpson." In either case the "Simpson" sandstone at Walton field thins by either onlap or truncation on a structure that existed prior to deposition of the Chattanooga (Kinderhook) Shale. Similar pre-Chattanooga structural influence is apparent in other "Simpson" pools in the eastern Sedgwick basin (e.g., O. S. A. field, Shawver, 1965a; and Gillian field, Shawver, 1965b).

Field Description

Walton field, located in Sumner County (principally in secs. 19 and 30, T. 33 S., R. 3 W., and sec. 23, T. 33 S., R. 4 W.), was discovered in 1959 by the Sorrento #1 (Walton) (SE SE SE sec. 25, T. 33 S., R. 4 W.). Initial production was reported as 50 BOPD from the "Simpson." In 1963, oil was discovered in the Minneiskaissanchat on the Dorset #3 Walton (NW SE SE sec. 25, T. 33 S., R. 4 W.). Annual production peaked in 1962 at over 135 BOPD from seven wells. Production declined steadily until the late 1970's (fig. 4). In the late 1970's, two wells, the Samson #3 Stewart (SW NW SW sec. 19, T. 33 S., R. 3 W.) and the Raymond #1 Stewart (NW NE SW sec. 19, T. 33 S., R. 3 W.), extended "Simpson" and Mississippian chert production in the Walton field to the north and resulted in a second peak in production (fig. 4). Production declined and has held steady at 3 BOPD from a single producing well from 1987 through 1993. Reported cumulative production through 1993 was 448 MBO (Beene, 1994).

The trap at Walton field is interpreted as being formed by a series of tilted fault blocks along a northeast-southwest-plunging antiformal nose (fig. 3). The relatively steep eastern side of the structure is mapped as a northeast-southwest-trending fault. This fault is parallel and on line to other basement faults throughout the eastern Sedgwick basin (Berendesn and Blair, 1992). Similar tilted fault blocks have been noted at O. S. A. and Gillian fields (Shawver, 1965a), and may be a common trap component at other fields in the area (e.g., Fail Creek and Caldwell fields; Bass and Lukert, 1959).

A structure contour map on top of the Simpson Group of Sumner County and adjacent areas (fig. 2) shows that oil and gas fields that produce from the Simpson Group and the Mississippian are associated with northeast-southwest structural trends that appear to be closely related to basement fault trends. The structure at Walton field, as based on subsurface mapping and depicted by a structural cross section (fig. 5), is attributed to Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian tectonic movement. Structural relief decreases significantly above the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity. The small amount of structural relief observed above the unconformity is attributed to depositional thinning and compaction over eroded and subdued paleotopography associated with the Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian deformation and basin Pennsylvanian unconformity. This is consistent with previous interpretations of the tectonic and depositional history of Kansas (cf., Merriam, 1963). A series of northwest-southeast cross-faults define separate fault blocks and separate pools at the "Simpson" and possibly Mississippian levels at Walton field. The structural cross section shows one of the cross-faults between the #3 Stewart and #1 Stewart wells. This fault has 30 ft (9 m) of vertical offset and defines separate "Simpson" pools (fig. 5). The cross-faulting in conjunction with the stratigraphic pinchout of the "Simpson" provide opportunities for additional extension and exploration activity in the vicinity of Walton field.

FIGURE 3.—STRUCTURE CONTOUR MAP ON TOP OF SIMPSON GROUP OF WALTON FIELD AREA, SHOWING WELLS PRODUCING FROM BOTH THE "SIMPSON" AND MISSISSIPPIAN CHERT. LOCATIONS OF THE GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION (FIG. 5) AND SECTIONS (FIG. 8) ARE SHOWN.


Seismic Data and Interpretation

The example seismic profile for the Walton field (figs. 6 and 7) images the Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian faulted anticline that provides the structural element of the "Simpson" and Mississippian hydrocarbon traps (figs. 3 and 5). The structural feature is characterized by up to 10 msc (66 ft, 20 m) of relative structural closure at the Simpson level. The Chautauqua Shale also shows an 8- to 10 msc (66 ft, 20 m) of thinning and a pronounced lateral variation in its seismic image as it onlaps the high. Data were acquired using a 24-fold air gun (75 cubic-inch chamber) and a 48-trace split-spread receiver array. Group and source interval was 82.5 ft (25 m). Near and far offsets were 82.5 ft (25 m) and 1,980 ft (603 m), respectively. Each group consisted of 12 inline Mark Products 30-Hz geophones. Three segments of six pops each were summed at each location. Serel 338HR recording equipment was used with a recording sample rate of 2 msc. Low and high bandpass filters of 25 and 125 Hz were used, and the notch filter was out. Data are presumed to be zero-phase, and the displays are interpreted to be reverse polarity; therefore, increases in acoustic impedance correspond to troughs on the seismic data (figs. 6 and 7).

As an aid to the interpretation of the example seismic line, a suite of zero-phase, 52-Hz, Ricker-wavelet based, one-dimensional synthetic seismograms (both normal and reverse polarity displays) were generated for the #1 Melis well (E2/E SE SE sec. 24, T. 33 S., R. 4 W.; figs. 8, 9, and 10). The #1 Melis is effectively on-line, and the corresponding synthetic seismograms ties the seismic profile to trace 214. The synthetic seismograms and the seismic profile correlate reasonably well from the top of the Kansas City Group down to TD. The match is somewhat tenuous above the Kansas City Group. This is probably due to a combination of several closely spaced, thin low- and high-velocity layers, borehole caviation (as indicated by a caliper log), and the use of a zero-phase Ricker wavelet in the construction of the synthetic seismogram.

The synthetic seismograms of fig. 8 were generated from the sonic log recorded at the #1 Melis well. On the reverse-polarity synthetic seismogram display, the tops of the
Mississippian subcrop and "Simpson" correspond to moderate-amplitude troughs. Conversely, the top of the Chattanooga is represented by a moderate-amplitude peak. The interval between the top of the Chattanooga and the top of the "Simpson" (Chattanooga/Simpson) interval is imaged as a doublet peak followed by a trough.

The synthetic seismograms of figs. 9 and 10 were generated for modified versions of the sonic log recorded at the #1 Meil's well. More specifically, the Chattanooga/Simpson interval on the velocity log in fig. 9 was reduced (squeezed) by 10 ft (3 m) to simulate depositional thinning on-structure. In fig. 10, the Chattanooga/Simpson

---

**FIGURE 5**—NORTHEAST-SOUTHWEST STRUCTURAL CROSS SECTION ACROSS A PART OF WELD FIELD (SEE LOCATION ON FIG. 4). Structural relief at Simpson and Chattanooga levels decreases significantly in higher horizons. Faulting is interpreted to be related to Late Mississippian–Early Pennsylvanian tectonic movements. Erosion on the sub-Pennsylvanian unconformity has subdued relief at the unconformity. The fault between the #3 Stewart and #1 Stewart wells defines separate pools at the "Simpson" reservoir. This sandstone also pinches out up-structure toward the #1 Hoover well. Structural relief on higher markers (e.g., Kansas City) is very subtle, and is attributed to compaction across the eroded structural block.

**FIGURE 6**—INTERPRETED, REVERSE-POLARITY DISPLAY OF THE EXAMPLE SEISMIC PROFILE ACROSS THE WELD FIELD.

**FIGURE 7**—ENLARGED DISPLAY OF A PORTION OF THE EXAMPLE SEISMIC LINE (FIG. 6).
interval on the velocity log in fig. 9 was increased (stretched) by 16 ft (5 m) to simulate depositional thickening off-structure. On the reverse-polarity displays of both synthetic seismograms, the tops of the Chattanooga and Simpson are represented by peaks and troughs of moderate amplitude, respectively. The significant difference is that the Chattanooga/Simpson interval on fig. 9 is imaged as a peak-trough sequence. On fig. 10, the Chattanooga/Simpson interval is imaged as a peak-trough-peak-trough sequence.

A reverse-polarity display of the field seismic data is presented in fig. 6. In fig. 7, a blowup of deeper reflections is shown in order to accentuate the seismic image of the subsurface at the pay-zone level. Several prominent events have been correlated on these sections; these horizons are identified on the synthetic seismograms (fig. 8), and labelled on the geologic cross section (fig. 5).

The lowest correlated reflection on the seismic profile is the trough identified as the Simpson. This horizon is characterized by a high to 10 msec (66 ft, 20 m) of relative time.

structural relief, being highest beneath the Walt field near the center of the profile. This pattern of time-structural relief is consistent with the thesis that the Misener or Simpson sandstones at the Walt field pinch out against the flanks of a positive structural feature at the Simpson level.

In contrast to the Simpson, the reflection associated with the top of the Chattanooga Shale is relatively flat across the Walt field, displaying less than 5 msec (33 ft, 10 m) of relief. This suggests that some of the structural relief at the Simpson level pre-dated the deposition of the Chattanooga Shale and Misener sandstone. This observation is also supported by the analysis of the seismic image of the Chattanooga-Simpson interval on the seismic profile (fig. 6). Off structure (east of trace 91 and west of trace 201), the Chattanooga-Simpson interval is generally represented by a peak-trough-peak-trough sequence.

The seismic reflection associated with the Mississippian strata subcropping the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity, like the Simpson reflection, is time-structurally higher (up to 5 msec; approximately 33 ft [10m]) across the Walt field than elsewhere on the seismic line. This pattern of relief could be the result of erosion at the Mississip-

\[ \text{FIGURE 8} — \text{INTEGRATED S Seismic log (75/cycle), acoustic-impedance curve, and 52 Hz, zero-phase, Ricker-wavelet based synthetic seismograms for the #1 Mills well (E/2 SE SE sec. 24, T. 33 S., R. 4 W.; see fig. 5). The #1 Mills is effectively on-line with the corresponding synthetic seismograms tying the seismic profile at station 214. Horizontal tops: Kansas City-3,448 ft (1,301 m); Cherokee-2,960 ft (1,207 m); Mississippi-2,112 ft (1,233 m); Chattanooga-4,456 ft (1,358 m); Misener-2,525 ft (1,379 m); Simpson-4,329 ft (1,380 m).} \]
pian subcrop level, compaction across the underlying Simpson structure, faulting as interpreted from the geologic data, a statics correction problem, or a combination of these processes or factors. The observation that less relief is observed at the Mississippian level than at the Simpson level supports the interpretation that some of the structure at the Simpson level pre-dates the deposition of the Misener sandstones.

Summary

Integration of geophysical and geological data provides an improved understanding of the depositional and tectonic events that led to the hydrocarbon accumulation at Walta field. Seismic data can successfully image the northeast-southwest structural elements that are a critical component in both the "Simpson" and the Mississippian pools in the eastern Sedgwick basin. The seismic data provide insight into stratigraphic geometries associated with the pinchout or truncation of the "Simpson" reservoir interval, and the presence of pre-existing (pre-Chattanooga) structure. The Walta field is a combination structural/stratigraphic trap at "Simpson" level. The "Simpson" sandstone is present only on the flanks of the structure, and either onlaps or is truncated by the unconformity at the base of the Chattanooga Shale. If the "Simpson" sandstones onlap the structure, they would more likely be related to the Chattanooga Shale and should be identified as Misener sandstone. In either case the "Simpson" sandstone at Walta field thins by either onlap or truncation onto a structure that existed prior to deposition of the Chattanooga Shale.
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Abstract

The oil reservoir encountered by the Timmons #1 well, Wilson County, Kansas, produces from a fluvial channel sandstone facies (point bar deposit) within the Cherokee Group known commonly as the “Bartlesville” Sandstone. Hydrocarbons are stratigraphically trapped, the porous sandstone facies effectively sealed within tight, dense shales. The reservoir is characteristic of many of the Pennsylvanian pools in southeastern Kansas in that the sandstone is both shallow (335 m; 1,101 ft) and thin (3 m; 10 ft). Its thinness makes it effectively transparent or invisible to conventional seismic data. High-resolution seismic data, however, use frequencies that are harmonic with the thickness of the sandstone, creating a tuning situation and effectively a bright-spot response of the horizon when sandstone is encountered. The interpretation is validated with the observation of drapes over the channel and the polarity of the reflection.

Finally, the interpretation scheme was confirmed with the drilling of Timmons #3 directly north of Timmons #1 where a reflection character similar to that under Timmons #1 is seen on Line 2. Timmons #3 encountered porous sandstone of greater thickness than that under Timmons #1.

Introduction

Lower Middle Pennsylvanian sandstones of the Cherokee Group are estimated to have produced more than a billion barrels of oil in eastern Kansas over the past century. Traditionally, use of conventional CMP seismic methods has not been economically viable nor capable of detecting these sandstone lenses. However, using high-frequency CMP seismicity, it is now possible to detect sandstone lenses as thin as 2 or 3 m (7–10 ft), encased in shales at depths of about 500 m (1,650 ft) or less.

General Geology

Pennsylvanian strata in the area of study (Wilson County, Kansas, fig. 1) accumulated in the Cherokee basin. This shallow foreland basin is the northern extension of the Arkoma basin. Although biostratigraphic control is poor, the basin probably began accumulating sediments during the Atokan Stage when the Arkoma basin rapidly subsided (Rascoe and Adler, 1983).

The entire Pennsylvanian section in the study area is about 450 m (1,485 ft) thick. Cyclic Mississippian carbonate-dominated units, consisting of the classical Kansas cyclothem (Moore, 1936; Hecket, 1977) extend from the surface to about 18 m (59 ft) in depth. Below these rocks lie 75 m (248 ft) of carbonate- and shale-dominated cyclothems of the Marmaton Group (Desmoinesian). Below the Marmaton Group and above the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity surface lies about 150 m (495 ft) of siliciclastic mudrock-dominated cycles that comprise the Cherokee Group. Typically these cycles (3- to 15-m [10-50-ft] thick) consist of thin black or dark-gray marine shales and locally distributed thin limestones (less than 1 m [3.3 ft] thick) that grade upwards into coarsening-upward silty and sandy shales and locally thin sandstones. These coarsening-upward siliciclastic packages are interpreted to be the result of deltaic progradation into the marine realm. Delta plain underclays and coals cap most Cherokee cycles. Locally, Cherokee Group cycles may be partially or completely removed by incision and the resultant valleys may be filled with up to 75 m (248 ft) of sandstone. Sand-filled valleys, or shoestring, may consist of several stacked, fining-upward successions (Staton, 1984; Brenner, 1989). Although early workers interpreted shoestring sandstones as marine barrier bars (Bass, 1936), recent workers have interpreted them to be deltaic distributary channels or upper delta-plain fluvial sands (Rich, 1923; Hulse, 1978; Staton, 1984; Walton et al., 1985; Jordan and Tillman, 1987).

The oil-productive sandstone in this investigation is referred to as the “Bartlesville” (Bluejacket). It is confined within a valley that was incised up to 10 m (33 ft) into underlying noncyclic shales and localized coals. The lack of cyclicity in the underlying shales suggests that the upper “Bartlesville” valley may have incised into a slightly older valley, the upper part of which was filled with shale and minor coals. Insufficient control exists to map the lateral extent of the upper “Bartlesville” paleovalley; however, these valleys typically average about 400 m (1,320 ft) in width. Cores of the producing sandstone are not available and the genesis of the valley-fill sandstone is uncertain.

Sandstone in the Timmons #1 (fig. 1) is about 3 m (10 ft) thick (at 336–339 m; 1,101–1,114 ft) with an average porosity of 19.5%. The Timmons #2 well contains about 1.5 m (5 ft) of relatively tight sandstone (porosity estimated from uncalibrated neutron logs, is about 9%). Although correlation of the sandstone between the two wells is tentative, they are probably genetically related (fig. 2).

Oil in the reservoir is stratigraphically trapped within a thin, shallow, and porous sandstone, probably of point-bar origin. The sandstone is encased in tight shales which effectively seal the reservoir and probably serve as the source. This is an excellent example of a stratigraphic trapping of hydrocarbons in a sandstone that can be resolved on high-resolution seismic data but cannot be seen on conventional-resolution data.

Subsurface Morphological Features

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the geological/morphological history of the shallow subsurface in the study area. In stage 1, a complete Pennsylvanian cyclothem has been deposited. These strata, from bottom to top, comprise a succession of nonmarine sandstone and shale, freshwater limestone, underclay and coal, and marine sandstone, limestone, and shale. In stage 2, fluvial sandstones representing the basal sediment of the overlying cyclothem are deposited in an incised channel. The channel sandstone is disconformable to the sediment of the underlying cyclothem. In stage 3, the cyclothem has gone through deep burial and subsequent uplift. It is once again proximal to the surface and is overlain by only a thin section of younger Pennsylvanian strata and a shallow veneer of Pleistocene sediment. Because of differential compaction, the pancake-layered stratigraphy of stages 1 and 2 has disappeared. The upper Pennsylvanian strata are now draped across the lensoid-shaped channel sandstone. Such a drape is one of the keys, and a necessary condition, to identifying channel sandstones on seismic data.

Differential Compaction

As used here, the term compaction refers to net volume loss, whether physical or chemical, that a sediment undergoes in response to burial and loading. Differential compaction refers to the variable degrees to which different sediments with the same burial history will be compacted. The susceptibility of sediments to compaction is primarily, but not exclusively, a function of lithology. The processes which contribute to the overall compaction of sediment include: 1) porosity loss due to the physical compression and deformation of strata and the expulsion of pore water (principally sandstone, shales, and clays); 2) pressure solution (principally carbonates); 3) dissolution (principally evaporites); 4) oxidation of organic matter (principally coals); 5) dehydration due to temperature (principally shales and clays); and 6) diagenetic chemical transformation (such as limestone/ dolomite, gypsum/ anhydrite, aragonite/calcite, and within clay minerals).

As suggested by fig. 3 and as seen on the seismic section (fig. 5), the channel sandstone is less compactable than the adjacent assemblage of layered shales.

FIGURE 1—MAP SHOWING THE LOCATIONS OF THE EXAMPLE SEISMIC LINES AND TIMMONS #1 AND TIMMONS #2 WELLS.
sandstones, coals, clays, and limestones. The result is that post-channel Pennsylvanian strata are draped across the sandstone lens.

Seismic Tuning

Tuning occurs when the reflection from the base of a reflector constructively interferes with the reflection from the top of the reflector when there is a polarity reversal between the upper and lower reflections. In this situation, the travel path (two times the thickness of the layer) is half a wavelength, or the reflector thickness is one-fourth wavelength (fig. 4). Such thickness is termed tuning thickness. Knapp et al. (this volume, p.) show that the strongest reflections on a seismic section are not necessarily those with the largest reflection coefficient, but rather are those that are tuning. Tuning can nearly double the amplitude response, thus doubling the apparent reflection coefficient.

It is common practice to estimate the thickness of a reflector using tuning principles (Widess, 1972). In this manner, reflector thickness adjusts itself to the properties of the seismic data, and its thickness at that point is thereby derived. High-resolution methods, on the other hand, in effect adjust the seismic-data properties to the reflector. To create tuning of a thin reflector, a short wavelength (high-frequency) source function must be used. When the source function contains a wavelength that corresponds to that necessary for tuning of a thin sandstone lens, that lens will produce a strong reflection amplitude, i.e., a bright spot.

Further, Knapp (1990) shows that a particular thickness of cyclothem will tune to a particular frequency when that frequency is contained in the source function. This has two implications. First, data with a large bandwidth will be able to tune to more varieties of reflector thickness. This is the definition of high-resolution, a combination of high frequency (short wavelength) and broad bandwidth. Second, thickness of the pay zone can be estimated from the apparent frequency of the reflector.

Seismic-data Acquisition

Twenty-four-fold CMP data (Mayne, 1962) were obtained along two west-east-oriented lines 470 m (1,551 ft) long (fig. 1). Line 1 passed through the Timmons #1 well where 3 m (10 ft) of reservoir sandstone were known to be. Line 2 passed through the Timmons #2 well where the sandstone was thin.

Group interval was 10 m (33 ft). Geophones were fixed in position and the source was shot through. The line used half-integer (5-m [16.5-ft] in-line offset) geometry (Knapp, 1985) and a lateral offset of 10 m (33 ft). The resulting near offset was 11 m. Due to cable restrictions only 36 channels could be recorded at a time, although the system had 48-channel capability. Geophones were Mark 23E models of 46-Hz natural frequency. Three bunched geophones were used per group. Data were recorded on two piggy-backed 24-channel model ES-2401 EG&G seismographs.

Seismic source was the "auger gun" (Miller et al., 1990) which screws into the ground, sealing the shot hole with the auger fighting. Air-blast is minimal and the energy coupling is maximized. The auger gun uses a blank 12-gauge shotgun shell, detonated at the bottom of 1-m (3.3-ft) deep holes tapped with water.

Field records were 512 msec long with a sampling interval of 0.5 msec. To attenuate ground-roll noise, the records were low-cut filtered with a 70-Hz filter prior to digitization. Ground roll (and other noise) was further attenuated in processing (stacking) by use of the half-integer offset method (Knapp, 1985), stack-array principles (Morse and Hildebrandt, 1989), and correlation stack (Knapp, 1991a).

Special Aspects of Seismic Processing

Processing followed all normal procedures except that several special steps were performed to enhance quality of the results. To improve noise reduction of the data, two steps were followed:
This process is essential to the recovery of the full potential of the data. Resolution is proportional to frequency bandwidth, and this process enhances bandwidth by recovering the amplitudes of frequencies attenuated either by transmission through the earth or by unavoidable timing errors of the reflections prior to stacking during processing. Without spectral whitening, the data contain an unfulfilled resolution potential. The trick of spectral whitening is to recover the higher frequencies of the data without unnecessarily adding high-frequency noise. Thus, it is done experimentally with processor intervention and control.

Seismic Interpretation

To aid the interpretation of the seismic data (figs. 5 and 6), a suite of 1D synthetic seismograms were generated (figs. 7 and 4). The SP (sand present) synthetic and a synthetic seismic section were generated using the borehole density log for the Stroud #5. The SA (sand absent) synthetic A is a modified version of the SP synthetic created by replacing the porous sandstones by higher density shale. The SP synthetic C correlates satisfactorily with the seismic data of Line 1 (fig. 5) at the location of Timmons #1 (CMP 240). The SA synthetic A ties Line 2 (fig. 6) at the location of Timmons #2 (CMP 484), where the sand is absent.

Of particular interest on the synthetic seismic section is the signature of the channel sandstone (fig. 4). The channel sandstone is characterized by an anomalously high-amplitude trough-peak sequence which originates from the top and base of the upper and lower porous zones. This trough-peak sequence has a significantly lower amplitude on the SA synthetic, where the sandstone has been replaced by higher density shale. It is clear that, although interval velocity plays a role in the reflection response, the reflection due to the sandstone is predominately due to density, consistent with the lower density values of the porous sandstone compared to the tight surrounding shales. The magnitude of the reflection amplitude is enhanced by the fact that seismic-data wavelengths are harmonic with the two-way travel-time thickness of the channel, which causes tuning amplification.

The pattern of reflections on the seismic lines in the vicinities of the Timmons #1 (sandstone present) and Timmons #2 (sandstone absent) wells are similar in many respects to those on the SP and SA synthetic-seismic sections. Although comparison of the synthetic seismogram with the seismic data is consistent with the interpretation of the sandstone channel, an experienced interpreter knows that there can be coincidences between the two that are in fact unrelated and lead to mis-interpretation. (Such non-uniqueness is due to modeling and/or wavelet estimation errors, resolution limits of the wavelet, and/or inappropriate assumptions of the modeling process, e.g., omission of multiples).

An important aspect of the interpretation of the sandstone channel is the positive time-structural drape across it that is attributed to differential compaction between the channel sandstone and the surrounding regional facies (fig. 5, CMP 230 to CMP 260). The drape shown as indicative of the channel sandstone is not seen in the vicinity of the Timmons #2 well (CMP 484, fig. 6). This result is expected as the Timmons #2 well did not encounter any sandstone.

On Line 2, under CMP 445 (175 msc), one sees a signature similar to that under the Timmons #1 well on Line 1. One can even speculate that because the tuning frequency of this response is 100 Hz, that the sandstone is about 25% thicker under this location than at the Timmons #1 wellsite. Timmons #1 was drilled at this trace location, and this interpretation was confirmed. Oil production exceeded that of Timmons #1.

---

**FIGURE 4—SYNTHETIC SEISMIC SECTION ILLUSTRATING THE SIGNATURE OF A 3-M (10-ft) THICK CHANNEL SANDSTONE.**

**FIGURE 5—SEISMIC LINE 1. This seismic profile ties Timmons #1 well at trace 240.**

**FIGURE 6—SEISMIC LINE 2. This seismic profile ties Timmons #2 at trace 484, and Timmons #3 at trace 440.**
Summary

High-resolution seismic-reflection data were able to successfully map a thin, shallow channel sandstone. The channel sandstone was characterized by a high-amplitude trough-peak sequence that was sufficiently prominent to be called a bright spot. The trough-peak sequence is consistent with the fact that density of the sandstone is significantly less than the density of the adjacent shales. The bright spot is due largely to tuning amplification of signal considered to be high-resolution. The tuning frequency (125 Hz) is consistent with the thickness (3 m; 10 ft) of the channel sandstone with an interval velocity of about 1,500 m/sec (5,000 ft/sec).

Along with the amplitude anomaly of the seismic data, the data are characterized by draping of the surrounding strata over the bright-spot amplitude anomaly. This second line of evidence is also a necessary property of the data to derive the conclusion that the bright spot is a channel sandstone. The drilling of Timmons #3 confirmed the interpretation.

Thus, the channel sandstone is characterized by 1) a high-amplitude bright-spot density reflection, 2) negative polarity of the reflection (i.e., trough-peak sequence), and 3) draping of the overlying reflections over the lensoid-shaped sandstone.
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